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CHAPTER 1


Adding a Person to Your Campus
Solutions Database


To create records in your PeopleSoft Campus Solutions database, you add a person record or an organization record.
This chapter discusses how to add person records for students and other nonpaid individuals. Use PeopleSoft Human
Resources Management (HRMS) to enter records for employees and contingent workers.


This chapter provides and overview of ID assignment and discusses how to:


• Add an individual to your database.
• Add or update biographical details data.


Note. If you license PeopleSoft HRMS, you should read the HRMS Administer Workforce documentation for adding a
person and become familiar with the difference and implications of adding records for employees, contingent workers,
and persons of interest. Persons of interest are individuals who do not have or need a job record in your PeopleSoft
database. Students are persons of interest.


If you are implementing separate instances of PeopleSoft Campus Solutions and PeopleSoft HCM, you should read
the additional documentation describing those integrations. Certain items and business processes that are detailed
in this PeopleBook may vary depending on how you configure your separated systems. The CS-HCM Integration
Information Knowledge Document details the additional documents that describe the setup, functional, and technical
implementation considerations.


See Also
PeopleSoft HRMS 9.0 PeopleBook: Administer Workforce, "Adding a Person in PeopleSoft Human Resources"


lscc, Adding Organizations to Your Database


CS-HCM Integration Information, posted to My Oracle Support https://support.oracle.com


Understanding System ID Assignment
When you open the Add a Person component, the system requests a person ID. You can assign IDs two ways:


• Automatically
If you use automatic ID assignment, the system adds IDs sequentially as you add new people.
The system maintains the last assigned ID on the Installation Table - Last ID Assigned page.
See PeopleSoft HRMS 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook, "Setting Up and Installing PeopleSoft
HRMS," Setting Up Implementation Defaults


• Manually
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You enter the IDs, using any system that you choose for the organization. With manual entry, you don’t
need to assign IDs sequentially.
Assigning IDs manually is the only way that you can include alphabetical characters in the IDs.


Note. To avoid maintaining two different sets of IDs, you should either always assign them manually
or always let the system assign them.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up ID Delete Control


lscc, Managing System IDs


Adding an Individual to Your Database
To add an individual to your system, you must create a personal information record for that individual. If you
use automatic ID assignment, when you enter data and save the record, the system assigns the next available
sequential ID to that individual and adds the record to your database. Before adding an individual, however,
you should run the Search/Match process to determine if a record already exists for that individual.


Important! When you add an individual to your database and save the new value, the system performs an
automatic search to determine if a duplicate record already exists. This automatic search uses the search/match
criteria established by your institution. It notifies you that a duplicate is detected, but it does not give you the
opportunity to identify the duplicates. Use the Search/Match feature to help detect and identify duplicates.


See lscc, Setting Up Search, Match.


See lscc, Searching for Records and Using Search, Match.


Warning! Before adding organizations or entering and updating data about them, you must be familiar with
PeopleSoft applications, including the Add, Update/Display, Include History, and Correct History modes and
the PeopleSoft method of applying effective dates with active or inactive status.


See PeopleTools: PeopleSoft Applications User’s Guide, "Understanding Effective Dates"


You can update personal information for an individual on the same Biographical Details page, but in
update/display mode after adding the individual.


To add an individual to your database using automatic ID assignment:


1. Select Campus Community, Personal Information, Add/Update a Person.
2. Click the Add a New Value link at the bottom of the Add/Update a Person search page.


The Add a New Value search page appears with the word New in the ID field.


Warning! If you overwrite the word NEW in the ID field on the Add a New Value search page, and
manually enter an ID for the new person, you will disrupt the autonumbering sequence included with your
system. Your system administrator might need to correct the situation.


3. Click the Add button.
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The Biographical Details page appears with an ID value of NEW.
4. Enter at least the required data, which includes the individual’s first and last name and all of the data in the


Biographical Historygroup box (effective date, marital status, and gender).
5. Click Save.


If you click Save before you enter the required data, an error message appears, reminding you that required
data is missing.
If all required data is entered, the system runs an automatic search based on the entered data and the
specified search/match criteria. The search determines if a record for this individual already exists. If
a record with this data does not already exist, the system assigns the next available unique ID to the
record and adds it to your database.
If the system finds an existing record with the data, it displays the Potential Duplicate Found warning
message.
You can click OK to add the individual or click Cancel to investigate further.


Warning! If you click OK, the system adds the new person even though potential duplicates exist. If
this is not what you want, click Cancel.


In most cases, you should identify the potential duplicate individuals first to determine if you should add
the new one. Then click Cancel to exit the message and return to the Biographical Details page; from
there, access the Search/Match page to run a search and identify the duplicate.


Example of the Add/Update a Person, Add a New Value page where you enter "NEW" to add a person
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Example of the top of the Biographical Details page where the system displays the ID of "NEW" when you add a person


If the system detects a record with duplicate information, such as another record with the same National ID
number, a Potential Duplicate Found warning message appears, providing you the opportunity to continue
adding the person or to cancel and investigate the duplicate further.


Example of a "Potential Duplicate Found" warning message that appears when the system detects duplicate data


Adding or Updating Biographical Details Data
To create a personal information record, you must enter biographical data about that individual on the
Biographical Details page. To update biographical data, you can return to the Biographical Details page or you
can access pages described in the Managing Biographical Data section to edit or update specific information.
When you save information on either the Biographical Details page or the specific information pages, the
system writes it to the relevant maintenance tables and updates that information both places.


This section lists prerequisites and discusses how to:
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• Enter biographical details.
• Enter regional specific data.


See Also
lscc, Managing Biographical Information


Prerequisites
Before entering or updating basic biographical data, you must design and set up names, addresses, and
other foundational elements of Campus Community. You must also set up basic elements for personal data
management.


See Also
lscc, Designing Campus Community


lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Emergency Contacts Data


Pages Used to Add or Update Biographical Details Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Biographical Details SCC_BIO_DEMO_PERS Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Add/Update a Person,
Biographical Details


Enter or update an
individual’s name and other
basic biographical data.


Birth Information SA_BIRTH_DETAIL Click the Birth Information
link on the Biographical
Details page.


Enter or review an
individual’s birth location
data.


Edit Address EO_ADDR_USA_SEC Click the Edit Address
link on the Biographical
Details page.


Edit an individual’s address
data. If you have enabled
address validation on the
Address Format page, the
system validates the address
that you enter when you
click OK. The system
validates the address by
comparing it to the county,
state, and city as defined
on the Valid Address page.
If your address does not
contain a valid county, state,
and city for the selected
country you will receive
an error.


See PeopleSoft HRMS 9.0
Application Fundamentals
PeopleBook, "Setting Up
and Installing PeopleSoft
HRMS," Administering
Country Codes
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Address Search EO_ADDRESS_SRCH Click the Address Search


link on the Edit Address
page.


Search for cities within the
selected country. This link
appears when you change
the country by clicking the
Change Address link.
Enable address search on the
Address Format page.


See PeopleSoft HRMS 9.0
Application Fundamentals
PeopleBook, "Setting Up
and Installing PeopleSoft
HRMS," Administering
Country Codes


Visa/Permit Data VISA_PERMIT_DETAIL Click the Visa/Permit link on
the Biographical Details
page.


Enter or review an
individual’s visa and permit
data, including country type,
date of issue, duration,
issuing authority, and other
visa and permit information.


Citizenship SA_CITIZENSHIP_DTL Click the Citizenship link on
the Biographical Details
page.


Enter or review an
individual’s citizenship
and passport detail
data, including country,
citizenship status, passport
number, issue date,
expiration date, and other
relevant information.


Regional SCC_BIO_DEMO_REG Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Add/Update a Person,
Regional


Enter regional specific
information for an
individual.


Entering Biographical Details
Access the Biographical Details page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Add/Update a Person,
Regional).
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Biographical Details page (1 of 2)


Biographical Details page (2 of 2)


When you add a new person and are using system-generated IDs, the field at the top of the page displays the
value NEW until you save the record. When you access the record after having saved it, the field displays
the ID that the system assigned to this individual.


Person Information


Date of Birth Enter the individual’s date of birth.


Birth Information Click this link to access the Birth Information Detail page, on which you can
enter or edit the individual’s birth location, country, and state.


Campus ID Enter the campus ID with which this person is most closely associated.
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Biographical History


Effective Date (Required) Enter the date when the marital status and gender should be effective in
your system.


Note. If you are changing the individual’s marital status, you must enter an
effective date.


Note. If you change the individual’s name prefix, first, middle, or last name,
suffix, or marital status, you must enter an effective date.


Marital Status (Required)
and As of


Specify the individual’s marital status (such as single, married, or divorced)
and the date (if known) on which the associated marriage or divorce took place.
Values for the Marital Status field are delivered with your system as translate
values. Do not modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these
values could require substantial programming effort.


Gender (Required) Enter the gender of this individual. Gender is used for reciprocal relationships
(mother and daughter, mother and son, brother and sister, and so on). Values
are:
Male
Female
Unknown


National ID


Country Enter or confirm the country of this individual’s national ID.


If the individual has more than one national ID, you can add them here.


National ID Type (national
ID type)


The system enters the value that you establish for this country on the National
ID Type Table page. You can override this default value.


National ID Enter the individual’s national ID number.
Enter the number (with or without spaces and dashes). When you exit the field,
the system formats the number based on the country and NID type selected.


Primary Select this check box to indicate the primary national ID number to use for this
individual. You must indicate a primary national ID.


(CAN) Verifying Social Insurance Numbers for Canadian Employees
Invoke a modulus 10-check digit formula to verify an individual’s Social Insurance Number (SIN), if needed.
The formula follows federal standards for using the ninth digit in an employee SIN to verify the number.


If you enter an SIN that doesn’t match the check digit that is calculated by the formula, an error message
appears.


Note. To use the check digit routine for Canada NID, you must modify the national ID format within the
National ID Table to 999-999-998. This is the true default for the check digit routine for Canada and will
enable the routine to pass and the page to be saved.
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See PeopleSoft HRMS 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook, "Setting Up Personal Information
Foundation Tables," Assigning a National ID Type to a Country Code


(NLD) Verifying Social Security IDs for Dutch Employees
The Dutch National ID is commonly called the SoFi (Social/Fiscal) number. You can invoke the 11-check digit
formula to verify a Dutch employee’s SoFi number. The 11-check formula is a mathematical formula that
evaluates the entry for the employee’s Social Security ID and verifies that the result of the calculation is 11, to
determine whether the national insurance/social security ID has a valid format.


(USA) When the Social Security Number is Unknown
When the Social Security number is missing, the system enters the default number that is defined on the
National ID Type table, which is usually all nines (9s).


Contact Information


Address Type Select the type of address to enter, view, or update. The system displays Home
as the default address type and displays the data, if any, for that address type.


Edit Address Click this link to access the Edit Address page, on which you can enter or edit
address data for the address type selected. When you click OK on the Edit
Address page, the data that you entered appears on the Biographical Details
page when you return to the page.


Phone Select a phone type and enter the individual’s phone number for that type.


Email Select an email type and the individual’s email address for that type.


Visa/Permit Data Click this link to access the Visa/Permit Data page, on which you can enter
or update the individual’s visa and permit data.


Citizenship Click this link to access the Citizenship page, on which you can enter or
update the individual’s citizenship and passport data.


Entering Regional Specific Data
Access the Regional page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Add/Update a Person, Regional) and
the area of the page that is specific to your region.


Note. As of the date of this publication, Canada, Netherlands, and USA functionality is available in PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions.


Regional page (with areas collapsed; 1 of 7)
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(NZL) New Zealand
The following information is specific to users with an installed country of New Zealand.


Regional page (2 of 7), New Zealand


Ethnic Group This field allows you to select multiple ethnic backgrounds.
Click the Add button to add more than one ethnic group.


National Student Number Displays the individual’s unique number if received from the NSI database.


Residential Status Enter the individual’s residential status.
Values include:
Au citizen (Australian citizen)
Citizen
Overseas
Perm Resid (permanent resident)
Unknown
These translate values should not be modified.
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Residential Stat
Verification (residential
status verification)


Indicates the method used to verify the student’s residential status.
Values include:
BDM – Used only by the Ministry of Education
Other Primary ID
Birth certificate
Passport
Unverified
These translate values should not be modified.


Residential Status Verified
By


The Post NSI Data process displays the provider code of the institution that
verified the residential status data.


NSI Record Status The Post NSI Data process displays and updates the status of the record in
the NSI database.
Values include:
Inactive: The record is made inactive following the receipt of notification from
a provider or Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) of a student’s death or as an
update from a provider that a record was created for a nonexistent student.
Active: The record contains all of the required fields and both verifiable fields
(name/date of birth pair and residential status) as Verified.
Partial: The record is missing one or more of the required fields or one or
both of the verified indicators set to Unverified.
These translate values should not be modified.


NZQA Paid The Post NSI Data process indicates whether the student’s NZQA fee is paid.


Values include:


Yes
No
Unknown – not applicable or unknown


Note. When set to Yes, the NSN is cloned to the external system ID table for
the NZQA ID Upload process to load as a external system value of NZQA.
When the NZQA exists, it indicates that NZQA fees are paid.


Name/DOB Verification
(name/date of birth
verification)


Enter the method used to verify the name and date of birth.
Values include:
BDM – Used only by the Ministry of Education
Birth certificate
Other Primary ID
Passport
Unverified
These translate values should not be modified.
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Name/DOB Verification
By (name/date of birth
verification by)


The Post NSI Data process displays and updates the provider code of the
institution that verified the name and date of birth data.


NSI Processing Enabled Select to automatically update NSI data when changes are made to NSI fields.
When selected, the system updates the data if the individual has a National
Student Number (NSN) in your database or if the individual does not have
an NSN but has been selected by mass change (NSN App Engine process
CCNSIRQN) to request an NSN from the National Student Index (NSI) and
appears on the Outgoing Page of the NSI Suspense Table waiting to request
an NSN from NSI.
NSI fields include: First Name, Last Name, Middle Names, Gender, Date of
Birth, and Residential Status fields, the verification fields for Name/DOB,
and residential status fields
The system automatically clears the check box when the Purge Mass Change
Results process runs and the record has not yet been extracted by the Extract
NSI Data process (the record is still in Ready for Extraction status).


Note. If you manually select the check box and save the page, the check box
becomes permanently unavailable. Manually select it only if you decide that
an individual record that does not meet the criteria in your mass change
definitions should be sent to NSI.


See lsfn, Reviewing Installation Setup and System Defaults, (AUS, CAN, JPN, NZL, NLD) Selecting
Country-Specific Information.


See lscc, (NZL) Managing NSI Data.


(AUS) Australia
The following information is specific to users with an installed country of Australia.


Regional page (3 of 7), Australia
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Note. The Australian Tax File Number (TFN) is a number that is issued to a person by the Commissioner of
Taxation. It is used to verify client identity and establish income levels. The number is an eight or nine digit
number without any embedded meaning, and is based on a check digit algorithm set by the Commissioner of
Taxation. You cannot view a TFN once it has been entered and saved in your PeopleSoft database.


Ethnic Group This field allows you to select multiple ethnic backgrounds.
Click the Add button to add more than one ethnic group.


Enter TFN (enter tax file
number) or Re-enter TFN
(re-enter tax file number)


The Enter TFN check box appears only if no tax file number exists in the
database for the individual. Select to display the Tax File Number field
where you can enter the TFN.


The Re-enter TFN check box appears only if a tax file number has been
previously saved in the database for the individual. Select to re-enter and
overwrite the individual’s TFN.


(CAN) Canada
The following information is specific to users with an installed country of Canada.


Regional page (4 of 7), Canada


Bilingualism Code Enter the appropriate code for the person. If the Official Languages Act applies
to the organization, use the bilingualism code as part of the Official Languages
reports (PER102CN and PER108CAN) that you submit to the government.


Health Care Number and
Health Care Province


Enter a number and select the health care province.


Visible Minority Select a code to indicate whether the person’s ethnic background is apparent
based on physical appearance.


Aboriginal Person Select this check box to indicate that the person is a Canadian aboriginal
person.


Sensitive Record Indicate whether the individual’s record is sensitive, and for which the system
should exclude from Statistics Canada’s mail or telephone surveys.


National Student No.
(national student number)


Enter the Canadian national student number for the student.


Prov Funding Class
(provincial funding
classification)


Enter the funding classification by citizenship for grant purposes. This field
prompts against the CAN_PROV_FUN record defined for the business unit.
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Student Funding Approval Select this check box to indicate that the student is approved for funding.


(NLD) Netherlands
Bundle 27
Added Estimated Start Date field to GBA Nationality group box.
Added Diploma Year field to Prior Education group box.
Added Establishment Information group box.


The following information is specific to users with an installed country of the Netherlands.


Regional page (5 of 7), Netherlands
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Regional page (6 of 7), Netherlands


Dutch schools receive funding from the Dutch Government for each student who complies with a predefined set
of rules. To qualify for these funding schemes, schools must adhere to strict rules about the way that students
are allowed to enter the admissions and registration process and about what information is registered and in
what way. The Dutch Government requests that specific information about a student’s prior curriculum and
test results, language skills, and personal data are stored in the student administration application that is used.


GBA (Gemeentelijke Basis Administratie), the register of all Dutch citizen data, requires the registration of a
student’s nationality as kept by the different city councils.


GBA Nationality Code
(Gemeentelijke Basis
Administratie nationality
code), Start Date, and
Status


Enter the GBA nationality code, start date, and status.
If a person’s nationality changes, add a new row. Enter the new GBA
nationality code and start date, with a status of Active. The new nationality
becomes active and the old nationality row is set to status of Inactive. This
enables you to maintain GBA code history.


Correspond Nbr
(correspondence number)


Enter the CBAP (Central Bureau for Admissions and Registration)
correspondence number. The correspondence number is a crucial element
in the data exchange with CBAP and CRI-HO (the current Register of
enrollments in Higher Education).
In specific cases a correspondence number of a student may change. Add a
new row and enter the new number with a status of Active. To track the data
exchanged, you must store both the old and the new numbers.


Prior Education Enter data for all known prior education for the student.
When all prior education is entered, the administrator can combine relevant
schools (external organization IDs) and all subjects with relevant grade
point averages.


Program Status Enter the status of the prior education specified. Values are:
Completed
Completed
Running
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External Org ID (external
organization ID)


Enter the ID of the education institution where the prior education took place.


Ext Org Location (external
organization location)


Select a Sub BRINcode.


End Date Enter the date on which the prior education was completed.


Bundle 27 Added new field.


Diploma Year Enter a Diploma Year in place of diploma end date if exact date is unknown.


Highest form of Education Select this check box if this is the highest level of education attained by
the student.


External Subject Area and
External GPA (external
grade point average)


Enter the specific course subject and corresponding grade.


GBA Reporting Names
(Gemeentelijke Basis
Administratie reporting
names)


Click this link to access the Names page, on which you enter all of an
individual’s first names as delivered by CBAP (Central Bureau for Admissions
and Registration) as well as all of the individual’s initials and a longer last
name.


Mandatory Type or Exempt Enter a value to indicate the degree to which the type of education that your
institution provides is, by Dutch law, mandatory for the student.
Mandatory Type field values are:
Complete Exempt
Fully Mandatory
Not Mandatory
Partial Exempt
Partial Mandatory
If no level of education is mandatory for the student, select the Exempt
check box.


Right to Scholarship Select this check box if the student is eligible for a government scholarship.


Bundle 27 Added new field.


Destination Country Enter a Country code if the student has taken up residency outside of the
Netherlands.


Note. Mandatory Type and Right to Scholarship values are used for the registration of Base Register
Education, Basis Register Onderwijs (or BRON) related data.


(USA) United States
The following information is specific to users with an installed country of USA (United States of America).
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Regional page (7 of 7), USA


See lsfn, Reviewing Installation Setup and System Defaults, (AUS, CAN, JPN, NZL, NLD) Selecting
Country-Specific Information.


Person is Hispanic or
Latino


Select this check box to indicate whether the person is of Hispanic or Latino
origin.
For further information on guidelines for defining if person is Hispanic or
Latino, see http://nces.ed.gov/statprog/2002/std1_5.asp.


Note. You must select this check box if a row exists in the grid that indicates
Hispanic origin.


If yes, Select Ethnic Group If you selected the Person is Hispanic or Latino check box, then select an
ethnic group code to further refine the person’s ethnicity.
When you select a value, row changes occur as follows:


• If no value exists in the drop-down list and you select a value that does not
currently exist on the record, the system inserts a new row into the grid.


• If a value exists in the drop-down and that value exists in the grid,
when you select a new value from the drop-down, the system updates
the existing row.


• If a value exists in the drop-down and blank is selected from the
drop-down, nothing affects existing rows.


• If the drop-down value is blank and you select a value that already exists
in the grid, nothing happens to the existing rows.


Ethnic Group This field allows you to select multiple ethnic backgrounds.
Click the Add button to add more than one ethnic group.


Ethnic Category The system populates this field based on the value in the EEO Ethnic Group
field for U.S. regulatory region ethnic groups or the Ethnic Category for
ethnic groups tracked for other regulatory regions. For any ethnic group
codes with a regulatory region of USA, this field should always map to one
of these five races:
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• American Indian or Alaska Native.
• Asian.
• Black or African American.
• Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander.
• White.
For further information on guidelines for mapping ethnic group codes to the
five races, see http://nces.ed.gov/statprog/2002/std1_5.asp.


See lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Personal Attributes,
Defining Ethnic Groups.


Primary Select this check box to indicate with which ethnic group the person most
directly identifies.


IPEDS Select this check box to indicate that the data has been submitted by a
reliable source, such as application data or self service, in response to the
IPEDS questions.


Percentage Indicate the share of 100 of which this person derives his or her ethnicity. The
system displays a warning if you enter an amount over 100.


Military Status Select the value that describes this person’s current military status.


Disabled Select this check box to indicate that the individual is disabled and might be
covered by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).


Disabled Veteran Select this check box to indicate that the individual is a veteran who was
disabled in the line of duty and might be entitled to certain U.S. Veteran’s
benefits as well as being covered by the ADA.


VA Benefit (Veterans
Administration benefit)


Select this check box to indicate that the individual currently receives veteran
benefits from your institution.


The U.S. Veterans Administration requires a hardcopy report of individuals
who receive veterans benefits from your institution. When the VA Benefit
check box is selected, the system includes this individual when that report is
run.


See lssr, Consolidating and Reporting Academic Statistics, Producing Veteran
Reports.


Note. When you save the page, the system records the operator ID and the last updated date and time, although
the fields do not appear here.
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Updating Application Program Actions
and Statuses


This chapter provides an overview of admissions program actions and statuses and discusses how to:


• Update the program action and status of one application.


• Update program actions and statuses of multiple applications.


•
Bundle 27
New:
Update program actions and action reasons using population selection.


• Update program actions and statuses using mass change.


Understanding Admissions Program Actions and Statuses
As applicants move through the admissions process, you must take action on their academic program and
update their program status. You can update a single application, a group of applications, or you can use
Population Selection or a mass change definition to update a large number of applications. When you enter
new program actions, you will enter new effective dates. Thus, you can maintain a history of previous actions.
Bundle 27
The following note has been added.


Note. For institutions who are new to this functionality, Oracle recommends the use of the Update Program
Action/Reason process with Population Selection for batch processing. See “Updating Program Actions and
Action Reasons Using Population Selection” section in this chapter.


As you begin using program actions and statuses provided with Recruiting and Admissions, start with the
most straightforward cases to become accustomed to the process. Then begin to work on the special cases,
such as deferrals and reconsiderations.


Program status is the high level relationship a person has with an academic program. When you select a
program action to change an applicant’s program data, the program status often changes. Thus, the Program
Action field on the Application Program Data page contains different rows of program data for a student.
For example, a student goes from being an applicant to being admitted.


A program action is a change to a person’s program data. An action reason indicates why a particular program
action was taken, or offers a further description of the program action. For example, you can record that
an applicant has withdrawn an application for an academic program. The reason you enter could be After
Decision or Before Decision.
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For your reference, the program actions and program statuses relevant to admissions are explained in the
following table:


If you Select this Program Action: The System Updates the Program Status to:


Application


Readmit Application


Reconsideration


Applicant


Waitlist


Waitlist Offer


Waitlisted


Admit


Conditional Admit


Admitted


Admission Revocation


Deny


Administrative Withdrawal


Applicant Withdrawal


Cancelled


Intention to Matriculate Prematriculant


Matriculation Active


Data Change


Defer Decision


Defer Enrollment


Plan Change


Program Change


The same Program Status as the previous row.


Program Status values are delivered with your system as translate values. Do not modify these values in any
way. Any modification to these values require a substantial programming effort. You can, however, modify
the descriptions of these values. Remember, however, that the altered description needs to retain its original
meaning to avoid confusion.


The Program Status values delivered with your system that are relevant to admissions, along with their
original descriptions, are:


• AC - Active in Program
• AD - Admitted
• AP - Applicant
• CN - Cancelled
• DE - Deceased
• PM - Prematriculant
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• WT - Waitlisted


Reviewing Admissions Program Action Definitions
The previous section details which admissions program actions set which program statuses. The chart below
lists Program Action definitions and provides additional information about what happens when you choose a
Program Action. Also, if any action triggers or requires an additional step, those requirements are described
here.


Admissions Program Action Explanation Additional Steps or
Requirements Caused by


this Action


Application A person has an application that is
under consideration by an academic
program.


None.


Readmit Application A person has applied to reenter
a student career and academic
program for which he or she already
has a student record.


When you choose this action, the
Career Number field becomes
available for input. You must
select which student record should
be populated with the readmit
information if the student ends up
enrolling again. Additionally, if you
enter this action, the admit type you
enter on the Application Data page
must be one associated with readmit
processing.


Reconsideration A person who has a cancelled status
for the academic program, but is
being reconsidered for admission in
the same applicant pool.


After an action of reconsideration is
taken, you can admit the applicant.
You cannot take an action of Admit if
the program status is Cancelled. You
must first select a Reconsideration
action.


Waitlist A person has been evaluated and
may be eligible for admission,
but you do not want to offer them
admission at this time. For example,
there may not be enough space in
the class. The candidate is currently
active on the waitlist.


None.


Waitlist Offer A person has been evaluated and
may be eligible for admission,
but you do not want to offer
them admission at this time. The
candidate has been offered a place
on a waitlist, but has not accepted
that offer.


None.
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Admissions Program Action Explanation Additional Steps or
Requirements Caused by


this Action


Admit A person has been evaluated and
admitted into an academic program.


When a person has a status of
admitted or higher, depending on
your application center setup, the
Deposits link becomes available for
input. If, in your application center,
you use a deposit fee code that
requires you to calculate a deposit,
you must calculate an enrollment
deposit before you can save the
page. If your application’s deposit
fee code does not require you to
calculate a deposit, or if you do not
have a deposit fee code associated
with your application center, you are
not required to calculate a deposit.
If an application was given a status
of admit through the Application
Status Update process, you can run
the Calculate Deposits process to
calculate an enrollment deposit for
those applications.


Conditional Admit A person has been evaluated and
accepted into an academic program
on a conditional basis. Along with
a Conditional Admit action you can
assign a checklist code to help track
the outstanding requirements for the
conditions of admission.


Same as for Admit.


Admission Revocation A person was admitted into an
academic program, but it was later
determined that the person did
not qualify for admission. The
individual was assigned a Cancelled
status from an Admitted or Active
status.


When revoking admission for a
person who has a current action
of Matriculation, and therefore
an Active status, you must go to
Records and Enrollment to take this
action on the Student Program/Plan
component. When you revoke
admission from Records and
Enrollment, the Student program
information is deleted and your
application information is updated
as Cancelled Due to Admission
Revocation. If the person never had
an action of matriculation, you can
add an Admission Revocation action
directly in PeopleSoft Recruiting
and Admissions.


Deny A person has been denied admission
to an academic program.


None.
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Admissions Program Action Explanation Additional Steps or
Requirements Caused by


this Action


Administrative Withdrawal A person’s application to an
academic program has been
withdrawn from consideration
for admission or from enrollment
in a class. This can be done before
or after an action of admit has been
taken or after the applicant has
achieved active status. In addition,
reasons can be created to clarify
when or why the application was
withdrawn.


None.


Applicant Withdrawal A person has withdrawn from
consideration for admission or from
the entering class. Reasons can be
created to clarify when or why the
withdrawal occurred. For example,
an action of applicant withdrawal
with Before Decision as the reason
indicates the individual withdrew
early enough in the process that
no admission decision had been
made. A Waitlist Withdrawal reason
indicates someone who did not want
to accept a place on the waitlist.


None.


Intention to Matriculate A person has indicated intent to
matriculate, but has not completed
all the steps to become an active
student. Reasons can be defined
to clarify why the candidate is
changed from an admitted status to a
Prematriculant status. For example,
if you require that an admitted
student submit multiple deposits to
secure a place in the class, after the
first deposit is received, you might
indicate an intention to matriculate
action with a reason of First Deposit.


None.


Matriculation A person has completed all
necessary steps to become an active
student in an academic program.


When you enter an action of
Matriculation, you must click the
Create Program button that creates a
record for this person in PeopleSoft
Student Records. You can not save
the page until you click this button.
After you matriculate the applicant,
the component is saved. Also, all
fields become unavailable for input
because this person now belongs to
PeopleSoft Student Records.
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Admissions Program Action Explanation Additional Steps or
Requirements Caused by


this Action


Data Change Data relative to an applicant’s
academic program was changed.
This action records the fact that a
change was made.


None.


Defer Decision An evaluation was performed on
an application, but a decision was
not made. This action records the
fact that an application has been
evaluated. For example, a person
applies under an early notification
plan. The person is evaluated but
does not meet the early decision
criteria. The final decision is
deferred until the regular decision
deadline.


None.


Defer Enrollment A person has been admitted and may
be active for one admit term but will
actually enroll in a later admit term.
This action enables you to change
the admit term for the applicant and
record that he or she is deferring
enrollment.


None.


Plan Change The academic plan to which an
applicant is applying was changed.


None.


Program Change The academic program to which an
applicant is applying was changed.


None.


Updating the Program Action and Status of One Application
Use the Application Program Data page to update the program action and status of one application. If you only
have one application to update, do so through the Maintain Applications component.


See Also
lsad, Adding and Updating Applications, Adding New Applications Manually, Entering Application Program
Data


Updating Program Actions and Statuses of
Multiple Applications


This section discusses how to update program actions and statuses of multiple applications.
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Page Used to Update Program Actions and Statuses
of Multiple Applications


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Action/Reason Entry ADM_ACT_ENTRY • Student Admissions,


Application Evaluation,
Application Decisions,
Action/Reason Entry


• Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Action/Reason Entry


Update multiple applications
to an identical program
action and status. If you
must update a group of
applications which are for
the same academic program
and admit term with the
same program action, it is
faster to do so through this
page, as opposed to one at
a time on the Application
Program Data page.


Updating Program Action and Status of Multiple Applications
Access the Action/Reason Entry page (Student Admissions, Application Evaluation, Application Decisions,
Action/Reason Entry or Student Admissions, Application Maintenance, Action/Reason Entry).


Action/Reason Entry page


Note. Admissions application records use the Last Admit Term value to determine if the program
should appear in the prompt. If the Last Admit Term field is populated on the Academic Program Table
(ACAD_PROG_TBL), and the term is less than or equal to the term selected for the ID, the system does not
display the value in the prompt.


Admit Term Enter an admit term. Admit terms are defined on the Term Values Table page.
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Program Action Enter the program action to be entered on the applications you are updating.
Field values are delivered with your system as translate values. Do not
modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these values require
a substantial programming effort.


Action Reason Enter an action reason to be entered on the applications if you have defined
any reasons for this program action. Values for this field are defined in the
Action Reason Table page.


Action Date The default for the action date is your system date.


Seq (sequence) If the action you are taking has the same date as the current action, enter a 1.
Enter a 2 for another action on the same date. The default sequence is 0.


Application Number and ID Enter the first application number to be processed. The ID displays. If you do
not know the application number, prompt on the ID field.


Program Number Enter the program number if the application has multiple program numbers.
When you navigate out of this page or click the Refresh button, you can verify
that you have the correct person and application by reviewing the information
displayed in the Program Data and Program Status group boxes.


Create Program After entering an application number, click this button to update the program
data for the application number that you enter. This button is only available to
click if you entered a program action of MATR.


Calculate Deposits Click this link to calculate deposits. The Calculate Deposits page appears.
This link appears if you have entered a program action of ADMT and you have
set up deposits for the application center.


Updating Program Actions and Action Reasons
Using Population Selection


Bundle 27
The Update Program Action/Reason process is introduced. This process uses Population Selection to
update program actions and statuses.


This section discusses how to run the Update Program Action/Reason process.


Page Used to Run the Update Program Action/Reason Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Update Program
Action/Reason


SAD_APL_PRG_RUN Student Admissions,
Processing Applications,
Update Applications, Update
Program Action/Reason


Run the Update Program
Action/Reason process for a
group of applicants.


Updating Program Actions and Action Reasons
Using Population Selection
Access the Update Program Action/Reason page (Student Admissions, Processing Applications, Update
Applications, Update Program Action/Reason).
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Update Program Action/Reason page


This page enables you to update program actions and action reasons for multiple applications, using Population
Selection.


Population Selection
Use this group box to select the applicants whose applications are to be updated via the Update Program
Action/Reason process.


Population selection is a method for selecting the IDs to process for a specific transaction. The Population
Selection group box is a standard group box that appears on run control pages when the Population Selection
process is available or required for the transaction.


Selection tools are available based on the selection tools that your institution selected in the setup of the
Population Selection process for the application process and on your user security. Fields in the group box
appear based on the selection tool that you select. The fields behave the same way from within the group box
on all run control pages and application processes. If your institution uses a specific selection tool (PS Query,
Equation Engine, or external file) to identify IDs for a specific transaction, you must use it.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, Using the Population Selection Process


Selection Tool Select a tool to create the group of applicants whose records you want to
update. The fields in this group box change depending on your selection. The
Population Selection context definition, Update Program Action/Reason,
delivered to support the use of population selection with this process, is
configured for use with Equation Engine, External File, and PS Query.
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In creating either a query or equation for use with the Update Program Action/Reason process, the bind record
SAD_APL_PRG_BND must be included in the query or equation. If the bind record is not included, then the
query or equation will not appear as prompt value for the Query Name or Equation Name field. The bind
record contains the required fields for the update process: Emplid, Institution, Academic Career, Application
Number, and Application Program Number. Whether you use PS Query or Equation Engine, values for these
fields for the selected applicants must be passed through in the selection tool in order for the process to know
which records to update. You may extend the selection criteria beyond the required data fields by including
other fields or by joining to other records. For example, you may want to include program action or admit term
as part of the selection criteria and specify a value either in the query or equation or as a run time prompt. If
External File is used as the selection tool, then the inbound file must also contain those data required fields.


The system delivers sample queries and equation. The sample queries are: QA_CS_AD_PS_APPL_
PRGUPD_01 and QA_CS_AD_PS_APPL_PRGUPD_02. The sample equation is: ADADPSAPPUPD.


Program Action - Action Reason
Use this group box to specify the program action and action reason to be entered on the applications you
are updating.


The Effective Date field, by default, displays the system date. You can change the default effective date.
However, the effective date should be equal or greater than the system date.


The Update Program Action/Reason process first selects the applications according to the criteria defined
in the Population Selection group box. Then, for each application, the process will add a new row to the
Application Program Data page with the program action, action reason, and effective date that you have
specified on the Program Action - Action Reason group box.


Updating Program Actions and Statuses Using Mass Change
This section provides an overview of how to update program actions and statuses using mass change and
discusses how to run the Application Program Update process.


Understanding Multiple Application Program Action
and Status Updates
If you have a large number of applications you want to update with the same program action, action reason,
and academic program status, you can use a background process.


To update program actions and statuses of multiple applications:


1. Set up your Mass Change Definition.
Use the Mass Change Definition - Description page to enter your mass change definition. The mass
change definition defines the criteria for selecting which applications should be updated. PeopleSoft
provides a sample mass change definition called Application Program Update Select. However, your
institution might have defined its own mass change definition for updating program information, or your
institution might have changed the shipped sample.


See PeopleTools PeopleBook
2. Specify your Mass Change Criteria and Defaults.
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Use the Mass Change Definition - Criteria and Defaults page to set up your mass change criteria. You also
choose the program action and action reason codes to be added to the selected application records. The
system automatically updates the program status according to the action taken.
There is one SQL statement execution sequence for this Mass Change Definition: Select Applicant Criteria.
In the Defaults group box, select the codes you want added to the new program row for the selected
applications. You may select values for program action and action reason. For example, you might be
updating these applications with a program action of DENY, and an action reason of AUTO. These two
fields are stored on the Application Program Data page.


3. Generate your SQL Statement to select the applications to be updated.
Use the Mass Change Definition - Generate SQL page to generate the SQL statement for this mass change
definition. Click the Clear Sw button then the Generate SQL button so do this. After generating the SQL,
select Save. After setting up your mass change definition and generating your SQL statement, you are
ready to process your mass change.


4. Run a Mass Change Group to select the applications to be updated.
Use the Run Mass Change page to process your mass change and select the actual applications to be
updated during the Application Program Update process. This process selects the actual applications to
be updated.
Because you want to delete any data in the temp file before running this process, you can use a mass change
group that PeopleSoft provides, which deletes the temp using the delivered Communication - Delete Temp
mass change definition and runs your Application Prog Update Select mass change definition.
Select Application Prog Update Base in the Mass Change Group ID field. If you want to create a different
Mass Change Group or modify Application Prog Update Base, use the Mass Change Group component
before running the mass change group on Run Mass Change. On Run Mass Change, click the Execute
Mass Change Group radio button to make the Mass Change Group ID field available for selection.


5. Run the Application Program Update process to do the actual updating of applications.
Use the Application Program Update page to update the program data of the selected applications. A new
row of program data is added to the selected applications on the Application Program Data page.
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Pages Used to Run the Application Program Update Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Application Program Update RUNCTL_PROGUPDT Student Admissions,
Processing Applications,
Update Applications,
Application Program Update


Update the program data of
the selected applications.


This process uses the
applicants selected when
running the mass change
group to insert the program
action and program reason
defined on the Criteria
and Defaults page of the
Mass Change Definition
component. You must first
process your mass change
group before running the
application program update
process.


Mass Change Definition MC_DEFN_00 Student Admissions,
Processing Applications,
Mass Change, Mass Change
Definition


Define criteria for
applications to be updated.


Mass Change Group MC_DEFN_00 Student Admissions,
Processing Applications,
Mass Change, Mass Change
Group


Define the execution
sequence for the mass
change definitions.


Run Mass Change MC_DEFN_00 Student Admissions,
Processing Applications,
Mass Change, Run Mass
Change


Run the mass change group
to select the application to be
updated via the application
program update process.
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(GBR) PBI Field Derivation


Bundle 27
The chapter has been updated for the PBI Upload File changes for 2013.


This chapter describes how the system derives the field values for the Upload, Update, and Report extracts.


See Also
[PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook](GBR) Managing PBI Data Exchange


Understanding PBI Field Derivation
We recommend that you review the field specification, sample XML files, schemas and validation documents
available on UKBA web site. The field specification provides information, such as, each field’s format,
description, whether a field value is required for SMS to issue the CAS number, whether the academic
institution must validate a field value using the schema, and whether SMS performs additional validation on
the field value when you upload the file.


You can capture the field values at three levels in Campus Solutions:


1. Configuration level.


2. Academic program or plan level.


3. CAS Details level.


See the Preparing for PBI Data Exchange section in the "(GBR) Managing PBI Data Exchange" chapter,
for more information about the data capture levels.


The following table lists the navigation paths for the pages mentioned throughout this chapter:


Page Navigation
PBI Configuration Student Admissions, PBI Processing, PBI Configuration
Academic Plan PBI Data Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,


Academic Plan Table, PBI Data
Academic Program PBI Data Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,


Academic Program Table, PBI Data
CAS Details Student Admissions, PBI Processing, CAS Maintenance, CAS


Details
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Upload Extract Fields
This section discusses how the Create Extract process derives the field values for the Upload extract. To derive
specific fields the following values are determined for each CAS Details record:


• Campus and Academic Program


• Selected from the current Application Program Data record for applicants.


• Selected from the current Student Program record for students.


• Academic Plan
• Selected from the Reported Plan value from the CAS Details page.


• If no Reported Plan is defined:


- Selected from the current Application Plan Data record for applicants. If more than one record exists
the first plan code alphabetically is selected.


- Selected from the Student Plan record for students. If more than one record exists the plan with the
lowest sequence number is selected.-


• Academic Subplan


• Selected if Enable Sub-Plan Reporting is checked on the PBI Configuration page.


• Selected from the current Application Sub-Plan Data record for applicants.


• Selected from the current Student Sub-Plan record for students.


• If more than one record exists the first subplan code alphabetically is selected.


Upload File ID
Upload Extract Data page: Header


XML Tag: <BulkUploadFileId>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Create Extract Data (Student Admissions, PBI Processing , Create Extract
Data)


Upload File ID Override


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Upload File ID Override parameter of the Create Extract process.


2. Derive in the format INST_UPLOAD_YYYY_MM_DD_nn (for example, PSUNV_UPLOAD_2009_09_27_
01), where INST is the institution code and nn is an automatically generated sequence number for the day.


Schema ID
Upload Extract Data page: File Details


XML Tag: <SchemaID>
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Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
PBI Configuration Schema ID


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive the long description value of the translate value defined on the PBI Configuration page.


Tier ID
Upload Extract Data page: File Details


XML Tag: <TierID>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
PBI Configuration Tier ID


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive the long description value of the translate value defined on the PBI Configuration page.


Category
Upload Extract Data page: File Details


XML Tag: <Category>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
PBI Configuration Category


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive the long description value of the translate value defined on the PBI Configuration page.


Sponsor Licence Number
Upload Extract Data page: File Details


XML Tag: <SponsorLicenceNumber>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
PBI Configuration Sponsor Licence Number


Campus Sponsor Licence Number


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive the value defined for the Campus of the applicant or student defined on the PBI Configuration page.
2. Derive the value defined for the institution on the PBI Configuration page.


Applicant ID
Upload Extract Data page: Header


XML Tag: <ApplicantID>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details ID


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


UCAS Personal ID
Upload Extract Data page: Applicant Details


XML Tag: <UCAS_UKPASS_Id>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details UCAS Personal ID
External System ID (Campus Community, Personal Information,
Identification, External System ID)


External System ID


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from External System ID records with type UC or UP.
2. Derive as null.


Application ID
Upload Extract Data page: Applicant Details


XML Tag: <ApplicationID>
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Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Application Number


Program Number


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as a concatenation of Application Number and Program Number from the CAS Details page.
2. Derive as null for Student record type.


Family Name
Upload Extract Data page: Applicant Details


XML Tag: <FamilyName>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical ,
Names)


Last Name


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the current primary name record.


Given Name
Upload Extract Data page: Applicant Details


XML Tag: <GivenName>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical ,
Names)


First Name


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the current primary name record.


Note. UKBA have indicated that this field can be blank where the applicant or student only has one name
although a first name value is required in Campus Solutions. If required the Reported Value for Given Name
can be set to blank on the Upload Extract Data page prior to creating the XML.
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Other Names
Upload Extract Data page: Applicant Details


XML Tag: <GivenName>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical ,
Names)


Middle Name


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the current primary name record.


2. Derive as null.


Nationality
Upload Extract Data page: Applicant Details


XML Tag: <Nationality>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Nationality


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


Note. If required the Reported Value can be set to STATELESS on the Upload Extract Data page prior to
creating the XML. The text must be contained within to pass schema validation.


Gender
Upload Extract Data page: Applicant Details


XML Tag: <Gender>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information, Add/Update a Person,
Biographical History)


Gender


Derivation Steps:
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1. Derive from the current Biographical History record where Male is derived as 1 and Female is derived as 2.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Country of Birth
Upload Extract Data page: Applicant Details


XML Tag: <CountryOfBirth>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information, Add/Update a Person,
Biographical History)


Birth Country


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Birth Information record.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Place of Birth
Upload Extract Data page: Applicant Details


XML Tag: <PlaceOfBirth>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information, Add/Update a Person,
Biographical History)


Birth Location


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Birth Information record.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Date of Birth
Upload Extract Data page: Applicant Details


XML Tag: <DateOfBirth>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information, Add/Update a Person,
Biographical History)


Date of Birth


CAS Details Report Month/Year Only


Report Year Only


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the person record. If Report Year Only check box is selected, derived as YYYY. If the
Report Month/Year Only check box is selected, derived as YYYY-MM. If neither check box is selected
derived as YYYY-MM-DD.


2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Passport Number
Upload Extract Data page: Applicant Details


XML Tag: <ApplicantPassportOrTravelDocumentNumber>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Passport Number


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


Partner Institution
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <Name>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Partner Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Partner Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Partner Institution
Organization Table (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Table)


Description


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
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3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. Derive as null.


Partner Institution Sponsor Licence Number
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <SponsorLicenceNumber>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Partner Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Partner Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Partner Institution
Regional (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Table, Regional)


Sponsor Licence Number


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. Derive as null.


Partner Institution Address 1
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: If any partner institution details are supplied


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Partner Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Partner Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Partner Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Address Line 1


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
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4. If Partner Institution has a value, derive as NULL ERROR, otherwise derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Note. The delivered address formats for Belgium and the Netherlands do not include use of the Address 1
field. As this is a mandatory value if the country is either Belgium or the Netherlands the value is derived as a
combination of Street (Address Line 3) and Number.


Partner Institution Address 2
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Partner Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Partner Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Partner Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Address Line 2


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Partner Institution Address 3
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Partner Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Partner Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Partner Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Address Line 3
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Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.


3. Derive from the Academic Program record.


4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Note. If the country is either Belgium or the Netherlands the field is derived as null as the Street (Address Line
3) value is used to derive Partner Institution Address 1.


Partner Institution City
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <City>


Mandatory: If any partner institution details are supplied


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Partner Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Partner Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Partner Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


City


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. If Partner Institution has a value, derive as NULL ERROR, otherwise derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Note. The delivered address format for Singapore does not include use of the City field. If the country value is
Singapore the City value will also be derived as Singapore.


Partner Institution County/Area/District
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <CountyAreaDistrict>


Mandatory: No
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Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Partner Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Partner Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Partner Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


County (UK addresses)


State


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.


3. Derive from the Academic Program record.


4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Partner Institution Country
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <Country>


Mandatory: If any partner institution details are supplied


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Partner Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Partner Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Partner Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Country


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. If Partner Institution has a value, derive as NULL ERROR, otherwise derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Partner Institution Postcode
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details
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XML Tag: <PostCode>


Mandatory: If any partner institution details are supplied and country is GBR


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Partner Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Partner Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Partner Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Post Code


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. If Partner Institution has a value and Partner Institution Country is GBR, derive as NULL ERROR,


otherwise derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Overseas Institution
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <Name>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Overseas Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Overseas Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Overseas Institution
Organization Table (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Table)


Description


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. Derive as null.
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Overseas Institution Address 1
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: If any overseas institution details are supplied


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Overseas Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Overseas Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Overseas Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Address Line 1


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.


3. Derive from the Academic Program record.


4. If Overseas Institution has a value, derive as NULL ERROR, otherwise derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Note. The delivered address formats for Belgium and the Netherlands do not include use of the Address 1
field. As this is a mandatory value, if the country is either Belgium or the Netherlands, the value is derived as a
combination of Street (Address Line 3) and Number.


Overseas Institution Address 2
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Overseas Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Overseas Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Overseas Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Address Line 2


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
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2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Overseas Institution Address 3
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Overseas Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Overseas Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Overseas Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Address Line 3


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.


3. Derive from the Academic Program record.


4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Note. If the country is either Belgium or the Netherlands the field is derived as null as the Street (Address Line
3) value is used to derive Overseas Institution Address 1.


Overseas Institution City
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <City>


Mandatory: If any overseas institution details are supplied


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Overseas Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Overseas Institution
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Page Page Element
Academic Program PBI Data Overseas Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


City


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. If Overseas Institution has a value, derive as NULL ERROR, otherwise derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Note. The delivered address format for Singapore does not include use of the City field. If the country value is
Singapore the City value will also be derived as Singapore.


Overseas Institution County/Area/District
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <CountyAreaDistrict>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Overseas Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Overseas Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Overseas Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


County (UK addresses)


State


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Overseas Institution Country
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details
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XML Tag: <Country>


Mandatory: If any overseas institution details are supplied


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Overseas Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Overseas Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Overseas Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Country


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. If Overseas Institution has a value, derive as NULL ERROR, otherwise derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Overseas Institution Postcode
Upload Extract Data page: Other Institution Details


XML Tag: <PostCode>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Overseas Institution
Academic Plan PBI Data Overseas Institution
Academic Program PBI Data Overseas Institution
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Post Code


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.
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Course Title
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <CourseCurriculumTitle>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Course Title Override
PBI Configuration Enable Sub-Plan Reporting
Sub-Plan HESA (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic SubPlan Table, Sub-Plan HESA)


Course Title


Academic Sub-Plan Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic
Structure, Academic Plan Table)


Description


Plan HESA Data (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Plan Table, Plan HESA Data)


Course Title


Academic Plan Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic
Structure, Academic Plan Table)


Description


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


2. If Enable Sub-Plan Reporting is checked and a sub-plan record is found for the applicant or student, derive
the Course Title from the Sub-Plan HESA record.


3. If Enable Sub-Plan Reporting is checked and a sub-plan record is found for the applicant or student, derive
a concatenation of plan description + space + sub-plan description.


4. Derive the Course Title from the Plan HESA Data record.


5. Derive the plan description.


Course ID
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <CourseID>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
PBI Configuration Enable Sub-Plan Reporting


Derivation Steps:


1. If Enable Sub-Plan Reporting is checked and a sub-plan record is found for the applicant or student,
derive the sub-plan code.


2. Derive the plan code.
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Academic Level
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <AcademicLevel>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Academic Level


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record. Derive as the short name (XLATSHORTNAME) from the Translate
Values table (PSXLATITEM), for SAD_PB_ACAD_LEVEL.


There are page elements that have translate values. For example, translate values Presessional B1 and
Presessional B2 for the Academic Level page element on the CAS Details page. The Create Extract process
derives the field value as short name (XLATSHORTNAME) from these page elements. For example, suppose
you have defined an academic level translate value on the CAS Details page as Presessional B1 which has a
short name of B1. In such a case, the Create Extract Data process derives the Academic Level field value as B1.


Note. The system sets the default Academic Level value on the CAS Details page based on the COURSEAIM
defined on the Plan HESA Data, Program HESA Data, or Sub-Plan HESA page. The order in which
COURSEAIM is checked: Plan HESA Data page first, then Program HESA Data page and finally Sub-Plan
HESA page. The system defaults the NQF level using the first letter of the COURSEAIM value as follows:


D — Doctoral — NQF Level 8


M — Masters — NQF Level 7


H — Honours —NQF Level 6


I — Intermediate — NQF Level 5


C — Certificate — NQF Level 4


You can change this default value on the CAS Details page.


Secondary Academic Level
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <SecondaryAcademicLevel>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Secondary Academic Level


Derivation Steps:
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1. Derive from the CAS Details record. Derive as the short name (XLATSHORTNAME) from the Translate
Values table (PSXLATITEM), for SAD_PB_ACAD_LEVEL.


2. Derive as null.


See Also
Academic Level


Course Start Date
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <CourseStartDate>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details CourseStartDate


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


Note. If the derived date is not in the future an error message is logged.


Latest Acceptance Date
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <LatestDateForAcceptanceOnCourse>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Latest Acceptance Date


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.


Note. If the derived date is not in the future, or is before the derived Course Start Date, or is after the derived
Expected Course End Date, an error message is logged.


Expected End Date
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <ExpectedCourseEndDate>
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Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Expected End Date


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


Note. If the derived date is not in the future, or is before the derived Course Start Date, an error message
is logged.


Full-Time Course
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <CourseIsFullTime>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Full-Time Course


Derivation Steps:


1. If the value in the CAS Details record is Yes, derive as true
2. Derive as false.


Course Hours
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <CourseHoursPerWeek>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Course Hours
Academic Plan PBI Data Course Hours
Academic Program PBI Data Course Hours


Note. The Course Hours field is mandatory on the CAS Details page if Full-Time Course is No. The system
performs steps 2, 3, or 4 only if Full-Time Course is Yes on the CAS Details page.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
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2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. If Full-Time Course is derived as true, derive as 0.0


Main Site Address 1
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
PBI Configuration Main Site
CAS Details Reported Site
Campus Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Campus Table)


Location Code


Location Address (Set Up HRMS, Foundation Tables, Organization,
Location)


Address Line 1


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from location defined as Reported Site in the CAS Details record.


2. Derive from the location defined as the Main Site in the PBI Configuration record.


3. Derive from the primary location for the Campus of the applicant or student.


4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Main Site Address 2
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
PBI Configuration Main Site
CAS Details Reported Site
Campus Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Campus Table)


Location Code


Location Address (Set Up HRMS, Foundation Tables, Organization,
Location)


Address Line 1


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from location defined as Reported Site in the CAS Details record.
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2. Derive from the location defined as the Main Site in the PBI Configuration record.
3. Derive from the primary location for the Campus of the applicant or student.
4. Derive as null.


Main Site Address 3
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
PBI Configuration Main Site
CAS Details Reported Site
Campus Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Campus Table)


Location Code


Location Address (Set Up HRMS, Foundation Tables, Organization,
Location)


Address Line 3


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from location defined as Reported Site in the CAS Details record.


2. Derive from the location defined as the Main Site in the PBI Configuration record.


3. Derive from the primary location for the Campus of the applicant or student.


4. Derive as null.


Main Site City
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <City>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
PBI Configuration Main Site
CAS Details Reported Site
Campus Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Campus Table)


Location Code


Location Address (Set Up HRMS, Foundation Tables, Organization,
Location)


City


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from location defined as Reported Site in the CAS Details record.
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2. Derive from the location defined as the Main Site in the PBI Configuration record.
3. Derive from the primary location for the Campus of the applicant or student.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Main Site County/Area/District
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <CountyAreaDistrict>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
PBI Configuration Main Site
CAS Details Reported Site
Campus Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Campus Table)


Location Code


Location Address (Set Up HRMS, Foundation Tables, Organization,
Location)


County (UK addresses)


State


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from location defined as Reported Site in the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the location defined as the Main Site in the PBI Configuration record.
3. Derive from the primary location for the Campus of the applicant or student.
4. Derive as null.


Main Site Postcode
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <PostCode>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
PBI Configuration Main Site
CAS Details Reported Site
Campus Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Campus Table)


Location Code


Location Address (Set Up HRMS, Foundation Tables, Organization,
Location)


Post Code


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from location defined as Reported Site in the CAS Details record.
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2. Derive from the location defined as the Main Site in the PBI Configuration record.
3. Derive from the primary location for the Campus of the applicant or student.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Work Placement
Upload Extract Data page: Course Details


XML Tag: <ApplicantHasWorkPlacement>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Work Placement


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


Note. Yes is derived as true, No is derived as false.


Work Placement Percentage
Upload Extract Data page: Work Placement Details


XML Tag: <WorkPlacementPercentage>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Placement Percentage


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as the short translate value from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.
Bundle 27
The following note has been added:


Note. On the CAS Details page, a Placement Percentage value is mandatory for Upload Ready status if
Work Placement is Yes.


Work Placement Justification
Upload Extract Data page: Work Placement Details


XML Tag: <WorkPlacementJustificationText>


Mandatory: No
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Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Placement Justification


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.
Bundle 27
The following note has been added:


Note. On the CAS Details page, a Placement Justification value is mandatory for Upload Ready status if
Placement Percentage is greater than 033.


Work Placement Address 1
Upload Extract Data page: Work Placement Details


XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Placement Organisation
Academic Plan PBI Data Placement Organisation
Academic Program PBI Data Placement Organisation
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Address Line 1


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Note. The delivered address formats for Belgium and the Netherlands do not include use of the Address 1
field. As this is a mandatory value if the country is either Belgium or the Netherlands the value is derived as a
combination of Street (Address Line 3) and Number.


Work Placement Address 2
Upload Extract Data page: Work Placement Details
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XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Placement Organisation
Academic Plan PBI Data Placement Organisation
Academic Program PBI Data Placement Organisation
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Address Line 2


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Work Placement Address 3
Upload Extract Data page: Work Placement Details


XML Tag: <AddressLine>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Placement Organisation
Academic Plan PBI Data Placement Organisation
Academic Program PBI Data Placement Organisation
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Address Line 3


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.
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Note. If the country is either Belgium or the Netherlands the field is derived as null as the Street (Address Line
3) value is used to derive Work Placement Address 1.


Work Placement City
Upload Extract Data page: Work Placement Details


XML Tag: <City>


Mandatory: If any work placement details are supplied


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Placement Organisation
Academic Plan PBI Data Placement Organisation
Academic Program PBI Data Placement Organisation
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


City


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. If Work Placement Address 1 has a value, derive as NULL ERROR, otherwise derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Note. The delivered address format for Singapore does not include use of the City field. If the country value is
Singapore the City value will also be derived as Singapore.


Work Placement County/Area/District
Upload Extract Data page: Work Placement Details


XML Tag: <CountyAreaDistrict>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Placement Organisation
Academic Plan PBI Data Placement Organisation
Academic Program PBI Data Placement Organisation
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


County (UK addresses)


State
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Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.


3. Derive from the Academic Program record.


4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Work Placement Country
Upload Extract Data page: Work Placement Details


XML Tag: <Country>


Mandatory: If any work placement details are supplied


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Placement Organisation
Academic Plan PBI Data Placement Organisation
Academic Program PBI Data Placement Organisation
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Country


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. Derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Work Placement Postcode
Upload Extract Data page: Work Placement Details


XML Tag: <PostCode>


Mandatory: If any work placement details are supplied and country is GBR


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Placement Organisation
Academic Plan PBI Data Placement Organisation
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Page Page Element
Academic Program PBI Data Placement Organisation
Location Details (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization Locations, Location Details)


Post Code


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan record.
3. Derive from the Academic Program record.
4. If Work Placement Address 1 has a value and Work Placement Country is GBR, derive as NULL ERROR,


otherwise derive as null.


Note. The address fields are derived from the current active primary location for the selected organization.


Secure English Language Test (SELT) Required
Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <SELTRequired>
Bundle 27
The SELT Required value is now mandatory for Upload Ready status on the CAS Details page.


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details SELT Required


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record. Yes is derived as true, No is derived as false.


Reason SELT Not Required
Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <ReasonSELTNotRequired>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Reason SELT Not Required


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as the short translate value from the CAS Details record. If a message number is found in the short
translate value, then derive the message text. Else derive the short translate value. *
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2. Derive as null.


* One of the valid values - ENG_COUNTRY - is too long to be held as short translate name (maximum is 10
characters) in the system. For ENG_COUNTRY, the short translate value is set to a message number (93).


Note. On the CAS Details page, a Reason SELT Not Required value is mandatory for Upload Ready status if
SELT Required is No.


English Language Level Attained
Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <EnglishLanguageLevelAttained>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details English Level Attained


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as the short translate value from the CAS Details record.


2. Derive as null.


Note. On the CAS Details page, a English Level Attained value is mandatory for Upload Ready status if
SELT Required is Yes.


SELT Listening Level
Bundle 27
New


Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <SELTListeningLevel>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details English Listening Level


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive short translate name of the value from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.


SELT Reading Level
Bundle 27
New
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Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <SELTReadingLevel>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details English Reading Level


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive short translate name of the value from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.


SELT Speaking Level
Bundle 27
New


Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <SELTSpeakingLevel>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details English Speaking Level


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive short translate name of the value from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.


SELT Writing Level
Bundle 27
New


Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <SELTWritingLevel>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details English Writing Level


Derivation Steps:
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1. Derive short translate name of the value from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.


SELT Test Provider
Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <TestProvider>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Training Provider


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as the short translate value from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.


Note. On the CAS Details page, a Training Provider value is mandatory for Upload Ready status if SELT
Required is Yes.


Previous UK Study
Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <PreviousUKStudy>
Bundle 27
The Previous UK Study value is now mandatory for Upload Ready status on the CAS Details page.


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Previous UK Study


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record. Yes is derived as true, No is derived as false.


Previous Academic Level
Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <PreviousAcademicLevel>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
CAS Details Previous Academic Level


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as the short translate value from the CAS Details record.


2. Derive as null.


Note. On the CAS Details page, a Previous Academic Level value is mandatory for Upload Ready status
if Previous UK Study is Yes.


Current Level Comparison
Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <CurrentPreviousCourseLevelComparison>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Current Level Comparison


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as the short translate value (upper case) from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.


Note. On the CAS Details page, a Current Level Comparison value is mandatory for Upload Ready status
if Previous UK Study is Yes.


Progression Justification
Upload Extract Data page: Evidence Details


XML Tag: <ProgressionJustification>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Progression Justification


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.
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Note. On the CAS Details page, a Progression Justification value is mandatory for Upload Ready status
if Current Level Comparison is L or S.


Accommodation Provided
Upload Extract Data page: Financial Details


XML Tag: <AccommodationProvided>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Accommodation Provided


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


Note. Yes is derived as true, No is derived as false.


Accommodation Fees Included
Upload Extract Data page: Financial Details


XML Tag: <CourseFeeIncludesAccomodationCosts>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Accommodation Fee Included


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


Note. Yes is derived as true, No is derived as false.


First Year Course Fees
Upload Extract Data page: Financial Details


XML Tag: <CourseFeesForFirstYearOnly>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
CAS Details First Year Course Fees


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record. Derive as 0, if the First Year Course Fees is 0 on the CAS Details page.


Course Fees Paid
Upload Extract Data page: Financial Details


XML Tag: <CourseFeesPaidToDate>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Course Fees Paid


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.


Accommodation Fees Paid
Upload Extract Data page: Financial Details


XML Tag: <AccommodationFeesPaidToDate>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Accommodation Fees Paid


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.


First Year Boarding Fees
Upload Extract Data page: Financial Details


XML Tag: <BoardingFeesForFirstYearOnly>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
CAS Details First Year Boarding Fees


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record. Derive as 0, if the First Year Boarding Fees is 0 on the CAS Details
page.


Boarding Fees Paid
Upload Extract Data page: Financial Details


XML Tag: <BoardingFeesPaidToDate>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Boarding Fees Paid


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as null.


ATAS Certificate Required
Upload Extract Data page: Certification


XML Tag: <CourseRequiresATAS>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details ATAS Certificate Required


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


Note. Yes is derived as true, No is derived as false.


Dean’s Certificate Required
Upload Extract Data page: Certification


XML Tag: <PostgraduateDeanCertificateRequired>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
CAS Details Dean’s Certificate Required


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


Note. Yes is derived as true, No is derived as false.


Offer Documents
Upload Extract Data page: Documentation


XML Tag: <DocumentsUsedToObtainOffer>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Offer Documents


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


Update Extract Fields
This section discusses how the Create Extract process derives the field values for the Update extract.


Update File ID
Update Extract Data page: Header


XML Tag: <BulkUpdateFileId>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Create Extract Data (Student Admissions, PBI Processing , Create Extract
Data)


Update File ID Override


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Update File ID Override parameter of the Create Extract process.
2. Derive in the format INST_UPDATE_YYYY_MM_DD_nn (for example, PSUNV_UPDATE_2009_09_27_


01), where INST is the institution code and nn is an automatically generated sequence number for the day.
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CAS Number
Update Extract Data page: Header


XML Tag: <CASNumber>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details CAS Number


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details page.


First Year Course Fees
Update Extract Data page: Financial Details


XML Tag: <CourseFeesForFirstYearOnly>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details First Year Course Fees


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record. Derive as 0, if the First Year Course Fees is 0 on the CAS Details page.


Course Fees Paid
Update Extract Data page: Financial Details


XML Tag: <CourseFeesPaidToDate>


Mandatory: One of the Fees Paid fields must be present.


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Course Fees Paid


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as zero.


Note. An error message is logged if none of the Fees Paid fields contains a value greater than zero.
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Accommodation Fees Paid
Update Extract Data page: Financial Details


XML Tag: <AccommodationFeesPaidToDate>


Mandatory: One of the Fees Paid fields must be present.


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Accommodation Fees Paid


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


2. Derive as zero.


Note. An error message is logged if none of the Fees Paid fields contains a value greater than zero.


Boarding Fees Paid
Update Extract Data page: Financial Details


XML Tag: <BoardingFeesPaidToDate>


Mandatory: One of the Fees Paid fields must be present.


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details Boarding Fees Paid


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.
2. Derive as zero.


Note. An error message is logged if none of the Fees Paid fields contains a value greater than zero.


Report File Fields
This section discusses how the Create Extract process derives the field values for the Report extract.


Report File ID
Report Extract Data page: Header


XML Tag: <BulkReportingID>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
Create Extract Data (Student Admissions, PBI Processing , Create Extract
Data)


Report File ID Override


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Report File ID Override parameter of the Create Extract process.
2. Derive in the format INST_REPORT_YYYY_MM_DD_nn (for example, PSUNV_REPORT_2009_09_27_


01), where INST is the institution code and nn is an automatically generated sequence number for the day.


CAS Number
Report Extract Data page: Header


XML Tag: <CASNumber>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
CAS Details CAS Number


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record.


Expected Enrollment Date
Report Extract Data page: Report Details


XML Tag: <ExpectedEnrollmentDate>


Mandatory: Yes


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Report Details (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, CAS Maintenance,
Report Details)


Expected Enrollment


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record


Notes
Report Extract Data page: Report Details


XML Tag: <Notes>


Mandatory: No


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
Report Details (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, CAS Maintenance,
Report Details)


Notes


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the CAS Details record
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Program Enrollment Additions to 
Admissions Functionality 
Note: For further information about Program Enrollment, refer to 
the PEAM Program Enrollment Documentation.pdf on My Oracle 
Support (ID 1400723.1) 
 


Academic Progress Tracker Instance 
 
October 2012  
Creating an APT Instance from Admissions: Matriculation 
Process 
Creation of the APT Instance 


 
Modifications have been made to the Admissions matriculation process to enable the 
moving of these new data elements from the Admissions application to the Student 
Records program stack. The matriculation process creates the SR program stack as it does 
now; if a student is in a program/plan/sub-plan combination that is mapped to an AIR 
program, an API (SSR_APT.API) is called.  The API creates an APT instance for the 
student, linking that instance to the program created by the matriculation process.  


APT Instance Creation from Admissions Application Maintenance 
Component 
An APT instance can be created directly from the Admission Application Maintenance 
component when a user creates the student program using the matriculation (MATR) 
action. The following diagram provides an overview of the processing that takes place: 
 


Remote Call COBOL Process (ADPCPPRC) runs to 
create the Student Records Program stack


Program Action of MATR (Matriculation) entered and 
saved using the Create Program button


The creation of the Program stack fires the 
ACAD_PROG_SYNC event


An APT subscription process listens to the event, calls 
the APT API which creates the APT instance 
(APT_HDR)
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APT Instance Creation from Admissions Activate Applicants Process  
The Admissions Activate Applicants batch process also creates an instance for a student 
when a mapping exists to an AIR program.  When the process (ADPCPPRJ) creates 
Student Records program stack entries, this action fires the same ACAD_PROG_SYNC 
event described above. This is detected by the APT subscription service, which in turn 
calls APT API to build an instance. 
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Chapter: Managing PeopleSoft Admission 


Transactions  
This Recruiting and Admissions PeopleBook chapter provides overviews of admission transactions and 


discusses: 


 Entity Registry and admission transactions. 


 Configuring admission application transactions. 


 Reviewing and editing staged admission application transactions.   


Note. The chapter was first released for Campus Solutions 9.0 Feature Pack 3 (July, 2010). Since then 


the chapter has been updated for various bundles. For Bundle 23, this chapter was reorganized and 


some of the content was moved to the "Working with Constituent Transaction Management" chapter. 


Also, note that the Campus Solutions PeopleBook chapters listed under the following See Also heading 


may get updated with future bundle releases.   


See Also 


Enterprise PeopleTools PeopleBook: Integration Broker 


PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry" 


which was posted to My Oracle Support as part of the Campus Community documentation updates for 


Bundle 27. 


PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up List of Values" 


which was posted to My Oracle Support as part of the Campus Community documentation updates for 


Bundle 22. 


PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Working with Constituent 


Transaction Management". The latest version of the chapter was posted to My Oracle Support as part of 


the Campus Community documentation updates for Bundle 27. 


PeopleSoft Enterprise Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, “Using Admission Applications Web 


Services". The latest version of the chapter was posted to My Oracle Support as part of the Recruiting 


and Admissions documentation updates for Bundle 27. 


PeopleSoft Enterprise Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, "Using File Parser for Loading 


Applications". The latest version of the chapter was posted to My Oracle Support as part of the Recruiting 


and Admissions documentation updates for Bundle 24. 


PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Using the File Parser 
Process". The latest version of the chapter was posted to My Oracle Support as part of the Campus 
Community documentation updates for Bundle 24.  
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Understanding Admission Transactions 
Admission transactions use the delivered Admission Applications Web Services (AAWS) and the File 


Parser bulk loading of admission applications features. The features are fully integrated with the 


Constituent Transaction Management (CTM) framework (admission transactions are consumers of the 


CTM framework). Each admission transaction you set up is considered a CTM transaction. CTM 


generates an admission transaction when: 


 An applicant or administrator uses an online admission application to create, save or submit an 


application through AAWS (online transaction). 


 You use the File Parser utility to load applications from an external file (offline transaction). 


An admissions online or offline transaction includes both the constituent and application data. 


Constituent data may include person data or data that is considered as not associated with the 


application. Examples of constituent data include Name, Gender, Address, and Email. Examples of 


application data include Academic Program, Admit Term, and Academic History.  


When a transaction is generated, the system uses Search/Match to look for constituent data in your 


production environment (based on the Search/Match parameters) that matches the constituent data in the 


transaction. Each defined transaction can have its own Search/Match setup. You can therefore determine 


the rules for creating a new ID, updating an existing ID, suspending or ignoring a record. The system 


stores the constituent and application data in staging tables. If there are errors or if Search/Match 


determines that the incoming constituent record should be suspended or ignored, use the Constituent 


Staging and Application Transactions components to correct the admissions transaction data. You can 


post transactions individually or by batch to the Campus Solutions database.  


The following diagram shows the admission transactions flow: 
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CRM for Higher Ed EIPs and Admission Transactions 


Enterprise Integration Points (EIPs) enable your institution to exchange data between CS and CRM. EIPs 


publish data either whenever data updating happens for the given entities of the EIPs or when the user 


requests data. This data can be created, updated, or deleted through various channels like components, 


component interfaces, and batch processes. 


The system publishes the following EIPs when an application that is submitted through AAWS or File 


Parser process is posted: 


• SAD_ADM_PRSPCT_DATA_SYNC 


• SAD_ADM_APPL_DATA_SYNC 


• SAD_TEST_SCORES_SYNC 


• SAD_ADM_INTEREST_SYNC 


• SSR_EXTRACUR_ACTVTY_SYNC 


• SAD_EXT_ACAD_DATA_SYNC 


• SCC_PERSON_SYNC 


The system can publish SAD_ADM_PRSPCT_DATA_SYNC when the system creates a prospect record 


for a saved or posted application. You use the Prospect Setup page to indicate when (upon save or post) 


the system should create a prospect record. The Prospect Setup page is discussed in the “Setting Up 


Prospect Creation Rules and Defaults” section of this chapter. 


See Also 


PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Solutions 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook, “Introducing 


Customer Relationship Management for Higher Education” 


CRM for Higher Education Developer’s Guide 
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Understanding Admission Transactions Setups 
You define admission transactions using CTM pages. Then, you use the Application Configuration 


component to configure the admission transactions.  


Setting Up CTM (Defining Transactions and Data Update Rules) and Configuring the Admission 


Transactions (Application Configuration component) 


[[ Bundle 27: This topic has been updated due to the New User Registration framework enhancements. 


The New User Registration CTM transaction that the system delivers is renamed from 


ADMISSIONS_REGISTRATION to NEW_USER_REGISTRATION.]] 


Before you deploy AAWS or start loading the applications, you must define the admission transactions 


through the CTM setup pages. For AAWS, define a transaction for the online application that a user 


saves or submits through the Save Application or Submit Application service operations. If you want to 


load admission applications using the PeopleSoft File Parser utility, define an offline transaction for the 


batch load.  


The default transaction definition for AAWS that is delivered with the system is: 


ADMISSIONS_APPLICATION (online application transaction). 


Additionally, if you have defined an online transaction for the online application, consider using the New 


User Registration framework to allow a guest or a returning user to access your system. The framework 


delivers a sample login page that contains all the security objects delivered as part of the framework. The 


New User Registration framework is also a consumer of the CTM framework and delivered with your 


system is the CTM transaction code called NEW_USER_REGISTRATION. The New User Registration 


framework, using the New User Registration Context, can also transfer the newly authenticated user to 


the self-service page you created for your online application. 


See PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Working with 


Constituent Transaction Management," New User Registration and CTM.  


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, Using New User Registration 


Framework. This chapter was released as part of the Campus Community Bundle 27 documentation 


updates. 


Warning! The ADMISSIONS_APPLICATION transaction is delivered only as a reference.  It is not 


required that you use this transaction. 


The following table lists the delivered transaction handler values for ADMISSIONS_APPLICATION. Do 


not change these values. Also use these values when defining a transaction handler for any new 


application transaction you may define. 


Root Package ID Path Application Class ID 


SCC_OLA TRANSACTION AdmissionTransaction 
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The staging record delivered with ADMISSIONS_APPLICATION is SAD_APL_DAT_STG. This record 


stores the transaction status and transaction status date value for ADMISSIONS_APPLICATION. Do not 


change this value. You should always use this value when defining any new application transaction you 


may define. 


The following table lists the delivered Transaction Data Launch View settings for 


ADMISSIONS_APPLICATION transaction. You should always use these values when defining the 


transaction data launch view settings for any new application transaction you may create. 


Menu Name Menu Bar Name Menu Item Name Menu Page Name 


Process Applications Use SAD_APPL_STG SAD_APPL_STG 


 
Academic institutions require different rules for updating constituent and application data based on a 


transaction and the affiliation the institution has with the constituent. For example, you may have a 


graduate online application rule where you want to update the constituent’s home email address in your 


database with the value from a submitted graduate application. On the other hand, you may have a 


graduate application load rule where you do not want to update an existing home email address value 


when you use File Parser to load graduate applications into Campus Solutions. Additionally, you may 


want to override this graduate application load rule if the constituent is a prospect. The Data Update Rule 


Entry component allows this flexibility. The system uses these rules when it posts a transaction. 


While you can use the same AAWS online user interface for all your academic careers and institutions, 


you can configure the admission transactions to behave differently. For AAWS and bulk load using File 


Parser, different admission transactions may have different Search/Match settings and data update rules. 


For instance, an academic institution might allow undergraduate applicants to update their passport 


details when submitting an online application. Conversely, the institution might not want to allow graduate 


applicants to update their passport details if that data is already on the system. You can associate the two 


different data update rules to these two separate transactions. Both these transactions may or may not 


have different Search/Match settings. 


When establishing transactions, a single transaction for each institution and career combination could be 


defined in CTM. In this way, you can accommodate online applications for different careers (Examples: 


Undergraduate, Graduate, Graduation Business) which may have different Search/Match requirements, 


data update rules, or intended methods of processing. After defining the admission CTM transactions, 


use the Application Configuration component to set up different combinations of institutions and careers 


and map each institution-career combination to a defined admission transaction (CTM Transaction Code).    


It is typical for administrators to enter the admissions application data for an applicant. It is possible for an 


administrator to use the same online application to do so, as long as the application user interface is 


constructed to distinguish between an administrator log in and a self service applicant log in. 


Administrators can use a different institution-developed user interface designed for quick data entry. The 


same transaction value applied to the self service application is utilized for the institution/career 


combination for which the application is being created. 


Use the Transaction Setup component to define a transaction, associate a data update rule with the 


transaction, and define the Search/Match setting for the transaction. 
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CTM Data Updates Rules specific to admission transactions 


To be consistent with existing processes that update this data, the application data update rules are as 


follows for the following entities: 


Entity  Rules 


Academic Interests If data exists on ADM_INTRST_HDR for an 


existing EMPLID and ACAD_CAREER and the 


max ADM_INTRST_HDR.EFFDT is not equal to 


%Date, a new row is inserted with EFFDT = 


%Date.  Rows are inserted into ADM_INTERESTS 


for each academic interest populated on 


SCC_STG_ADMINT.  PRIORITY is populated 


based on ADM_INTRST_HDR.USE_PRIORITY. 


If data exists on ADM_INTRST_HDR for an 


existing EMPLID and ACAD_CAREER and the 


max ADM_INTRST_HDR.EFFDT is equal to 


%Date, a row is not inserted into 


ADM_INTRST_HDR.  Rows will be inserted into 


ADM_INTERESTS only where 


SCC_STG_ADMINT.EXT_SUBJECT_AREA does 


not exist on ADM_INTERESTS for the current 


effective date.  If 


ADM_INTRST_HDR.USE_PRIORITY is ‘Y’, the 


max ADM_INTEREST.PRIORITY is determined 


and incremented to the next number when new 


rows are inserted. 


External Academic Data A new Data Number (EXT_DATA_NBR) is inserted 


to EXT_ACAD_DATA if the EXT_ORG_ID on the 


staging record SCC_STG_ACADHST exists on the 


core record ACAD_HISTORY.  The max 


EXT_DATA_NBR existing on EXT_ACAD_DATA is 


determined and incremented to the next number on 


insert. 


All child records are populated with the same 


EXT_DATA_NBR that is inserted on 


EXT_ACAD_DATA if the field exists on the child 


record. 


Exception:  For the record EXT_DEGREE, if data 


exists on EXT_DEGREE where DESCR, 


DEGREE_DT, DEGREE_STATUS and 


LS_DATA_SOURCE = data from staging record 


(SCC_STG_EXTDEGR), a new row is not inserted. 
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Entity  Rules 


General Materials A new record is always inserted. 


The max GENL_MATL_NBR is determined and 


new incremented to the next number when new 


rows are inserted. 


Residency Official and Residency Appeal If the keys (INSTITUTION, ACAD_CAREER and 


EFFECTIVE_TERM) do not exist on 


RESIDENCY_OFF or RESIDENCY_APEAL, a new 


row is inserted. 


If the keys exist, a new row is not inserted and the 


data is not updated. 


Residency Self (Self Reported Residency) If Date Reported 


(SCC_STG_RES_SLF.SELF_REPORT_DT) does 


not exists on RESIDENCY_SELF, a new row is 


inserted. 


If Date Reported 


(SCC_STG_RES_SLF.SELF_REPORT_DT) 


exists, a new row is not inserted and the data is not 


updated. 


Test Score If SCC_STG_TEST.TEST_ID does not exist on 


STDNT_TEST for the EMPLID, a new row is 


inserted along with any child rows 


(STDNT_TEST_COMP). 


If the following elements on STDNT_TEST_COMP 


match the elements on the staging record 


SCC_STG_TESTCMP, update Score, Percentile 


and Date Loaded regardless of the previous score 


reported:  EMPLID, TEST_ID, TEST_COMP, 


TEST_DT and DATA_SOURCE.  


If there is not an existing row on 


STDNT_TEST_COMP that matches on EMPLID, 


TEST_ID, TEST_COMP, TEST_DT, 


DATA_SOURCE, a new row is inserted. 


 


How the system attaches an application to a defined transaction 


Applications typically vary among institutions and academic careers. Use the Appl Config page in the 


Application Configuration component to map an institution and career to a transaction. The system uses 


this mapping to identify which transaction definition to use when it receives an application through AAWS. 
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For example, suppose you have defined two transactions: UG Transaction for undergraduate applications 


and Grad Transaction for graduate applications. When an applicant submits an undergraduate 


application, the system looks at the Appl Config page settings to determine that it needs to use the UG 


Transaction. 


For offline transactions, you must enter the transaction code as a default value for the file mapping 


definition (Campus Community File Parser setup). The system uses this mapping to identify which 


transaction definition to use when it receives an application through the File Parser.   


Understanding Staged Admission Transactions 


Processing 
Use the Constituent Staging and Application Transactions components to review or edit the admissions 


transaction data stored in the staging tables. In addition, you can use these components to post the 


staged transactions into the production records of the Campus Solutions database. 


A constituent in an admission transaction is the person record (applicant). Use the Constituent Staging 


component to handle the constituent data. The Constituent Staging component is a Campus Community 


CTM component. Use the Application Transactions component to handle the admissions application 


transaction data. To help you review the staged data using both the components for a particular 


Temporary ID, the components display a link that helps you navigate from one component to the other. 


Correcting Admission Transaction Errors 


 An admission transaction might have an error status for the constituent (person) or the application 


record. For error indicators, use both the components to find the corresponding field and enter a valid 


value. 


Use the Constituent Staging component to review and correct the constituent errors. 


Use the Application Transactions component to review and correct the application errors. 


Note: For File Parser, only after the CTM Transaction Management process runs, any errors will appear 


in the components. In the case of AAWS, errors can appear either when the user saves or submits an 


admission application. 


An example of an error message that the Application Transactions staging component displays: Suppose 


you selected the Manual Reconciliation option for Home Schools on the School Setup page. If the 


applicant has indicated that a school of attendance is a home school and submitted the application, the 


Application Transactions component displays an error message. 
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Example of an error message in the Application Transactions component 


To resolve such an error, you can click the Education History tab, then select the valid external 


organization ID for the home-schooled applicant and finally click the Save button. 


Posting Admission Transactions 


After you have reviewed a transaction and corrected the errors, you can run the search/match/post 


process from the components itself by clicking the Run Search/Match/Post button. On clicking this button, 


you can run both processes at once: to search for matching people in your database and to post the 


transaction according to the Search/Match parameters you set up on the Transaction Setup component. 


The latter happens if Search/Match identifies an ID that needs to be created or updated or if the applicant 


was a returning user and used a User ID already tied to an ID. In either way, the system uses the 


identified ID (EMPLID) to post the data. Alternatively, you can use the Constituent Staging and 


Application Transactions components to correct multiple transactions and then run the Transaction 


Management process to post the multiple transactions to the Campus Solutions database. 


To process transactions in batch, use the Transaction Management process. If you had defined your 


admission transaction as either offline or online with the Process Search/Match option set to Batch, use 


the Transaction Management batch process to process these transactions. However, if the system knows 


the EMPLID for the applicant, then the transaction is effectively treated as realtime. The Transaction 


Management Process component offers different options on how you can process one, all or only a 


certain set of transactions. For processing a certain set of transactions, Population Selection can be used. 
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Entity Registry and Admission Transactions 
You can add new entities or extend existing entities. For example, an academic institution has a 


requirement to add one or more new entities into the application process. The new entity could represent 


entirely new data or it could represent an extension to one of the existing delivered entity data types. This 


may involve either or both application and constituent data. You can use the Entity Registry feature for all 


these situations. 


The web service operations that are part of the AAWS feature are constructed based on entities.  


The entities for all core data records within the constituent and application areas needed for admission 


transactions are delivered with the system within the Entity Registry component. You can extend any of 


these entities or create new ones. Register new institution-specific extension entities as children to any 


entity in the registry. If you need to create new entities, because AAWS and File Parser admission 


transactions are CTM transactions and therefore use stage and production records, the entity you create 


must be set with an entity type that allows for stage records and production records. For instance, use 


entity type called Staged Entity. The stage and production records need to exist prior to creating the new 


entity.  


All Recruiting and Admissions entities are represented by the IEntity interface 


SAD_ADM_APPL:Accessors:IEntity. The IEntity interface defines the core behavior that any participating 


entity needs to support in order to be managed by Recruiting and Admissions. For each new distinct 


entity that you want to create for Recruiting and Admissions, an application class implementing the IEntity 


interface needs to be created and registered.  


See PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, Setting Up Entity 


Registry, "Creating a New Entity" for instructions on creating and extending entities. 


Example of a scenario of when you can use the Entity Registry feature for Recruiting and Admissions: 


Suppose an online application has a list of questions. The Campus Solutions data structure does not 


support capturing the answers to these questions.  In such a case, you can create a Questions and 


Answers entity. 


The Questions and Answers application extension entity is registered as a child entity to the Application 


entity on the Entity Registry page: 
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Example of an Entity Registry page 


Delivered entities related to admissions data 


At the time of delivering this document, the following entities are delivered for the application staging 


records and matching production records: 


 Entity Name Staging Record Names Production Record Names 


Application SAD_APL_DAT_STG ADM_APPL_DATA 


Career Sequence SAD_APP_CSQ_STG ADM_APP_CAR_SEQ 


Academic Program SAD_APL_PRG_STG ADM_APPL_PROG 


Academic Plan SAD_APL_PLN_STG ADM_APPL_PLAN 


Academic Sub-Plan SAD_APL_SBP_STG ADM_APPL_SBPLAN 
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 Entity Name Staging Record Names Production Record Names 


Academic Program (AUS) SAD_APPRGAU_STG SAD_APL_PRG_AUS 


Academic Program (NLD) SAD_STDAPNL_STG SAD_STD_APP_NLD 


Academic Program (NZL) SAD_PRGNZL_STG SAD_APL_PRG_NZL 


Student Education (NLD) SAD_EDU_NLD_STG SAD_STD_EDU_NLD 


Recruitment Category SAD_APL_RCC_STG ADM_APPL_RCR_CA 


Recruiter SAD_APL_REC_STG ADM_APPL_RCTER 


Student Response SAD_STG_STDRESP STDNT_RESPONSE 


Application Fee Tender SAD_APL_TND_STG ADM_APPL_TENDER 


Application Attachment SAD_APLATCH_STG SAD_APPL_ATCH 


Application (NLD) SAD_APP_NLD_STG SAD_APP_DAT_NLD 


Q&A Application Extension (Example 
Only) SCC_EXTN_STG SCC_EXTN 


Other Schools Applied  SAD_STG_OTH_SCH SAD_OTHER_SCH 


Source Of Interest SAD_STG_SOI SAD_SOI 


Research Candidate SSR_RS_CAND_STG SSR_RS_CANDIDAT 


Research Candidate Header SSR_RS_CNDH_STG SSR_RS_CAND_HDR 


Research Consumption SSR_RS_CNSP_STG SSR_RS_CONSMPTN 


Research Topic Header SSR_RS_TPCH_STG SSR_RS_TOPC_HDR 


Research Topic Detail SSR_RS_TOPC_STG SSR_RS_TOPIC 


Research Topic Attachment SSR_RS_TPAT_STG SSR_RS_TOPC_ATT 


Research Supervisor Header SSR_RS_SUPH_STG SSR_RS_SUPR_HDR 


Research Supervisor SSR_RS_SUPR_STG SSR_RS_SUPRVSRS 


Research Supervisor Attachment SSR_RS_SPAT_STG SSR_RS_SUPR_ATT 


Research Assignment Header SSR_RS_OTRQ_STG SSR_RS_OTHR_REQ 


Research Assignment Detail SSR_RS_OTRD_STG SSR_RS_OTHRQDTL 


Research Assignment Attachment SSR_RS_OTAT_STG SSR_RS_OTHR_ATT 


Research Candidate Messages SSR_RS_MSGS_STG SSR_RS_MSGS 


Research Candidate Attachment SSR_RS_CDAT_STG SSR_RS_CAND_ATT 


 


Configuring Admission Transactions 
To configure the admission transactions, use the Application Configuration component 


(SAD_ADM_APL_CONFIG). 


 This section discusses how to: 


 Map online application transactions to academic careers. 


 Set up application defaults for offline and online application transactions. 


 Set up prospect creation rules and defaults for offline and online application transactions. 


 Set up home or unlisted schools for online application transactions. 


Pages Used to Configure Admission Transactions 
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage 


Appl Config SAD_TRANSAC_MAP Set Up SACR, Product 


Related, Recruiting and 


Admissions, Application 


Configuration, Application 


Configuration, Appl Config 


Map online application 


transactions to academic 


careers. 


Application Setup SAD_APL_CNT Set Up SACR, Product 


Related, Recruiting and 


Admissions, Application 


Configuration, Application 


Configuration, Application 


Setup 


Define how the system 


should assign an 


application center and 


optionally assign 3Cs to 


an application by defining 


which Event ID should be 


used in the processing. 


The system uses this 


setup when you use File 


Parser to load 


applications in batch via a 


calculated field or when 


the user saves or submits 


an application through 


AAWS. 


Prospect Setup SAD_PRS_SETUP Set Up SACR, Product 


Related, Recruiting and 


Admissions, Application 


Configuration, Application 


Configuration, Prospect 


Setup 


Define how the system 


should create a prospect 


record, and if a prospect 


record is created, how to 


assign default values to 


the prospect record. The 


system uses this setup 


when you use File Parser 


to process applications in 


batch via a calculated 


field or when the user 


saves or submits an 


application through 


AAWS. 


School Setup SAD_AWS_SCH_DFL Set Up SACR, Product 


Related, Recruiting and 


Admissions, Application 


Configuration, Application 


Configuration, School 


Setup 


Define how the system 


should process unlisted 


or home schools. The 


system uses this setup 


only when the user saves 


or submits an application 


through AAWS. 
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Mapping Online Application Transactions to Academic Careers 


Access the Appl Config page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Recruiting and Admissions, Application 


Configuration, Application Configuration, Appl Config). 


 


Appl Config page 


You can enter only online transactions (except for the user registration transaction 


NEW_USER_REGISTRATION) in the Transaction field. To check whether a transaction has been 


marked as online or offline, use the Transaction Setup page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, 


Utilities, Constituent Transaction Mgmt, Transaction Setup). 


Ensure that all academic careers for AAWS applications are mapped to a valid transaction on the Appl 


Config page. 


When a user saves or submits an application through AAWS, the Campus Solutions system uses the 


Appl Config page to associate the application with a CTM online transaction. The system uses this 


association to run search/match and process the application data according to the settings on the 


Transaction Setup page. 


Setting Up Application Defaults for Offline and Online Application 


Transactions 


Access the Application Setup page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Recruiting and Admissions, 


Application Configuration, Application Configuration, Application Setup). 
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Application Setup page: Criteria tab (1 of 2) 


 


Application Setup page: Criteria tab (2 of 2) 
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Application Setup page: Assigned Values tab (1 of 2) 


 


Application Setup page: Assigned Values tab (2 of 2) 


Ensure that all the academic career, program, and plan combinations for AAWS and File Parser 


applications are mapped to a valid application center on the Application Setup page. 


Use the Criteria tab to define the selecting criteria — such as academic career, academic program, and 


academic plan — that will constitute a particular group of applications. Use the Assigned Values tab to 


define the application center and event ID that the system assigns to the particular application group. 


When the system receives an online application, it uses this mapping to determine which application 


center and event ID should be assigned to an application. For batch applications loaded through File 


Parser, a calculated field can be built on the File Mapping Definition to look at this setup to determine the 


application center to populate. 


In the exhibit example — Application Setup page: Criteria tab (2 of 2) — you can see that for row 13, 


career is UGRD, program is AA and plan is Music. For the same row, in the exhibit example — 
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Application Setup page: Assigned Values tab (2 of 2) — the application center is APP2. Assume that the 


system receives an application for a career of UGRD, program of AA, and plan of Music through AAWS or 


batch load. In such a case, the system assigns APP2 to this application. 


The system requires an application center to create an admission application. Therefore, you must map 


each career with an application center on the Application Setup page. The system generates an error 


message if it receives an application through AAWS or batch load and it does not find the corresponding 


application center from this mapping. You can view this error message on the Application Transactions 


staging component. Note that the system assigns an application center from this mapping when an 


application is saved or submitted. The system assigns the 3C Event ID when an application is posted. 


Note. You should complete this mapping for only Self-Service (applicant) mode. In the Administrator 


mode, the user provides the application center when creating an admission application. Therefore, this 


setup is not relevant for Administrator mode. 


Criteria  


Career Enter the career for which you want to assign an application center (and 
optionally, an event ID). 
 


Program Optionally, enter the program for which you want to assign an application 
center (and optionally, an event ID). 
 
If you leave this field blank, the system assigns the application center to all the 
programs within the career. For example, suppose you have two application 
centers: APP01 and APP02. Map the career GRAD and program MBA 
combination to the APP01 application center and map the GRAD career to the 
APP02 application center. In such a case, the system will assign APP01 
application center to an MBA application and it will assign APP02 to other non 
MBA applications such as a MS or MA application. 
 


Plan Optionally, if you have entered a program, enter the plan for which you want to 
assign an application center (and optionally, an event ID). 
 
If you leave this field blank, the system assigns the application center to all the 
plans within the program. For example, suppose you have two application 
centers: APP03 and APP04. Map the career GRAD, program MS, and plan 
Finance combination to the APP03 application center and map the GRAD 
career and MS program to APP04 application center. In such a case, the 
system will assign APP03 application center to an MS Finance application and 
it will assign APP04 to other Master of Science applications such as MS in 
Biochemistry or MS in Physics. 
 


Country and 
Citizenship Status 


Enter the country and citizenship if you want to assign an application center 
(and optionally, an event ID) based on the applicant’s citizenship. For example, 
you could have the career UGRD, country USA, and citizenship Alien 
Temporary mapped to an Undergrad International Office application center and 
GRAD, USA, and Alien Temporary mapped to a Graduate International Office 
application center. 
Note. If you enter a value in one of the two fields, you cannot leave the other 
field blank. For example, if you enter a country, you must specify the 
citizenship. 
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Note. When determining the application center assignment, the system uses the following order: 


citizenship status, academic plan, academic program, and academic career. 


Assigned Values 


Enter the application center, and optionally the event ID, for the row entered on the Criteria tab. 


Only the event IDs that have the administrative functions ADMA (admissions application) and ADMP 


(admissions program) are available. ADMP is available only if you select an academic program on the 


Criteria tab. Define event IDs on the Event Definition page. 


See PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, "Using the 3C Engine," 


Defining 3C Engine Events. 


Setting Up Prospect Creation Rules and Defaults for Offline and 


Online Application Transactions 


Access the Prospect Setup page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Recruiting and Admissions, 


Application Configuration, Application Configuration, Prospect Setup). 


 


Prospect Setup page: Criteria tab 
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Prospect Setup page: Assigned Values tab 


Use the Criteria tab to specify whether you want the system to create a prospect when the user saves an 


application through AAWS or when you post an application to the Campus Solutions database. Also, on 


this tab define the criteria for creating the prospect. Use the Assigned Values tab to specify the default 


values that the system assigns to the prospect. You must specify the recruiting center, recruiting status, 


and referral source values. 


In the exhibit example — Prospect Setup page: Criteria tab — you can see that for row 3, career is 


MEDS, program is MED, plan is Pharmacology and Create Prospect value is SAVE. For the same row, in 


the exhibit example — Prospect Setup page: Assigned Values tab — values such as the recruiting center 


MPHA is assigned. Assume that a user saves a pharmacology application through AAWS. In such a 


case, the system creates a prospect record for the applicant and also assigns the default values such as 


the recruiting center MPHA to this newly created prospect record. 


This is an optional setup. If you do not want to create a prospect record, when the application is saved or 


posted, leave the Prospect Setup page blank. 


Note. To create prospect on save, the online application must ensure that the required constituent data is 


collected before the user saves the application. 


Also, ensure that the related transaction is set to run real time on save. If the related transaction is set to 


run on submit, then the Prospect Setup page displays a warning message if you choose the Save option 


for Create Prospect. For example, suppose you have a transaction UGRD_online_app and you have 


mapped this transaction to the UGRD career and GLAKE institution on Appl Config page. You have not 


selected the Run on Save check box on the Transaction Setup page for this transaction. In such a case, 


the Prospect Setup page displays a warning message if you select the Save option for the UGRD and 


GLAKE criteria. If the prospect setup is set to create a prospect on Save, but the transaction is not set to 
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run real time on Save, you can still create the prospect record by running the Transaction Management 


process for Saved transactions. 


Criteria  


Career Enter the career for which you want to create prospect records and assign 
default values. 
 


Program Optionally, if you have entered a program, enter the plan for which you want to 
create prospect records and assign default values. 
 
If you leave this field blank, the prospect records are created for all the plans 
within the program or career. 
 


Create Prospect Identify how you want to create prospect records for the career (and program 
and/or plan, if applicable): 
 
Save: Select if you want the system to create a prospect record when it 
receives a Save Application service operation request or when the applications 
are loaded into the staging tables using File Parser and have a transaction 
status of Saved. 
 
Post: Select if you want the system to create a prospect record when the online 
or offline transactions are posted to the Campus Solutions database. 
 


 


If the prospect record already exists for the institution and career of the transaction, the system updates 


the prospect record to insert program and plan data that does not exist, and also inserts Housing Interest, 


Financial Aid Interest, Last School Attended and Graduation Date if not previously populated. 


Note. If you want to create prospects for all applications received for the criteria entered, enter a row for 


Save and a row for Post. This will ensure that the system will create a prospect record when an 


application is not saved prior to submission. 


Assigned Values 


Enter the recruiting center, recruiting status, referral source and optionally the event ID, for the row 


entered on the Criteria tab. 


Only the event IDs that have the administrative functions PROS (prospect) and PROP (prospect program) 


are available. PROP is available only if you select an academic program on the Criteria tab. Define event 


IDs on the Event Definition page. 


Setting Up Home or Unlisted Schools for Online Application 


Transactions 


Access the School Setup page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Recruiting and Admissions, Application 


Configuration, Application Configuration, School Setup). 
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School Setup page 


An online application may need to capture the applicant’s academic history. The online application may 


present a field with a list of schools, colleges, and universities that exist in the system’s External 


Organization table and the user may select a value from this list. However, two applicant categories exist, 


those who have attended an academic institution that is not listed in the list of values (unlisted schools) 


and those who are home schooled. The online application may present a text field or some other method 


to capture the home or unlisted school details. Use the School Setup page if you want to define how the 


system should process these unlisted or home schools. 


Unlisted Schools 


Post Application 
Using Default 


Select if you want to specify a default organization ID for unlisted schools or if 
the applicant has not provided the school name. 
 


Default Organization This field appears if you select the Post Application Using Default option. 
Specify the default organization ID to post with the application record. 
 
Note. If the application contains multiple rows of Unlisted School data, the 
default will apply to the first processed row. Because External Organization ID 
is a key field, it is not possible to use the default more than once. In the event 
of multiple Unlisted Schools, the web service will create a reconciliation error in 
the staging component and will require manual reconciliation of the additional 
Unlisted School rows. 
 


Require Manual 
Reconciliation 


Select if you want to manually correct an application that has an unlisted 
school or no school. 
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If you select this option and if the application transaction has an unlisted school 
or no school, the system retains the transaction in the staging table with a 
constituent status of Error. You will have to resolve the error message and then 
post the application. You can use the Application Transactions component to 
select an appropriate External Org ID and run the post process. Refer to the 
“Reviewing and Processing Staged Admission Transactions” section of this 
chapter for more information about this component. 
 


 


Home School 


Post Application 
Using Default 
 


Select if you want to specify a default organization ID for home schools. 
 


Default Organization This field appears if you select the Post Application Using Default option. 
Specify the default organization ID to post with the application record. 
 
Note. If the application contains multiple rows of Home School data, the default 
will apply to the first processed row. Because External Organization ID is a key 
field, it is not possible to use the default more than once. In the event of 
multiple Home Schools, the web service will create a reconciliation error in the 
staging component and will require manual reconciliation of the additional 
Home School rows. 
 


Require Manual 
Reconciliation 


Select if you want to manually correct an application that has a home school. 
 
If you select this option and if the applicant has mentioned home school, the 
system retains the transaction in the staging table with a constituent status of 
Error. You will have to resolve the error message and then post the application. 
You can use the Application Transactions component to select an appropriate 
External Org ID and run the post process. Refer to the “Reviewing and 
Processing Staged Admission Transactions” section of this chapter for more 
information on about component. 


Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission Application 


Transactions 
To review and edit the admission application transactions, use the Application Transactions component 


(SAD_APPL_STG). 


This section discusses: 


 Impact of application center security on navigation. 


 Header on the Application Transactions pages. 


 Reviewing application data and error messages. 


 Reviewing applicant’s education history. 


 Reviewing additional academic information. 
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 Reviewing general materials and attachments. 


 Reviewing application regional information. 


Pages Used to Review and Edit Staged Admission Application 


Transactions 


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage 


Application Data SAD_APPL_STG • Student Admissions, 


Application Transaction 


Mgmt, Application 


Transactions, Application 


Data 


• Click the<Transaction 


Name> link on the 


Summary Information 


page of the Constituent 


Staging component. 


Review the error messages 


pertaining to the application in 


the staging record. 


In addition, review and edit the 


application program data and 


academic plan data. You can 


also review and edit the 


additional information 


regarding the application, such 


as application center, 


application fees, source of 


interest, other institutions, and 


recruiter assigned to the 


application.  


Education History SCC_EXT_ACAD


_DATA 


• Student Admissions, 


Application Transaction 


Mgmt, Application 


Transactions, Education 


History 


• Click the <Transaction 


Name> link on the 


Summary Information 


page and then click the 


Education History tab. 


Review and edit the education 


history pertaining to the 


application in the staging 


record. Education history 


includes information such as 


schools attended and degrees 


that are in progress or 


completed. 
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Additional Academic 


Info 


SAD_STG_TEST • Student Admissions, 


Application Transaction 


Mgmt, Application 


Transactions, Additional 


Academic Info 


• Click the <Transaction 


Name> link on the 


Summary Information 


page and then click the 


Additional Academic Info 


tab. 


Review and edit the additional 


academic information 


pertaining to the application in 


the staging record. Additional 


academic information includes 


test results and academic 


interests. 


Supplemental 


Information 


SAD_GENM_ATT


ACH 


• Student Admissions, 


Application Transaction 


Mgmt, Application 


Transactions, 


Supplemental Information 


• Click the <Transaction 


Name> link on the 


Summary Information 


page and then click the 


Supplemental Information 


tab. 


Review and edit the 


supplemental information 


pertaining to the application in 


the staging record. 


Supplemental information 


includes general materials, 


general material attachments, 


and application file 


attachments. 


Candidature Details SSR_RS_CNDDT


RE_STG 


• Student Admissions, 


Application Transaction 


Mgmt, Application 


Transactions, Candidature 


Details 


• Click the <Transaction 


Name> link on the 


Summary Information 


page and then click the 


Candidature Details tab. 


Review and edit the Candidate 


Management data pertaining to 


the application in the staging 


record. 
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Application Regional SAD_APL_REG_


STG 


• Student Admissions, 


Application Transaction 


Mgmt, Application 


Transactions, Application 


Regional 


• Click the<Transaction 


Name> link on the 


Summary Information 


page and then click the 


Application Regional tab. 


Review and edit the country-


specific data pertaining to the 


application in the staging 


record. 
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Impact of Application Center Security on Navigation 


One of the methods to navigate to the Application Transactions component is by clicking the <transaction 


name> link on the Constituent Staging component. There are two ways to access the Constituent Staging 


component: 


• Campus Community menu path navigation (Campus Community, Constituent Transaction Mgmt, 


Constituent Staging) 


• Student Admissions menu path navigation (Student Admissions, Application Transaction Mgmt, 


Constituent Staging) 


If you use the Campus Community menu path navigation and if your user ID is not associated with a 


particular application center, you cannot access the application data associated with that application 


center. 


However, you can see how many applications exist for an applicant. In the following example, a user can 


see there is one application for the constituent. However, the user cannot view the application data 


because the <Transaction Name> link is disabled. The system has disabled the link because the user 


does not have access to the application center. 


 


Application Data link disabled for a user who does not have application center access 


If you use the Student Admissions menu path navigation and if your user ID is not associated with a 


particular application center, you cannot see how many applications associated with the application 


center exist. Also, you cannot view the application data associated with the application center. Therefore, 


the system strictly enforces the application center security for Student Admissions menu as compared to 


Campus Community menu where the security is not enforced. In the following example, a user cannot 


see whether there is an application transaction for the constituent because the user does not have access 


to the application center. 
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Hidden search results for a user who does not have the application center access 


See PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Solutions 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook, “Securing 


Recruiting and Admissions”, Setting Security for Application Centers 


Header on the Application Transactions Pages 


The header region on all the pages of the Application Transactions component is similar to the header 


region on the Constituent Staging component pages. This region includes options to modify the 


constituent status, run Search/Match/Post process or post a transaction. 


Here is an example of the header region on an Application Transactions component page: 
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Example of a header region on the Application Transactions component pages 


Constituent Staging Click this link to access the Constituent Staging component that contains all the 
pertinent person information. 


Reviewing Application Data and Error Messages  


Access the Application Data page (Student Admissions, Application Transaction Mgmt, Application 


Transactions, Application Data). 
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Application Data page (1 of 3) 


 


Application Data page (2 of 3) 
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Application Data page (3 of 3) 


Set Status to 
Submitted 


This button only appears if the application status is Posted. 
 
If you have inadvertently posted the transaction data to a wrong ID, click the 
Set Status to Submitted button. On clicking the button, the system sets the 
application status back to Submitted. For example, you may notice that an 
application was posted to a new ID but you should have created the application 
for an existing ID. To repost the application to the existing ID, perform the 
following steps: 
 
1. Run the Application Delete process to delete the application that you have 


posted to the wrong ID so that you do not maintain duplicate applications in the 


system. 


2. Click the Set Status to Submitted button and save the record. 
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3. Click the Set to Update ID button and select the existing ID. 


4. Click the Run Search/Match/Post button to post the application. 


 
Application Status Indicates the status of the application transaction.  


 
Note: The Transaction Setup component refers to this as Transaction Status. 
Transaction Status is the same as the Status field shown in the Related 
Transactions grid displayed on the Summary Information page of the 
Constituent Staging component. We have modified only the label as 
Application Status to show the relationship with the application transactions. 
For a list of Application Status values, refer to following table. 


 


The following table describes the application statuses: 


Application Status Description 


Saved This status indicates that system has saved the admission application to 


the staging records and the application is not ready to be processed. 


The system automatically assigns this status when the online application 


calls the Save Application service operation. 


You can also manually set this status if you want to indicate that the 


application is not ready for processing. 


When setting up the FileMapping Definition, you can define the default 


value that File Parser should assign as the Application Status. 


Submitted This status indicates that system has submitted the admission 


application to the staging records and the application is ready to be 


processed. 


The system automatically assigns this status to an application when the 


online application calls the Submit Application service operation. 


You can manually set this status if you want to indicate that the 


application is ready for processing. You cannot post Saved transactions; 


only transactions with Submitted status can be posted. 


When setting up the File Mapping Definition, you can define the default 


value that File Parser should assign as the Application Status. 
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Saved Error This status indicates that the system encountered problems when saving 


an admission application. You must resolve these errors before the 


admission application can be posted. 


You cannot manually change this status. When you resolve the error 


and save the staging record, the system automatically sets the status 


back to Saved. 


Submit Error This status indicates that the system encountered problems when 


submitting an admission application. You must resolve these errors 


before the admission application can be posted. 


You cannot manually change this status. When you resolve the error 


and save the staging record, the system automatically sets the status 


back to Submitted. 


Pending This status indicates that manual reconciliation is required for some data 


element which is not necessarily an error. For example, when manual 


reconciliation is required for application fee waiver requests, the status is 


set to Pending and the application fee status is set toWaiver. You can 


manually change this status. 


Posted This status indicates that the system has posted the data. The system 


runs the posting process when you click the Post Transaction Data 


button or the Run Search/Match/Post button, or when you run the 


Transaction Management process. 


 


Application Fees 


Use the Application Data and Application Fees regions of the page to view or update application fee 


details. AAWS uses the payment integration services to enable application fees calculation and payment.  


The setup of the AAWS Application Fee and Waiver Processing group box on the Application Center 


Table page controls how an online application fee payment or waiver is processed. 


See PeopleSoft Enterprise Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, Building Your Recruiting 


Structure, Setting Up Your Recruiting Structure, Setting Up Application Processing Centers 


See PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Financials 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Student Financials Web Services 


for Hosted ePayment Transactions 


When payment is authorized, the Amount Sent to GL field is updated in the Application Transactions 


staging component (the field is not visible on the page) and is carried through to the core production 


Application Maintenance component (Application Items page). The Generate Direct to GL process uses 


the Amount Sent to GL value. 


See PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Financials 9.0 PeopleBook, Using GL Interface Processing, 


Generating Direct to GL Entries 
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The following scenarios discuss how the system updates the Application Data staging page fields when 


an online application fee or waiver is processed in Self-Service mode — based on the setup of the AAWS 


Application Fee and Waiver Processing group box on the Application Center Table page. 


The staging field SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS is not visible on the Application Data staging 


page. 


Processing Application Fees When Waiver Request is Not Allowed 


SCENARIO 1 


The Application Center Table setup is: 


• An application fee is required. 


• Payment is required when the application is submitted. 


• Waiver request is not allowed. 


When an applicant has completed all the required data for the online application and is ready to submit 


the application, the applicant clicks a payment button which triggers the AAWS Submit web service 


operation (SAD_SUBMITAPPL). The web service operation calls the Application Fee Calculation API 


which calculates the fee and returns the amount and currency to the external user interface which 


displays the fee to the applicant. 


The staging field SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS is set to Calculated. 


When the applicant successfully makes a payment, the application is submitted. The 


SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS field is set to Received. 


The field values are carried through to the core production Application Maintenance component: 


ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS is set to Calculated and 


ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS is set to Received. 


If the applicant does not successfully complete the payment process, the application remains in a saved 


status. 


SCENARIO 2 


The Application Center Table setup is: 


• An application fee is required. 


• Pay later is allowed. 


• Waiver request is not allowed. 


If the applicant selects to pay now, the process is the same as scenario 1. 


If the applicant selects to pay later, SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS is set to Calculated and 


SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS is set to Defer. 
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These values are carried through to core production: ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS is set to 


Calculated and ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS is set to Deferred. The Admissions office must 


follow up on fee payment. No other processing occurs in AAWS. 


Processing Application Fee Waivers in Staging 


SCENARIO 3 


The Application Center Table setup is: 


• An application fee is required. 


• Payment is required when the application is submitted OR pay later is allowed. 


• Waiver request is allowed. 


• Manual reconciliation is required. 


If the applicant completes the payment, the process is the same as scenario 1. 


If the applicant requests a waiver, the applicant indicates the waiver basis (if required based on setup on 


Application Center Table page) and provides supporting documentation (optional - may be submitted by 


uploading an attachment or at a later time) and submits the application. 


Because Require Manual Reconciliation is selected as the Application Fee Waiver Process option on the 


Application Center Table page, then when the applicant submits the application, the staging fields are set 


as follows: 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG. SAD_APPL_STS is set to Pending. 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS is set to Waiver. 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG.WAIVED_AMT is set to blank. 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS is set to Pending. 


The administrator reviews supporting documentation (Supplemental Information page) and grants or 


denies the waiver. 


If the waiver is granted, the staging fields are updated as follows: 


• The administrator changes the staging Application Fee Status value to Waived. 


• Programmatically, SAD_APL_DAT_STG.SAD_APPL_STS is set to Submitted. 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG.WAIVED_AMT shows the waiver amount. 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS is set to Calculated. 


These values are carried through to core production Admissions tables: 


• On the Application Data - Application Fees page, the Fee Status value is Waived, the Waive Amount 


value appears, and the Waiver Basis Code value appears based on the value in the related staging field. 
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• On the Application Data page, the value in the Status field in the Application Fee Information group box 


is Calculated. 


If the waiver is denied, the administrator sets the Application Fee Status to Pending and the Application 


Status is automatically set to Saved. The administrator must notify the applicant that the waiver request is 


denied. 


Processing Application Fee Waivers in Core Admissions 


SCENARIO 4 


The Application Center Table setup is: 


• An application fee is required. 


• Payment is required when the application is submitted OR pay later is allowed. 


• Waiver request is allowed. 


• Application can be posted to core production before waiver request is determined. 


If the applicant completes the payment, the process is the same as scenario 1. 


If the applicant selects to pay later, the process is the same as scenario 2. The Admissions office must 


follow up on fee payment or waiver. No other processing occurs in AAWS. 


If the applicant requests a waiver, the applicant indicates the waiver basis (if required based on setup on 


Application Center Table page) and provides supporting documentation (optional - may be submitted by 


uploading an attachment or at a later time) and submits the application. 


If Allow to Post is selected as the Application Fee Waiver Process option and the App Fee Status Waived 


option is selected on the Application Center Table page, then when the applicant submits the application, 


the staging fields are set as follows: 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS is set to Waived. 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG.WAIVED_AMT is set to blank. 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS is set to Calculated. 


These values are carried through to core production Admissions tables: 


• On the Application Data - Application Fees page, the Fee Status value is Waived, the Waive Amount 


value is blank and the Waiver Basis Code value appears based on the value in the related staging field. 


• On the Application Data page, the value in the Status field in the Application Fee Information group box 


is Calculated. 


The App Fee Status Waived option could be used by schools who allow waivers but automatically grant 


the waiver without review or assessment. 
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If Allow to Post is selected as the Application Fee Waiver Process option and the App Fee Status Waiver 


Request option is selected on the Application Center Table page, then when the applicant submits the 


application, the staging fields are set as follows: 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS is set to Waiver. 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG.WAIVED_AMT is set to blank. 


• SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS is set to Pending. 


These values are carried through to core production Admissions tables: 


• On the Application Data - Application Fees page, the Fee Status value is Waiver, the Waive Amount 


value is blank and the Waiver Basis Code value appears based on the value in the related staging field. 


• On the Application Data page, the value in the Status field in the Application Fee Information group box 


is Pending. 


Waiver requests must be assessed using the core production Application Maintenance component. 


Query the record ADM_APPL_DATA and the field APPL_FEE_STATUS to find the applicants with waiver 


requests. 


[[ Bundle 26: Code changes are introduced to support the Administrator mode processing for 


application fees and waivers ]] 


The following scenarios discuss how the system updates the Application Data staging page fields when 


an online application fee or waiver is processed in Administrator mode — based on the setup of the 


AAWS Application Fee and Waiver Processing group box on the Application Center Table page. 


Because in Administrator mode, an administrative user is entering application data on behalf of the 


applicant, an institution may design the user interface for Administrator mode differently than the user 


interface for Self-Service mode.  In the user interface for Self-Service mode, the institution may 


implement greater control to dictate what options are presented to an applicant based upon the 


application center parameters for application fees and waiver processing for AAWS. For Administrator 


mode, although there may be less control in dictating these options, the application center parameters 


must still be enforced. Therefore, while the following scenarios are similar to the scenarios listed above 


for Self-Service mode, some of the logic and behavior for Administrator mode may vary. 


Scenario 1 


The Application Center Table setup is: 


An application fee is not required.  


User completes all the required sections of the application form and submits the application. Fields are 


set as follows:   


 SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Pending. 


 APPL_FEE_TYPE = UI determined.  
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 APPL_FEE_DT = Submit date. 
 


Scenario 2 


The Application Center Table setup is: 


• An application fee is required. 


• Payment is required when the application is submitted. 


• Waiver request is not allowed. 


In this scenario, in order to submit the application, the user must populate the APPL_FEE_STATUS = 


Received (REC) and may give the fee amount.  If the APPL_FEE_STATUS is not set to Received (REC), 


the application will remain in Saved status in the staging component.  


     Application fee calculation returns value to the application fee amount field. 


 User must indicate APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


 User may indicate the APPL_FEE_PAID value. 


 User may populate the tender category and tender amount fields and the system stores these 
values in staging and production tables. 


 Status fields are set as follows: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_PAID = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee calculation 
API. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2) (returned from the fee 
calculation API). 


o SAD_APL_TND_STG.TENDER_CATEGORY = User-selected value from valid 
values in application fee setup. 


o SAD_APL_TND_STG.TENDER_AMT = User-populated value. 


 The same values are carried through to production as: 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_PAID = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee calculation 
API. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2).  


o ADM_APPL_TENDER.TENDER_CATEGORY = User-selected value from valid 
values in application fee setup. 


o ADM_APPL_TENDER.TENDER_AMT = User-populated value. 
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Because the application center setup dictates that the fee is required and must be paid at application 


submission, failure to indicate an APPL_FEE_STATUS of Received (REC) results in the application 


remaining in Saved status in the staging component, with these fields set as follows: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Pending. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Pending. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG. SCC_TRANS_STS = SAVED. 


 
Scenario 3 


The Application Center Table setup is: 


• An application fee is required. 


• Payment is not required at submission (payment can be made later). 


• Waiver request is not allowed. 


In this scenario, at application submission, the user has the option to either: 


• Provide fee payment details or 


• Submit an application without payment details. 


The APPL_FEE_STATUS values in use for this scenario are REC and DEF.  


If the user provides the fee payment details:   


 User must indicate APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


 User may indicate the APPL_FEE_PAID value. 


 User may populate the tender category and tender amount fields and the system stores these 
values in staging and production tables. 


 Status fields are set as follows: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_PAID = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee calculation 
API. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2) (returned from the fee 
calculation API). 


o SAD_APL_TND_STG.TENDER_CATEGORY = User-selected value from valid 
values under application fee setup. 


o SAD_APL_TND_STG.TENDER_AMT = User-populated value. 


 The same values are carried through to production as: 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_PAID = User-provided value. May be blank. 
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o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee calculation 
API. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2).  


o ADM_APPL_TENDER.TENDER_CATEGORY = User-selected value from valid 
values under application fee setup. 


o ADM_APPL_TENDER.TENDER_AMT = User-populated value. 
 


However, the user may opt to submit without populating the application fee status field.  Because the 
system cannot rely on a user supplying the correct value of Defer, the system enforces application fee 
status to DEF if the application fee status value does not = Received (REC).  If the application is 
submitted without any payment details:  


 Fields are set as follows: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Defer (DEF). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_PAID = Blank. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee 
calculation API. 


 


 The same values are carried through to production as: 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Defer (DEF). 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2). 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_PAID = Blank. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee 
calculation API. 


 


  


 
Scenario 4 


The Application Center Table setup is: 


• An application fee is required. 


• Payment is required when the application is submitted. 


• Waiver request is allowed. 


In this scenario, the user must: 


• Provide fee payment details or 


• Provide fee waiver details. 
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If neither payment nor waiver details are provided at application submission, the application must remain 


in Saved status.  


Valid APPL_FEE_STATUS values used in this scenario are:  REC, WRQ, WVD, and PENDING. 


User provides the fee payment details:   


 User must indicate APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


 User may indicate the APPL_FEE_PAID value. 


 User may populate the tender category and tender amount fields and the system stores these 
values in staging and production tables. 


 Status fields are set as follows: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_PAID = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee calculation 
API. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2) (returned from the fee 
calculation API). 


o SAD_APL_TND_STG.TENDER_CATEGORY = User-selected value from valid 
values under application fee setup. 


o SAD_APL_TND_STG.TENDER_AMT = User-populated value. 


 The same values are carried through to production as: 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_PAID = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee calculation 
API. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2).  


o ADM_APPL_TENDER.TENDER_CATEGORY = User-selected value from valid 
values under application fee setup. 


o ADM_APPL_TENDER.TENDER_AMT = User-populated value. 
 


User provides waiver details: 


If application center setting for waiver processing is Require Manual Reconciliation then: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Waiver request (WVQ) (the system 
enforces WVQ even if user provides WVD). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.WAIVE_AMT = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.SAD_WAIVER_BASIS = User-provided value from valid 
waiver basis values in the application center setup. 


With this setting in place, in staging SAD_APL_DAT_STG. SCC_TRANS_STS is set to Pending. 
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 The same values are carried through to production as (these values may change as the user 
will do manual reconciliation and update some values): 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS = User-provided value that the system 
stores in the staging table during reconciliation. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2).  


o ADM_APPL_DATA.WAIVE_AMT = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA. SAD_WAIVER_BASIS = User-provided value from valid values 
in the application center setup. 


Else 
If application center setting for waiver processing is Allow to Post then: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Setting specified on the application 
center parameters for waiver processing is either Waived (WVD) or Waiver request 
(WVQ). The system enforces WVD or WVQ from application center setting 
regardless of what user indicates.  


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.WAIVE_AMT = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.SAD_WAIVER_BASIS = User-provided value from valid 
waiver basis values in the application center setup. 


The same values are carried through to production as:  


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Determined value of WVD or WVQ 
based upon application center setting. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2).  


o ADM_APPL_DATA.WAIVE_AMT = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA. SAD_WAIVER_BASIS = User-provided value from valid values 
in the application center setup. 


If the APPL_FEE_STATUS is not REC, WVD, (or WRQ) then: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Pending (PEN). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Pending (1). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG. SCC_TRANS_STS = SAVED. 


 


Scenario 5 
 
The Application Center Table setup is: 


• An application fee is required. 


• Payment is not required at submission (payment can be made later). 


• Waiver request is allowed. 


In this scenario, the user can: 


• Provide fee payment details or 
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• Provide fee waiver details or 


• Not provide either payment or waiver details. 


Valid APPL_FEE_STATUS values used in this scenario are:  REC, DEF, WRQ, WVD, and PENDING. 


If the user provides the fee payment details:   


 User must indicate APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


 User may indicate the APPL_FEE_PAID value. 


 User may populate the tender category and tender amount fields and the system stores these 
values in staging and production tables. 


 Status fields are set as follows: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_PAID = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee calculation 
API. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2) (returned from the fee 
calculation API). 


o SAD_APL_TND_STG.TENDER_CATEGORY = User-selected value from valid 
values in application fee setup. 


o SAD_APL_TND_STG.TENDER_AMT = User-populated value. 


 The same values are carried through to production as: 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Received (REC). 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_PAID = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee calculation 
API. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2).  


o ADM_APPL_TENDER.TENDER_CATEGORY = User-selected value from valid 
values in application fee setup. 


o ADM_APPL_TENDER.TENDER_AMT = User-populated value. 


 
User provides waiver details: 


If application center setting for waiver processing is Require Manual Reconciliation then: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Waiver request (WVQ) (the system 
enforces WVQ even if user provides WVD). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.WAIVE_AMT = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.SAD_WAIVER_BASIS = User-provided value from valid 
waiver basis values in the application center setup. 


With this setting in place, SAD_APL_DAT_STG. SCC_TRANS_STS in staging is set to Pending. 
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 The same values are carried through to production as (these values may change as the user 
will do manual reconciliation and update some values): 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS = User-provided value that the system 
stores in the staging table during reconciliation. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2).  


o ADM_APPL_DATA.WAIVE_AMT = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA. SAD_WAIVER_BASIS = User-provided value from valid values 
in the application center setup. 


Else 
If application center setting for waiver processing is Allow to Post then: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Setting specified on the application 
center parameters for waiver processing is either Waived (WVD) or Waiver request 
(WVQ). The system enforces WVD or WVQ from application center setting 
regardless of what user indicates.  


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2) 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.WAIVE_AMT = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.SAD_WAIVER_BASIS = User-provided value from valid 
waiver basis values in the application center setup. 
 


The same values are carried through to production as:  


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Determined value of WVD or WVQ 
based upon application center setting. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2).  


o ADM_APPL_DATA.WAIVE_AMT = User-provided value. May be blank. 


o ADM_APPL_DATA. SAD_WAIVER_BASIS = User-provided value from valid values 
in the application center setup. 


User submits without payment details or waiver details: 


Because the system cannot rely on a user supplying the correct value of Defer (DEF), the system 
enforces application fee status to DEF if the application fee status value does not =  REC, WVD, or WVQ.   


 Fields are set as follows: 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_STATUS = Defer (DEF). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2). 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_PAID = Blank. 


o SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee 
calculation API. 


 The same values are carried through to production as: 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_STATUS= Defer (DEF) 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APP_FEE_STATUS = Calculated (2) 


o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_PAID = Blank 
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o ADM_APPL_DATA.APPL_FEE_AMOUNT = Value returned by the fee 
calculation API. 


 


Reviewing Applicant’s Education History 


Access the Education History page (Student Admissions, Application Transaction Mgmt, Application 


Transactions, Education History). 


 


Education History page (1 of 3) 
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Education History page (2 of 3) 


 


Education History page (3 of 3) 


Reviewing Additional Academic Information 


Access the Additional Academic Info page (Student Admissions, Application Transaction Mgmt, 


Application Transactions, Additional Academic Info). 
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Additional Academic Info page 


Reviewing General Materials and Attachments 


Access the Supplemental Information page (Student Admissions, Application Transaction Mgmt, 


Application Transactions, Supplemental Information). 
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Supplemental Information page (1 of 2) 


 


Supplemental Information page (2 of 2) 


Reviewing Candidature Details Information  


Access the Candidature Details page (Student Admissions, Application Transaction Mgmt, Application 


Transactions, Candidature Details). 
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Candidature Details page (1 of 3) 


 


Candidature Details page (2 of 3) 
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Candidature Details page (3 of 3) 


Reviewing Application Regional Information 


Access the Application Regional page (Student Admissions, Application Transaction Mgmt, Application 


Transactions, Application Regional). 
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Application Regional page: Australia 


The system displays this page only if the country-specific options are selected on the SA Features and 


Academic Institution 6 pages. 


See Also 
PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Solutions 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook , “Reviewing 


Installation Setup and System Defaults”, Selecting Student Administration Installation Options 


PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Solutions 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook , "Designing Your 


Academic Structure," (AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL, NLD) Activating Other Student Administration Features 


 








CHAPTER 1


Managing Personal Identification Data


This chapter provides an overview of personal identification data and discusses how to:


• Enter citizenship data.
• Enter driver’s license data.
• Enter residency data.
• Enter photographs.
• Enter personal identification numbers (PINs).


Understanding Personal Identification Data
You can scan photos and enter driver’s license data in your database to help you identify and recognize
individuals at your institution.


Your institution might require an individual’s driver’s license number and the state from which the license
was issued. Your institution might also want to know if the driver’s license is valid and how many violations
and points are on driver’s record. Driver’s license and driver’s record information might be considered when
issuing parking permits, granting the use of departmental vehicles, or maintaining carpools.


You can upload photos to your database to help identify individuals. Use your institution’s image importing
method to place the image in a file on your computer and save it in JPEG format. Then, using the Photo page,
you can upload that image to the individual’s record in your database.


You can track the official and self-reported residency of individuals at your institution. You can also enter data
for residency appeals.


You can also enter and track IDs from external systems and correlate them to individuals or organizations
in PeopleSoft Campus Solutions. For example, if your institution uses a separate housing database, you
could identify the individual’s housing ID.


Use the Personal Identification Number page to assign PINs to individuals as required at your institution.
For example, if your institution uses a separate housing database and individuals need a PIN to access their
own housing information, you can assign that here.


Using the Citizenship pages, you can enter multiple countries of citizenship and multiple passports for
individuals, and track their visa and permits data.


Note. (USA) Use PeopleSoft Patriot Act SEVIS Solutions (PASS) visa processing functionality to track
foreign students and exchange visitors and their dependents as required by the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security (DHS).


See lscc, (USA) Managing PeopleSoft SEVIS Solution Visa Processing for J and F, M Visas.
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Entering Citizenship Data
This section provides overviews of citizenship and passport data and visa and permit data, and discusses how to:


• Enter citizenship and passport data.


• Enter visa and permit data.


Understanding Citizenship and Passport Data
An important component of the data that you must track for students or employees who travel internationally
to or from your institution is passport and citizenship information. Using the Citizenship/Passport Data pages,
you can enter multiple countries of citizenship and multiple passports for individuals.


Using the country codes and citizen status codes in your system, you can identify an individual’s country of
citizenship, the current status of that citizenship, when citizenship was issued, and when citizenship expires.


Understanding Visa and Permit Data
If your institution admits foreign students or hires individuals who are not citizens of the country where
your institution is located, you should set up codes that classify the types of visas and permits required by
the appropriate governments.


Using the Supporting Document Table page, you can set up document codes to identify birth certificates, letters
of employment, immigration application letters, and other documents required to obtain I-9 verification for
individuals attending your institution.


Note. If you license and use PeopleSoft HRMS, many supporting document IDs and visa and permit types
might already exist in your system.


Each country has its own regulations for permitting foreign employees to work, visit, or reside there. To track
information about the visas and permits required for individuals to work at, visit, or attend your institution,
use the Visa/Permit Data page.


You can also use your system to prepare visa forms. You can enter data for DS-2019 forms for international
applicants, students, professors, and visitors who need a J1 Visa. You can also prepare and print I-20 forms
for international students who are admitted to or currently enrolled in your institution and who need an
F1 Student Visa.


Prerequisites
Before entering citizenship data for an individual, you must define levels of citizenship status for each country
and visa and permit types.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Personal Identification Data, Setting Up Citizenship and Passport Data


lscc, Setting Up Personal Identification Data, Setting Up Visa and Permit Data
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Pages Used to Enter Citizenship Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Citizenship/Passport LS_CITIZEN_PASSPRT Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Citizenship,
Citizenship and Passport


Enter citizenship and
passport data for an
individual.


Visa/Permit Data SCC_VISA_PERMIT • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Citizenship,
Visa/Permit Data


• Click the Visa/Permit link
on the Biographical
Details page.


Enter and track an
individual’s visa and permit
information.


Visa/Permit NLD SCC_VISA_PMT_NLD Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Citizenship,
Visa/Permit Data NLD


Port of Entry SEV_POE_DATA Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Citizenship,
Visa Permit Data, Port of
Entry Data


Enter information to identify
the individual’s entry point
into the area.


DS-2019 DS2019_FORM1,
DS2019_FORM2,
DS2019_FORM3,
DS2019_FORM4,
DS2019_FORM5,
DS2019_FORM6,
DS2019_FORM7


Campus Community, SEVIS,
DS-2019 Forms, DS-2019
Form


Enter data for preparing
DS-2019 forms for an
international applicant,
student, professor, or visitor
who needs a J1 visa.


I-20 I20_FORM1, I20_FORM2,
I20_FORM3, I20_FORM4,
I20_FORM5, I20_FORM6,
I20_FORM7


Campus Community, SEVIS,
I-20 Forms, I-20 Form


Enter data for preparing I-20
forms for an international
student who is admitted to or
currently enrolled in your
institution and who needs an
F1 visa.


Citizenship / Country / Visa, PRCSRUNCNTL Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Citizenship,
Citizenship Country Visa
Audit


Generate the Citizenship
Status and Country
report (PER033) to audit
citizenship status.


Passport / Visa Expiration, PRCSRUNCNTL Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Citizenship,
Passport Visa Expiration Rpt,
Passport / Visa Expiration


Generate the Passport/Visa
Expiration report (PER032)
to audit passport and visa
status.
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Entering Citizenship and Passport Data
Access the Citizenship/Passport page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification, Citizenship,
Citizenship and Passport).


Citizenship/Passport page


Citizenship/Passport


Country Specify the country of the individual’s citizenship.


Citizenship Status Specify the status (for example, native, naturalized, or alien permanent) of
this individual’s citizenship in the specified country. These status values are
from the Citizen Status Table page.


Passport Information


Passport Number Enter the number from the individual’s official passport.


Issue Date Enter the official issuance date that is stamped on the passport.


Expiration Date Enter the official expiration date that is stamped on the passport.


Country Specify the country where the passport was issued.
Additional location fields appear based on the country that you select, so that
you can provide additional location details, such as city and state or province.


Authority Enter the name of the agency or authority that issued the passport.


Comment Enter comments to further describe the individual’s citizenship, passport, or
nature of the issuance of the passport.


Entering Visa and Permit Data
Use these pages to enter Visa and Permit data.
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Visa/Permit Data
Access the Visa/Permit Data page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification, Citizenship,
Visa Permit Data).


Visa/Permit Data page


Note. This is the page to which you are transferred when you click Visa/Permit Data on the Biographical
Details page.


Country Specify the issuing country for the individual’s visa or permit.


Type Select the type of visa or permit, from the Visa/Permit Table page. The
available types are based on the country specified.


Classification Displays the classification based on the type of visa or permit selected.


Effective Date Enter the date on which the visa or permit is effective or the date on which the
information should become effective in your database.


Number Enter the issuance number from the individual’s official visa or permit.


Status The status of the official visa or permit (for example Applied, Granted,
Renewal, or Renewed.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. Do
not modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these values could
require substantial programming effort.


Status Date Enter the date of the status. The default status date is the system’s current
date. You can override this date.
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Duration Specify the length of time during which the visa or permit is valid. Enter the
number in the first field, and in the second field specify the period, such
as days, months, terms, or years.
Values for the second field are delivered with your system as translate values.
You can modify these translate values.


Issue Date Enter the date of issuance from the individual’s official visa or permit.


Date of Entry into Country Enter the official date on which the individual entered your institution’s
country.


Expiration Date Enter the date on which this individual’s visa or permit expires. The system
calculates the expiration date based on the specified duration and the date of
entry into the country. You can override the system-calculated date.


Issuing Authority Enter the name of the agency or authority that issued the official visa or permit.


Issue Place Enter the name of the location where the official visa or permit was issued.


Supporting Document ID Select the supporting documents that are required for this type of visa or permit.


Get Supporting Documents Click this button to retrieve the supporting document IDs and descriptions
from the Visa/Permit Table page for this visa or permit type.


Request Date Enter the date on which your institution requests the supporting document.


Date Received Enter the date on which your institution receives the supporting document.


Bundle 27
Added Visa/Payment Data NLD page.


Visa/Payment Data NLD
Access the Visa/Permit Data page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification, Citizenship,
Visa Permit Data NLD).
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Visa/Permit Data NLD page


Estimated Status Date Enter an Estimated Status Date if the Status Date is unknown. Field format
must be YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-00-00 or YYYY-MM-00.


Estimated Expiration date Enter an Estimated Expiration Date if the Expiration Date is unknown. Field
format must be YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-00-00 or YYYY-MM-00.


Document for Studielink Select this check box to send this document to Studielink.


Unknown Date Select this check box if the start date for this document is unknown.


Entering Driver’s License Data
This section discusses how to enter driver’s license data.


Page Used to Enter Driver’s License Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Driver’s License
Information


DRIVERS_LIC_SA Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Driver’s
License Data


Enter license numbers and
driving record information.
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Entering Driver’s License Data
Access the Driver’s License Information page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification,
Driver’s License Data).


Driver’s License Information page


License Detail


Driver’s License # (driver’s
license number)


The number from the individual’s driver’s license.


Country The country in which the license was issued.


State The state in which the license was issued.


Issue Location The location where the license was issued. For example, this can be the street
address, the city, the county, or whatever your institution decides.


Issuing Authority The authority or agency that issued the license. For example, this can be the
name of the motor vehicle agency.


Valid from The date that the license became effective, which is usually the issuing date.


Expiration Date The date that the license expires.


Valid from/to The dates for which the license is valid, which is usually the issuing date and
the expiration date.


Number of Violations The number of traffic violations on record for this individual.


Number of Points The number of points on record for this individual.
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License Suspended Select this check box to indicate that this individual’s driver’s license is
currently suspended.


Comment Enter information to further identify or describe this individual’s driver’s
license or driver’s record.


License Type The type of driver’s license, such as car, chauffeur, class C, motorcycle, or
truck, that is issued to this individual under the specified license number. Add
a new license if the license number is different.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these translate values.


Entering Residency Data
This section provides an overview of residency data and discusses how to:


• Enter official residency data.
• Entering official residency location details.
• Enter self-reported residency data.
• Enter residency appeal data.


Understanding Residency Data
Using the Resident Table page, set up codes to represent the residency rules of your institution. For example,
your institution might require residency codes for residency that is in state, out of state, in district, out of
district, and so on. On the Residency Exception Table page, set up exceptions to the residency rules. For
example, some individuals might be exempt from nonresidency requirements because they are in the military.
Exceptions are especially useful in tuition calculation.


After you set up residency codes and residency exception codes, use the Official Residency 1 and 2 pages to
record residency information that your institution has verified, including the individual’s state residency or
out-of-state residency for a specific term. You can enter unofficial, self-reported residency information on the
Residency Self-Report page.


When an individual appeals residency information, you can enter the information on the Residency Appeal
page, including the date and status of the appeal and comments about the appeal.


Prerequisites
Before entering residency data, define residency rules.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Personal Identification Data, Setting Up Residency Rules
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Pages Used to Enter Residency Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Residency Official 1 RESID_OFFICIAL1 Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Residency
Data, Residency Official 1


Enter official residency data
for an individual.


Residency Official 2 RESID_OFFICIAL2 Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Residency
Data, Residency Official 2


Enter additional official
residency data for an
individual.


Residency Appeal RESIDENCY_APPEAL Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Residency
Data, Residency Appeal


Record residency appeal
information.


Residency Self-Report RESIDENCY_SELF Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Residency
Data, Residency Self-Report


Enter unofficial, unverified
residency information that
an individual reports to your
institution.


Entering Official Residency Data
Access the Residency Official 1 page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification, Residency
Data, Residency Official 1).


Residency Official 1 page


Official Residency Data


Effective Term Enter the term for which the residency data is effective for the individual.
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Residency Select the rule (from the Residency Table page) that describes the individual’s
residency status.


Residency Date Enter the date that the individual established or reported the residency.


Additional Residency Data


Admissions Specify the type of residency that qualifies the individual for admission to
the specified institution.


Fin Aid Federal Residency
(financial aid federal
residency)


Specify the type of residency that qualifies the individual to receive financial
aid from the federal government.


Fin Aid State Residency
(financial aid state residency)


Specify the type of residency that qualifies the individual to receive financial
aid from the state.


Tuition Specify the type of residency that qualifies the individual for tuition assistance.


Admission Residency
Exception


Specify the exception from your institution’s residency rule for admissions
(from the Residency Exception Table page) that applies to the individual.


Fin Aid Fed Residency
Exception (financial aid
federal residency exception)


Specify the exception from the federal residency rule for financial aid (from
the Residency Exception Table page) that applies to the individual.


Fin Aid St Residency
Exception (financial aid
state residency exception)


Specify the exception from the state residency rule for financial aid (from the
Residency Exception Table page) that applies to the individual.


Tuition Residency
Exception


Specify the exception from your institution’s residency rule for tuition (from
the Residency Exception Table page) that applies to the individual.


Entering Official Residency Location Details
Access the Residency Official 2 page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification, Residency
Data, Residency Official 2).
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Residency Official 2 page


Enter location details of the residency data for this individual.


Entering Self-Reported Residency Data
Access the Residency Self-Report page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification, Residency
Data, Residency Self-Report).


Residency Self-Report page
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Self-Reported Residency Data


Date Reported Enter the date on which this residency information is reported to your
institution. The default date is the system’s current date. You can override the
default date.


Source Enter a description of the source of this residency information. This can be an
individual’s name, the method of reporting (such as letter, email, telephone
conversation, and so on), or the title of a document that you have chosen to use.


District, County, State,
Country, and Postal


Enter location details for this residency.


Comment Enter comments to further describe this residency information or further
identify the source of the information.


Entering Residency Appeal Data
Access the Residency Appeal page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification, Residency
Data, Residency Appeal).


Residency Appeal page


Appeals


Effective Date Enter the effective date of the status of this appeal. The default effective date
is the system’s current date. You can override this date.


Appeal Status Select the current status of this appeal (for example Accepted, Denied, In
Progress, None, or Suspended).
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Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these translate values.


Comment Enter comments to further describe or identify the nature of this appeal.


Entering Photographs
This section lists prerequisites and discusses how to enter a photograph into your database.


Prerequisites
Before you can enter a photograph into your database, you must scan or digitally load the photo onto your
computer and save it in JPEG format. Consult your platform manufacturer’s documentation for information
about imaging for the particular database platform that you are using.


Page Used to Enter Photographs
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Photograph PHOTO_PERS Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, Photo


Enter a photograph of an
individual into your system.


Entering a Photograph
Access the Photograph page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification, Photo).


Photograph page


To insert an image, click the plus button to add a row on the Photo page. The following page appears.


Uploading a photo to the Photo page


Browse to, or enter the path to the .JPG image of the individual on your computer and click Upload. After the
system uploads the photo, save the page.
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Entering PINs
This section discusses how to enter a PIN into your database.


Page Used to Enter Personal Identification Numbers
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Personal Identification
Number


PIN Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, PIN


Maintain an individual’s
personal identification
number in your system.


Entering a Personal Identification Number
Access the Personal Identification Number page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification,
PIN).


Personal Identification Number page


PIN Enter the PIN for this individual.
PINs can be up to nine alphanumeric characters. To ensure confidentiality, the
characters appear as asterisks as you enter them.
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Chapter: Using Admission Applications Web 


Services  
This Recruiting and Admissions PeopleBook chapter provides an overview of Admission Applications 


Web Services (AAWS) and discusses: 


 AAWS and List of Values framework. 


 CTM Self-Service and Administrator modes. 


 Integration with other Campus Solutions components. 


 AAWS and Entity Registry. 


 AAWS service operations. 


 Payment integration service operations. 


 Setting up attachments URL. 


 Setting up hosted payment. 


 Post installation troubleshooting tips.  


 User interface considerations.     


 AAWS Web Services Description Language (WSDL). 


 Sample code for an online application. 


Note. The content of this chapter has been extracted from the AAWS User's Guide and AAWS 
Developer's Guide. Also, note that the Campus Solutions PeopleBook chapters listed under the following 
See Also heading may get updated with future bundle releases. 
 


Understanding AAWS 
AAWS can be used by end user devices (such as a browser or a PDA), enterprise applications or any 


other third party software that can interface through standards based means. 


AAWS can be used by: 


 Oracle presentation technologies, such as Portal, Application Development Framework (ADF), 
and PeopleSoft components and pages. 


 Oracle middleware (such as Enterprise Service Bus and BPEL). 


 Oracle Applications (such as Enterprise, EnterpriseOne, and E-Business Suite). 


 Third party presentation technologies. 


 Third party middleware and applications. 
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Different academic institutions have different needs for capturing admission application data. Also, 


application data can vary within the same academic institution between various campuses, departments, 


careers, and types of applicants. For example, application data for international and domestic applicants 


can vary within the same institution. This creates the need for institutions to develop their own online 


application user interface that can interact with the Campus Solutions system. With AAWS, institutions 


can connect their online application with the Campus Solutions system. 


AAWS provides the SAD_ADMISSIONS service that enables access to the Campus Solutions Recruiting 


and Admissions functionality. The SAD_ADMISSIONS service provides the following service operations: 


Service Operation Description 


SAD_CREATEAPP Create admission application 


SAD_SAVEAPPL Save admission application 


SAD_SUBMITAPPL Submit admission application 


SAD_GETAPPLS Get admission applications 


SAD_GETAPPL Get admission application 


SAD_GETATTACH Get admission attachments. 


 


With these service operations, AAWS offers functionality in the following areas: 


 Admission Applications: Users, such as applicants, can use an online application user interface 


to: 


o Create admission applications in the Campus Solutions system. 


o Save, update, or submit the applications. 


o Retrieve an application to make further updates. 


 Application Attachments: Online application users can associate attachments of various formats 


with an admission application. Administrators can track these attachments using the Application 


Transactions and Maintain Application components. 


Note that when an online application invokes SAD_SAVEAPPL or SAD_SUBMITAPPL service operation, 
the system generates an admission transaction. This admission transaction contains the admission 
application data that the user has saved or submitted. An admission transaction is defined and configured 
using the CTM pages and Application Configuration component. You can use the delivered Application 
Transactions and CTM Constituent Staging components to review, edit, and post the application and 
applicant data in an admission transaction. Additionally, you can choose to post the transactions in batch.     
 
Constituent Transaction Management (CTM), which is a Campus Community feature, provides the 
following two service operations related to New User Registration (NUR): 
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Service Operation Description 


SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT Create user account 


SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE Authenticate user 


 
 


You can use these NUR service operations to: 


 Provide usernames and passwords for access to your online application.  


 Authenticate users who want to retrieve a saved application for further edits and submission. 
 


 
The List of Values framework is also a Campus Community feature. The framework provides the 
SCC_GET_LOV service operation. An online application can use this service operation to retrieve the list 
of values from the Campus Solutions system for data entry fields on the online application. This is useful 
only if the online application user interface is built outside of your Campus Solutions system. 


 


Service Operation Description 


SCC_GET_LOV Get List of values 


 
AAWS uses the following Student Financials payment integration service operations to enable 
application fees calculation and payment: 
 


Service Operation Description 


SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT Initiate an ePayment. 


SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT Complete an ePayment. 


 
All of these service operations use PeopleTools Integration Broker for interacting with the online 


application. Any online application user interface that is web-service enabled and SOAP compliant can 


access these service operations. AAWS adheres to open web service standards currently supported in 


the latest release of PeopleTools.  


Before developing your online application user interface, we recommend that you use a SOAP service 


tester to become familiar with how the web services processes the admission application data and user 


information. One way to use a service tester could be by first passing the input parameters to a service 


operation and then viewing the service operation output. 


Assessing Staff Skills 


Developers working on the implementation of AAWS should have strong skills in: 


 A tool or technology to build and deploy an online application user interface 


 PeopleSoft Integration Broker. 


 PeopleCode. 


 Web services concepts mainly XML, SOAP, and WSDL. 
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 Campus Community Entity Registry functionality.  


 Recruiting and Admissions functionality. 


 Campus Community Constituent Transaction Management functionality 
 


Setups for AAWS 


The key setup areas that apply to AAWS: 


 PeopleTools Integration Broker. 


 Campus Community Constituent Transaction Management (CTM). 


 Campus Community Entity Registry. 


 Application Configuration (Configuring admission transactions). 


 Campus Community List of Values. 


 Attachments URL. 


 Hosted Payment. 


[[ Bundle 27: The following See Also subsection has been added ]] 


See Also 


The following documentation is posted to My Oracle Support and should be reviewed as part of your 


AAWS implementation: 


 Using the AAWS Sample Online Application appendix (released as part of the Recruiting and 


Admissions Bundle 27 documentation updates) 


 AAWS Documentation - Proactive Information and Known Issues (Doc ID 1427475.1) 


 Managing PeopleSoft Admission Transactions chapter (the latest version of this chapter was 


posted as part of Recruiting and Admissions Bundle 27 documentation updates) 


 PeopleSoft Student Financials 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Student Financials Web Services for 


Hosted ePayment Transactions 


 Working with Constituent Transaction Management chapter (the latest version of this chapter was 


posted as part of Campus Community Bundle 27 documentation updates) 


 Using New User Registration Framework chapter (released as part of the Campus Community 


Bundle 27 documentation updates) 


 Setting Up Entity Registry chapter (the latest version of this chapter was posted as part of 


Campus Community Bundle 27 documentation updates) 


 How to Test AAWS and Hosted Payment SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT Service Operation Tester 


[Doc ID 1349409.1] 
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 Campus Solutions 9.0 Generic Service Tester Tool [Doc ID 1478817.1] 


 Setting Up List of Values chapter which was posted to My Oracle Support as part of the Campus 


Community documentation updates for Bundle 22 


 Enterprise PeopleTools PeopleBook: Integration Broker 


AAWS and List of Values Framework 
An online application user interface that you construct outside of the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 


database may contain data fields that have predefined or prompt values. The user interface can use such 


fields to control and streamline data entry for the user. You set up these values in the PeopleSoft Campus 


Solutions database. To display these values on the user interface, whether it is for a prompt field or a field 


that contains translate values, you can use the List of Values service (SCC_GET_LOV). The service 


recognizes and provides the values that are used to populate drop-down list boxes and for validating 


selections on a user interface. 


CTM Self-Service and Administrator Modes 
In the Self-Service mode, an applicant creates and submits an admission application through AAWS. In 


the Administrator mode for AAWS, the administrative user creates and submits an application on behalf 


of an applicant. The administrator may create the application for an existing EMPLID (if the administrator 


knows the applicant’s ID when creating the application), or for an unknown or new applicant. 


In the Administrator mode, the system associates the application with the administrator’s user ID. You can 


view this association on the Application Transactions component when reviewing the submitted 


applications. In other words, you can use the Application Transactions component to see which 


administrator has created an application for an applicant. 


In the Self-Service mode, the system associates the application with the applicant’s user ID. 


In the Administrator mode, the user must provide an institution and application center to create an 


application. The system enforces application center and academic structure security for the administrative 


user. 


If an administrator saves an application, another administrator cannot submit it through AAWS. However, 


the other administrator can use the Application Transactions staging component to update the application 


status to submitted and post the application. 


In the Administrator mode, the Get Applications service operation call returns only in-progress 


applications, that is, applications which have not been posted or cancelled. It is optional for an 


administrator to provide an EMPLID for a Get Applications call. If the administrator does not provide an 


applicant’s EMPLID, the system returns all the in-progress applications. 


The Administrator mode is activated by the presence of optional tag <SCC_ADMIN_MODE> in an 


incoming message.   


The following diagram shows the SCC_ADMIN_MODE parameters: 
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SCC_ADMIN_MODE parameters 


For example, the following is a request message for the service operation SAD_CREATEAPPL that 


contains the SCC_ADMIN_MODE tag: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_CREATEAPPL_REQ xmlns="http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/services"> 


  <SCC_ADMIN_MODE> 


    <INSTITUTION>PSUNV</INSTITUTION> 


    <ADM_APPL_CTR>BUSN</ADM_APPL_CTR> 


  </SCC_ADMIN_MODE> 


  <COUNTRY></COUNTRY> 


  <CITIZENSHIP_STATUS></CITIZENSHIP_STATUS> 


  <PREFERENCES> 


    <PREFERENCE> 


      <INSTITUTION>PSUNV</INSTITUTION> 


      <ACAD_CAREER>BUSN</ACAD_CAREER> 


      <ACAD_PROG>GRFIN</ACAD_PROG> 


      <ACAD_PLAN>FINANC-MBA</ACAD_PLAN> 


      <ACAD_SUB_PLAN></ACAD_SUB_PLAN> 


      <ADMIT_TYPE>FYR</ADMIT_TYPE> 


      <ADMIT_TERM>0630</ADMIT_TERM> 


    </PREFERENCE> 


  </PREFERENCES> 


</SAD_CREATEAPPL_REQ> 


 


 


Integration with Other Campus Solutions Components 
AAWS interacts with the following Campus Solutions components: 


 User Account Manager 


 Constituent Transaction Manager 


 Admissions API 


 Student Financials Hosted Payment  
 


This section discusses the application packages and classes for these components. If you want to 


customize AAWS, you may need to modify some of these classes and packages. For instance, if you 


want to integrate a non PeopleSoft user management system with AAWS, a new application class should 
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be created that implements SCC_IDENTITY_MGR:INTFC:IIdentityManager. The application class must 


then be added to the table SCC_IDM_INST. 


The following diagram shows the AAWS architecture: 


 
AAWS Architecture 


User Account Manager  


The user registration and authentication web service operations interact with User Account Manager to 


register and authenticate the end user. PeopleTools User Profile, by default, stores the user account 


information.  


The User Account Manager component contains a number of sub-modules including the Campus Identity 


Manager and the User Manager. The following graphics show the core application packages and classes 


which support the User Account Manager: 
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Campus Identity Manager 


Class Description 


CampusIdentityManager Manages all aspects of Self Service Transactions 


interactions with any configured  Identity 


management system or New User Registration 


module. Call getInstance() on this class to get 


access to a concrete IDM implementation. 


HANDLERS:UserRegistration Implements the User Registration Web Service, the 


register & authenticate operation. 


INTFC:IIdentityManager Represents the functionality available through any 


typical generic Identity Manager product. All access 


to IDM functions will occur through this interface 


whether from code level API calls or webservices. 


SAMPLE:PeopleSoftIDMImpl The peoplesoft default implementation of 


IIdentityManager.  Performs all Identity 


Management tasks against the peoplesoft db. 


UTIL:IdentityException All exceptions generated from within the 


IdentityManager interface should extend this class. 


UTIL:ResultSet Represents a tabular data object that is the basis 


for many of the Identity Manager operations. 
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User Profile Manager 


Class Description 


UserManager Main API for user manager. 


UserProfile A data object to store user profile information. 


TRANSACTION:UserRegTransaction This handles the posting activities for User 


Registration sourced data as directed by the 


Constituent Staging framework. 


Note: This is not the implementation currently used. 


UTIL:MessageHandler Handles any messages, warnings, errors 


generated during User Management. 


UTIL:UserManagementException All exceptions generated from within the 


UserManager interface should extend this class. 


 


Constituent Transaction Manager 


Constituent Transaction Manager handles the admission application and applicant data that AAWS 


receives and sends to the user interface. When the user interface submits the application and applicant 


data, AAWS transmits this data to the Constituent Transaction Manager. The Constituent Transaction 


Manager stores this data in Campus Solutions staging tables. 


Constituent Transaction Manager is composed of a number of application classes and PeopleTools 


components which support the staging and loading of constituent (applicant) and related transaction 


(application) data into staging tables.  


The following graphics show the application packages and classes in the Constituent Transaction 


Manager component: 
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Constituent Transaction Manager (1 of 3) 
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Constituent Transaction Manager (2 of 3) 


 


Constituent Transaction Manager (3 of 3) 


Admissions API 


The Admissions Applications Programming Interface (API) moves the application data from the staging 


tables to the core Recruiting and Admissions tables. 


The API supports the creation, modification, and submission of online admission applications. The API is 


an Object Oriented (OO) based application class hierarchy that represents the admission applications. 


The class hierarchy contains an Application Manager API that performs key functions with application 


data. The API also supports the calculation of Application Fees via integration to the Application Fee 


hosted payment processing. 


The following graphics show the application packages and classes in the Admission Applications 


Manager component: 
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Admission Applications Manager (1 of 2) 
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Admission Applications Manager (2 of 2) 


The Entity Registry feature enables academic institutions to create their own application data extensions 


(that is, you can add entirely new application child entities).  


AAWS and Entity Registry 
AAWS uses the Entity Registry feature to exchange data between the Campus Solutions system and the 


online application.    


This section discusses the delivered Application and Constituent entities. 


Application 


The message SCC_ENTITY_APPLICATION contains the complete view of an admission application. The 


message uses the schema generated by the Application entity. The system derives the Application entity 


from the complete set of data available within the Campus Solutions Recruiting and Admissions core data 


model. 


Use the PeopleTools Schema page to access the SCC_ENTITY_APPLICATION message schema 


(PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Messages, Schema). 


Constituent 


The message SCC_ENTITY_CONSTITUENT represents the core constituent information associated with 


the person processed through AAWS. The system derives the Constituent entity from the complete set of 


person related data available in both the Campus Solutions and Human Resources person data models.  


Use the PeopleTools Schema page to access the SCC_ENTITY_CONSTITUENT message schema 


(PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Messages, Schema). 
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AAWS Service Operations 
This section discusses the AAWS service operations that are delivered under the service called 


SAD_ADMISSIONS. 


Note: The schema diagrams in this section may get updated with future bundle releases. 


SAD_CREATEAPPL 


This service operation enables the online application user to create an admission application in the 


Campus Solutions system. Using this service may result in one or more applications being created. It can 


also result in multiple applicant preferences being created within the same application, for example, entry 


of another program or plan for an existing application is a preference. 


Details: 


Description: The Create Application service operation call results in one or more 


admission applications being initialized. The application center 


settings on the Application Configuration component control whether 


multiple applications (or preferences) can be created. For example, if 


you do not have an application center set up for an applicant who 


selects an Undergraduate career, Liberal Arts program, and History 


plan, the service operation throws an error. 


The service operation populates the admission application fields 


based on the settings on the User Defaults and Installation - AD 


components. At application creation time the operation does not 


physically save the data to the admissions staging tables. The save 


process does not occur until a later point in time when the user 


selects a save or submit option on the online application. Therefore, 


this operation is more concerned with the initialization of an 


application, driven by configuration, rather than creating a physical 


application in the database. 


Users:  An applicant using an online application.  


 An administrator using an online application for creating an 
application on behalf of an applicant who has or does not 
have an EMPLID. 


 


Processing: The service operation performs the following steps: 


1. Validate that the user is authenticated (and is not a Guest) 
2. If Administrator mode then: 


o Validate the required input administrator parameters. 
o Validate that the administrator is authorized to access 


the application center, institution, career, program and 
plan. 


3. Validate the required input parameters for application 
creation. 


4. Determine the transaction that must be used to process the 
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Institution/Academic Career combination. Define 
transactions on the Transaction Setup page. 


5. Begin a new transaction for the request. Assign a new 
TEMP_ID to the constituent.  


6. Using the supplied input parameters, look up the Application 
configuration component settings to determine how many 
application preferences should be created for this request. 


7. Return response though the output parameters. 
 


Output: After processing, the operation creates an admission application with 


default data and preferences.  The user can subsequently update and 


submit this application through the Save and Submit service 


operations. 


Error Conditions: The following conditions result in a service error: 


 User is not authenticated (for example, if an anonymous 
Guest tries to sign into the online application, the service 
throws an error message). 


 Administrative user is not authorized to access the 
application center, institution, career, program or plan. 


 Required input parameters have not been supplied by the 
user (see the graphic titled SAD_CREATEAPPL_REQ 
Message Parameters and the "AAWS and Entity Registry" 
section). 


 


 


Input Message: SAD_CREATEAPPL_REQ 


The following diagram shows the input parameters that the SAD_CREATEAPPL service operation 


receives: 
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SAD_CREATEAPPL_REQ Message Parameters 


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Non-administrator 


(Applicant) mode: 
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 Institution 


 Academic Career 


 Admit Term 


 Academic Program 


 Academic Plan  
 


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Administrator mode: 


 Institution  


 Admission Application Center 


 Academic Career 


 Admit Term 


 Academic Program 


 Academic Plan 


 Country and Citizenship Status (if your application mapping requires them). 
 


The following is an example of the SAD_CREATEAPPL_REQ message that the SAD_CREATEAPPL 


service operation receives from an online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_CREATEAPPL_REQ> 


  <COUNTRY>AUS</COUNTRY> 


  <PREFERENCE> 


    <INSTITUTION>PSUNV</INSTITUTION> 


    <ACAD_CAREER>UGRD</ACAD_CAREER> 


    <ACAD_PROG>AA</ACAD_PROG> 


    <ACAD_PLAN>ARTHIST</ACAD_PLAN> 


    <ADMIT_TYPE>FYR</ADMIT_TYPE> 


    <ADMIT_TERM>0747</ADMIT_TERM> 


  </PREFERENCE> 


</SAD_CREATEAPPL_REQ> 


 


Output Message: SAD_CREATEAPPL_RESP 


When the Integration Broker receives the SAD_CREATEAPPL_REQ message, it responds with the 


SAD_CREATEAPPL_RESP message. 


The following diagram shows the output parameters that the SAD_CREATEAPPL service operation 


passes to the online application: 


 


SAD_CREATEAPPL_RESP Message Parameters 


Note that the SAD_CREATEAPPL_RESP schema includes the Application entity (ADM_APPL_DATA) 


and Constituent entity XSD schemas. 
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The following is an example of the SAD_CREATEAPPL_RESP message that the SAD_CREATEAPPL 


service operation transmits to the online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_CREATEAPPL_RESP> 


  <PREFERENCE> 


    <ADM_APPL_DATA> 


     <!-- Application data shape --> 


    </ADM_APPL_DATA> 


    <CONSTITUENT> 


     <!-- Constituent data shape --> 


    </CONSTITUENT> 


  </PREFERENCE> 


</SAD_CREATEAPPL_RESP> 


 


Fault Message: SAD_FAULT_RESP 


If the service operation encounters an error condition, it responds with the SAD_FAULT_RESP message. 


The following diagram shows the SAD_FAULT_RESP parameters. 


 


SAD_FAULT_RESP Message Parameters 


The following is an example of the SAD_FAULT_RESP message that the SAD_CREATEAPPL service 


operation transmits to the online application: 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" 


xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"> 


  <SOAP-ENV:Body> 


    <SOAP-ENV:Fault> 


      <faultcode>300</faultcode> 


      <faultstring>A Error occurred processing this request</faultstring> 


      <detail> 


        <MSGS> 


          <MSG> 


            <ID>14200-556</ID> 


            <DESCR> Validation error in preference 


PSUNV/UGRD/AA/MUSIC/VOIC/FYR/0690</DESCR><PROPS/> 


          </MSG> 


          <MSG> 


            <ID>14200-556</ID> 
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            <DESCR> Tag ACAD_SUB_PLAN has an invalid value VOIC. Check and try 


again.</DESCR><PROPS><PROP><SCC_ENTITY_INST_ID>PREFERENCE ROW 


1</SCC_ENTITY_INST_ID><PROPNAME>ACAD_SUB_PLAN</PROPNAME></PROP></PROPS> 


          </MSG> 


        </MSGS> 


      </detail> 


    </SOAP-ENV:Fault> 


  </SOAP-ENV:Body> 


</SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 


 


SAD_SAVEAPPL 


This service operation enables the user to save an admissions application to the Campus Solutions 


system (for later submission). The service operation initially posts the application to the admissions 


staging tables. Applications in the staging tables may at some point of time become eligible to be posted 


to the admissions production tables.  


Details: 


Description: The Save Application service operation call results in the given 


admissions application being saved to the Campus Solutions system. 


The application may be partially complete when the online application 


user decides to use a Save option that triggers a call to this service 


operation. The service operation saves the application using an Update 


Via Replacement approach; in other words, the SAD_SAVEAPPL 


operation deletes any pre-existing application (based on a unique key) 


for the applicant and then saves the new (or current) version of the 


application.   


When saving an application, the operation assigns an application 


number (ADM_APPL_NBR) to the application for tracking.  


The application must pass through validation checks before it gets 


saved.  


The service operation validates all aspects of the application data 


including data entered and translate values selected by the user on the 


online application, and custom business validation rules that the 


institution has incorporated into the online application.  


The service operation saves the valid applications to the admissions 


staging tables. If the constituent (person) who initiated the application 


save process is known (for example, the constituent has an EMPLID), 


then the constituent portion of the application is immediately eligible to 


be posted to the Campus Solutions and HCM person production tables. 


Otherwise, the constituent data remains in the staging tables until 


addressed by an administrator. In any case, the application data itself is 


saved to the staging tables and is not posted to admissions production 


tables until a later submit occurs.  


Applications may include attachments. The online application must 
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encode the attachment in Base64 format before passing the attachment 


to Campus Solutions. 


Users:  An applicant using an online application.  


 An administrator using an online application for creating an 
application on behalf of an applicant or a student. 


 


Processing: The service operation performs the following steps: 


1. Validate that the user is authenticated (and is not a Guest) 
2. If administrator mode, then: 


1. Validate the required input administrator parameters. 
2. Validate that the administrator is authorized to access 


the application center, institution, career, program and 
plan. 


3. Use the EMPLID supplied by the administrator for the 
transaction. 


3. Validate that the applicant is authorized to save the application 
(for example, verify whether the applicant is the same person 
who created the application in the call to the 
SAD_CREATEAPPL service operation). 


4. If administrator mode, then use the input parameter Application 
Center value for the application. 


5. If applicant mode, then use the input parameters and the settings 
on the Application Configuration component to assign an 
application center to the application.  


6. To enter the Application Citizenship details, use the applicant 
details in the input parameters, if necessary. 


7. To enter the Constituent Institution (needed for Data Update 
Rules), use the Admissions Application Institution input 
parameter value. 


8. Validate the constituent and application data using the 
Constituent and Application entity schemas. 


9. Associate the TEMP_ID (assigned during the 
SAD_CREATEAPPL processing) with the application. 


10. Save the validated constituent and application data to the 
staging tables. 


11. Add the assigned ADM_APPL_NBR to the response message. 
12. If the constituent is not known to the Campus Solutions system 


(for example, the applicant does not have an EMPLID): 
1. Run the Search Match process according to the Search 


Match settings on the Transaction Setup component. 
2. Add or update a HCM person record according to 


Search Match configuration and apply the necessary 
data update rules during this processing. 


13. Create or update a prospect record in the production tables 
according to the settings on the Application Configuration 
component. 


 


Output: After completing the processing steps, the service operation: 


1. Posts the valid application data to the Campus Solutions 
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admissions staging tables. 
2. Posts the valid constituent data to the Transaction Manager 


constituent staging tables. 
3. Optionally, creates or updates a HCM person record for a valid 


application. 
4. Optionally, creates a prospect record for a known applicant. 


 


Error Conditions: The following conditions result in a service error: 


 User is not authenticated (for example, if an anonymous Guest 
tries to sign into the online application, the service throws an 
error message). 


 User is not authorized to access the application (for example, if 
the applicant is trying to access an application created by 
another applicant). 


 Application is invalid (that is, the application fails validation 
processing). 


 Required input parameters have not been supplied by the user 
(see the graphic titled SAD_SAVEAPPL_REQ Message 
Parameters and the "AAWS and Entity Registry" section). 


 


 


Input Message: SAD_SAVEAPPL_REQ 


The following diagram shows the input parameters that the SAD_SAVEAPPL service operation receives 


from an online application: 


 


SAD_SAVEAPPL_REQ Message Parameters 


Note that the SAD_SAVEAPPL_REQ schema includes the Application entity (ADM_APPL_DATA) and 


Constituent entity XSD schemas. 
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Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Non-administrator 


(Applicant) mode: 


 ADM_APPL_DATA 


 CONSTITUENT 
 


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Administrator mode: 


 Institution  


 Admission Application Center 


 ADM_APPL_DATA 


 CONSTITUENT 
 


The following is an example of the SAD_SAVEAPPL_REQ message that the SAD_SAVEAPPL service 


operation receives from an online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_SAVEAPPL_REQ> 


  <ADM_APPL_DATA> 


   <!-- Application data shape --> 


  </ADM_APPL_DATA> 


  <CONSTITUENT> 


   <!-- Constituent data shape --> 


  </CONSTITUENT> 


</SAD_SAVEAPPL_REQ> 


 


Output Message: SAD_SAVEAPPL_RESP 


When the Integration Broker receives the SAD_SAVEAPPL_REQ message, it responds with the 


SAD_SAVEAPPL_RESP message. 


The following diagram shows the output parameters that the SAD_SAVEAPPL service operation passes 


to the online application: 


 


SAD_SAVEAPPL_RESP Message Parameters 


The following is an example of the SAD_SAVEAPPL_RESP message that the SAD_CREATEAPPL 


service operation transmits to the online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_SAVEAPPL_RESP> 


  <ADM_APPL_NBR>00023456</ADM_APPL_NBR> 


</SAD_SAVEAPPL_RESP> 


 


Fault Message: SAD_FAULT_RESP 


Refer to the SAD_FAULT_RESP message example in the SAD_CREATEAPPL section. 
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SAD_SUBMITAPPL 


This service operation enables the user to submit a completed admissions application to the Campus 


Solutions system. The service operation initially saves the applications to the admissions staging tables 


and subsequently posts the staged application data to the admissions production tables.  


Details: 


Description: The Submit Application service call results in the given admissions 


application being submitted to the Campus Solutions system. The 


application must be complete (according to the institution's data capture 


requirements). The online application user interface and the underlying 


Campus Solutions data model ensure that the submitted admission 


application is complete.  


The application submit process involves first validating the data, then 


saving the data to the admissions staging tables, and finally transferring 


the staged data into the admissions production tables.  


When initially saving the application to the staging tables, if the 


application does not have an application number, the service operation 


assigns an application number (ADM_APPL_NBR) to the application for 


tracking purpose. The operation does not assign an application number if 


another operation (for example, the SAD_SAVEAPPL operation) has 


already assigned an application number.  


The admission application must pass through validation checks before it 


gets submitted. The service operation validates all aspects of application 


data including data entered and translate values selected by the user on 


the online application and custom business validation rules that the 


institution has incorporated into the online application. 


If the constituent who initiated the application submit process is known to 


the Campus Solutions system (for example, the constituent has an 


EMPLID), then the constituent and application data is eligible to be 


posted to the Campus Solutions admissions and person production 


tables. Otherwise, the application remains in the staging tables until 


addressed by an administrator.  


When configured to do so, the constituent can pay an application fee 


and/or request an application fee waiver. 


Applications may include attachments. The online application must 


encode the attachment in Base64 format before passing the attachment 


to Campus Solutions. 


Users:  An applicant using an online application.  


 An administrator using an online application for creating an 
application on behalf of an applicant or a student. 
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Processing This service operation performs the following steps: 


1. Validate that the user is authenticated (and is not a Guest) 


2. If administrator mode then: 
1. Validate the required input administrator parameters. 
2. Validate that the administrator is authorized to access 


the application center, institution, career, program and 
plan. 


3. Use the EMPLID supplied by the administrator for the 
transaction. 


3. Validate that the applicant is authorized to submit the application 
(for example, verify whether the applicant is the same person 
who created the application in a call to the SAD_CREATEAPPL 
service operation.) 


4. If administrator mode, then use the input parameter Application 
Center value for the application. 


5. If applicant mode, then use the input parameters and the settings 
on the Application Configuration component to assign an 
application center to the application. 


6. To enter the Application Citizenship details use the applicant 
details in the input parameters, if necessary. 


7. To enter the Constituent Institution (needed for data update 
rules) use the Admissions Application Institution input parameter 
value. 


8. Validate the constituent and application data using the 
Constituent and Applicant entity schemas. 


9. Associate the TEMP_ID (assigned during the 
SAD_CREATEAPPL processing) with the application. 


10. Save the validated constituent and application data to the 
staging tables. 


11. If the constituent is not known to the Campus Solutions system 
(for example, the applicant does not have an EMPLID): 
1. Run the Search Match process according to the Search 


Match settings on the Transaction Setup component. 
2. Add or update a HCM Person record according to Search 


Match configuration and apply the necessary data update 
rules during this processing. 


12. If Fee payment is required but has not yet been paid: 
1. Call the Student Financials Fee Calculation API to calculate 


the fee amount. 
2. If  Fee Waivers are allowed then allow the application to 


progress to submitted status 
3. If  Fee Waivers are Not allowed then 


1. Set the application data to Saved Status 
2. Add the Fee details to the response message 
3. The caller must handle this response by 


initiating the payment services. Note it is 
possible for Fee calculation to result in a zero 
(0) amount in which case the caller should not 
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initiate the payment service. 


13. Create or update a prospect record in the production tables 
according to settings on the Application Configuration 
component. 
If the constituent is known (for example, the applicant has an 


EMPLID), post the application data into the admissions 


production tables and apply the necessary data update rules 


during this processing. 


Output: After completing the processing steps, the service operation: 


1. Posts the valid application data to the Campus Solutions 
admissions staging tables. 


2. Posts the valid constituent data to the Transaction Manager 
constituent staging tables. 


3. Transfers the application and constituent data from the staging 
tables to the Campus Solutions person and admissions 
production tables. 


4. Optionally, creates or updates a HCM person record for a valid 
application. 


5. Optionally, creates a prospect record for a known applicant. 
 


Error Conditions: The following conditions result in a service error: 


 User is not authenticated (for example, if an anonymous Guest 
user tries to sign into the online application, the service operation 
throws an error message.) 


 User is not authorized to access the application (for example, the 
applicant is trying to access an application created by another 
applicant). 


 Application is invalid (that is, the application fails validation 
processing). 


 Required input parameters have not been supplied by the user 
(see the graphic titled SAD_SUBMITAPPL_REQ Message 
Parameters and the "AAWS and Entity Registry" section). 


 


 


Input Message: SAD_SUBMITAPPL_REQ 


The following diagram shows the input parameters that the SAD_SUBMITAPPL service operation 


receives from an online application: 
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SAD_SUBMITAPPL_REQ Message Parameters 


Note that the SAD_SUBMITAPPL_REQ schema includes the Application entity (ADM_APPL_DATA) and 


Constituent entity XSD schemas. 


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Non-administrator 


(Applicant) mode: 


 ADM_APPL_DATA 


 CONSTITUENT 
 


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Administrator mode: 


 Institution  


 Admission Application Center 


 ADM_APPL_DATA 


 CONSTITUENT 
 


The following is an example of the SAD_SUBMITAPPL_REQ message that the SAD_SUBMITAPPL 


service operation receives from an online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_SUBMITAPPL_REQ> 


  <ADM_APPL_DATA> 


   <!-- Application data shape --> 


  </ADM_APPL_DATA> 


  <CONSTITUENT> 


   <!-- Constituent data shape --> 


  </CONSTITUENT> 


</SAD_SUBMITAPPL_REQ> 


 


Output Message: SAD_SUBMITAPPL_RESP 


When the Integration Broker receives the SAD_SUBMITAPPL_REQ message, it responds with the 


SAD_SUBMITAPPL_RESP message.  
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The following diagram shows the output parameters that the SAD_SUBMITAPPL service operation 


passes to the online application: 


 


SAD_SUBMITAPPL_RESP Message Parameters 


The following is an example of the SAD_SUBMITAPPL_RESP message that the SAD_SUBMITAPPL 


service operation transmits to the online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_SUBMITAPPL_RESP> 


  <ADM_APPL_NBR>00023456</ADM_APPL_NBR> 


  <FEE> 


    <PAYMENT_APPLICATION>SADAAWS</PAYMENT_APPLICATION> 


    <PAYMENT_KEY>00023456</PAYMENT_KEY> 


    <APPL_FEE_AMT>20</APPL_FEE_AMT> 


    <CURRENCY_CD>USD</CURRENCY_CD> 


  </FEE> 


</SAD_SUBMITAPPL_RESP> 


 


Fault Message: SAD_FAULT_RESP 


Refer to the SAD_FAULT_RESP message example in the SAD_CREATEAPPL section. 


SAD_GETAPPLS 


This service operation enables the user to retrieve a summary of all active admission applications from 


the Campus Solutions system for the current authenticated user. The applications summary includes 


applications found in both the admissions staging and production database tables. 


Details: 


Description: Use this service operation to retrieve a summary of all the applications 


that reside in the Campus Solutions staging and production tables.  The 


service operation retrieves only those applications that the authenticated 


user is authorized to access. 


SAD_GETAPPLS can operate under applicant or administrative modes. 


When using administrator mode, the application data returned from the 
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Admissions production tables is subject to application center row level 


security. When using applicant mode, the application data returned is 


restricted to those applications entered previously by the authenticated 


online application user. 


Users:  An applicant using an online application.  


 An administrator using an online application to retrieve data that he 
or she previously saved or submitted. The administrator can retrieve 
an application for an applicant who has or does not have an 
EMPLID. 


Processing This service operation performs the following steps: 


1. Validate that the user is authenticated (and is not a Guest). 
2. If administrator mode then: 


1. Validate the required input administrator parameters. 
2. Validate that the administrator is authorized to access 


the application center. 
3. Use the EMPLID supplied by the administrator for the 


transaction. 
3. Determine the list of configured application transactions from the 


Transaction Setup component. 
4. Retrieve all the application transactions for all the configured 


application transactions. 
5. Retrieve all admission applications from the Admissions staging 


tables that the authenticated user is authorized to access. 
6. If applicant mode, then retrieve all the applications associated 


with the authenticated EMPLID from the production tables.  
7. To retrieve the application based on the ADM_APPL_NBR key: 


1. First, check whether the application exists in the 
admissions staging tables using the SCC_TEMP_ID key. 


2. If the application does not exist in the staging tables, 
check the admissions production tables using the 
EMPLID key. 


8. Return the Application Summary, which indicates ID (EMPLID or 
SCC_TEMP_ID), Application Number, Institution, Academic 
Career and Application Status (SAVED, SUBMITTED, ERROR, 
or POSTED).  


Output: After processing the steps, a summary of all active applications is 


returned. 


Error Conditions: The following conditions result in a service error: 


 User is not authenticated (for example, if an anonymous Guest 
user tries to sign into the online application, the service operation 
throws an error message). 


 Required input parameters have not been supplied by the user 
(see the graphic titled SAD_GETAPPLS_REQ Message 
Parameters). 


 


Input Message: SAD_GETAPPLS_REQ 
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The following diagram shows the input parameters that the SAD_GETAPPLS service operation receives 


from an online application: 


 


SAD_GETAPPLS_REQ Message Parameters 


 


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Non-administrator 


(Applicant) mode: No required parameters  


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Administrator mode: 


 Institution  


 Admission Application Center 


 Academic Program 
 


The following is an example of the SAD_GETAPPLS_REQ message that the SAD_GETAPPLS service 


operation receives from an online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_GETAPPLS_REQ> 


</SAD_GETAPPLS_REQ> 


 


Output Message: SAD_GETAPPLS_RESP 


When the Integration Broker receives the SAD_GETAPPLS_REQ message, it responds with the 


SAD_GETAPPLS_RESP message. 


The following diagram shows the output parameters that the SAD_GETAPPLS service operation passes 


to the online application: 
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SAD_GETAPPLS_RESP Message Parameters 


The following is an example of the SAD_GETAPPLS_RESP message that the SAD_GETAPPLS service 


operation transmits to the online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_GETAPPLS_RESP> 


  <APPLICATION> 


    <ADM_APPL_NBR>00024656</ADM_APPL_NBR> 


    <INSTITUTION>PSUNV</INSTITUTION> 


    <ACAD_CAREER>UGRD</ACAD_CAREER> 


    <APPL_STATUS>DRAFT</APPL_STATUS> 


   </APPLICATION> 


  <APPLICATION> 


    <ADM_APPL_NBR>00024657</ADM_APPL_NBR> 


    <INSTITUTION>PSUNV</INSTITUTION> 


    <ACAD_CAREER>UGRD</ACAD_CAREER> 


    <APPL_STATUS>SUBMITTED</APPL_STATUS> 


   </APPLICATION> 


</SAD_GETAPPLS_RESP> 


 


Fault Message: SAD_FAULT_RESP 


Refer to the SAD_FAULT_RESP message example in the SAD_CREATEAPPL section. 


SAD_GETAPPL 


This service operation enables the user to retrieve a specific admissions application from the Campus 


Solutions system. The application may exist in the admissions staging tables or in the admissions 


production tables. Saved applications reside in the staging tables and submitted applications reside in the 


production tables. 


Details: 
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Description: Use this service operation to retrieve a saved or submitted application 


using the ADM_APPL_NBR key.  


An online application can obtain the ADM_APPL_NBR application key by 


calling the SAD_GETAPPLS service, which retrieves a summary of all 


the applications associated with the current authenticated user.  


The SAD_GETAPPL operation can operate under applicant or 


administrative modes. When using applicant mode, the application data 


returned is restricted to those applications entered previously by the 


authenticated online application user. When using administrator mode, 


the application data returned from the admissions production tables is 


subject to application center row level security.  


Users:  An applicant using an online application.  


 An administrator using an online application to retrieve data that 
they previously saved or submitted. The administrator can retrieve 
an application for an applicant who has or does not have an 
EMPLID. 


Processing: This service operation performs the following steps: 


1. Validate that the user is authenticated (and is not a Guest). 
2. If administrator mode, then: 


1. Validate the required input administrator parameters. 
2. Validate that the administrator is authorized to access 


the application center. 
3. Use the EMPLID supplied by the administrator for the 


transaction. 
3. Validate that the applicant is authorized to retrieve the 


application (for example, verify whether the applicant is the same 
person who created the application). 


4. If administrator mode, then use the EMPLID input parameter to 
retrieve the application. 


5. If applicant mode, then use the EMPLID input parameter 
associated with the authenticated user profile to retrieve the 
application. 


6. To retrieve the application based on the ADM_APPL_NBR key: 
1. First, check whether the application exists in the 


admissions staging tables using the SCC_TEMP_ID key. 
2. If the application does not exist in the staging tables, 


check the admissions production tables using the 
EMPLID key. 


7. Return the application data, if found. 
 


Output: After completing the processing steps, the service operation returns a 


single application if it exists in the staging or production tables. All the 


application details along with constituent details are returned, if the 


application exists.   


Error Conditions: The following conditions result in a service error: 
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 User is not authenticated (for example, if an anonymous Guest 
user tries to sign into the online application, the service operation 
throws an error message). 


 User is not authorized to access the application (for example, the 
applicant is trying to access an application created by another 
user). 


 Required input parameters have not been supplied by the user 
(see the graphic titled SAD_GETAPPL_REQ Message 
Parameters). 


 Administrative user is not authorized to access the application 
due to the application center security configuration. 


 


 


Input Message: SAD_GETAPPL_REQ 


The following diagram shows the input parameters that the SAD_GETAPPL service operation receives 


from an online application: 


 


 SAD_GETAPPL_REQ Message Parameters 


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Non-administrator 


(Applicant) mode: 


 Academic Career 


 Application Number 
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Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Administrator mode: 


 Institution  


 Admission Application Center 
 


The following is an example of the SAD_GETAPPL_REQ message that the SAD_GETAPPL service 


operation receives from an online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_GETAPPL_REQ> 


  <ADM_APPL_NBR>00024656</ADM_APPL_NBR> 


  <ACAD_CAREER>UGRD</ACAD_CAREER> 


</SAD_GETAPPL_REQ> 


 


Output Message: SAD_GETAPPL_RESP 


When the Integration Broker receives the SAD_GETAPPL_REQ message, it responds with the 


SAD_GETAPPL_RESP message. 


The following diagram shows the output parameters that the SAD_GETAPPL service operation passes to 


the online application: 


 


SAD_GETAPPL_RESP Message Parameters 


Note that the SAD_GETAPPL_RESP schema includes the Application entity (ADM_APPL_DATA) and 


Constituent entity XSD schemas. 


The following is an example of the SAD_GETAPPL_RESP message that the SAD_GETAPPL service 


operation transmits to the online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_GETAPPL_RESP> 


  <ADM_APPL_DATA> 


   <!-- Application data shape --> 


  </ADM_APPL_DATA> 


  <CONSTITUENT> 


   <!-- Constituent data shape --> 


  </CONSTITUENT> 


</SAD_GETAPPL_RESP> 


 


Fault Message: SAD_FAULT_RESP 


Refer to the SAD_FAULT_RESP message example in the SAD_CREATEAPPL section. 
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SAD_GETATTACH 


This service operation enables the user to retrieve the byte content of an admissions application 


attachment from the Campus Solutions system.  


Details: 


Description: Use this service operation to retrieve an attachment associated with the 


admission application.  


The online application must encode the attachment byte content in 


Base64 format when a user saves or submits the application data 


through AAWS. Subsequently, the online application can use 


SAD_GETATTACH to retrieve the attachment. After retrieval, the online 


application must decode the attachment. The applicant or administrator 


can then use the appropriate file type viewer to view the attachment.  


The attachment is stored within the Campus Solutions attachment 


framework in a database table.  


You can use the Application Transactions or Maintain Applications 


components to access the application attachments.  


Users:  An applicant using an online application.  


 An administrator using an online application to retrieve data that 
he or she previously saved or submitted. The administrator can 
retrieve an application (and the associated attachments) for an 
applicant who has or does not have an EMPLID. 


Processing: This service operation performs the following steps: 


1. Validate that the user is authenticated (and is not a Guest). 
2. If administrator mode, then: 


1. Validate the required input administrator parameters. 
2. Validate that the administrator is authorized to access 


the application center. 
3. Use the EMPLID supplied by the administrator for the 


transaction. 
3. Verify whether the applicant is authorized to retrieve the 


attachment (for example, verify whether the applicant is the 
same person who originally created the attachment through 
AAWS). 


4. If administrator mode, then use the EMPLID input parameter to 
retrieve the attachment.  


5. If applicant mode, then use the EMPLID input parameter 
associated with the authenticated User Profile to retrieve the 
attachment. 


6. To retrieve the attachment:  
1. First, check whether the attachment exists in the staging 


tables using the SCC_TEMP_ID key. 
2. If the attachment does not exist in the staging tables, 


check the production tables using the EMPLID key. 
7. Return the attachment, if found. 
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Output: After completing the processing steps, if the attachment exists, the 


service operation returns the attachment data to the online application. 


Error Conditions: The following conditions result in a service error: 


 User is not authenticated (for example, if an anonymous Guest 
user tries to sign into the online application, the service operation 
throws an error message). 


 User is not authorized to retrieve the attachment (for example, 
the applicant is trying to access an attachment created by 
another user). 


 Required input parameters have not been supplied by the user 
(see the graphic titled SAD_GETATTACH_REQ Message 
Parameters).Administrative user is not authorized to access the 
attachment due to application center configuration.  


 


Note: The Online Application may issue multiple calls to the SAD_GETATTACH service operation in 


order to retrieve multiple Application attachments. 


Input Message: SAD_GETATTACH_REQ 


The following diagram shows the input parameters that the SAD_GETATTACH service operation receives 


from an online application: 
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SAD_GETATTACH_REQ Message Parameters 


 


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Non-administrator 


(Applicant) mode: 


 Attachment Sequence Number 


 Academic Career 


 Application Number  
 


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation in Administrator mode: 


 Institution  


 Admission Application Center 
 


The following is an example of the SAD_GETATTACH_REQ message that the SAD_GETATTACH 


service operation receives from an online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_GETATTACH_REQ> 


  <ACAD_CAREER>UGRD</ACAD_CAREER> 


  <ADM_APPL_NBR>00024501</ADM_APPL_NBR> 


  <ATTACH_SEQ_NBR>1</ATTACH_SEQ_NBR> 


</SAD_GETATTACH_REQ> 


 


Output Message: SAD_GETATTACH_RESP 


When the Integration Broker receives the SAD_GETATTACH_REQ message, it responds with the 


SAD_GETATTACH_RESP message. 


The following diagram shows the output parameter that the SAD_GETATTACH service operation passes 


to the online application: 


 
SAD_GETATTACH_RESP Message Parameters 


The following is an example of the SAD_GETATTACH_RESP message that the SAD_GETATTACH 


service operation transmits to the online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SAD_GETATTACH_RESP> 


  <ADM_APPL_ATCH class="R"> 


    <EMPLID>2</EMPLID> 
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    <ACAD_CAREER>UGRD</ACAD_CAREER> 


    <STDNT_CAR_NBR>0</STDNT_CAR_NBR> 


    <ADM_APPL_NBR>00024501</ADM_APPL_NBR> 


    <ATTACH_SEQ_NBR>1</ATTACH_SEQ_NBR> 


    <DESCR254>test file</DESCR254> 


    <SCC_ROW_ADD_OPRID/> 


    <SCC_ROW_ADD_DTTM/> 


    <SCC_ROW_UPD_OPRID/> 


    <SCC_ROW_UPD_DTTM/> 


    <ATTACHSYSFILENAME>ADM_APPL_ATCH_20090331161239_Who 


Columns.doc</ATTACHSYSFILENAME> 


    <ATTACHUSERFILE>Who Columns.doc</ATTACHUSERFILE> 


    <AV_ATCH_TYPE/> 


<BASE64FILE>0M8R4KGxGuEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPgADAP7/CQAGAAAAAAAAA  </BASE64FILE> 


  </ADM_APPL_ATCH> 


  <CONSTITUENT> 


   <!-- Constituent data shape --> 


  </CONSTITUENT> 


</SAD_GETATTACH_RESP> 


 


Fault Message: SAD_FAULT_RESP 


Refer to the SAD_FAULT_RESP message example in the SAD_CREATEAPPL section. 


Payment Integration Web Service Operations 
This section discusses the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT and SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT service 


operations for the SSF_EPAYMENT_TRANSACTION service. 


Note: The payment integration service operations are delivered for only supporting online applications. 


These service operations are not intended to be used for any other purpose. 


Note: The schema diagrams in this section may get updated with future bundle releases. 


SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT 


This service operation enables the user to record a newly initiated electronic payment in Student 


Financials and provides access to Campus Solutions’ hosted payment framework.  The hosted payment 


framework provides information necessary to transition the user to a designated third party payment 


provider’s hosted site to make a payment.  The insert into the GL_TXN table, for the general ledger 


process, will not be done until the Complete ePayment service operation 


(SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT) is invoked successfully. 


This web service operation is adapter-based.  AAWS has been delivered with its own custom Payment 


Application adapter and will perform its own validation according to the admissions application functional 


requirements. 


 


Note that the Initiate ePayment service operation operates only within the Self Service mode (and cannot 


be used within the Administrator mode). 


 Details: 


Description: The Initiate ePayment service operation call will create a new SF 


Payment in Student Financials in Initiated status, assigning a new SF 
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Payment Reference Number (SF_PMT_REF_NBR) for tracking.  This 


service uses the payment application’s own tracking number as the 


merchant reference number passed to the third party payment 


processor.  For AAWS, that tracking number is the application number 


(ADM_APPL_NBR).   The application number will be stored in the SF 


Payment as ADM_APPL_NBR and SSF_EXT_TRANS_REF and the SF 


Payment Reference number will be stored in the Admissions Tender 


Staging table.  In addition, the Temp ID will be stored in the SF Payment 


and Log.  The service, through the AAWS adapter, will create new 


Admissions Tender Staging records (if they do not exist) for all tenders 


associated with the application center used in the creation of the 


application.   


The Initiate ePayment service will perform initial validation.  For instance, 


the payment method must be either credit card or electronic check (CC 


or EC), the amount has to be greater than zero, and the Payment 


Application must be defined in the system table SSF_ELEC_PMTS. 


When the AAWS adapter is invoked, it will perform further validation on 


the transaction.   


 The payment amount and currency must match the previously 
calculated application fee stored in the Admissions Application 
Staging record (SAD_APL_DAT_STG).  This amount should 
have been previously calculated in and returned from the submit 
web service operation.   


 The transaction must have been originated by the owner of the 
application.   


 The application must be in Saved (SV) status.   


 If the payment is for a credit card tender type, the SF Merchant 
must be defined in the application center associated with the 
application.  For electronic check transactions, the Electronic 
Check Merchant ID must be defined in the Application Center.  
These SF Merchants must be associated with Payment 
Merchants that are defined as hosted. 


 The tender used must be defined as a valid tender on the 
Application Fee code associated with the application center. 


Users:  An applicant using an online application.  


Processing: This service operation performs the following steps: 


1. Validate the parameters passed in to the web service. 
2. Create a SF Payment to record the transaction.  The SF 


Payment will be in Initiated status.  For AAWS, SF Payment 
Detail records, which will later be used to record the transaction 
in the General Ledger, will be based on the Application Fee Item 
Type setup. 


3. Call the AAWS adapter to: 


 Validate the application 


 Validate the payment parameters 


 Create Application Tender Staging records 


 Save the application 
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4. Call the hosted payment framework.  The hosted payment 
framework will: 


 Based on the hosted payment adapter associated with 
the Payment Merchant, perform an initial web service 
callout to the third party to pass demographic information 
about the applicant, such as name, address, email and 
phone.  Note that this information may or may not be 
used, depending on the third party payment processor.  
In addition, a shared secret may be passed to the third 
party to authenticate electronic check transactions.  For 
AAWS, this shared secret is the Constituent birth date.  
The third party will return a temporary token that 
identifies the transaction to both the third party and 
Campus Solutions. 


 Using the HTML object definition on the Payment 
Merchant, create a string that will be used by the Online 
Application to either http post or redirect to the third 
party.  


 


 


Output: After completing the processing steps, the service operation: 


1. Records the transaction in the SF Payment table and Detail 
records. 


2. Creates new Admissions Application Tender Staging records. 
3. Optionally, performs a web service callout to the third party 


payment processor to pass demographic information and receive 
a token identifying the transaction. 


 


Error  Conditions: The following conditions result in a service error: 


 The payment method is invalid. 


 The payment amount is zero.   


 The Payment Application is invalid. 


 Required input parameters have not been supplied by the user 


 The transaction does not pass the AAWS adapter validation. 
 


  


Input Message: SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_REQ 


The following diagram shows the input parameters that the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT service operation 


receives from an online application: 
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SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_REQ Message Parameters 


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation: 


 Payment Application 


 Payment Application Key (Application Number) 


 Payment Amount 


 Currency Code 


 Payment Method (Credit card or electronic check) 
 


The following is an example of the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_REQ message that the 


SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT service operation receives from an online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_REQ xmlns="http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/services"> 


  <SCC_PMT_APPL>SADAAWS</SCC_PMT_APPL> 


  <SCC_PMT_APPL_KEY>00024828</SCC_PMT_APPL_KEY> 


  <SCC_EPAY_TOTAL_AMT>20</SCC_EPAY_TOTAL_AMT> 


  <CURRENCY_CD>USD</CURRENCY_CD> 


  <SCC_EPAY_PAYMETHOD>CC</SCC_EPAY_PAYMETHOD> 


</SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_REQ> 


 


Output Message: SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_RESP 


When the Integration Broker receives the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_REQ message, it responds with 


the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_RESP message. 


The following diagram shows the output parameter that the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT service 


operation passes to the online application: 
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SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_RESP Message Parameters 


The following is an example of the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_RESP message that the 


SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT service operation transmits to the online application: 


[[ Bundle 27: The example message has been updated]] 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_RESP xmlns="http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/services"> 


  <SCC_REDIRECT>N</SCC_REDIRECT> 


  <SCC_HTML_STRING> 


    <![CDATA*<SCRIPT LANGUAGE='JavaScript'> 


writeConsole('https://someserver/C30002test_upay/web/index.jsp', '<input type="HIDDEN" 


name="TICKET_NAME" value="SADAAWS"><input type="HIDDEN" name="UPAY_SITE_ID" 


value="12"><input type="HIDDEN" name="TICKET" value="ce224625-e55c-4346-b87c-


96f784f5ae90">'); 


function writeConsole(bind1, bind2) 


{ 


var stuff = '<form name="payform" action="'+bind1+ 


'" method="POST">'+bind2+'<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript" onload="submitForm()">'+ 


'function submitForm(){document.payform.submit()}'+ 


'</'+'SCRIPT>'+'</'+'form'+'>'; 


document.body.innerHTML = stuff; 


document.payform.submit(); 


} 


</SCRIPT>*]> 


  </SCC_HTML_STRING> 


  <SCC_HPAY_INTG_ID>QA_CS_AAWS_MODEL1A</SCC_HPAY_INTG_ID> 


</SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT_RESP> 


 


 


Fault Message: SSF_TRANS_FAULT_RESP 


If the service operation encounters an error condition, it responds with the SSF_TRANS_FAULT_RESP 


message.  


The following is an example of the SSF_TRANS_FAULT_RESP message that the 


SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT service operation transmits to the online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" 


xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"> 


  <SOAP-ENV:Body> 


    <SOAP-ENV:Fault> 


      <faultcode>Client</faultcode> 


      <faultstring>An Error occurred processing this request (14098,286)</faultstring> 


      <detail> 


        <MSGS> 
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          <MSG> 


            <ID>14871-11</ID> 


            <DESCR>The Payment Amount must be greater than zero. (14871,11)</DESCR> 


          </MSG> 


        </MSGS> 


      </detail> 


    </SOAP-ENV:Fault> 


  </SOAP-ENV:Body> 


</SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 


SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT 


This web service operation completes a previously initiated (SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT) SF Payment, 


by authorizing the transaction and submitting the application. If authorization is successful, the SF 


Payment Transaction Manager will create the Direct GL Transaction. 


[[ Bundle 27: The following paragraph has been updated. ]] 


After having successfully invoked the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT service operation, the Online 


Application should transition the applicant to the third party payment provider using the 


SCC_HTML_STRING returned from the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT response.  This next web service 


should be invoked after the transaction is submitted by the applicant from the third party payment 


processor user interface. 


Details: 


Description: The Complete ePayment web service operation interprets the response 


from the third party payment processor by invoking the hosted payment 


framework.  The data received from the third party is transformed into 


Campus Solutions data elements to allow the update of both Student 


Financials tables and the calling Payment Application (AAWS).   


 


If the user submitted the transaction successfully from the third party 


processor, this web service operation will complete any processing 


required in Student Financials to record the payment.  The session ID, 


which is a unique token generated and returned by the third party to 


identify the payment, as well as the last 4 digits of the credit card or 


account number, will be stored in the SF Payment table from within the 


hosted payment framework. 


The ePayment API will be invoked to authorize the transaction.  If 


successful, the payment will be processed in Student Financials by 


setting the SF Payment status to Complete (SF_PAYMENT_STATUS = 


B), creating the SF Payment Log with the results of the authorization, 


and eventually deleting the SF Payment. 


 


The transaction will be recorded directly in the General Ledger using the 


Direct to GL API (as opposed to posting to a Student Financials 


account).   


Finally, the adapter for AAWS will be invoked to submit the application.  
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The application fee status will be set to Received, the Application Fee 


Paid amount and GL Sent Amount will be set to the Payment Amount.  


The Admissions Application Tender Staging record’s tender amount will 


also be set to the Payment Amount.   


If the user cancelled the transaction from the third party payment 


processor’s hosted site, the SF Payment status will be set to Cancelled.  


No update will occur on the AAWS adapter and the applicant can submit 


another payment against the application. 


Users:  An applicant using an online application. 


Processing: This service operation performs the following steps: 


1. Validate the parameters passed in to the web service. 
2. Call the Hosted Payment framework using the Hosted Payment 


adapter passed into the web service.  The hosted payment 
framework will interpret the name/value pairs and transform them 
into Campus Solutions data elements using the hosted payment 
adapter settings.  It will extract the Payment Application ID and 
Key (application number) to correctly identify the transaction. It 
will update the session id and last 4 digits of the account or credit 
card number in the SF Payment. 


3. Complete the SF Payment associated with the application.  For 
successfully submitted transactions, the transaction will be 
authorized and sent to the General Ledger.   


4. Call the AAWS adapter to update the proper fields in the 
application and submit it. 


Output: After completing the processing steps, the service operation: 


1. Sets the SF Payment status to Complete or Cancelled according 
to the user action on the third party processor.  It will set the 
status to Declined if authorization fails.  The SF Payment will be 
deleted and the SF Payment Log will be created to record the 
transaction results. 


2. Creates the General Ledger Transaction records for later 
processing to the General Ledger. 


3. Submits the application if the payment was successfully 
authorized. 


 


Error  Conditions: The following conditions result in a service error: 


 The Hosted Payment Adapter ID is invalid. 


 The Return URL type is invalid (Valid values are S, C or E) 


 The Payment Application is invalid. 


 Required input parameters have not been supplied by user. 


 The transaction does not pass the AAWS adapter validation. 
 


Input Message: SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_REQ 


The following diagram shows the input parameters that the SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT service 


operation receives from an online application: 
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SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_REQ Message Parameters 
 


[[ Bundle 27: Added information about the Hosted Payment Adapter Setting, including page 


example.]] 


Required data that the online application must supply to the service operation: 


 Hosted Payment Adapter ID 


 Return URL Type (Success, Cancelled, Error) 


 Hosted Payment Response Values (Name/Value pairs returned from third party).  These values 
are expected to correspond to the values under the Third Party Parameter Name of Inbound 
Parameter grid of Hosted Payment Adapter Setting.  For example: 
 


 
The following is an example of the SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_REQ message that the 


SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT service operation receives from an online application: 


[[ Bundle 27: The example message has been updated]] 
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      <?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_REQ 


xmlns="http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/services"> 


  <SCC_HPAY_INTG_ID>QA_CS_AAWS_MODEL1A</SCC_HPAY_INTG_ID> 


  <SCC_EPAY_URL_TYPE>S</SCC_EPAY_URL_TYPE> 


  <SCC_HP_RESPONSE_VALUES> 


    <SCC_TP_PARM> 


      <name>session_identifier</name> 


      <value>5c012fb4-43a4-4ffd-be63-a1415ce2b7e4</value> 


    </SCC_TP_PARM> 


    <SCC_TP_PARM> 


      <name>UPAY_SITE_ID</name> 


      <value>12</value> 


    </SCC_TP_PARM> 


    <SCC_TP_PARM> 


      <name>EXT_TRANS_ID</name> 


      <value>SADAAWS_00024863</value> 


    </SCC_TP_PARM> 


    <SCC_TP_PARM> 


      <name>acct_number</name> 


      <value>XXXXXXXXX2222</value> 


    </SCC_TP_PARM> 


    <SCC_TP_PARM> 


      <name>acct_number</name> 


      <value>XXXXXXXXX2222</value> 


    </SCC_TP_PARM> 


  </SCC_HP_RESPONSE_VALUES> 


</SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_REQ> 


 


Output Message: SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_RESP 


When the Integration Broker receives the SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_REQ message, it responds 


with the SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_RESP message. 


The following diagram shows the output parameter that the SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT service 


operation passes to the online application: 
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SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_RESP Message Parameters 
 


The following is an example of the SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_RESP message that the 


SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT service operation transmits to the online application: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_RESP 


xmlns="http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/services"> 


  <SF_PMT_REF_NBR>000000000043</SF_PMT_REF_NBR> 


  <SCC_EPAY_MERCH_REF>00024828</SCC_EPAY_MERCH_REF> 


  <CR_CARD_DIGITS>1111</CR_CARD_DIGITS> 


  <SF_POST_STATUS>S</SF_POST_STATUS> 


  <SF_PAYMENT_STATUS>B</SF_PAYMENT_STATUS> 


  <SSF_PMT_SOURCE_STATUS>S</SSF_PMT_SOURCE_STATUS> 


  <SSF_PMT_MSG>Your payment was successfully processed.</SSF_PMT_MSG> 


  <SSF_APPL_MSG>Your application 00024828 was successfully 


submitted.</SSF_APPL_MSG> 


</SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT_RESP> 


 


Fault Message: SSF_TRANS_FAULT_RESP 


Refer to the SSF_TRANS_FAULT_RESP message example in the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT section. 


Setting Up the Attachments URL 
Use the URL Maintenance page to define the location that AAWS uses to store application attachments. 


To navigate to the URL Maintenance page, select PeopleTools, Utilities, Administration, URLs. 


 In this example, attachments are stored in a FTP Server:  


 


Example of a URL Maintenance page 


Setting Up Hosted Payment 
Application Fees are optionally required during application submission as configured in the Application 


Center Setup page. If fees are required to be paid then a prerequisite is to set up the hosted payment 


adapter and merchant which will facilitate the online payment.  
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Firstly, create a new HTML object in Application Designer. The HTML object is used to store user 


interface specific HTML and JavaScript which will direct the self-service user interface during the payment 


integration flow. Refer to the User Interface Considerations section in this chapter for detailed technical 


information on what this HTML object may need to contain. 


Next, set up a new hosted payment adapter for AAWS pointing to the same application class as the one 


used for PIA Self Service.  This step is required because the HTML definition (created in the first step) is 


attached to the adapter itself. 


Access the Adapter Table page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Adapter Registry). 


 


Hosted Payment Adapter Setup  


Next, attach the new HTML definition to the Hosted Payment Adapter settings. Access the Hosted 


Payment Adapter page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Electronic Payments, Hosted Payment 


Adapter Setting) 
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Hosted Payment Adapter page 


The parameters page should be set up according to your third-party payment provider’s requirements. 


 


Parameters page 


Next, the hosted payment adapter is attached to a Payment Merchant. If you are already using the hosted 


payment framework for Student Financials’ Self Service or Cashiering, you will still need to set up new 


Payment Merchants with a different set of Third Party Merchant IDs.  Your third party will require return 


URLs in order to navigate the user back to the online application.  These return URLs are typically tied to 
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the Third Party Merchant ID defined in the Payment Merchant.   


 


Note that the hosted payment adapters as delivered in Feature Pack 2 (Bundle 16) use the Get Token 


(91) and Authorize Only (92) transactions defined in the Electronic Payment Setup section of the 


Payment Merchant setup.   If you plan to use these adapters as delivered, you will need to set up this 


section in the same manner as defined in the Electronic Payment Integration Developer’s Reference 


Guide.    In addition, you will need to set up the corresponding Integration Broker Related objects for 


these transactions.   Please refer to the Electronic Payment Integration Developer’s Reference Guide for 


more details. 


 


You are required to configure one for each payment method you accept (credit card or electronic check). 


Access the Payment Merchant page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Electronic Payments, Payment 


Merchant). 
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Payment Merchant page 


Finally, payment merchants are attached to SF merchants which are associated with the Admissions 


Application Center.     


Credit transactions (Credit Only – 93 as defined above) can only be generated for transactions posted to 


the student account.  Since payments received through the online admissions application are posted to 


the General Ledger directly, credit transactions are not supported for these application fee payments.   


Access the SF Merchants page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Student Financials, SF 


Merchants). 


 


SF Merchant page 


Note: Convenience fees are not currently supported for online application fee payment. 


Post Installation Troubleshooting Tips   
This section discusses how to: 


 Verify web service security settings. 


 Publish the web services. 


 Refresh the HCM Registry Cache. 


 Verify Campus Solutions SOA framework setup entries. 


 Avoid caching issues. 
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 Resolve Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 trusted sites issue. 


 Resolve Adobe Flex domain security issue. 


Verifying Web Service Security Settings 


The service operations for the SAD_ADMISSIONS, SCC_USERREG, SCC_LOV, 


SSF_EPAYMENT_TRANSACTION, and SCC_SM_SERVICE services are delivered with FULL ACCESS 


to the HCSPSERVICE permission list. 


Note: SCC_SM_SERVICE supports all aspects of the External Search Match feature and was delivered 


as part of Constituent Web Services (CWS). 


To verify whether HCSPSERVICE permission list is assigned to a service operation with FULL ACCESS: 


1. Access the General page (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Service 


Operations, General). 


2. Click the Service Operation Security link to access the Web Service Access page.  


3. On the Web Service Access page, verify whether the permission list has full access. 


Publishing the Web Services 


Use the Provide Web Service page to publish the following web services (PeopleTools, Integration 


Broker, Web services, Provide Web Service): 


 SAD_ADMISSIONS 


 SSF_EPAYMENT_TRANSACTION 


Refreshing the HCM Registry Cache 


A new version (1.1) of the Campus Solutions AddPersonCS service has been delivered.  This may 


require the HCM service registry to be refreshed.   


To refresh the HCM service registry: 


1. Access the HCM Interface Registry page (Set Up HRMS, System Administration, HCM Registry, 


Service Registry). 
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HCM Interface Registry page 


2. Click the Refresh Cache button. 


Verifying Campus Solutions SOA Framework Setup Entries 


During installation, the system automatically inserts configuration data into the Campus Solutions SOA 


Framework setup tables.  


To verify whether the setup entries exist: 


1. Access the Request Handlers component (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Integrations, 


Request Handlers). 


2. For all the SAD_ADMISSIONS web service operations, ensure that the fields on the Request 


Handlers page contain the following values: 


Field Value 


Package Name SCC_OLA 


Path Handlers 


Application Class ID Admissions 


3. For all the SSF_EPAYMENT_TRANSACTION web service operations, ensure that the fields on 


the Request Handlers page contain the following values: 


 


Field Value 


Package Name SSF_EPAYMENT_TRANS 


Path HANDLERS 


Application Class ID Payments 


 


Avoiding Caching Issues 


Your web server or browser may cache old content.  One way to overcome this issue is to enclose the 


online application page content in a HTML wrapper as shown in the following code: 


<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN"> 


<html> 


<head> 


<!-- BEGIN INSERT --><META HTTP-EQUIV="Expires" CONTENT="Mon, 04 Dec 1999 


21:29:02 GMT"><!-- END INSERT --> 


<!-- BEGIN INSERT --><HEAD><META HTTP-EQUIV="PRAGMA" CONTENT="NO-


CACHE"></HEAD><!-- END INSERT --> 


<title>OLA Demo</title> 


</head> 


<body bgcolor=white lang=EN-US link="#3366cc" vlink="#9999cc" style='tab-


interval: 
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.5in' leftmargin=10 RIGHTMARGIN=10 alink="#0000cc"> 


<object width="800" height="500"> 


<param name="movie" value="OLA.swf"> 


<embed src="OLA.swf" width="800" height="500"> 


</embed> 


</object> 


</body> 


</html> 


 


Resolving Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 Trusted Sites Issue 


When using Microsoft Internet Explorer 7, you may need to add your web server URL hostname to 


Microsoft Internet Explorer 7's trusted sites.  If you do not add the URL to the trusted sites, you will 


receive a security error that starts like: Error in line 1 char 2. This is a rather cryptic error, but adding your 


web server host to the trusted sites setup in your browser will correct this issue. 


Resolving Adobe Flex Domain Security Issue 


This issue is applicable if you are using Adobe Flex to develop an online application. 


If the user loads this online application from a particular domain, the online application cannot retrieve 


data from another domain. To avoid this issue, you can create a crossdomain.xml file that allows your 


online application to load content from other domains. Refer to the Adobe Flash or Adobe Flex website for 


more information on the crossdomain.xml file. 


Setting Up Logging 


This is an optional setup. 


Use the Logging page to enable and configure the logging feature (Set Up SACR, System Administration, 


Integrations, Logging). 


 


Logging page 


Note: You should not enable logging in a production environment. SOA framework logging is only 


appropriate for a testing, demo or development environment or when performing critical troubleshooting 


activities. 
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User Interface Considerations 
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to cover the best practices for user interface design and an effective 


online application user experience. However, this section discusses some key considerations for 


designing and creating a user interface that interacts with AAWS.  


Note that in addition to user interfaces interacting with AAWS, a third party admission application can also 


interact with AAWS by transmitting the completed application data to AAWS for further processing. 


Start: Unregistered User 


Essentially all applicant users start in this state. 


New User Registration 


The user interface could use the SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT service operation. NUR is a delivered 


CTM transaction. 


Logon (Authentication) 


The user interface could use the delivered SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE service operation. 


Get Application Summary 


Once the user has been authenticated, it is likely that the user would then expect to see some form of 


online application launch page. It is also likely that returning users would expect to view or update any 


applications they have saved or submitted previously. To implement this kind of scenario, the online 


application user interface can request from AAWS the application summary information for the logged in 


user and then display this information on the launch page.  


For first time users, the online application does not display saved or submitted application information. 


For these users, the online application can display options for creating a new application or for logging 


out. 


A typical self-service, online-application user interface might perform the following actions: 


 Formulate a request message. 


 Submit the request message to the SAD_GETAPPLS service operation. 


 Receive the application summary response message from AAWS. 


 Based on the application status, present each application to the user in a grid style format for 


subsequent actions.  


 Typically, applications which are in a Submitted status are not eligible for update and a user 


interface would need to enforce this rule depending on the institution's requirements. 


Create Application 


From the online application launch page, a user may choose to start the application process by creating a 


new application. 
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A typical self-service, online-application user interface might perform the following actions: 


 Present an Apply hyperlink that the user can click to initiate the application process. 


 Present an initial Academic Learning Area page where the user can choose a field of study. For 


example, on this page the user supplies the required values to the SAD_CREATEAPPL service 


operation. The required values that the user enters might include academic program, plan, and 


sub plan. 


 Formulate a request message. 


 Submit the request message to the SAD_CREATEAPPL service operation. 


 Receive one or more admission application templates with default values from AAWS. 


 Present the one or more applications with the default values to the user through one or more user 


interface pages. 


 Allow the user to enter in all required application details. 


Get Fee Configuration 


Collecting application fees, while optional, is likely a common scenario that needs to be supported by the 


user interface. At some point after application creation (where the application center assigned to the 


application will be known to the user interface) but prior to application submission (when fees may be 


payable) the user interface needs to obtain the application fee configuration options. The fee options 


dictate what fee payment preferences should be presented to the self service applicant by the user 


interface. Options related to fee payment include whether: 


 An application fee is required 


 The applicant is given the option to Pay Later. 


 The applicant can be given the option to request a Waiver for the fee. 


Based on which fee options are configured, the user interface needs to react appropriately and present 


the applicant with only the valid options. This will in some cases alter the user interface page flow 


presented to the applicant. 


A typical self-service, online-application user interface might perform the following actions: 


 Collect the Academic Learning Area preferences that the applicant enters during the Create 


Application step. For example, the applicants are required to enter the academic career and 


program for which they wish to create an application. 


 Use the preferences to create a request message for the SCC_LOV service, the request must 


include a look up of: 


1. The SAD_LISTVAL_VW record to retrieve the application fee options. 


2. The SSF_ADM_TND_VW record to retrieve the tendering options. 
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 Submit the request message to the SCC_LOV service. 


 Receive the application fee configuration options. 


 Act on the application fee configuration options in the following way: 


o If the Pay Later option is activated, then present the applicant with the choice to pay later 


(the applicant's choice is then used in the subsequent Submit Application step). 


o Store all the application fee and tendering configuration options in user interface storage 


for use in the subsequent Present Fee Options step. 


Update Application 


The online application's launch page may show applications that the user has previously saved or 


submitted. The user may wish to submit a previously saved application. 


A typical self-service, online-application user interface might perform the following actions: 


 Present an Update hyperlink that the user can click to initiate the application update process. 


 Formulate a request message. 


 Submit the request message to the SAD_GETAPPL service operation. 


 Receive an in-process or draft application from AAWS. 


 Present the application to the user through one or more user interface pages. 


 Allow the user to modify or enter the application details. 


Edit Application 


This activity represents the user completing details on one or more pages in the online application. This 


activity mostly involves the user interface presenting the page flow and collecting data from the user. If 


your institution has implemented attachments, then the returning user may wish to view any existing 


attachments associated with an application. 


When the user edits the application data, the online application user interface may present dynamically 


generated prompts and dropdown list boxes. The online application may need to populate the values for 


these prompts and list boxes through calls to the SCC_GET_LOV service operation. Dynamic prompting 


occurs in situations where the system uses the user input to display the user interface dynamically. An 


example of dynamic prompting is when the user selects an undergraduate career; the Program field on 


the online application displays only undergraduate programs for the user to select. 


A typical self-service, online-application user interface might perform the following actions: 


 Present a series of pages for the user to interact with. 


 Optionally, formulate a dynamic List-Of-Values request message. 


 Submit the request message to the SCC_GET_LOV service operation. 
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 Present the List-Of-Value results in the online application page fields. 


 Optionally, formulate an attachment request message. 


 Submit the request message to the SAD_GET_ATTACH service operation. 


 Decode the response from AAWS and present the binary content of the attachment in a suitable 


viewer. 


Save Application 


When the user is creating or updating an application, he or she may want to pause and save the 


application for later modification or submission. The saved application is an in-process or draft application 


and AAWS places this draft application in a staging area. Subsequently, the user may submit this 


application or the system administrator may delete this application.  


 A typical self-service, online-application user interface might perform the following actions: 


 Present a Save For Later hyperlink on any page in the page sequence. Generally, any page after 


the user starts creating the application may display this link. The user clicks this link to save the 


application.  


 Prompt the user that the application is saved and the academic institution might use the applicant 


information for marketing purposes (if prospect creation is configured to occur on save). 


  Formulate a request message. 


 Submit the request message to the SAD_SAVEAPPL service operation. 


 Receive and process the response from AAWS: 


o On a Success response there are various options: 


1. Present the user with a confirmation page. The confirmation page confirms that 


the application has been saved.  


2. Take the user back to the Get Application Summary page. 


3. Log out the user from the online application. 


o On an Error response: 


1. Based on the error codes that AAWS returns, position the user at an appropriate 


page of the user interface to allow data correction. 


2. Present validation error messages to the user. 


3. Present system error messages to the user. 
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Submit Application 


After a user completes the application, the user interface should present a Submit Application option. 


Also, at submission time, the interface can present any number of disclaimer pages to the user. 


Generally, after a user submits the application, the user cannot update the application and the user 


interface would need to enforce this rule using the application status value. The user interface can 


retrieve this value using the SAD_GETAPPLS service operation.  


 A typical self-service, online-application user interface might perform the following actions: 


 Present a Submit button on the final online application page. 


 Prompt the user with any required disclaimers. 


  Formulate a request message. Note that if a fee is due and the applicant has opted to Pay Later 


during the Get Fee Configuration step, then this intent must be indicated in the request message. 


 Submit the request message to the SAD_SUBMITAPPL service operation. 


 Receive and process a response from AAWS. There are three alternative responses that the user 


interface needs to cater for: 


o A Success response and fee payment is not required: 


1. Present the user with a confirmation page. The confirmation page confirms that 


the application has been submitted. 


2. Take the user back to the Get Application Summary page. 


3. Log out the user from the online application. 


o A Success response and fee payment is required: 


1. Extract the fee amount and currency code from the response. 


2. Proceed to the Present Fee Options page. 


o An Error response: 


1. Based on the error codes that AAWS returns, position the user at an appropriate 


page of the user interface to allow data correction. 


2. Present validation error messages to the user. 


3. Present system error messages to the user. 


 


Present Fee Options 


If the Get Fee Configuration step determines that there is a fee payable at submission time, then this 


page flow must be presented to the applicant. Fees are calculated by Student Financials according to the 


Fee Code attached to the application center.  This page flow needs to present the applicant with his or 
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her payment options based on the values returned in the earlier Get Fee Configuration step. The options 


here will include the ability to specify the tender category (for example, CC and check) and optionally the 


ability to request a waiver if that is allowed.  Partial payments are not allowed.  Therefore, the self service 


online application must not allow the applicant to change amount presented for payment. 


A typical self-service, online-application user interface might perform the following actions: 


 Present a page showing the: 


1. Amount payable. 


2. Currency code of the fee amount. 


3. Optionally, the ability to request a waiver. 


4. Optionally, the ability to specify a Waiver Basis code to be associated with the waiver 


request. 


5. Optionally, the ability for the applicant to attach one or more attachments to be used as 


supporting documentation for the waiver request. 


 Formulate a request message based on the choice of the applicant: 


1. If the applicant requests a waiver then: 


 Add waiver details to the request. 


 Submit the request to the SAD_SUBMITAPPL service operation. 


 Process the response as in the Submit Application flow. 


2. If the applicant chooses to proceed with payment: 


 Submit the request message to the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT web service 


operation. 


 Receive and process the response from the payment service operation. 


 The response may be either a HTTP redirect or a HTML string (this is determined 


by the hosted payment configuration). 


 In the case of a redirect, the user interface needs to respect the HTTP redirect 


and it will also need to store state of the current logged on userid/password in 


persistent client storage (for example, a database table).  


[[ Bundle 27: Removed “cookie” from “for example” in previous sentence.]] 


 In the case of a HTML string response, the user interface can handle this in a 


number of ways. Some examples are: 


 Spawn a new child window to display the HTML string response. 
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 Incorporate the HTML response into a parent window frame. 


3. The response style is configurable and customizable by use of dynamic HTML. There is 


sufficient flexibility for the user interface to initiate the Payment Processing flow in either a 


new or an existing browser window. The decision will hinge entirely on the desired user 


experience and the technical capabilities of the user interface technology being 


employed. 


 The end result of this activity is that the user will be presented with a browser page provided by 


the third party hosted payment processor from where the applicant can proceed with payment as 


given in the Payment Processing flow. 


Payment Processing 


At this point the applicant has indicated that they wish to proceed with payment of a fee and they will have 


been presented with a browser window which contains a HTML page provided by the third party hosted 


payment provider (for example, the applicant will have been redirected to the third party site). 


The applicant would then proceed to enter payment options and submit or cancel the payment. The third 


party provider would then redirect the applicant’s browser to one of the three configured URLs: 


 CANCEL – the URL destination for when the applicant cancels the payment 


 SUCCESS – the URL destination for when the payment is completed successfully 


 FAIL - the URL destination for when the payment is not completed successfully 


In the event of a successful payment, then one final step needs to occur in order to complete the payment 


cycle.  The Complete ePayment web service needs to be invoked to finalize the payment and submit the 


application.  The self service online application user interface should display the appropriate message to 


the applicant based on the Complete ePayment (SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT) response message. 


A typical self-service, online-application user interface might perform the following actions: 


 Formulate a request message 


 Submit the request to the SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT web service 


 Present a page to notify the applicant of successful payment 


 Optionally transfer the applicant back to the Online Application home page and initiate the Get 


Application Summary flow to show the latest status. 


Error Handling 


When the system validates the data during save and submit, if validation errors occur, the error handling 


feature returns a list of textual descriptions of those errors along with error IDs and the field names 


related to the errors. As much information as possible is returned to the user interface to present the 


errors to the user and allow correction of the errors.   


The user interface must perform the following steps to use the error handling feature: 
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 The user interface must populate a unique ID into the tag called SCC_ENTITY_INST_ID in the 


request xml for each entity.  In the event of error during data validation, error handling returns to 


the user interface the unique ID (that is obtained from the request message) and the field name 


related to the error along with the error message text. 


 The user interface can use this unique error ID, the field name, and the error message to know 


what fields on what pages are in error. This allows the user interface to highlight the fields with 


errors and allows the user to correct the data.  


The unique ID is optional in the request schema. Therefore, institutions should populate the unique ID 


only if they want to uptake the error handling feature. 


Institutions are free to populate the SCC_ENTITY_INST_ID in any format they please, but it is 


recommended that they use the official Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) format, 36 character ISO 


standard.  


Logoff 


An option to leave the online application could potentially be provided from any page in the online 


application. Clicking the Logout hyperlink is a signal from the users that they intend to leave the system 


and that any sensitive information managed by the user interface should now be cleared. 


A typical self-service, online application user interface might perform the following actions: 


 Present a Logout hyperlink that the user can click to log out of the online application. 


 Clear the username and password combination from the local user interface temporary storage 


area. 


 Present the user with a logged off confirmation page. 


Building the Hosted Payment HTML object 


For more information about the hosted payment feature, refer to the Electronic Payment Integration 


Developers Reference Guide. This guide is available on My Oracle Support for PeopleSoft Enterprise 


Campus Solutions 9.0 Feature Pack 2. 


The HTML object is provided as a flexible means to allow a diverse range of user interface technologies 


to interact with the hosted payment feature. The concept is that the HTML object can be constructed 


using dynamic HTML. The HTML object can then be presented in a browser window to allow seamless 


flow between the admissions online application and the third party payment provider. In theory there 


should be no page flow or user experience which cannot be achieved using a JavaScript based HTML 


object. Note that the HTML object is not limited to JavaScript and can contain any proprietary client side 


scripting language as is dictated by the user interface technology in use by the institution.  


As a simple example the following HTML object could be used to auto-redirect the applicant’s browser to 


a third party payment provider: 


<BODY onload="submitForm()"> 


 <form name=”myform” action="https://someserver/upay/web/index.jsp" 


method="post"> 



https://someserver/upay/web/index.jsp
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<input type="hidden" name="UPAY_SITE_ID" value="3"> 


<input type="hidden" name="TICKET" value="12345"> 


<input type="hidden" name="TICKET_NAME" value="12345"> 


</form> 


<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">function submitForm() 


{document.myform.submit();} 


</SCRIPT> 


</BODY> 
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AAWS Web Services Description Language  
During setup, the system generates the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) for 


SAD_ADMISSIONS. 


The following diagram lists the SAD_ADMISSIONS web service operations and their messages. The 


diagram also shows an example of a location from where an online application can access the 


SAD_ADMISSIONS web service. 


 


Graphical Representation for SAD_ADMISSIONS WSDL 
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Sample Code for an Online Application 
The following example shows how an online application uses ADF to call the SAD_SAVEAPPL 


service operation: 


1. Create the web service proxy using the WSDL URL. It will generate the proxy code (methods) to 


invoke the service operations. 


Sample code of generated proxy: 


@WebServiceClient(wsdlLocation="http://<hostname>/PSIGW/PeopleSoftServiceListeningC


onnector/SAD_ADMISSIONS.1.wsdl", 


targetNamespace="http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/services/SAD_ADMISSIONS.1", 


  name="SAD_ADMISSIONS") 


public class SAD_ADMISSIONS 


  extends Service 


{  private static URL wsdlLocationURL; 


  private static Logger logger; 


  static 


  {  try    {      logger = Logger.getLogger("sadAdmissions.SAD_ADMISSIONS"); 


           URL baseUrl = SAD_ADMISSIONS.class.getResource("."); 


           if (baseUrl == null)  { 


        wsdlLocationURL =         


SAD_ADMISSIONS.class.getResource("http://<hostname>/PSIGW/PeopleSoftServiceListenin


gConnector/SAD_ADMISSIONS.1.wsdl"); 


        if (wsdlLocationURL == null)   { 


          baseUrl = new File(".").toURL(); 


          wsdlLocationURL = 


              new URL(baseUrl, 


"http://<hostname>/PSIGW/PeopleSoftServiceListeningConnector/SAD_ADMISSIONS.1.wsdl"


); 


        } 


      }     else      { 


                if (!baseUrl.getPath().endsWith("/")) { 


         baseUrl = new URL(baseUrl, baseUrl.getPath() + "/"); 


}                wsdlLocationURL = 


            new URL(baseUrl, 


"http://<hostname>/PSIGW/PeopleSoftServiceListeningConnector/SAD_ADMISSIONS.1.wsdl"


); 


      } 


    }    catch (MalformedURLException e) 


    {      logger.log(Level.ALL, 


          "Failed to create wsdlLocationURL using 


http://<hostname>/PSIGW/PeopleSoftServiceListeningConnector/SAD_ADMISSIONS.1.wsdl", 


          e); 


    } 


  } 


//... 


//... 


//... 


  @WebEndpoint(name="SAD_ADMISSIONS_Port") 


  public SAD_ADMISSIONS_PortType getSAD_ADMISSIONS_Port() 


  {    return (SAD_ADMISSIONS_PortType) super.getPort(new 


QName("http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/services/SAD_ADMISSIONS.1", 


                                                             


"SAD_ADMISSIONS_Port"), 


                                                   SAD_ADMISSIONS_PortType.class); 


  } 
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//... 


} 


 


  @WebMethod(operationName="SAD_SAVEAPPL", action="SAD_SAVEAPPL.v1") 


  @SOAPBinding(parameterStyle=ParameterStyle.BARE) 


  @Action(input="SAD_SAVEAPPL.v1", fault = 


      { 


@FaultAction(value="http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/services/SAD_ADMISSIONS.


1/SAD_ADMISSIONS_PortType/SAD_SAVEAPPL/Fault/SAD_FAULT_RESP.V1", 


          className=sadAdmissions.SAD_FAULT_RESPV1.class) }, 


output="http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/services/SAD_ADMISSIONS.1/SAD_ADMISS


IONS_PortType/SAD_SAVEAPPL_RESP.V1") 


  @WebResult(targetNamespace="http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/services", 


    partName="parameter", name="SAD_SAVEAPPL_RESP") 


  public SADSAVEAPPLRESP 


sadSAVEAPPL(@WebParam(targetNamespace="http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/servi


ces", 


      partName="parameter", name="SAD_SAVEAPPL_REQ") 


    SADSAVEAPPLREQ parameter) 


    throws sadAdmissions.SAD_FAULT_RESPV1; 


 


2. Use the proxy methods to invoke the service operation: 


//Create the Application request 


        SADSAVEAPPLREQ reqSaveAppl = new SADSAVEAPPLREQ(); 


        //Construct the Application request by setter methods created by web 


service proxy 


 


        //Create the Application response 


        SADSAVEAPPLRESP respSaveAppl = new SADSAVEAPPLRESP(); 


 


        try { 


            SecurityPolicyFeature[] securityFeatures = 


                            new SecurityPolicyFeature[] { new 


SecurityPolicyFeature("oracle/wss_username_token_client_policy") }; 


            sAD_ADMISSIONS = new SAD_ADMISSIONS(); 


            SAD_ADMISSIONS_PortType sAD_ADMISSIONS_PortType = 


sAD_ADMISSIONS.getSAD_ADMISSIONS_Port(securityFeatures); 


 


            Map<String, Object> requestContext = ((BindingProvider) 


sAD_ADMISSIONS_PortType).getRequestContext(); 


            


SAD_ADMISSIONS_PortClient.setPortCredentialProviderList(requestContext); 


            // Add WS-Security header username & password if we currently 


authenticated (logged on) 


            requestContext.put(BindingProvider.USERNAME_PROPERTY, username); 


            requestContext.put(BindingProvider.PASSWORD_PROPERTY, password); 


 


            // invoke the sadSAVEAPPL method created by we service proxy 


            respSaveAppl = sAD_ADMISSIONS_PortType.sadSAVEAPPL(reqSaveAppl); 


 


            // pass the response (respSaveAppl) to the response handler 


 


        } 


        catch (SOAPFaultException sfe) { 


            //handle SOAP Fault 


        } 


        catch (Exception e) { 


            //handle any other exception 


        } 








CHAPTER 1


(GBR) Managing PBI Data Exchange


Bundle 27
The chapter has been updated for the PBI Upload File changes for 2013.


This chapter provides an overview of PBI data exchange and discusses how to:


• Prepare for PBI data exchange.
• Create and maintain CAS Details records.
• Update multiple CAS records.
• Generate an XML file to send to SMS.
• Import CAS details from SMS.
• Generate PBI communications.


See Also
[PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook](GBR) PBI Field Derivation


Understanding PBI Data Exchange
Campus Solutions provides the following processing capabilities to support institutions with the Tier 4 student
visa requirements of the United Kingdom Borders Agency (UKBA):


• The collection of the data from overseas applicants and continuing students to allow CAS requests to be
submitted in bulk to the UKBA via the Sponsor Management System (SMS).


• The creation of XML files to transfer to SMS using Bulk Upload to request one or more CAS numbers.
• The import of CAS details from XML files created by SMS using Bulk Export after the UKBA has


assigned CAS numbers.
• The generation of communications to notify an applicant or student of their assigned CAS number.
• The creation of XML files to transfer to SMS using Bulk Update in cases where the amount of fees paid by


the applicant or student has changed after the CAS number has been assigned.
• The generation of communications to notify an applicant or student of the changed fee details.
• The creation of XML files to transfer to SMS using Bulk Report to report on applicants or students who


have not enrolled or are not in attendance at your institution.


The following is an overview of how CAS requests are processed:


1. The institution creates CAS Details records in Campus Solutions for overseas applicants that require a
student visa or for continuing students that require an extension to an existing visa. The CAS Details
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record can be created at the point the application is received or the institution may wish to wait until the
applicant has accepted an offer of admission before creating the record.


2. The institution requests the Confirmation of Acceptance of Studies (CAS) number for the applicant or
student either by submitting a bulk upload XML file created from Campus Solutions to SMS or by
submitting an individual request for an applicant or student directly to the UKBA portal.


3. SMS processes each record and, if the processing is successful, assigns a CAS number and status
(Assigned) to each record. The institution can use Campus Solutions to import these updates, which
contain the CAS number, from a bulk export XML file generated from SMS.


4. The institution is responsible for passing the CAS number on to the applicant or student.
5. The applicant or student can then use the CAS number to apply for his or her student visa.
6. The institution can modify existing CAS records in SMS (for example, when students pay the tuition fees


and you want to modify the CAS records for these students in SMS). To update the CAS records the
institution can use Campus Solutions to create a Bulk Update XML file and submit the file to SMS.


7. When the applicant or student submits the visa application, UKBA updates the CAS status in SMS to
Used. The institution can view the updated CAS record by signing into SMS or by using Campus Solutions
to import the updated records from a bulk export XML file generated from SMS.


8. The institution can use Campus Solutions to fulfill their reporting duties for applicant or student who have
failed to enroll or are not in attendance. The institution can use Campus Solutions to create a Bulk Report
XML file that contains data of students who have used a CAS number supplied by the institution but
have not registered or enrolled.


Note. The academic institution and SMS exchanges the applicant and student data in XML format. Review the
Bulk Data Transfer Toolkit available from the UKBA website. This toolkit provides details on the XML files
such as the XML schema, examples of export and import XML files, and validation rules.


See The UK Border Agency website


The CAS Maintenance component and the CAS Record Update process are used to create and manage
CAS Details records and prepare records for inclusion a Bulk Upload file to request CAS numbers from the
UKBA. An optional verification step can be built into the process to allow the request details to be reviewed
before the request is sent.


The following diagram illustrates the process for creating and maintaining CAS Details records.
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Creating and Maintaining a CAS Details Record


Once records are ready to be sent to the UKBA the Create Extract process, the Upload Extract Data component
and the Create and Validate XML processes are used to create and review upload records and to generate the
XML file for transfer to SMS.


The following diagram illustrates the process for creating and sending the Bulk Upload XML file to SMS.
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Creating and Sending the Bulk Upload XML file to SMS


After you submit the CAS number requests to SMS the UKBA assigns a CAS number to the applicant or
student. You can generate a Bulk Export XML file from SMS and import the details using the Import CAS
Details process.


Download the XML file and load the XML data into Campus Solutions using the import process. The process
will update the CAS Number and CAS Status details for matched. Unmatched records can be reviewed using
the CAS Staging Data component, match details added and the records re-processed.


You can also import subsequent CAS status changes from SMS when the UKBA update the status to one of the
post-assigned values: Used (when the applicant has used the CAS number to apply for a visa), Cancelled,
Expired, Obsolete and Withdrawn.


The following diagram illustrates the process for importing CAS Details:
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Importing CAS Details


Once the CAS number has been assigned any changes to the fees paid fields need to be reported to the UKBA
via the Bulk Update file. When any of the fees paid fields is updated for CAS records that have a CAS number,
the system automatically sets the Update Status to the status defined for Update Required. The Create Extract
process can then be run to select these records for inclusion in the Bulk Update XML file. You can choose to
follow an optional verification step before setting the Update Status to Update Ready.


While the CAS status is Assigned a CAS record can be included in multiple Bulk Updates as the fees paid
values change over time. Once the CAS Status is updated to one of the post-assigned values then further
updates for the fees paid fields are not required.


The following diagram illustrates the process for preparing CAS records for inclusion in the Bulk Update
XML file.
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Preparing CAS Records for the Bulk Update XML file


The following diagram illustrates the process for creating the Bulk Update XML file.
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Creating the Bulk Update XML File


CAS records need to be submitted to SMS in the Bulk Report file if the applicant or student has used the CAS
number in their visa application but is not attending your institution. You can set the Report Status to indicate
the applicant or student is not attending. Once you have set this status, the Create Extract Data process can be
used to select record for inclusion in the Bulk Report XML file.


The following diagram illustrates the process for preparing records for inclusion in the Bulk Report XML file:
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Preparing CAS Records for the Bulk Report XML file


The following diagram illustrates the process for creating the Bulk Report XML file.
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Creating the Bulk Report XML File


Preparing for PBI Data Exchange
Before you start importing and exporting SMS data, you must set up Campus Solutions as follows:


• Enable the PBI functionality for all institutions or for a specific institution.
• Set up a PBI configuration record.
• Set up CAS statuses.
• Define the UKBA Sponsor License Number for partner institutions.
• Enter the PBI data for academic programs.
• Enter the PBI data for academic plans.
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• Set up PBI Communications


Defining field values at the configuration level
You can define default values for fields in the Upload extract on the PBI Configuration page if you do not want
to specify field values separately at the program and plan levels or at the individual CAS record level.


Defining field values at the academic program and plan levels
For a particular academic program or plan, the value that your institution wants to include in the Upload or
Update extract for one or more fields may be the same for all the applicants or students for that academic
program or plan. Use the Academic Program and Academic Plan PBI Data pages to define field values at
program and plan level respectively, rather than using the CAS Maintenance component to enter field values
for each individual applicant or student.


If the same value applies to all academic plans associated with an academic program the value can be defined
at academic program level only. The defined values are used to default the values for the corresponding
fields when a new CAS Details record is created.


Defining field values at the CAS record level
You can choose to enter or update field values at the applicant or student level using the CAS Maintenance
component.


See "Creating and Maintaining CAS Details" section in this chapter.


Note
For most fields the extract process will first look at the CAS Details record to derive a field value. In most
cases if a default value has been defined at Academic Plan, Academic Program or Configuration level then the
field will be automatically populated in the CAS Details record when it is created. For some fields if a value
has not been defined at that CAS Details level, then the process will look at the Academic Plan level. If a value
has not been defined at the Academic Plan level, then it looks at the Academic Program level. If a value has
not been defined at Academic Program level, finally it derives the field value from the Configuration level.
Refer to the "(GBR) PBI Field Derivation" appendix for information about the derivation of individual fields.
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Pages Used to Prepare for PBI Data Exchange
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


SA Features SCC_INSTALL_SA2 Set Up SACR, Install,
Student Admin Installation,
SA Features


Enable the PBI pages and
links in Campus Solutions.


Academic Institution 6 SSR_INST_FEATURES Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table,
Academic Institution 6


Enable the PBI pages and
links in Campus Solutions
for a specific institution.


PBI Configuration SAD_PB_CONFIG Student Admissions,
PBI Processing, PBI
Configuration


Create a PBI configuration
record. Enter the sponsor
license numbers of your
institution and campuses.
Also, specify field and
course date defaults, and
applicant and student
communication details.


Statuses SAD_PB_CONFIG1 Student Admissions,
PBI Processing, PBI
Configuration, Statuses


Define the various
processing statuses for CAS
records.


Regional SAD_UC_SCHOOL_SBP Campus Community,
Organization,
Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization
Table, Regional


Define the UKBA Sponsor
License Number for an
external organization being
reported to UKBA as a
Partner Institution.


Academic Program PBI Data SAD_PB_PROG Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table,
PBI Data


Specify field values at
program level.


Academic Plan PBI Data SAD_PB_PLAN Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Plan Table,
PBI Data


Specify field values at
plan level.


Enabling the UK Fields for All Institutions
Access the SA Features page (Set Up SACR, Install, Student Admin Installation, SA Features).
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SA Features page


Select the PBI check box to enable PBI pages, fields, and links fields in Campus Solutions.


Enabling the UK Fields for a Specific Institution
Access the Academic Institution 6 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Institution Table, Academic Institution 6).
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Academic Institution 6 page


Select the PBI check box to enable PBI pages, fields, and links in Campus Solutions for a specific institution.


Setting Up a PBI Configuration Record
Access the PBI Configuration page (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, Configuration).
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PBI Configuration page


Enable Sub-Plan Reporting Select the check box for Sub-Plans to be considered in the derivation of
Course Title in the Upload extract.


Sponsor License Number Enter your institution’s license number. The value is used to derive the
corresponding field in the Upload extract.


Use the Tier ID, Category and Schema ID fields to specify the values that are used to derive the corresponding
fields in the Upload extract.


Main Site of Study Enter the Location if the same Main Site details are reported in the Upload
extract for all CAS records for your institution. The value is displayed as the
default Main Site on the CAS Details page. The value is used in the derivation
of the Main Site address fields in the Upload extract if no Reported Site is
defined in the individual CAS Details record.


Field Defaults
Use this region to specify default field values for new CAS records. The system uses a Field Defaults value as
a default value in a new CAS Details record only if the value is not defined at the program or plan level.


Admit Term Defaults
For each term, define the values that are used to populate the fees and course date fields in new CAS records
if no values are defined at plan or program level. The Latest Acceptance Date should be on or after the
Course Start Date.
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Communication Details
Campus Community’s Communication Generation process uses the event IDs, you set up on this region, to
notify the CAS number or fee update details to the applicant or student.


Notification Type Indicate whether you want to notify CAS Number or Fee Update.


Record Type Indicate whether you want to notify the applicant or student.


Event ID Select the event ID that you want the system to assign the applicant or student.
You can select only event IDs defined for the CASN administrative function in
Campus Community. The CASN function captures Academic Career, Career
Number and CAS Number as variable data. Refer to the section "Setting Up
PBI Communications" for information about the event ID setups.


The system assigns an event ID for CAS Number notification type to a person when the Import CAS Details
process loads the CAS number from the inbound XML file for the first time. Refer to the section "Importing
CAS Details" for more information about how the process assigns event IDs for CAS Number notification.


The system assigns an event ID for Fee Update notification type when the Create Extract process creates
the update extract data.


You can create one or more communication records using the Communication Generation process to notify the
CAS number or fee update details to the applicant or student.


Campus Details
Use this region to specify Sponsor Licence Numbers for individual Campuses if your institution has a different
licence number for a particular campus. The value is used to derive the corresponding field in the Upload
extract based on the Campus value of the applicant or student in place of the value defined for your institution.
If no value is defined the value defined for the institution is used.


Setting up CAS Statuses
Access the Statuses page (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, PBI Configuration, Statuses).


Statuses page
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Apply Academic Org
Security (apply academic
organization security)


Select to have the Create Extract process choose only that CAS record for
which the user ID has access to at least one academic organization.
Clear this check box if you want the process to choose a CAS record regardless
of whether the user ID has access to the related academic organization.
Refer to the following "Applying Academic Organization Security to the
Create Extract Process" topic in this section for more information about
this setup.


New CAS Record Choose an Upload status value that the system assigns to new CAS records. If
you do not choose a value, the system assigns a blank Upload status.


Upload Ready Choose an Upload status value. The Create Extract Data process uses this
value to select CAS records for inclusion in the Upload extract.


Upload Complete Choose an Upload status value. The Create Extract Data process uses this
value to create a new effective dated record to indicate that a CAS record has
been included in the Upload extract.


Update Required Choose an Update status value that the system assigns to CAS records where
the CAS number has been imported and a subsequent change is made to
one of the fees paid fields.


Update Ready Choose an Update status value. The Create Extract Data process uses this
value to select records for inclusion in the Update extract.


Update Complete Choose an Update status value. The Create Extract Data process uses this
value to create a new effective dated record to indicate that a CAS record has
been included in the Update extract.


Report Ready Choose a Report status value. The user uses this value to indicate that a record
is ready to be included in the Report extract. The Create Extract Data process
uses this value to select records for inclusion in the Report extract.


Report Complete Choose a Report status value. The Create Extract Data process uses this value
to create a new effective dated record to indicate that a CAS record has
been included in the Report extract.


Statuses are delivered as translate values for Upload (SAD_PB_UPLOAD), Update (SAD_PB_UPDATE) and
Report (SAD_PB_REPORT). You can amend or add to the translate values as required.


If additional verification steps are required before a CAS record is ready for inclusion in the Upload extract,
additional interim statuses can be defined and used to manage individual CAS records. Additional statuses can
be defined and used to prevent CAS records from being included in the Upload extract if required.


If a verification step is required between one of the fees paid values being updated and the record being
included in the Update extract, different status values can be defined for Update Required and Update Ready.
If no verification step is required the same status value for Update Ready can be used for both fields.


Note. To allow records to be retrieved using the single Processing Status search field in the CAS Maintenance
component it is recommended that distinct status values are defined for Upload, Update and Extract.


The following is a scenario on how the statuses work where there are verification steps before a CAS record is
included in an extract:


1. Use PeopleTools to create additional status values required. For example: new Upload Statuses of Upload
Exclude and Upload Pending and a new Update Status of Update Pending.
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2. Use the Statuses page to define the required values.
3. Use the CAS Maintenance component to create CAS records. The Upload Status is automatically set


to New when you create the records.
4. Use the CAS Record Update process or CAS Details page to set the Upload Status to Upload Exclude for


records that should be excluded from the Upload extract. For example, for a second CAS record for an
applicant where the previous CAS record has already been sent and a CAS number requested.


5. Use the CAS Record Update process or CAS Details page to set the Upload Status to Upload Pending for
records where all the details have been entered and the record needs to be verified before it is included
in an Upload extract.


6. Use the CAS Record Update process or CAS Details page to change the Upload Status from Upload
Pending to Upload Ready for records that have been verified and are ready to be included in an Upload
extract.


7. Run the Create Extract Data process with the Create Upload option selected. The process picks up only
those records that have an Upload Status of Upload Ready.


8. After including the record data in the extract, the Create Extract Data process sets the Upload Status to
Upload Complete and saves the Upload File ID to each CAS record included.


9. After importing the CAS number, when you update the fees paid details on the CAS Details page, the
system automatically sets the Update Status to Update Required.


10. Use the CAS Record Update process or CAS Details page to set the Update Status to Update Pending for
records where the fees paid changes need to be verified before the record is included in an Update extract.


11. Use the CAS Record Update process or CAS Details page to change the Update Status from Update
Pending to Update Ready for records that have been verified and are ready to be included in an Update
extract.


12. Run the Create Extract Data process with the Create Update option selected. The process picks up records
that have an Update Status of Update Ready.


13. After including the record data in the extract, the Create Extract Data process sets the update status
to Update Complete.


14. Use the CAS Record Update process or CAS Details page to set the Report Status to Report Ready for
the CAS records where the CAS number has been used and the applicant or student has not enrolled at
your institution.


15. Run the Create Extract Data process with the Create Report option selected. The process picks up only
those records that have a Report Status of Report Ready.


16. After including the record data in the extract, the Create Extract Data process sets the status to Report
Complete.


Applying Academic Organization Security to the Create Extract Process
These are the high-level steps to set up academic organization security for the Create Extract process:


1. Select the Apply Academic Org Security on the Statuses page.
2. Use the Academic Org Security page to grant or restrict access to academic organizations (Set Up SACR,


Security, Secure Student Administration, User ID, Academic Org Security, Academic Org Security).
Only those academic organizations defined using the Tree Manager are available for selection on the
Academic Org Security page.


See PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook, Designing Your Academic
Structure, Defining Academic Organizations
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See PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook, Securing Your Academic
Institution, Securing Academic Organizations


3. Use the Taxonomy/Campus page to link academic programs to academic organizations (Set Up SACR,
Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Program Table, Taxonomy/Campus).
If you are not linking programs, link plans as described in the next step.


4. Use the Owner page to link academic plans to academic organizations (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables,
Academic Structure, Academic Plan Table, Owner).
If you are not linking plans, link programs as described in the previous step.


The Create Extract process performs the following steps if you select the Applying Academic Organization
Security check box on the Statuses page:


Step 1: Select the program and plan for the CAS record


For a CAS record with type = applicant:


• Select the academic program from the latest effective dated Campus Solutions admission application
record (the CAS Details page displays this record).


• Select the reported plan from the CAS Details record or if the reported plan does not exist, then select
the plan that starts with the lowest alphabet from the latest effective dated Campus Solutions admission
application record. For example, suppose if the reported plan does not exist and there are two plans:
Biology and Zoology. Then, select Biology.


For a CAS record with type = student:


• Select the academic program from the latest effective dated Campus Solutions student program record (the
CAS Details page displays this record).


• Select the reported plan from the CAS Details record or if the reported plan does not exist, then select
the plan that starts with the lowest alphabet from the latest effective dated Campus Solutions student
program record.


Step 2: Use the Taxonomy/Campus and Owner pages to find out the academic organizations that are linked
with the selected academic program and academic plan.


Step 3: Use the Academic Org Security page to find out whether the user ID that you are using to run the
Create Extract process has access to the academic organizations.


Step 4: If the user ID has access to the academic organization, include the CAS record in the extract.


Entering the PBI Data for an Academic Program
Access the Academic Program PBI Data page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table, PBI Data).
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Academic Program PBI Data page


This page appears only if you have selected the PBI check box on the Academic Institution 6 or SA Features
page. The values defined are used to populate the corresponding fields in new CAS records if no value is
defined for the field at plan level. Values are also used during field derivation.


The Placement Percentage, Placement Justification, and Placement Organisation fields become available for
entry if you select Yes in the Work Placement field. The Reason SELT Not Required field becomes available
for entry if you select No in the SELT Required field.


See the "(GBR) PBI Field Derivation" appendix for information about the derivation of individual fields.


Entering the PBI Data for an Academic Plan
Access the Academic Plan PBI Data page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Plan Table, PBI Data).
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Academic Plan PBI Data page


This page appears only if you have selected the PBI check box on the Academic Institution 6 or SA Features
page. The values defined are used to populate the corresponding fields in new CAS records. Values are also
used during field derivation.


See the "(GBR) PBI Field Derivation" appendix for information about the derivation of individual fields.


Setting Up PBI Communications
You will need to set up Campus Community communications to notify applicants and students about their
assigned CAS numbers or fee update details. This section discusses the steps required to define the Event
ID values that are used in the PBI Configuration page, the Import CAS Details process (for CAS Number
notification), the Create Extract - update process (for Fee Update notification), the 3C Engine process and the
Communications Generation process to create communications to notify applicants and students. You should
also refer to the PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 PeopleBook for setting up communications.


This section provides communications setup examples for sending CAS number notifications to applicants
and students. Similar setups are required for Fee Update notification. The Fee Update notification should
contain the relevant update data: First Year Course Fees, Course Fees Paid, Accommodation Fees Paid,
and Boarding Fees Paid.


The PeopleSoft system provides a CASN administrative function that captures the variable data required to
identify the CAS record that has been updated. The variable data can be used to generate communications,
checklists or comments associated with an Event ID. No further setup is required for this function.


The following is the variable data that is automatically populated from the incoming CAS record:


• Academic Career
• Student Career Number
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• CAS Number


This example shows the CASN administrative function:


Administrative Function Table page for CASN


To access the Administrative Function table, select Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Administrative
Function Table.


Creating Queries
Access the Query Manager page (Reporting Tools, Query, Query Manager).


The PeopleSoft system delivers example queries, one for CAS Number notifications to applicants
(QA_SAD_PB_CASA) and one for CAS Number notifications to continuing students (QA_SAD_PB_CASB).


Create your own queries to select all the data you require for your communications. Refer to the "Defining
Communication Data Sources" section in this chapter for information about data sources.


Each query requires the following:


• The core record must be included in the query associated with the administrative function. For the CASN
function, the CAS Details record (SAD_PB_CAS) must be included.


• A prompt must be created for the applicant/student ID. The Unique Prompt Name must be changed to
Person_ID.


• Prompts must also be created for the variable data fields relating to the administrative function,
ACAD_CAREER, STDNT_CAR_NBR and SAD_PB_CAS_NUMBER.


This example shows the selected fields for the QA_SAD_PB_CASA query:
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Fields page for the QA_SAD_PB_CASA query


This example shows the selected records for the QA_SAD_PB_CASA query:


Query page for the QA_SAD_PB_CASA query


This example shows the selected fields for the QA_SAD_PB_CASB query:
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Fields page for the QA_SAD_PB_CASB query


This example shows the selected records for the QA_SAD_PB_CASB query:


Query page for the QA_SAD_PB_CASB query


Defining Communication Data Sources
Access the Communication Data Source page (Campus Community, Communications, Set up
Communications, Communication Data Source).


Define Communication Data Sources for each query. .


This example shows the CASA data source map ID:
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Communication Data Source page for CASA


This example shows the CASB data source map ID:
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Communication Data Source page for CASB


Defining Report Definitions
Access the Definition page (Reporting Tools, BI Publisher, Report Definition).


Example templates are delivered that can be used in Report Definitions for CAS Number notifications to
applicants (CASA_1) and CAS Number notifications to students (CASB_1). The templates have been created
from the XML file downloaded from each Data Source using Oracle BI Publisher.


Create your own template files. There are several possible methods including installing BI Publisher for
Word which creates a new menu option in Word. A template can then be created from the XML document
downloaded from the Data Source page.
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This example shows the Definition page for CASA:


Definition page for CASA


This example shows the Template page for CASA:
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Template page for CASA


This example shows the Definition page for CASB:


Definition page for CASB
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This example shows the Template page for CASB:


Template page for CASB


Defining Standard Letters
Access the Standard Letters page (Campus Community, Communications, Set up Communications, Standard
Letter Table).


Create standard letters for applicants and students. Select Report Name to add the details.


This example shows the Standard Letters page for CSA:
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Standard Letters page for CSA


This example shows the Standard Letters page for CSB:
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Standard Letters page for CSB


Defining Communication Contexts
Access the Communications Context page (Campus Community, Communications, Set up Communications,
Communications Context Table).


Create communication contexts for applicants and students.


This example shows Communications Context page for CASA:
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Communications Context page for CASA


This example shows Communications Context page for CASB:


Communications Context page for CASB


Defining Communication Categories
Access the Communications Category page (Campus Community, Communications, Set up Communications,
Communications Category Table).


Create communication categories for applicants and students using the CASN administrative function and the
communication contexts created in the previous step.


This example shows the Communications Categories page for CASA:
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Communications Categories page for CASA


This example shows the Communications Categories page for CASB:


Communications Categories page for CASB


Defining Communication Speed Keys
Access the Speed Key Table page (Campus Community, Communications, Set up Communications, Speed
Key Table).


Create speed keys for applicants and students using the CASN administrative function and the communication
contexts and categories created in the previous steps.


This example shows the Communications Speed Keys page for CASA and CASB:
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Communications Speed Keys page for CASA and CASB


Defining Communication 3C Groups
Access the Communication 3C Groups page (Campus Community, Communications, Set up Communications,
Communication 3C Groups).


Define the new categories for the appropriate Communication 3C Groups for the user depending on your
institution’s group setup (Set Up SACR, User Defaults, User 3C Group Summary).


This example shows the Communication 3C Groups page for CASA:
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Communication 3C Groups page for CASA


This example shows the Communication 3C Groups page for CASB:


Communication 3C Groups page for CASB


Creating Event Definitions
Access the Event Definition page (Campus Community, 3C Engine, Set Up 3C Engine, Event Definition).


Define events using the CASN administrative function and communication keys defined in previous steps.
Additional communications, comments or checklists can be added to the events if required.


This example shows the Event Definition page for CASA:
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Event Definition page for CASA


This example shows the Event Definition page for CASB:
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Event Definition page for CASB


Defining Event 3C Groups
Access the Event 3C Groups page (Campus Community, 3C Engine, Set Up 3C Engine, Event 3C Groups).


Define the new event IDs for the appropriate Communication 3C Groups for the user depending on your
institutions group setup (Set Up SACR, User Defaults, User 3C Group Summary).


This example shows the Event 3C Groups page for CASA:


Event 3C Groups page for CASA


This example shows the Event 3C Groups page for CASB:
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Event 3C Groups page for CASB


See Also
"Generating PBI Communications" section in this chapter.


PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, "Setting Up Communications"


Creating and Maintaining CAS Details
You can use the CAS Maintenance component to create and update CAS records.


The CAS Maintenance component has a CAS Details page and a Report Details page. Use the pages to enter
upload, update and report extract field values at the application or student career level.


This section discusses how to:


• Create new CAS records.


• Review existing CAS records.


• Enter or update PBI upload/update data.


• Enter or update PBI report data.
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Pages Used to Create and Maintain CAS Details
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


CAS Details SAD_PB_CAS • Student Admissions,
PBI Processing , CAS
Maintenance, CAS Details


• Student Admissions,
Application Entry, CAS
Maintenance


• Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications,
Application Program Data,
CAS Details


• Records and Enrollments,
Career and Program
Information, Student
Program/Plan, Student
Program , CAS Details


Enter or update upload and
update field values for a
CAS Details record at the
application or student
program level


Report Details SAD_PB_CASREPDTLS • Student Admissions,
PBI Processing , CAS
Maintenance, Report
Details


• Student Admissions,
Application Entry, CAS
Maintenance


• Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications,
Application Program Data,
CAS Details, Report
Details


• Records and Enrollments,
Career and Program
Information, Student
Program/Plan, Student
Program , CAS Details,
Report Details


Enter or update report field
values for a CAS Details
record at the application or
student career level.


Creating New CAS records
You can use the CAS Maintenance component to add new CAS Details records.


Applicants
New CAS records can be added for applicants that require a student visa using the CAS Maintenance
component. You can access this component from the Applicant Entry or PBI Processing menus or by clicking
the CAS Details link on the Application Program Data page in the Maintain Applications component. Select a
record type of Applicant to add a new record.
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Continuing Students
New CAS records can be added for continuing students that require an extension to an existing visa. To add
new CAS records for continuing students use the CAS Maintenance component from the menus or click the
CAS Details link on the Student Program page. Select a record type of Student to add a new record.


Adding CAS Records
Add a CAS record for each CAS request. You can add multiple CAS records for an application or student
program record. In such a case, the system defaults the record number to 1 for the first CAS record and
increments the record number as you add new records for the application or student program record.


Note that the Import CAS Details and the Import Applicant Data processes can also create new CAS records.


See the "Importing CAS Details" section in this chapter.


See the "Setting Up UCAS and GTTR Options" section in the (GBR) Managing UCAS and GTTR Applications
chapter.


Reviewing Existing CAS records
You can use the CAS Maintenance component to search for existing CAS Details records.


Search for existing records by entering criteria on the search page. The search values for Academic Institution,
Academic Career and Admit Term are defaulted from the values defined on the User Defaults pages.


Records with a particular Upload, Update or Report Status can be selected by adding a value in the Processing
Status field. For example, select Update Complete in the Processing Status field of the search page to search
for records that the Create Extract process has included in an Update extract.


Note. To allow records to be searched for using the Processing Status field it is recommended that distinct
status values are defined for Upload, Update and Extract. Refer to the "Setting up CAS Statuses" section in
this chapter for more information.


For users to have access to CAS records for applications of particular application centers using the Application
Entry menu, you must grant the users access to these application centers via the Application Center Security
page.


See PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook, "Securing Recruiting and
Admissions".


Security is not applied when the record type is student or when records are accessed using the PBI Processing
menu.


Entering PBI Data for Applicants or Students
Access the CAS Details page (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, CAS Maintenance, CAS Details).
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CAS Details page


You can use the CAS Details page to view a CAS record’s history of changes throughout its processing cycle.
Each history change record has a unique Effective Date and Sequence Number combination.


First Name, Middle Name
and Last Name


Displays the values from the most recent effective-dated primary name
record for the person.


Personal Information Click to navigate to the Biographical Details page of the Add/Update a
Person component.


Upload Status Identifies whether the record has been identified as:


• Newly added (New or blank)


• To be included in the Upload extract (Upload Ready)
• Included in the Upload extract (Upload Complete)
Once the CAS Number and Status have been imported the system makes this
field non-editable.


Upload File ID Displays the File ID generated when the record is included in the Upload
extract.


CAS Number, Export File
ID, CAS Status, and CAS
Status Date


Displays the values imported using the Import CAS Details process.
The CAS Number field is used to derive the corresponding field in the Update
and Report extracts.


Update Status Identifies whether the record has been identified as:


• Requiring inclusion in the Update extract (Update Required)
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• To be included in the Update extract (Update Ready)
• Included in the Update extract (Update Complete)
The system enables this field once the CAS Number and Status has been
imported and the CAS Status is Assigned. Once the CAS Status is updated
to one of the post-assigned values, for example, Used, the field becomes
non-editable.
Once the CAS Status is Assigned, the system will automatically update the
Update Status to Update Required when changes are made to the Course Fees
Paid, Accommodation Fees Paid or Boarding Fees paid values.


Update File ID Displays the File ID generated when the record is included in the Update
extract. If the record is included in multiple Update extracts the most recent
Update File ID is displayed in the current effective date/sequence record.


User ID Indicates the User ID and name of the user who last updated the record.
If the Create Extract Data or Import CAS Details process updated the record,
the User ID field indicates the user who ran the process.


Applicant Details
The following is an example of the Applicant Details region on the CAS Details page.
Bundle 27
• These fields have been added: English Reading Level, English Speaking Level, English Listening
Level and English Writing Level
• The Training Provider field is renamed to Test Provider.


Applicant Details region – CAS Details page


Report Month/Year Only Select to include the date of birth in CCYY-MM format in the Upload extract


Report Year Only Select to include the date of birth in CCYY format in the Upload extract.


UCAS Personal ID Displays the value imported from UCAS.
The system selects this value from External System ID records with ID type
UC or UP. The most recent effective dated record is displayed. The same
value is derived for the corresponding field in the Upload extract when the
record type is Applicant.
Click the link to navigate to the UCAS Applicant Summary page.
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Note. The GTTR Personal ID is not included in the CAS Details page.
Therefore, the UCAS Personal ID link is not functional for GTTR applicants.
To access a GTTR application, select the Maintain Applications link on the
header region of the CAS Details page, and then select the Personal ID link on
the Application Program Data page.


Nationality Displays the country value of the non-EU Citizenship record for the applicant
or student.


Select Nationality Click if you want to change the default value or select a new value for the
Nationality field.
If multiple non-EU Citizenship records exist on the Campus Community
Citizenship/Passport page, then the record with the lowest country code is
displayed by default in the Nationality field and the link is displayed to allow
an alternative record to be selected.


Passport Number Displays the passport number of the record associated with the Citizenship
record displayed in the Nationality field.


Select Passport Click if you want to change the default value or select a new value for the
Passport field.
If multiple Passport records exist on the Campus Community
Citizenship/Passport page for the selected Nationality , then the passport record
with the most recent Issue Date is displayed by default in the Passport Number
field and the link is displayed to allow an alternative record to be selected.
Passport records with an Expiration Date in the past are not considered.


Partner Institution and
Overseas Institution


The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated from the Academic Plan PBI data page if a
value is defined for the Academic Plan of the application or student career.
If a value is not defined for the Academic Plan, the value is populated from
the Academic Program PBI data page if a value is defined for the Academic
Program of the application or student career.
Enter an external ID value if the value has not been set up on the Academic
Program or Plan PBI data pages or if you want to enter a different value for
the applicant or student.
The Overseas Institution prompt is restricted to organizations where the
primary location has a country other than GBR.


SELT Required The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b)
Academic Program PBI Data page, or (c) PBI Configuration page. If default
value does not exist at these three levels, then the system sets the field as blank.


Reason SELT Not Required This field becomes available when the value is No in the SELT Required field.
The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page or (b) Academic
Program PBI Data page. If default value does not exist at these two levels,
then the system sets the field as blank.
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English Level Attained,
Test Provider, English
Reading Level, English
Speaking Level, English
Listening Level and English
Writing Level


These fields become available when the value is Yes in the SELT Required
field.


Note. Fields related to personal details, such as Date of Birth, Gender, Birth Country and Birth Location,
display values from the core person record. This is different from the Nationality and Passport Number
fields whose values the system stores in the CAS Details record rather than just display the values from
the core person record.


Course Details
The following is an example of the Course Details region on the CAS Details page.


Course Details region – CAS Details page


Academic Plan For record type Applicant, if multiple plans exist in the Application Plan Data
record, the field displays the plan code which is alphabetically lowest.
For record type Student, if multiple plans exist in the Student Program/Plan
record, the field displays the plan code which has lowest sequence number


Reported Plan Select an alternative plan if the required value is different to the default value
displayed in the Academic Plan field. This value will be used in place of the
Academic Plan in deriving values in the Upload extract.


Course Title Override Enter the course title that the system uses in the Upload extract. The system
uses this value in place of the subplan level values or plan level values in
the Upload extract.


Main Site of Study Displays the value defined for your institution from the PBI Configuration
page. If no value is defined in the configuration record the field displays the
primary Location of the Campus displayed for the applicant or student.
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Displays the value defined for your institution from the PBI Configuration
page. If no value is defined in the configuration record the field displays the
primary Location of the Campus displayed for the applicant or student.


Reported Site Select an alternative Location if the required value is different to the default
value displayed in the Main Site of Study field. This value will be used in
place of the Main Site of Study value in deriving the Main Site address
fields in the Upload extract.


Academic Level The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated from HESA Plan Data page if a COURSEAIM
value is defined for the Academic Plan of the application or student career.


If a value is not defined for the Academic Plan, the value is populated from
the HESA Program Data page if a COURSEAIM value is defined for the
Academic Program of the application or student career.


The first letter of the COURSEAIM value is translated to an NQF level as
follows: D (doctoral) = 8, M (masters) = 7, H (honours) = 6, I (intermediate) =
5, C (certificate) = 4.


Enter a value if a COURSEAIM value has not been set up on the HESA data
pages or if you want to enter a different value for the applicant or student.


Secondary Academic Level Select a secondary NQF level if required.
NQF values for this field and Academic Level are delivered as translate values
with the system (SAD_PB_ACAD_LEVEL). You can define additional
translate values for qualification types if required.


Course Start Date The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated based on the value defined for the Admit Term
from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b) Academic Program PBI Data
page, (c) PBI Configuration page or (d) the term begin date of the Admit Term.
You can override the default value.
Course Start Date must be equal to or greater than the current system date
when the Upload Status is set to Upload Ready.


Expected End Date The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated based on the value defined for the Admit
Term from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b) Academic Program PBI
Data page, (c) PBI Configuration page or (d) the end date of the Expected
Graduation Term.
You can override the default value.


Latest Acceptance Date The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated based on the value defined for the Admit Term
from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b) Academic Program PBI Data
page or (c) PBI Configuration page. If default value does not exist at these
three levels, then the system sets the field as blank.
You can override the default value. The value must be on or after the Course
Start Date and on or before the Expected End Date.


Months Duration The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page or (b)
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Academic Program PBI Data page. If default value does not exist at these
two levels, then the system sets the field as blank.
You can override the default value by entering a number in the range of
0 and 99.
This field is informational only and is not included in the Upload, Update
or Report extract.


Full-Time Course If the Academic Load field displays Full-Time, the system automatically
populates the value Yes when a new CAS record is created.


Course Hours The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page or (b)
Academic Program PBI Data page. If default value does not exist at these
two levels, then the system sets the field as blank.


You can override the default value by entering a decimal value in the range of
0.0 and 168.0.


Previous UK Study The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated from the PBI Configuration page. If default
value does not exist at the configuration level, then the system sets the field
as blank.
You can select a different value if required.


Previous Academic Level,
Current Level Comparison,
and Progression
Justification


These three fields become available when the value is Yes in the Previous
UK Study field.


Work Placement The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b)
Academic Program PBI Data page or (c) PBI Configuration page. If default
value does not exist at these three levels, then the system sets the field as blank.
You can select a different value if required.


Placement Organization Enter an external ID value if required.
This field becomes available when the value is Yes in the Work Placement field.
The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page or (b) Academic
Program PBI Data page. If default value does not exist at these two levels,
then the system sets the field as blank.


Placement Justification This field becomes available when the value is Yes in the Work Placement field.


The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page or (b) Academic
Program PBI Data page. If default value does not exist at these two levels,
then the system sets the field as blank.


Placement Percentage This field becomes available when the value is Yes in the Work Placement field.
The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page or (b) Academic
Program PBI Data page. If default value does not exist at these two levels,
then the system sets the field as blank.
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Note. For Placement Percentage, Placement Justification and Placement Organisation: If Work Placement
defaults to No from the academic plan, then the system skips step (b) for these three fields and values for
these fields are not derived from the academic program. In such a case, the value for each of these three
fields will either default from (a) academic plan or will be blank to ensure that the default Work Placement
details are consistent.


Financial Details
The following is an example of the Financial Details region on the CAS Details page.


Financial Details region – CAS Details page


Accommodation Provided The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b)
Academic Program PBI Data page or (c) PBI Configuration page. If default
value does not exist at these three levels, then the system sets the field as blank.
You can select a different value if required.


First Year Course Fees The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated based on the value defined for the admit term
from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b) Academic Program PBI Data
page or (c) PBI Configuration page.
If no value is defined for the admit term, then the field value defaults to zero.
You can override the value by entering a number in the range of 0.00 to
1,000,000.


Course Fees Paid Enter a number in the range of 0.00 to 1,000,000.
You cannot enter a value greater than the First Year Course Fees, if the First
Year Course Fees field has a value greater than zero.
If the CAS Status is Assigned the Update Status value is updated to Update
Required when the value for this field is updated.
If you leave the field blank, the Create Extract process derives zero for the
field in the Upload extract.


Accommodation Fees
Included


The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b)
Academic Program PBI Data page or (c) PBI Configuration page. If default
value does not exist at these three levels, then the system sets the field as blank.
You can select a different value if required.


Accommodation Fees Paid Enter a number in the range of 0.00 to 1,000,000.
You cannot enter a value greater than the First Year Course Fees, if the First
Year Course Fees field has a value greater than zero.
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If the CAS Status is Assigned the Update Status value is updated to Update
Required when the value for this field is updated.
If you leave the field blank, the Create Extract process derives zero for the
field in the Upload extract.


First Year Boarding Fees The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated based on the value defined for the admit term
from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b) Academic Program PBI Data
page or (c) PBI Configuration page. If default value does not exist at these
three levels, then the system sets the field as blank.
If no value is defined for the admit term, then the field value defaults to zero.
You can override the value by entering a number in the range of 0.00 to
1,000,000.


Boarding Fees Paid Enter a number in the range of 0.00 to 1,000,000.


You cannot enter a value greater than the First Year Boarding Fees, if the First
Year Boarding Fees field has a value greater than zero.


If the CAS Status is Assigned the Update Status value is updated to Update
Required when the value for this field is updated.


If you leave the field blank, the Create Extract process derives zero for the
field in the Upload extract.


Documentation
The following is an example of the Documentation region on the CAS Details page.


Documentation region – CAS Details page


Offer Documents Enter a value up to a maximum of 2000 characters.


The value is used to derive the DocumentsUsedToObtainOffer field in the
Upload extract.


ATAS Certificate Required The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b)
Academic Program PBI Data page or (c) PBI Configuration page. If default
value does not exist at these three levels, then the system sets the field as blank.
You can select a different value if required.


Dean’s Certificate
Required


The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b)
Academic Program PBI Data page or (c) PBI Configuration page. If default
value does not exist at these three levels, then the system sets the field as blank.
You can select a different value if required.
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Sponsor Notes
The following is an example of the Sponsor Notes region on the CAS Details page.


Sponsor Notes region – CAS Details page


To notify UKBA of corrections to the applicant data, an institution adds Sponsor Notes to a CAS record
through SMS. You can use Notes field to enter the same notes to a CAS record in the system. This enables
you to maintain the Sponsor Notes locally. The system does not include the Notes field value in the Upload
extract data.


Entering PBI Report Data for Applicants or Students
Access the Report Details page (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, CAS Maintenance, Report Details).


Report Details page


Report Status Identifies whether the record has been identified as:


• To be included in the Report extract (Report Ready).


• Included in the Report extract (Report Complete).
You can set report status to Report Ready, only if the CAS Number is
populated and the CAS Status of the record is Used.


Report File ID Displays the File ID generated when the record is included in the Report
extract.
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Expected Enrollment The system automatically populates this field when a new CAS record is
created. The value is populated based on the value defined for the Admit Term
from (a) Academic Plan PBI Data page, (b) Academic Program PBI Data
page or (c) PBI Configuration page. If default value does not exist at these
three levels, then the system sets the field as blank.
You can override the default value. The value must be on or before the Latest
Acceptance Date defined on the Course Details region of the CAS Details page.


Notes Enter a value up to a maximum of 2000 characters.


The value is used to derive the Notes field for the Report extract.


Updating Multiple CAS Records
Use the CAS Record Update process if you want to update a group of CAS records in Campus Solutions at the
same time. You can select the group of CAS records based on selection criteria, including:


• Academic career, program or plan.
• Students or applicants.
• Admit term.
• Upload, Update or Report status.


This section discusses how to update multiple CAS Records.


Note. This process can only be used to update multiple CAS records with a single value per field. Updates
that require a different value for each CAS record, for example updates to Course Fees Paid that may vary
by applicant or student, should be made using the CAS Details page.


Page Used to Update Multiple CAS Records
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


CAS Record Update SAD_PB_CAS_UPD Student Admissions, PBI
Processing , CAS Record
Update


Update multiple CAS
records.


Updating Multiple CAS Records
Access the CAS Record Update page (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, CAS Maintenance, Report
Details).
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CAS Record Update page (1 of 2)


CAS Record Update page (2 of 2)


Use the Selection Criteria region to specify the group of CAS records that you want to update.
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Use the Population Selection region to further filter the records that are selected for update by selected a
PS Query value.


Use the New Value Details region to specify the values that are updated by the process.


Population Selection
Population selection is a method of selecting the IDs to process a specific transaction. The Population
Selection group box appears on the run control pages when the Population Selection process is available
or required for the transaction.


The system writes the CAS records returned from any query specified under Population Selection to
SAD_PB_CAS_RES. The query must return the following values to uniquely identify the CAS records
that need to be updated:


• EMPLID
• INSTITUTION
• SAD_PB_REC_TYPE
• ACAD_CAREER
• STDNT_CAR_NBR
• SAD_PB_REC_NUMBER
• ADM_APPL_NBR (blank for record type = student)
• APPL_PROG_NBR (blank for record type = student)


For each distinct CAS record, the query automatically selects the most recent effective dated/sequenced row
for further filtering before the process creates a new row.


A sample query, SAD_PB_CAS_RECORD_UPDATE, has been delivered. This query selects the most recent
effective dated rows for all the CAS records of an institution.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, "Using the Population Selection Process"


After specifying the changes on the New Value Details region, when you run the process:


1. The process selects the CAS records based on the specified criteria.


2. In each CAS record, it inserts a new row with an effective date equal to the Effective Date parameter
value or, if the most recent row has the same effective date as the Effective Date parameter value, the
sequence number is incremented.


3. In the new row, the process makes the changes based on the parameters you specified on the New Value
Details region. The rest of the fields in the new row contain the values from the previous row.


The following table describes how the CAS Record Update process determines whether or not to update a
CAS record value:


Process Parameter Conditions
Effective Date If the most recent existing CAS record row has an effective date later than the


parameter value, the process logs a message and skips the update for that record.
Upload Status Only updated if the Upload Status field is enabled in the CAS record, that is the CAS


Number is not populated.
Update Status Only updated if the Update Status field is enabled in the CAS record, that is the CAS


Number is populated and the CAS Status is blank or Assigned.
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Process Parameter Conditions
Report Status No conditions.
Course Start Date No conditions.
Expected End Date Only updated if the date is after the new/existing Course Start Date.
Latest Acceptance Date Only updated if the date is after the new/existing Course Start Date and is before the


new/existing Expected End Date.
Expected Enrollment Date Only updated if the date is not after the new/existing Latest Acceptance Date.
First Year Course Fees Only updated if the value is greater than zero.
First Year Boarding Fees Only updated if the value is greater than zero.
Course Fees Paid Only updated if the value is greater than zero and is not greater than the new/existing


First Year Course Fees value.


Accommodation Fees Paid Only updated if the value is greater than zero and is not greater than the new/existing
First Year Course Fees value.


Boarding Fees Paid Only updated if the value is greater than zero and is not greater than the new/existing
First Year Boarding Fees value.


If any of Course Fees Paid, Accommodation Fees Paid or Boarding Fees Paid is updated and the Update Status
field is currently enabled then the Update Status is updated to the value defined for ’Update Required’ in the
PBI configuration record, unless a new Update Status is specified in the Statuses region in which case that
value is used for the update.


There is no validation applied to updates to Course Fees Paid, Accommodation Fees Paid or Boarding Fees
Paid to check that the Update Status field is enabled. Values for the fields will be updated even if the Update
Status in the CAS Details record is disabled following the update of the CAS Status to one of the post-assigned
values. You should ensure that updates to the three Fees Paid fields are only made for records where the
Update Status field is enabled.


Generating an XML File to Send to SMS
This section discusses how to:


• Generate an extract.
• Review an extract.
• Create an XML file from an extract.
• Validate an XML file.
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Pages Used to Generate an XML file to send to SMS
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Create Extract Data SAD_PB_CRT_EXT Student Admissions, PBI
Processing , Create Extract
Data


Generate the Upload,
Update, or Report extract
data.


Upload Extract Data SAD_PB_UPL_EXT Student Admissions, PBI
Processing , Upload Extract
Data


Review and edit the upload
extract data.


Update Extract Data SAD_PB_UPD_EXT Student Admissions, PBI
Processing , Update Extract
Data


Review and edit the update
extract data.


Report Extract Data SAD_PB_REP_EXT Student Admissions, PBI
Processing , Report Extract
Data


Review and edit the report
extract data.


Create XML SAD_PB_GXML Student Admissions, PBI
Processing, Create XML


Generate the XML file from
the extract data.


Validate XML SAD_PB_VALX_PRC Student Admissions, PBI
Processing, Validate XML


Validate the XML file.


Generating an Extract
Access the Create Extract Data page (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, Create Extract).


Create Extract Data page


Create Upload Select to create Upload extract data. If you select this check box, the process
selects CAS Details records with an Upload status of Upload Ready.


Create Update Select to create the Update extract data. If you select this check box, the
process selects CAS Details records with an Update status of Update Ready.


Create Report Select to create the Report extract data. If you select this check box, the
process selects CAS Details records with a Report status of Report Ready.
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Include Applicants Select to create extract data for only applicants. If you select this check box,
the process selects CAS Details records with record type Applicant.


Include Students Select to create extract data for only students. If you select this check box, the
process selects CAS Details records with record type Student.


Note. You should not clear both the Include Applicants and the Include
Students check boxes. You must select one of the check boxes to run the
process. Also, you can select both the check boxes to include both applicant
and student records.


Upload File ID Override If you do not enter an override value, the process automatically generates
a value in the format INST_UPLOAD_YYYY_MM_DD_nn where INST
is your institution code and nn is a sequence number that begins 01 and is
incremented for new runs of the extract process on that date. For example, a
File ID of PSUNV_UPLOAD_2010_06_26_01 will be generated for the first
upload extract for institution PSUNV on the 26th June 2010.
Enter a File ID value to be used in place of the automatically generated value if
required. The value must not have already been used for an Update or Report
extract. If an extract for the File ID entered has already been run any existing
extract data records will be deleted before the process is re-run.


Update File ID Override If you do not enter an override value, the process automatically generates a
value in the format INST_UPDATE_YYYY_MM_DD_nn where INST is your
institution code and nn is a sequence number that begins 01 and is incremented
for new runs of the extract process on that date.
Enter a File ID value to be used in place of the automatically generated value if
required. The value must not have already been used for an Upload or Report
extract. If an extract for the File ID entered has already been run any existing
extract data records will be deleted before the process is re-run.


Report File ID Override If you do not enter an override value, the process automatically generates a
value in the format INST_REPORT_YYYY_MM_DD_nn where INST is your
institution code and nn is a sequence number that begins 01 and is incremented
for new runs of the extract process on that date.
Enter a File ID value to be used in place of the automatically generated value if
required. The value must not have already been used for an Upload or Update
extract. If an extract for the File ID entered has already been run any existing
extract data records will be deleted before the process is re-run.


Create Upload check box
If the Create Upload check box is selected, CAS Details records with an Upload Status of Upload Ready are
selected. The process selects applicant records, if the Include Applicants check box is selected. The process
selects student records, if the Include Students check box is selected. If you have selected both the Include
Students and Include Applicants check boxes, the process selects both applicant and student records.


If an Upload File ID Override value is selected, any existing extract records are deleted before new records
are selected.
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If you have selected both Include Applicants and Include Students check boxes, the process includes one
record for each applicant or student. If there is more than one CAS Details record with an Upload Status of
Upload Ready, the first record selected is included and a message is logged for any subsequent records selected
by the process. The additional records can be included in a future extract or the Upload Status can be set to the
appropriate status to prevent the record from being included if a second CAS request is not required.


After a CAS Details record is included by the process, a new effective dated record is created to set the Upload
Status to Upload Complete and to populate the Upload File ID.


Create Update check box
If the Create Update check box is selected, CAS Details records with an Update Status of Update Ready and
the CAS Number populated are selected. The process selects applicant records, if the Include Applicants
check box is selected. The process selects student records, if the Include Students check box is selected. If
you have selected both the Include Students and Include Applicants check boxes, the process selects both
applicant and student records.


If an Update File ID Override value is selected any existing extract records are deleted before new records
are selected.


The same value is derived for each record in the Upload extract for the Update File ID field.


After a CAS Details record is included by the process, a new effective dated record is created to set the Update
Status to Update Complete and to populate the Update File ID.


If an Event ID is set up on the PBI Configuration page for Record Type = Applicant or Student and Notification
Type = Fee Update, the process creates the 3C Engine Trigger result for the Event ID and person. See the
"Generating PBI Communications" section for steps that you should perform after the process creates the 3C
Engine Trigger result.


Create Report check box
If the Create Report check box is selected, CAS Details records with a Report Status of Report Ready and
the CAS Number populated are selected. The process selects applicant records, if the Include Applicants
check box is selected. The process selects student records, if the Include Students check box is selected. If
you have selected both the Include Students and Include Applicants check boxes, the process selects both
applicant and student records.


If a Report File ID Override value is selected any existing extract records are deleted before new records
are selected.


The same value is derived for each record in the Upload extract for the Report File ID field.


After a CAS Details record is included by the process, a new effective dated record is created to set the Report
Status to Report Complete and to populate the Report File ID.


See the "(GBR) PBI Field Derivation" appendix for information about the derivation of each field in the extract.


Reviewing an Extract
Use the Upload Extract Data, Update Extract Data, and Report Extract Data pages to review the extract data
that the Create Extract process has generated prior to creating the XML file.
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Upload Extract Data page (part)


Bundle 27
The four new fields — English Speaking Level, English Listening Level, English Reading Level and
English Writing Level — have been added to the Evidence Details region of the Upload Extract Data
page. Also, in the same region the Training Provider field has been renamed to Test Provider.


Exclude from XML Select to prevent an individual record from being included in the XML file
when the Create XML process is run for the File ID.


Reported Value Displays the derived value for the field. You can change this value if a
different value is required in the XML file to be sent to SMS.


If the derived value is overwritten in the extract data you should ensure that the
corresponding data in the CAS Details record is also updated.
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In cases where both General and Child category records are included in the
upload extract data the Schema ID and Category values can be overridden
for the Child records in the Reported Value field.


Derived Value Overridden The system automatically selects the check box if you use the Reported Value
field to change the derived value.


Creating an XML File from an Extract
Access the Create XML page (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, Create XML).


Create XML page


Bundle 27
The Create XML process has been updated to incorporate the new SELT level fields (English Speaking
Level, English Listening Level, English Reading Level and English Writing Level) in the Evidence
Details entity. Also, the Training Provider field has been renamed to Test Provider.


Extract Type Select an extract type to filter the prompt values for the File ID field.


Extract Date Select an extract date to filter the prompt values for the File ID field.


File ID Select the extract that you want to process.


XML Path/File Name Enter the file path and file name that you want the system to use to save the
XML file. You must enter a valid directory path that maps to a folder with
appropriate Read/Write permissions. If you cannot locate such a folder,
consult your system administrator.


If defined the file name element must include the lower case .xml extension:


• Windows format - \\server\folder\filename.xml
• Unix format - //server/folder/filename.xml
If you enter the file path and do not specify the file name, the process uses the
File ID value to name the XML file. The format without the file is as follows:


• Windows format - \\server\folder
• Unix format - //server/folder
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Upload Extract XML
For the upload extract the process creates a separate XML file for each combination of the header fields
found in the extract data for the File ID:


<BulkUploadFileId>


<SchemaID>


<TierID>


<Category>


<SponsorLicenceNumber>


In cases where there are multiple Sponsor Licence Numbers in the upload extract data multiple XML files are
created. If there are both General and Child category records multiple XML files are created. If multiple XML
files are required a sequence letter (A, B, C etc) is added to the file name to distinguish between the files.


For cases where the process is being re-run, if there is an existing file for the specified path/file name then
that file is overwritten.


Update and Report Extract XML
A single XML file is created for each File ID for update and report extract data.


For cases where the process is being re-run, if there is an existing file for the specified path/file name then
that file is overwritten.


Validating a XML File
Access the Validate XML page (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, Validate XML).


Validate XML page


XML Path/File Name Enter the path and file name of the XML file that you want to validate.


XSD Path/File Name Enter the complete path and file name of the primary XSD file. The process
uses all of the XSD files to validate your XML file.
The XSD files are available from the UKBA website.


The process validates the XML and checks that it is well formed in the context of the defined schema.
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If any errors are reported by the Validate XML process, correct the errors by amending the Reported Value in
the Extract Data pages or by amending the CAS Details or related records.


If you have corrected the errors using the Extract Data pages, re-run the Create XML process and validate the
file. If you have corrected the errors in the CAS Details or related records, re-run the Create Extract process,
re-run the Create XML process and validate the file.


Once the XML file passes schema validation, submit the XML file to SMS via the UKBA portal.


Importing CAS Details
After you send one or more CAS number requests to SMS, use the Import CAS Details process to import
the CAS details from the Bulk Export XML file retrieved from SMS.


When you run the process:


1. Initially it processes the XML file and creates CAS records in the staging tables.


2. Then it processes the staging table records to either update an existing CAS record with the CAS number
and status details or create a new CAS record where you have submitted the CAS request directly via
the UKBA portal.


Each CAS record in the staging table has an import status. The following table describes how the process
determines which import status to assign to a CAS staging record.


Condition Status Set By the Import Process
The status is initially set to this value for each
new record imported to the staging table from the
XML file.


New (N)


The import process did not find a matching CAS
Details record.


Pending (P)


The import process encountered a problem when
identifying a CAS Details record (for example,
there is an existing CAS Details record but it is
future dated).


Error (E)


The status is set to this value for each staging
record where the corresponding CAS record has
been created or updated with the imported CAS
details.


Imported (I)


Use the CAS Staging Data pages to review the staging records that have Pending or Error status. For records
with Pending status, you can use the CAS Staging Data page to match the record with an existing application
or student program record and create a new CAS record. For records with Error status, you can use the CAS
Details page to correct or update the existing records to allow the staging record to be re-processed.


This section discusses how to:


• Import and create CAS records in bulk.
• Review and edit the CAS staging data.
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Pages Used to Import CAS Records
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Import CAS Details SAD_PB_IMPC_PRC Student Admissions, PBI
Processing, Import CAS
Details


Import the CAS details from
the Bulk Export XML file
provided by SMS.


CAS Staging Data SAD_PB_I_CAS Student Admissions, PBI
Processing, CAS Staging
Data


Review the records that the
Import CAS Details has
loaded into the staging
tables.


Importing CAS Details
Access the Import CAS Details page (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, Import CAS Details).


Import CAS Details page


Add Attachment Click to browse to the XML file that you want to import, and click Upload.


You can browse your local drive and select a file. When you click Upload, the
system automatically copies the file to the application server and the XML
Path/File Name field automatically displays the server path and file name.


Note. The upload process creates a files subdirectory to store and process
the XML files. This subdirectory is created in the server directory location
that is specified in the PS_SERVDIR system parameter in the Application
Server/Process Scheduler configuration file psappsrv.cfg/psprcs.cfg. Ensure
that PS_SERVDIR is set up with an appropriate value in the configuration file
and that users have the correct permission to access the files subdirectory.


XML Path/File Name Enter the path and file name of the XML file that you want to import. You must
store this XML file on an application server that the import process can access.
If you want to reprocess the staging records, leave the field blank.


Processing steps
The process performs the following steps to create new staging table records if the XML Path/File Name
parameter has been provided:


1. Deletes any existing staging records with a status of Obsolete.
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2. Deletes any existing staging records with a status of Imported
3. Opens the XML file. If the XML file cannot be found a message is logged and the re-processing of


any existing staging records continues.
4. Creates staging records with a status of New for each record found in the XML file.


The process then performs the following steps to process staging records that have an import status of Pending
from a previous run of the process:


1. Create: If the application or student program details have been added via the CAS Staging Data page
and there is no existing CAS Details record, a new record is created using the application or student
program details added and the CAS Number, CAS Status, CAS Status Date and Export File ID from the
staging record. The Upload Status is set to Upload Complete and the Nationality value is populated if a
country value exists in the staging record.


2. Update: If the application or student program details have been added via the CAS Staging Data page
and there is an existing CAS Details record without the CAS Number populated, a new effective dated
record is created for the current date with the CAS Number, CAS Status, CAS Status Date and Export File
ID from the staging record.


3. Pending: If the full application or student program details have not been added via the CAS Staging Data
page a message is logged and the record remains with a status of Pending.


4. Error: If the applicant or student details have been added via the CAS Staging Data page and there is an
existing CAS Details record with a different CAS Number already populated then an error message is
logged and the status is set to Error.


The process performs the following step to process New staging records and Error records from a previous run
of the import process:


1. Update CAS Status: If the staging record can be matched to an existing CAS Details record using
Applicant ID (EMPLID) and CAS Number, a new effective dated record is created with the CAS Status,
CAS Status Date and Export File ID from the staging record.


This processing will occur when the CAS Number has already been imported and the CAS Status is being
updated from, for example, Assigned to Used.


Note. If the most recent existing effective dated record is in the future or there are multiple matching
records, a message is logged and the import status is set to Error.


2. Update Applicant: If Application ID is populated and the staging record can be matched to an existing
applicant CAS Details record using Applicant ID (EMPLID) and Application ID (the combination of
Admission Application Number and Application Program Number), a new effective dated record is
created with the CAS Status, CAS Status Date and Export File ID from the staging record. This processing
will occur when the CAS Number is being imported for the first time and the CAS request has been
generated from an existing CAS Details record.


Note. If the most recent existing effective dated record is in the future or there are multiple matching
records, a message is logged and the import status is set to Error.


3. Update Student: If the Application ID is not populated and the staging record can be matched to an
existing student CAS Details record using Applicant ID (EMPLID) and Course ID (either Academic Plan
or Academic Sub-Plan if sub-plan reporting is enabled on the PBI Configuration page), a new effective
dated record is created with the CAS Status, CAS Status Date and Export File ID from the staging record.
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Note. If the most recent existing effective dated record is in the future or there are multiple matching
records, a message is logged and the import status is set to Error.


4. No Match: If no match is made to an existing CAS Details record the status is set to Pending. The staging
record can be reviewed via CAS Staging Data page and the application or student program details can
be added to allow the record to be re-processed.


Assigning Event IDs to the Applicant or Student for CAS Number Notification
If you have defined an event ID for a notification type of CAS Number on the PBI Configuration page, the
import process assigns the event ID when it creates a new CAS record or when it creates a new effective dated
row for an existing CAS record and the CAS Number is being populated for the first time. If the process is
updating an existing CAS record where the CAS number is already populated the Event ID is not created.


To assign the event details to the applicant or student, the process creates a results record in the 3C Engine
Trigger Results table for Institution, Event ID and Function (CASN) for the applicant or student EMPLID. The
variable data associated with the CASN administrative function (Academic Career, Student Career Number
and CAS Number) are also populated.


See "Generating PBI Communications" section in this chapter.


Reviewing and Editing the CAS Staging Data
Access the CAS Staging Data page (Student Admissions, PBI Processing, CAS Staging Data).


CAS Staging Data page


Use the search page to retrieve Pending or Error status records for review and update.
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Use the Maintain Applications or Student Program/Plan links to search for and review existing application or
student program records.


Use the CAS Details link to search for and review any existing CAS Details records.


For a record with an import status of Error, you can correct the existing CAS Details record to allow the
staging record to be re-processed when the Import CAS Details process is next run (Use the CAS Record
Details region and CAS Details link for the correction). You can also match an error record with a different ID
and then have the system re-process the record when the Import CAS Details process is next run. The ID field
is available for entry only if the record has an import status of Error.


The system enables the CAS Record Details region if the import status is either Pending or Error. If you want
to match the staging record with an existing application or student program record for re-processing:


1. Specify whether the new CAS Details record is for an applicant or student by selecting a value in
the Record Type field.


2. Select the Academic Career for the applicant or student from the prompt.


3. Select the Student Career Number for the applicant from the prompt.


4. If the record type is applicant, select the Application Number from the prompt.


5. If the record type is applicant, select the Program Number from the prompt.


6. Save the record.


Deleting CAS Staging Records
You can delete records that are no longer required for processing. To delete a record:


1. Change the import status to Obsolete.


2. Save the record.


3. When you run the Import CAS Details process, the system deletes the records with the Obsolete status.


Note. Imported staging records cannot be deleted.


Generating PBI Communications
After the system assigns event IDs, use the following process to notify applicants or students about CAS
Number or fee update details:


1. Use the 3C Engine Trigger Results page to view the result records that have been added (Campus
Community, 3C Engine, 3C Engine Trigger Results).


2. Run the 3C Engine process for each event ID.
3. Use the Person Communication page to view the assigned communication.
4. Run the Communication Generation process to create the communication that you can send to applicants


and students.


This section describes the steps to assign and generate communications for CAS Number and fee update
notifications.
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See Also
PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, "Managing Communications"


PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, "Using the 3C Engine"


"Setting Up PBI Communications" section in this chapter


Reviewing 3C Engine Trigger Results
Access the 3C Engine Trigger Results page (Campus Community, 3C Engine, 3C Engine Trigger Results).


Use the 3C Engine Trigger Results page to review records that the Import CAS Details process or the Create
Extract - update process creates.


Use the page to add any additional records required. Select Variable Data to add the required values for
any additional records added.


This example shows the 3C Engine Trigger Results page for CAS Number notification:


3C Engine Trigger Results page for CASA


Running the 3C Engine Process
Access the 3C Engine Parameters page (Campus Community, 3C Engine, Run 3C Engine).
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3C Engine Parameters page


Run the 3C Engine process for each of the Event IDs defined on the PBI Configuration page. The process
assigns communications, comments and checklists associated with the Event ID to the ID of the applicant
or student.


Assigned communications can be reviewed on the Person Communication page. To navigate to the Person
Communication page, select Campus Community, Communications, Person Communications, Communication
Management, Person Communication.


Running the Communication Generation Process
Access the Selection Parameters page (Campus Community, Communications, Communication Generation).


Run the Communication Generation process for each standard letter code to generate the communications for
the assigned communications.


The following example shows that the Communication Method is set to E-Mail. Note that the ID Selection
value should be set to All Person IDs rather than All IDs as shown on the example.
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Selection Parameters page


Define the Person Communication Usage values on the Process Parameters page.
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Process Parameters page (1 of 2)


Process Parameters page (2 of 2)


Define the From and Subject values on the Email Parameters page.
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Email Parameters page


Review the communications generated by the process on the Communications Management page (Campus
Community, Communications, Person Communications, Communications Management).
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CHAPTER 1


Adding and Updating Applications


This chapter discusses how to:


• Add new applications manually.
• Add new prospects and applications with quick admit.
• Create applications from external test score data.
• Update applications.
• View application summary information.
• Calculate application fees in batch.
• Record the basis of admission.
• Record comments and conditions for admission.
• Viewing summary checklist, comment, and communication data.


See Also
lsad, Tracking Supporting Prospect and Applicant Information, Prerequisites


"Research Tracking Additions to Admissions Functionality" and "Program Enrollment Additions to
Admissions Functionality" documents in the Recruiting and Admissions documentation package for Bundle 24
(CS_Bundle_24_Recruiting_and_Admissions _9_0.pdf). This package is available on My Oracle Support (CS 9.0
Bundle #24 Functional Documentation and Additional Features January 2012 — Doc ID 1400708.1)


Adding New Applications Manually
If the applicants you are entering do not already exist in your database, the system creates them and assigns
them identification numbers.


The first two pages in this component store information regarding the applicant as a person. This data
is shared between all applications for an applicant, as well as with prospect personal data. Updating
biographical data here updates it throughout the database. The last three pages in this component, however,
are application-specific pages, meaning they store information unique to this application. In other words,
applications share biographical data but application data is unique to each application.


Avoid entering duplicate applications. Specify on the Installation Defaults - AD page at what level you want
the system to warn you that a potential duplicate application exists.


See lsad, Setting Up Prospects, Setting Up Admission Installation Defaults.


The Student Admissions , Add Application component is the second of three very similar components:


• Student Recruiting , Create/Update Prospects component.
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• Student Admissions, Add an Application component.
• Student Admissions, Maintain Applications component.


Create/Update Prospect and Add an Application have a Biographical Data page and a Regional page. All three
components have other pages with similar names such as Prospect Program Data page and Application Program
Data page. Use these components to enter or maintain similar information at different times during your
business processes: for entering prospects, for entering application data, and for maintaining application data.


This section lists prerequisites and discusses how to:


• Enter or update applicant biographical data.
• Enter or update applicant regional data.
• Enter application program data.
• Update or add application regional data.
• Use the Calculate Deposit Fees page.
• Enter application data.
• Use the Application Fees page.
• Use the Application Items page.
• Enter recruiting information for an application.
• Add communications, checklists and comments for applicants.


Prerequisites
Before you begin entering application data, determine if the person is already in your Student Administration
database. Often an applicant already has a system ID because an administrator already entered the person
as a prospective student. For example, if a person sent test scores to your institution, it is likely that he or
she is already in the system.


To see if the applicant is already in your system, select Student Admissions, Application Entry, Search Match.


See Also
lscc, Searching for Records and Using Search, Match, Using Search, Match


Pages Used to Add New Applications Manually
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Biographical Details SCC_BIO_DEMO_PERS Student Admissions,
Application Entry, Add
Application, Biographical
Details


Enter an applicant’s
biographical information.


Addresses SCC_BIO_DEMO_ADDR Student Admissions,
Application Entry, Add
Application, Addresses


Enter an applicant’s address.


Regional SCC_BIO_DEMO_REG Student Admissions,
Application Entry, Add
Application, Regional


Enter region specific
information, if applicable,
based on country code.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Application Program Data ADM_APPL_PROG_ENT Student Admissions,


Application Entry, Add
Application, Application
Program Data


Enter program data
and academic plan
data pertaining to this
application. You can also
create an enrollment deposit
and matriculate an applicant
from this page. You must
track applications at least at
the plan level, but any lower
level tracking depends on
your office policies.


Application Regional SAD_APPL_REG_DATA • Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications


• Student Admissions,
Application Entry, Add
Application


Add or update
country-specific data
regarding the application.


Evaluation ADM_APPL_EVAL1_SEC Click the Evaluation link on
the Application Program
Data page.


Add an evaluation status
for this program.


Deposit Fees ADM_APPL_DEP_FEE Click the Calculate Deposit
Fees link on the Application
Program Data page.


Calculate a deposit fee when
entering a new application.
You can calculate the deposit
owed for enrollment and
post that charge to the
person’s account directly
from the Application
Program Data page as part of
adding a new application.
If the application has a
program status of admitted,
the Calculate Deposits Fees
link becomes available if
a value is defined on the
Application Center Table.


Deposit Fees (entry) ADM_APPL_ENTRY2_S Click the Calculate Deposit
Fees button or the Deposit
Fees link on the Deposit
Fees page.


Enter deposit fees for the
applicant.


Note. When this deposit
posts in PeopleSoft Student
Financials, the system
updates the program action
to matriculation if you
selected the Create Student
check box on the Status
Update page.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Application Data ADM_APPL_DATA Student Admissions,


Application Entry, Add
Application, Application
Data


Enter additional information
regarding the application and
to calculate an application
fee. The system stores
data on this page at the
application level, as opposed
to storing it under a person or
academic program. This data
is relevant to all academic
programs being applied to
with this application.


Application Fees APP_FEE_CALC_MSG Click the Calculate
Application Fees link on the
Application Data page.


Calculate the application fee
that the person owes.


If fees were calculated in the
AAWS on line application
and a payment was sent
to the GL, fees are not
recalculated when you click
this link.


Tender Details ADM_APPL_TNDRCC_SP Click the Show Tender
Details link on the
Application Fees page. The
Tender Details page is
accessible when you select
the Credit Card tender
category on the Application
Fees page.


Enter credit card
information.


See lssf, Cashiering,
Processing Cashiering
Transactions, Accepting
Student Payments.


Tender Details ADM_APPL_TENDER_SP Click the Show Tender
Details link on the
Application Fees page. The
Tender Details page displays
when you select the Check or
Cash tender category on the
Application Fees page.


Enter check or cash
information.


See lssf, Cashiering,
Processing Cashiering
Transactions, Accepting
Student Payments.


Currency Conversion APPL_FEE_CURR_SP Click the Currency Detail
link on the Application
Fees page.


Obtain details on the
currency conversion.


Application Items ADM_APPL_ENTRY3_S Click the Transaction
Summary link on the
Application Data page to
view information about the
application fee for this
application.


Review information about
the application fee for an
applicant.


Tender Details PAYMENT_TENDER_SP Click the Show Tender
Details link on the
Application Items page.


View tender details.


Application
School/Recruiting


ADM_APPL_RECRUIT Student Admissions,
Application Entry, Add
Application, Application
School/Recruiting


Enter recruiting information
about an applicant.
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Entering or Updating Applicant Biographical Data
Access the Biographical Details page.


Use this page to enter and update the known biographical and demographic data for an applicant.


If, by performing search/match, you find that the person does not yet have an ID in your database, the key
dialog prompt says NEW in the ID field because you are adding a new person as well as a new application.
The application number will be all zeros.


Note. Leave the Application Number field as all zeros in order for the auto-numbering feature to work properly.


If you find the person in your search/match and used the Carry ID option, your key dialog prompt lists that
person’s ID. The application number is still all zeros.


If the person exists in your database, it is a good idea to see if an application has already been entered. You
do not want to enter a duplicate application. Go to the Maintain Applications component to determine if
the person has any current applications.


If you find a matching ID during your search process, the Biographical Data page displays existing data about
this person. If you do not find a matching ID during your search process, then you add a new person as well as
a new application. The page is blank except for those fields populated according to your user defaults.


After running a search/match, select Student Admissions, Application Entry, Add Application to add a new
application.


Entering or Updating Applicant Regional Data
Access the Regional page.


Use this page to enter biographical information specific to your installation country. If this person is already in
your database and has existing information, you can view it on this page.


Entering Application Program Data
Access the Application Program Data page.
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Application Program Data page


Note. The system fills in most of the fields on the Application Program Data page according to your user
defaults. If the applicant had a prospect record and your setup dictates that data from the prospect record is
to be copied to the application, the system populates some fields according to those defaults. For example,
depending on your default setup, the system might populate academic career, institution, admit term, academic
load, and academic program data based on the values in the matching prospect record.


Note. Admissions application records use the Last Admit Term to determine if the program, plan, or
subplan should appear in the prompt. If the Last Admit Term is populated on the Academic Program
Table (ACAD_PROG_TBL), Academic Plan Table (ACAD_PLAN_TBL), or Academic SubPlan Table
(ACAD_SBPLN_TBL) and the term is less than or equal to the term selected for the ID, the system does not
display the value in the prompt.


Effective Date Enter an effective date for the application to this academic program if
different than the default date. If you are entering the application after the
start date of the admit term, you need to back date the effective date to a date
prior to the start date of the admit term in order to term activate the student
once they are matriculated.


Admit Term Enter the admit term in which the applicant is expected to enroll, if he or
she is admitted for this application. Define admit terms on the Term Table
page. This is a user default field.


Expected Graduation Term Enter the term in which the student expects to graduate.
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Academic Program Enter or update the academic program to which the person is applying. Define
academic programs on the Academic Program page. This is a user default field.
After you matriculate the applicant, the system copies the application program
data to the program/plan tables in PeopleSoft Student Records.


Academic Load Select the academic load that the applicant will be taking on if admitted
for this application. Values for this field are delivered with your system as
translate values. You can modify these translate values. Values are Full-Time
and Part-Time.


Joint Program Select the Joint Program check box if the applicant is applying to a joint
program.


Dual Program This field becomes available when you select the Joint Program check box.
Enter the joint academic program. Define dual programs on the Academic
Program page.


Campus Enter or update the campus to which the person is applying within your
academic institution. Define campuses on the Campus Table page. This is a
user default field.


Status Because you are entering a new application, this field automatically displays
Applicant.


Program Action Because you are entering a new application, this field automatically displays
Application. This value can be changed. Program actions are predefined on
the Admissions Action Table page and should not be modified.


Action Date The default for the action date is your system date. This is the date that the
action was actually entered into the system (contrast this with the effective
date).


Action Reason If there are action reasons associated with the program action that you
selected, you can select the appropriate reason value. Action reasons enable
you to record a brief explanation of why the program action took place. For
example, for the action WADM (Administrative Withdrawal), you could define
a reason of Incomplete Application. Define action reasons on the Program
Action Reason Table page.


Career Number Available if the Program Action field contains the value Readmit Application.
If you want to readmit this applicant for this application into an existing career,
you can select the proper career number here. You must also have an admit
type where the Readmit Processing Required check box has been selected on
the Admit Type Table page. The system readmits the person into the career
that corresponds to the career number that you select.


Academic Plan Enter the academic plan within the academic program being applied to with
this application. An academic plan can be any area of study, such as English,
math minor, physics, or undeclared. Define academic plans on the Academic
Plan Table page. This is a user default field.


Sub-Plan If a subplan exists for the academic plan, enter the subplan here. Define
academic subplans on the Academic Sub-Plan Table page. This is a user
default field.


Calculate Deposit Fees Click this link to calculate an enrollment deposit. The Calculate Deposit
Fees Page appears.
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If your application center has designated a deposit fee code that requires a
deposit, and you enter a program status of Admit, the Calculate Deposit Fees
link appears. You can not exit the component until you calculate the enrollment
deposit. Application centers are designated on the Application Data page.


Evaluation Select this link to enter the status of the application. Values for this field are
defined on the Evaluation Status Table.


Create Program To matriculate the applicant at the same time you are entering the new
application, select Matriculation in the Program Action field. The Create
Program button becomes available.


Click the Create Program button to save the component. Also, note that if
you select Matriculation in the Program Action field, you are required to
click the Create Program button (which, again, saves the component) before
exiting the component.


After you matriculate a person, the system creates a record in Student Records.
All fields on this page are unavailable because to access the information you
need access to pages in Student Records. Therefore, if you must make a
change to this person’s record after matriculation, you must do so through
Student Records.


The Recruiting and Admissions application enables you to record multiple
academic programs for one application under an academic career. After
you have saved the Application Entry component, however, you must use
the Program Addition page to add an additional program. Note that the
Prog Number field shows the number of the program in the order it was
entered. For example, if you only have one program, it displays 0. The
next program displays 1.


Before matriculating the applicant, you might want to move to the next page in
the Application Entry component first to record additional information about
the applicant before you perform the matriculation process.


Go Click this button to go to another component.


Updating or Adding Application Regional Data
Bundle 27
Updated screenshot for the Netherlands regional data.


Access the Application Regional page.
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Application Regional page: Australia


Application Regional page: New Zealand


Bundle 27
Updated screenshot.
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Application Regional page: Netherlands (1 of 2)
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Application Regional page: Netherlands (2 of 2)


You can add or update country-specific application data on this page. The page and the appropriate data appear
based on the country options that you select on the following pages:


• (AUS, NLD, NZL) Academic Institution Table, Academic Institution 6 page.
• (NLD) Student Admin Installation, SA Features page.


(AUS) Australia and (NZL) New Zealand Functionality


(AUS) Mode of Attendance The Mode of Attendance field is a required field that is populated on each
student’s application. This data is required for reporting admissions data to the
TACs via the Enrollment Feedback process as well as reporting element 329
Mode of Attendance code in DEEWR Data Collections.


The Mode of Attendance field resides on Application Entry, Application
Maintenance, and Program Addition pages. It is a required field when you
enter an application. After the student is matriculated, the mode of attendance
is carried forward to the student program.


(AUS) Cohort (Optional) Select a cohort for the student that the system will use as the default
value when you enroll the student. The system populates this value by default
on the Australian regional enrollment data and the field is available to tuition
calculation for HECS or tuition fees if the Australian Regional Installation
Settings are selected. After the student is matriculated, the cohort is carried
forward to the student program.
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(AUS) Funding Source (Optional) Select a funding source for the applicant to represent the type of
place being offered. The funding source can be mapped to the code reportable
as element 724 in the DEEWR Applications & Offers Collection.


See lssr, (AUS) Generating Government Reports, Processing the DEEWR
Applications and Offers Files, Generating the Applications and Offers Files.


(NZL) Funding Source This field is populated at application data entry time and is used in the Single
Data Return process. The system uses the funding source that you enter as a
default on the enrollment record for the student.


(NLD) Netherlands Functionality


Form of Study Enter the form of study for which the applicant is registering.


Academic Level The academic level can be registered separately from the academic program
record.


Funding Applies Select this option to indicate whether funding applies.


Prior Education Before a student can enroll in a program, the student has to meet certain
requirements concerning his or her curriculum. One is these requirements is
the fact that the student has obtained a diploma from their previous school.
The diploma received will reflect a specific level of education. Individual
exam results are relevant. On a student level all prior education, including
information about the school(s), courses taken and subjects passed, have to
be registered.


For more information about fields in the Admission Verification, Payment Information, and Lot Drawing group
boxes, refer to the “Reviewing Other Application Information” subsection at the link directly below:


See [PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook]Reviewing Admissions Information.


Note. To make changes to this page after it has been saved, you must do so through the Maintain Applications
component. If you are only entering one program for the applicant, enter only one program action on the
Application Program Data page. You must enter additional program actions through the Maintain Applications
component. For example, suppose you enter the application initially with a program action of APPL in the
Add Application component. When you admit the applicant, you would enter the program action of Admit in
the Maintain Applications component.


Using the Calculate Deposit Fees Page
Access the Calculate Deposit Fees page.


Calculate Deposit Fees page
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Calculate Deposit Fees Click this button to access the Deposit Fees page where you can calculate
an enrollment deposit fee.


Deposit Fees Click this link to access the Deposit Fees page where you can view details
about a person’s enrollment deposit.


Deposit Calc Messages
(deposit calculation
messages)


Click this link to view messages that occur while attempting to calculate
deposit fees. This link becomes available when the system generates a
message.


Entering Application Data
Access the Application Data page.


Application Data page


Note. The system populates most of the fields on this page according to your user defaults. If the applicant had
a prospect record and your setup dictates that data from the prospect record is to be copied to the application,
the system populates some fields according to those defaults.


Application Center Enter the application center that will process this application. This information
helps you track which office is managing specific applications. Define
application centers on the Application Center Table page. This is a user
default field.
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Admit Type Enter the admit type for this application (for example, First-Year or Transfer,).
Define admit types on the Admit Type Table page. This is a user default field.


Application Date The default for the application date is the system date that the application was
received. You can override this default.


Academic Level Select the academic level to which the applicant is applying for admission.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these translate values. Values are Freshman, Graduate, Junior, Not
Set, and Post-Baccalaureate. This is a user default field.


Created On The default for the created date is the system date on which you create this
application record.


Notification Plan Specify whether this person should be on a regular or special notification
track. This field is useful for informational reporting purposes. Values for this
field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these
translate values. Values are Early Admit, Regular, and Rolling.


Prior Application Select this check box if this applicant previously applied to this career. This
selection is useful for informational and reporting purposes.


Application Method Select a value to indicate how or in what form this application was received.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can
modify these translate values. Values are (none), Application Service, Diskette,
Hard Copy, Web Application, EDI, and OUAC. This is a user default field.


Housing Interest Enter any housing interest indicated by the applicant. Values for this field
are delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these
translate values. Values are (none), Commuter, Off Campus, and On Campus.
This is a user default field.


Financial Aid Interest Select this check box if this applicant is interested in financial aid for the
programs to which he or she is applying. This field is useful for informational
and reporting purposes. For example, the financial aid office can run reports
listing those applicants interested in financial aid. This is a user default field.


Complete Select this check box if this application is not missing any information and is
considered complete by your office.


Date Enter the date that you marked this application as complete.


External Application Nbr
(external application number)


Enter the external application number if you received this application from a
service with its own application-numbering scheme.


Fee Type Select the type of fee assigned to this application. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these translate
values. Values are (none), International, and Standard. These fee types enable
you to charge varying user-defined application fees.


Calculate Application Fees You can use the Application Fees Calculation process to calculate application
fees based on the Application Fee Code structure which is attached to
the Application Center. The fee is calculated based on core production
data—application program data. Application fees may or may not be posted
to the student account. An administrator can waive the fee. The waiver is
associated with an item type defined on the Application Fee Code setup. Both
the application fee and waiver are posted to the student account.
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If you calculate application fees based on core production data, then after
selecting the fee type, click the Calculate Application Fees link to calculate the
application fee owed. The Application Fees Calculation process runs and the
Application Fees page appears. The system displays the calculated fee amount.
When you return to the Application Data page, the Status field in the
Application Fee Information group box displays Calculated.
If your application fee is set up to post to PeopleSoft Student Financials, the
Application Fees calculation process runs when you click the Run button on
the Application Fees page. A COBOL posting program runs which creates an
account for this person in PeopleSoft Student Financials.
If you use the Admission Applications Web Services (AAWS), fee calculation
does not rely on Admissions production data. If a fee is required, fee
calculation occurs during the application submit process via the web service,
using the data stored in the AAWS staging table. With the exception of
the maximum amounts on the Minimum/Maximum Fee Code (which rely
on the charges posted to the student account), the AAWS fee calculation
process produces the same amounts as the production data Application Fee
Calculation process.


Note. Application fees and payments are not posted to the student account for
AAWS. Regardless of any setup in the Application Fees component, all AAWS
transactions are posted to the general ledger using the Direct to GL process.


For AAWS application fee processing, if Yes is selected for the Application
Fee Required field on the Application Center Table page and the Amount
Sent to GL value is greater than zero, then when you click the Calculate
Application Fees link, the fee is not recalculated. The link takes you to the
Application Fees page where you can view the results of AAWS application
fee and waiver processing.


See [PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook]Setting Up
Application Processing Centers .


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing
PeopleSoft Admission Transactions, Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission
Application Transactions


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Admission
Applications Web Services, Payment Integration Web Service Operations


See [PeopleSoft Student Financials 9.0 PeopleBook]Setting Up Application
Fees .


See [PeopleSoft Student Financials 9.0 PeopleBook]Generating Direct
to GL Entries.


Status For AAWS fee and waiver processing, the value in this field is updated based
on staging table data for SAD_APL_DAT_STG.APP_FEE_STATUS.


Transaction Summary Click this link to view information about the application fee for this
application. The Application Items Page appears.


Display Errors/Warnings If any errors occurred during the calculation, click this link to view error
details.
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Go Click this button to go to another component.


Note. After this page has been saved, you make changes to this application in the Application Maintenance
component.


File Attachments
Use this group box to add, delete and view attachments for an admissions application.


Add Click to access standard PeopleTools functionality to browse to a file and
upload it


View Click the link to open the attachment in a new window.


The Audit tab displays all updates to attachments, including user name and date/time.


Using the Application Fees Page
Access the Application Fees page.


Application Fees page


Note. You cannot authorize/capture credit card or electronic check payments through Admissions Application
Fee Payment.


To adhere to PCI compliance regulations, you should not store credit card numbers in your database.


Date
The default for this date is your system date. Edit this field to reflect the date the application fee was


entered or waived.


Fee Status Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these translate values. Values are Deferred, Pending, Received,
Waived, and Waiver.
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If you calculate fees from production data, using the Application Fee
Calculation process, select a status for this application fee. If you are receiving
the application fee, change the status of the fee to Received. After you
change the status to Received, the fields in the lower section of the page
become available.
For information about how to use this page for AAWS application fee and
waiver processing:


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing
PeopleSoft Admission Transactions, Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission
Application Transactions


Waive Amount Enter the amount of the application fee that will be waived, if appropriate.
For AAWS, if manual reconciliation is required, you enter the waive amount in
the Application Data staging page and it appears here after the data is posted.


Waiver Basis Code The field is available for edit only if the value in the Fee Status field is
Waived or Waiver.
For information about how this field is populated by AAWS fee processing:


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing
PeopleSoft Admission Transactions, Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission
Application Transactions


Tender Category Use this field to designate how the fee payment was received. Values for this
field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these
translate values. Values are Credit Card, Electronic Check, Check, or Cash.
You have the flexibility to receive payments in multiple tenders. For example,
you can waive a portion of a fee and the student’s remaining payment can be
split between a credit card and a check.
If you enter Credit Card, Electronic Check, or Check, the Tender Details page
appears so you can enter further information.
If you do not use AAWS fee processing, you can enter information about
the echeck or credit card, although the authorize/settle must be completed
outside of Campus Solutions.
Hosted payment authorize/settle functionality is available only through AAWS
fee processing.
For AAWS fee processing, if payment is required at the time of the application,
the value that appears here is carried through on posting from the Application
Transactions staging component. You enter a value here only if the applicant is
allowed to pay later or if the waiver request was denied in the Application
Maintenance component and payment was received later.


Note. For AAWS, partial payment is not allowed and applicants cannot split
payments between credit card and check.


Tender Amount After entering a form of payment, enter the amount tendered.
For information about AAWS fee processing, refer to the previous
documentation about the Tender Category field.


Currency Enter the type of currency, such as USD (US Dollars).
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For information about AAWS fee processing, refer to the previous
documentation about the Tender Category field.


Currency Conversion
Details


Click this link to obtain details on the currency conversion. The Currency
Conversion Page appears.


Show Tender Details Click this link to view details about the application fee. The Tender Details
page appears.


Using the Application Items Page
Access the Application Items page.


Application Items page


Use the Application Items page to view the results of application fee processing. Application fees are
processed using production data or, for AAWS, via the web service, using staging data.


The Amount Sent to GL field applies to AAWS fee processing and is populated based on the value in the
related field in the Application Transactions staging component.


Set up waiver basis codes on the Application Fee Waiver Basis page (Set Up SACR, Product Related,
Recruiting and Admissions, Applicants, Application Fee Waiver Basis).


Note. To view a summary of a person’s financial account, access the Customer Accounts page in PeopleSoft
Student Financial.


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing PeopleSoft Admission Transactions,
Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission Application Transactions


See [PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook]Setting Up Application Processing Centers .


See [PeopleSoft Student Financials 9.0 PeopleBook]Generating Direct to GL Entries.


Entering Recruiting Information for an Application
Access the Application School/Recruiting page.
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Application School/Recruiting page


Note. If the applicant had a prospect record, and you selected the Move to Application option on the Prospect
Recruiters page, and your setup dictates that data from the prospect record be copied to the application, the
system automatically populates some of the fields on this page. For example, the Last School Attended and
Graduation Date fields could be populated by the values in the matching prospect record.


School Information


Last School Attended Enter the last school attended for this applicant. Because a person might have
attended several schools in his or her external academic career, it is helpful to
know which school was attended most recently. This is a user default field.
Upon the first save of the application, the value entered in this field is added
to the Education component automatically. After you enter a school, you
might receive a message informing you that this school will not be added to
the Academic History record, depending on how your institution has set this
parameter on the Installation - AD page. Schools are stored for academic
history in the Education component. The school you store here is for recruiting
and informational purposes.


Graduation Date Enter the graduation date. A graduation date can be in the future if the person
is still attending this school.
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Recruiting Information


Region Enter a region if you want to choose a region from the region tree manually.
Only regions from your region tree are available for selection. Define regions
on the Region Table page.


Home Postal Code Click this button if you want the system to assign a region based on the postal
code in the applicant’s home address. The system uses the tree manager to
assign a region based on the postal code.


School Postal Code Click this button if you want the system to assign a region based on the
applicant’s last school attended postal code. The system uses the tree manager
to assign a region based on the postal code.


From This display-only field shows you how this region was defined:
Region Tree: If you manually assigned a region.
Address: Assigned if you click the Home Postal Code button.
School: Assigned if you click the School Postal Code button.


Recruiting Categories
Use the fields in this group box to target the applicant for special recruiting efforts during the admissions
process regarding this application.


Category Enter a recruiting category for the applicant under this career and application.
For example, in the previous screen example, this applicant is being recruited
according to the geographic region of her school. Define recruiting categories
on the Recruiting Category Table page. These same categories are used in both
the recruiting and application processes to target and report on students.
If you plan to assign a recruiter to this applicant based on your region tree, you
must enter a category of REGN (region). Only the recruiters assigned to the
region appearing in the Region field will be available.


Group The group under which this category falls automatically displays when you
move out of the Category field.


Sub-Category Select a recruiting subcategory. Values for this field are delivered with your
system as translate values. You can modify these translate values. Values are
(none), High, Low, and Medium. A subcategory can be used to indicate the
priority of this recruiting category.


Description Enter any descriptive information regarding the recruiting category.


Note. You can enter multiple recruiting categories and supporting information for an application.


Recruiters
This group box becomes available if you have entered a recruiting category. The recruiter assignment is
tied to the recruiting categories. Use this section of the page to assign one or more recruiters, relevant to
this category, for the applicant.


Recruiters Prompt Select this check box if you want all recruiters in your database to be available
when you prompt on the Recruiter ID field, regardless of the recruiting
category to which recruiters are assigned.
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Clear this check box if you want only the recruiters assigned to the current
recruiting category to be available when you prompt on the Recruiter ID field.
(Note that the REGN category works differently).
If you are adding recruiters for the recruiting category REGN, you select only
from recruiters who were assigned the region that appears in the Region field.
If you entered the region according to the last school attended using the
School Postal Code button; the Prompt Table field displays Recruiters for
School’s Region. Select the prompt to bring up any recruiters assigned to that
school. If no recruiters are assigned to that school, then your choices are any
recruiters assigned to the region.
If you entered the region according to the applicant’s home address using
the Home Postal Code button, the Prompt Table field displays Recruiters
from Address Region. Click the prompt to bring up all recruiters assigned
to the region.
If you manually chose the region from the region tree, all recruiters assigned
a recruiting category of REGN - Region are available when you prompt for
values on the Recruiter ID field. The Prompt Table display field in this
case displays Recruitment Category.


Recruiter ID Enter the ID number of the recruiter that you want to assign to this applicant.
The region tree determines which recruiters to make available for selection,
based on the region that you assigned to the applicant.
You can override the region tree selection by selecting the Recruiters Prompt
check box. If selected, all recruiters for the academic career are available.
You can assign an applicant multiple recruiters for any recruiting category.


Primary Select this check box if this is the primary recruiter for this category.


The ID of the person who has been marked primary displays in the Prmy
Recruiter ID (primary recruiter ID) field. You can use this field to report on
primary versus non-primary recruiters.


Events Click this link to sign an applicant up for attendee events. The Attendee
Events page appears.


Go Click this button to go to another component.


Note. After you save the information on these pages, all modifications must be made on the Application
Recruiters page in the Application Maintenance component.


Adding Communications, Checklists and Comments
for Applicants
The Communication, Checklist and Comment buttons appear next to the Application Number field on the
Application Data, Application School/Recruiting, and Application Recruiters pages, and next to the Expected
Graduation Term field on the Application Program Data page.


Use the Communication, Checklist and Comment buttons from this component to open a new window for the
entry pages for communication, checklist, and comments and initiate recruiting and admissions related items.
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If the Communication,
Checklist or Comments


Pages are Accessed From
the:


The Variable Data for the
Following Administrative


Function is Supplied:


Data that is Transferred


Application Program Data page ADMP


Admissions Program


ID, academic career. student career
number, application number,
application program number.


Application Data page ADMA


Admissions Application


ID, academic career, student career
number, application center.


Application School/Recruiting page EVNT


Event


ID


See Also
lscc, Using the 3C Engine


Adding New Prospects and Applications with Quick Admit
Recruiting and Admissions can take information concerning people enrolled from the Student Records
Quick Admit process and at your discretion, create a prospect record and an application, or an application
only for those people.


This section provides an overview of quick enroll and quick admit and discusses how to:


• Enter biographical details.
• Enter regional data.
• Enter or view academic program data.
• Select your criteria for quick admit batch apps.
• Assign criteria for quick admit.


Understanding Quick Enroll and Quick Admit
The Quick Admit a Student component, Quick Enroll and Student component, and Quick Admit Batch Apps
component are a variation on the fuller processes of admitting students and enrolling them into classes.
Typically, you will use these components in conjunction with each other to accelerate admissions and
enrollment procedures where immediate formal processing is not required or is unavailable for students. In
addition, collecting admissions information on students who have been quick admitted might be useful for
various funnel reports.


The Quick Admit a Student component and Quick Enroll a Student component, when used together, enable
you to rapidly add or update a student’s personal data in your system; activate the student in an academic
career, academic program, or term; and enroll the student in classes.
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The Quick Admit a Student component works concurrently with the Quick Admit Batch Apps component.
Whenever you admit a student through the Quick Admit a Student component, the system flags the student’s
record to indicate that the student has been admitted by this method. The system then places these records into
a temporary table awaiting your action. Using the Quick Admit Batch Apps component, you can then run the
Quick Admit Process (ADQCKADM) to create prospect records and applications for these flagged records in
the temporary table. The Quick Admit Batch Apps component and Quick Admit a Student component are not
a replacement for the regular Recruiting and Admissions functionality. You must use the Application Data
pages for regular admissions.


You can use the Quick Admit a Student component to add a new student’s personal data record to your system,
to activate a student into an academic career and an academic program within that academic career, and to
activate a student into a specific term. By completing and saving the Quick Admit a Student component, a
student quickly becomes eligible for class enrollment. You can also use the Quick Admit a Student component
to update a new or continuing student’s personal data record after the student already has an existing personal
data record stored in the system. If you are entering new students into the system through the Quick Admit a
Student component and you click the Save button after entering the student’s biographical data and program
data, the system assigns the student a unique ID that remains associated with the individual in your database
until you change or delete it. Remember that each user has access to specific edit modes based on her or his
security profile.


Important! To avoid creating duplicate IDs in your system, you should use the search/match function to
determine if an individual with the same data already exists in your database before adding the new individual.


For new students, you can use the Quick Admit a Student component to enter the biographic, demographic,
address, and program data about the student. When you save the component, the system:


• Assigns the new student an ID and creates a row for the student in the person tables.
• Activates the new student in the academic program that you select within the specific academic institution


and academic career that you specify.
• Activates the new student in the term that you select, creating a row in the student term table


(STDNT_CAR_TERM) for the student.


For continuing students, you can use the Quick Admit a Student component to activate the student into a
subsequent term; or to activate the student into a new academic career. When you save the component,
the system:


• Updates the data for the student in the person tables.
• Verifies whether the student has already been activated for the term, and if not, activates the student in the


term, creating a new row in the student term table (STDNT_CAR_TERM) for the student.
• Activates the continuing student in the new academic program that you select within the specific academic


institution and career that you specify when you are adding the student to a new academic career.


After you have saved the student’s biographical data and activated the student into the term, the student is
eligible for class enrollment. You can then use the Quick Enroll a Student component to rapidly enroll students
into the term. The system carries forward the key information (ID, academic institution, academic career, and
term) and automatically opens the Quick Enroll a Student component for the given student.


When you access the Quick Admit a Student component, a dialog box prompts you to enter the key values
of the admissions transaction. The key values are:


ID In add mode, the system defaults the student’s ID to New. For a student new
to your system, you can use the default value to have the system assign
the ID, or you can enter a new ID of your choice provided that it does not
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belong to another individual already in the system , or you can enter a
student’s existing ID.
In other modes, the system prompts you to search for an existing ID.
If you enter a new ID of your choice, you run the risk of disrupting the
auto-numbering sequence that is included with the system. If you disrupt the
auto-numbering sequence, a system administrator must correct the situation.


Academic Institution Enter the academic institution to which you want to quickly admit the student.


Academic Career Enter the academic career to which you want to quickly admit the student.
Remember that academic careers are parents of academic programs.
Therefore, when you enter an academic program on the Program/Plan page
within this component, the system displays academic programs based only on
the academic career you enter here.


Term Enter the term for which you want to activate the student. After you enter the
required data for a student into the Quick Admit a Student component and
click the Save button, the system activates the student into the term that you
specify. This functionality works for both new and continuing students.
To use the Quick Admit feature for a specific term, you must already have
defined your academic term calendar for the academic programs within
that term.


Note. Quick Admit uses the Max Program Effective Date for Term field
from the Term/Session Table when populating the Effective Date on Student
Program/Plan. If the current date is less than or equal to the Max Program
Effective Date for the activation term, the Effective Date field on Student
Program/Plan will be set to current date. If the current date is greater than
the Max Program Effective Date for the activation term, the Effective Date
field on Student Program/Plan will be set to the Max Program Effective
Date defined for activation term.


See lsfn, Establishing Terms and Sessions.


Add Click to open the component with the specified key values.


The Quick Admit Batch Apps process is a two-step, two-page process. Use the first page in the Quick Admit
Batch Apps component, the Selection Criteria page, to select a group of students who have been admitted
through the Quick Admit a Student component. Use the second page in the Quick Admit Batch Apps
component, the Assignment Criteria page, to specify whether to create historical prospect and application
records or new prospect and application records, or both.


See Also
lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions
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Pages Used to Add New Prospects/Applications
with Quick Admit


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Quick Admit - Biographical
Details


SCC_BIO_DEMO_PERS Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Quick
Admit a Student


Enter or update a student’s
biographic and demographic
information.


Quick Admit - Regional SCC_BIO_DEMO_REG Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Quick
Admit a Student, Regional


Enter or update a student’s
information according to
regional data requirements.


Quick Admit - Program/Plan PROGRAM_PLAN Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Quick
Admit a Student,
Program/Plan


For new students, select the
primary academic program
for which you want to
activate the student in a term
and enter other program
stack information. For
continuing students, view
the student’s career number
and primary academic
program or add the student to
a new academic career. If
you want make any changes
to a new or continuing
student’s program stack
information after you save
the student to your system,
you must use the Student
Program/Plan component.


Quick Admit - Selection
Criteria


QUICK_ADMIT_SELECT Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Quick
Admit Batch Apps


Enroll students into classes
without going through a
formal admissions process.


Quick Admit - Assignment
Criteria


QUICK_ADMIT_CREATE Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Quick
Admit Batch Apps,
Assignment Criteria


Create applications for the
group of quick-admitted
students that you selected
in the first page of this
component.


Entering Biographical Details
Access the Quick Admit - Biographical Details page.


This page is part of the Quick Admit a Person feature, which enables you to rapidly admit students into your
institution. The system saves any biographic and demographic data that you add or change to the person tables.
You can maintain a student’s biographical data through either the Quick Admit component or the Add/Update
a Person component found in PeopleSoft Campus Community.


See lsad, Adding and Updating Applications, Adding New Applications Manually, Entering or Updating
Applicant Biographical Data.


Entering Regional Data
Access the Quick Admit - Regional page.
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This page is part of the Quick Admit a Student feature, which enables you to rapidly admit students into your
institution. The system saves the regional data that you add or change to the person tables. You can maintain a
student’s biographical data through either the Quick Admit component or the Add/Update a Person component
found in PeopleSoft Campus Community.


See Also
lscc, Managing Biographical Information


Entering or Viewing Academic Program Data
Access the Quick Admit - Program/Plan page.


Quick Admit - Program/Plan page


Note. Admissions application records use the Last Admit Term to determine if the program, plan, or
subplan should appear in the prompt. If the Last Admit Term is populated on the Academic Program
Table (ACAD_PROG_TBL), Academic Plan Table (ACAD_PLAN_TBL), or Academic SubPlan Table
(ACAD_SBPLN_TBL) and the term is less than or equal to the term selected for the ID, the system does not
display the value in the prompt.


Entering Program Stack Data for New Students
When you add a new student to your system, the following fields appear:


Academic Program
Primary (academic program
primary)


Enter the primary academic program into which you want to matriculate and
activate the student. The system prompts you with academic career values
specific to the academic career that you selected as a key upon entering
the component.


Campus Enter the campus where the student is going to take the primary academic
program.
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Academic Plan Enter the student’s primary academic plan within the primary academic
program. If a student requests multiple academic plans within the academic
program, you must enter the additional academic plans through the Student
Program/Plan component.


Admit Term The term in which you are matriculating the student into the academic
program. The admit term usually defaults from the Recruiting and Admissions
matriculation process. However, because you are performing a quick
activation and are going to matriculate the student through this Quick Admit a
Student component, you must enter the admit term for the primary academic
program that you have specified.


Requirement Term The requirement term indicates to the system which term’s degree progress
requirements apply to the student for the primary academic program that you
have specified. The system, by default, sets this value to the Admit Term value.


Expected Graduation Term Enter the term in which you expect the student to graduate. Define term values
on the Term Table page.


(NZL) Funding Source This field is used by New Zealand institutions.


(AUS) Mode of Attendance The Mode of Attendance field is a required field that is populated on each
student’s application. This data is required for reporting admissions data to the
TACs via the Enrollment Feedback process as well as reporting element 329
Mode of Attendance code in DEEWR Data Collections.
The Mode of Attendance field resides on Application Entry, Application
Maintenance, and Program Addition pages. It is a required field when you
enter an application. After the student is matriculated, the mode of attendance
is carried forward to the student program.


(AUS) Cohort (Optional) Select a cohort for the student that the system will use as the default
value when you enroll the student. The system populates this value by default
on the Australian regional enrollment data and the field is available to tuition
calculation for HECS or tuition fees if the Australian Regional Installation
Settings are selected. After the student is matriculated, the cohort is carried
forward to the student program.


(AUS) Funding Source (Optional) Select a funding source for the applicant to represent the type of
place being offered. The funding source can be mapped to the code reportable
as element 724 in the DEEWR Applications & Offers Collection.


See lssr, (AUS) Generating Government Reports, Processing the DEEWR
Applications and Offers Files, Generating the Applications and Offers Files.


Residency Click to display the Residency Official page and record residency information
that has been verified by your institution.


Quick Enrollment Click to access the Quick Enroll component, where you can process enrollment
transactions for the student.


Enrollment Appointments Click to access the Appointments component, where you can add and update
enrollment appointments for the student.


Student Program Plan Click to access the Student Program/Plan component and make any changes to
a new or continuing student’s program stack information after the student
data has been saved to your system.
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Viewing Program Stack Data After Saving the Component
When you are updating a new or continuing student’s records, only the following fields appear:


Student Career Nbr
(student career number)


The system uses the student career number to differentiate between academic
programs within the same academic career. For students with multiple
academic programs within the same academic career, you must enter the
student career number for which you want to activate the student into the term
you have specified. If the student has only one student career number in a
specific academic career, the field is unavailable for edit.


Prim Prog (primary
program)


The system displays the primary academic program associated with the
student career number. The primary academic program that appears is the
academic program into which the system activates the student for the term that
you have specified.


See Also
lscc, Managing Biographical Information


lsad, Adding and Updating Applications, Adding New Prospects and Applications with Quick Admit,
Understanding Quick Enroll and Quick Admit


lscc, Managing Personal Identification Data, Entering Residency Data


Selecting Your Criteria for Quick Admit Batch Apps
Access the Quick Admit - Selection Criteria page.


Quick Admit - Selection Criteria page


Academic Institution Enter the academic institution from which you want to select quick-admitted
students. You can enter multiple academic institutions. You must enter
at least one academic institution.


Academic Career Enter the academic career from which you want to select quick-admitted
students. You can enter multiple academic careers.


Academic Program Enter the academic program from which you want to select quick-admitted
students. You can enter multiple academic programs.
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Academic Plan Enter the academic plan from which you want to select quick-admitted
students. You can enter multiple academic plans.


Assigning Criteria for Quick Admit
Access the Quick Admit - Assignment Criteria page.


Quick Admit - Assignment Criteria page (1 of 2)


Quick Admit - Assignment Criteria page (2 of 2)


Create Applicant/Prospect Select this option to create prospect and application records for the selected
group of students.


Delete From Holding Table Select this option to take the selected group of students and delete them from
the temporary table. Selecting this option will disable the remaining fields
on the page. If this is the desired option, click the Run button to initiate this
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process. If you use the Quick Admit a Student feature but do not create
applications for quick admitted students, you should run this process to
clean out the temporary table.


Create History Select this check box to create history records for the group of students you
have selected. The system adds the students to the prospect and applicant
tables even though they bypassed the normal admissions process. The data
created is based on the data entered on the Quick Admit pages. Selecting this
check box ensures that admissions information is available for these people for
your admissions reporting purposes.


Create New Select this check box to create a new set of prospect and application records
for the selected group of students. Prospect and application records will be
created based on the parameters in the Assignment Values group box.


Create Application Select this check box to create applications for the selected group of students.
This field is available if you select the Create New check box.


Create Prospect Select this check box to create prospect records for the selected group of
students specified on the Selection Criteria page. If the Create Application
check box is selected, the availability of this field is determined by the settings
on the Installation Defaults - AD page.


The following fields appear, regardless of whether you choose Create History or Create New:


Acad Level (academic level) Select the academic level that you want to assign to the selected group.


Admit Type Enter the admit type that you want to assign to selected group.


Appl Ctr (application center) Enter the application center that is populated for each application. This
information helps you track what office is handling specific applications.
Define application centers on the Application Center Table page.


Acad Load (academic load) Select the academic load that the applicants will carry. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these translate
values. Values are Full-Time and Part-Time.


Appl Meth (application
method)


Select a value to indicate how or in what form the application was received.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these translate values. Values are (none), Application Service,
Diskette, Hard Copy, Web Application, EDI, and OUAC.


Rcrtg Stat (recruiting status) Select the recruiting status that will be populated on the prospect record of this
applicant. Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. You can modify these translate values. Values are Applicant, Inactive,
Inquiry,Pre-Appl, Prospect,and Suspect.
This field appears only if the Create Prospects field on the Installation – AD
page is set to Yes.


Recr Ctr (recruiting center) Enter the recruiting center that is responsible for this particular program on the
prospect record. Define recruiting centers on the Recruiting Center Table page.
This field appears only if the Create Prospects field on the Installation – AD
page is set to Yes.


Refrl Srce (referral source) Enter the appropriate referral source that will be populated on the prospect
record. A referral source indicates how this person became a prospect. In other
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words, it is a high-level indicator of how your institution came into contact with
the person. For example, a referral source could be Drop-In, Campus Event, or
College Fair. Define referral sources on the Referral Source Table page.
This field appears only if the Create Prospects field on the Installation – AD
page is set to Yes.


Copy History Values to
New


Click to transfer values entered for Create History to the corresponding fields
in the Create New section. This minimizes data entry.


The following fields are associated solely with the Create New option:


Institution Enter the academic institution that you want to assign to the selected group.


Career Enter the academic career that you want to assign to the selected group.


Academic Plan Enter the academic plan that you want to assign to the selected group of
students.


Acad Prog (academic
program)


Enter the academic program that you want to assign to the selected group.


Prog Actn (program action) Enter the program action that you want to assign to the selected group.


Action Rsn (action reason) Enter the action reason that you want to assign to the selected group.


Admit Term Enter the admit term that you want to assign to the selected group.


Academic Plan Enter the academic plan that you want to assign to the selected group of
students.


Click the Run button to run this request at user-defined intervals.


Student records that were processed are automatically deleted from the temporary record, so it is not necessary
to run the Delete from Holding Table process.


Creating Applications from External Test Score Data
If application data is included in your LAW, AMCAS, or ADA external test score loads, you can load the
data as new applications. The data used to create new applications comes from the Additional Candidate
Information data posted to the following pages:


Test Page Where Data Comes From


LAW Personal Information


AMCAS Application


ADA Application


After the external application data is posted to your database, you are ready to run the Create Applicants
from Tests process.
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Note. Applications are created for all records posted to the Additional Candidate Application Information
pages listed in the previous table if the Post option contains the Select for Application Creation value. After
the Create Applicants from Tests process runs, the process updates the Post option to Created Application
if the process created an application for the person, or Duplicate Application if a potential duplicate was
found and the program did not create an application.


You must set up some initial parameters before activating the process.


To run the Create Applicants from Tests process:


1. Select the test score load data.
2. Set up the application program parameters.
3. Set up the application data parameters.
4. Set up the application recruiting data parameters and run the Create Applicants from Tests process.


See Also
lsad, Processing External Test Scores
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Pages Used to Create Applications from External Test Score Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Create Applicants From
Tests


ADM_APPL_PROC_PARM Student Admissions,
External Test Score
Processing, Create
Applicants from Tests


Indicate which type of
application you want to load.


Application Program Parms
(application program
parameters)


ADM_PROG_PARMS Student Admissions,
External Test Score
Processing, Create
Applicants from Tests,
Application Program Parms


Set up default program
parameters for the new
applications. The values
you select for the fields on
this page are inserted on
the Application Program
Data page when the new
applications are loaded.


Application Data
Parms (application data
parameters)


ADM_APPL_PARMS Student Admissions,
External Test Score
Processing, Create
Applicants from Tests,
Application Data Parms


Set up default application
data parameters to be filed in
on new applications. The
values you select for the
fields on this page are
inserted on the Application
Data page when the new
applications are loaded.


Application Recruit
Parms (application recruit
parameters)


ADM_RECRUIT_PARMS Student Admissions,
External Test Score
Processing, Create
Applicants from Tests,
Application Recruit Parms


Set up default application
recruiting parameters to be
filled in on new applications.
The values you select for
the fields on this page are
inserted on the Application
School/Recruiting page
when you load the new
applications.


Selecting the Test Score Data Load
Access the Create Applicants From Tests page.


Create Applicants From Tests page


Select the type of external test data from which you want to create applications: LAW Test Score Data,
MCAT Test Score Data, or ADA Test Score Data.
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Setting Up the Application Program Parameters
Access the Application Program Parms (application program parameters) page.


Application Program Parms page


Note. Some of the fields on this page might populate automatically according to your user defaults. You
can edit those fields as needed.


Admit Term Enter the admit term for these applicants. Define admit terms on the Term
Values Table page.


Acad Load (academic load) Select the academic load for these applicants. Values for this field are delivered
with your system as translate values. You can modify these translate values.


Acad Program (academic
program)


Enter the academic program for these applicants. Only the academic programs
for the chosen career appear in the prompt list. Define academic programs on
the Academic Program Table page.


Campus Enter the campus being applied to within your institution. Define campuses on
the Campus Table page.


Status Select the person’s program status. This value is entered on the application.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. Field
values are delivered with your system as translate values. Do not modify these
values in any way. Any modifications to these values require a substantial
programming effort.


Prog Actn (program action) Enter the program action that you want entered regarding the program on these
applications. Because the intent of this process is to create applications, not
all program actions are available when you prompt on this field. Program
actions are stored on the Program Action Table page.
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Action Reason If there are action reasons associated with the program action that you
selected, you can enter the appropriate reason value. Define action reasons
on the Action Reason Table page.


Acad Plan (academic plan) Enter an academic plan for these applications. Define academic plans on the
Academic Plan Table page.


Sub-Plan Enter a subplan for these applications. Define academic subplans on the
Academic Sub-Plan Table page.


Setting Up the Application Data Parameters
Access the Application Data Parms (application data parameters) page.


Application Data Parms page


Note. Some of the fields on this page appear automatically according to your user defaults. Edit these fields
as needed.


Application Center Enter the application center for these applications. The only values available
are those that fall under the academic career entered on the Application
Program Parameters page.


Housing Interest Select a housing interest, if applicable. Values for this field are delivered with
your system as translate values. You can modify these translate values. Values
are Commuter, Off Campus, and On Campus.


Financial Aid Interest Select this check box if you want the system to select the corresponding check
box on the newly created applications. This field is useful for informational
and reporting purposes. For example, your financial aid office can run reports
listing those applicants interested in financial aid.


Fee Type Select the fee type you want entered for these applications. Fee types enable
you to charge varying user-defined application fees. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these translate
values. Values are Internatnl (international) and Standard.
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Complete Select this check box to mark these applications complete.


Admit Type Enter the admit type that you want entered for these applications. Define admit
types on the Admit Type Table page.


Academic Level Select the academic level you want entered for these applications. Values
for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can
modify these translate values.


Notification Plan Select the notification plan that you want entered for these applications. A
notification plan specifies whether this person should be on a regular or
special notification track. This field is useful for informational reporting
purposes. Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. You can modify these translate values. Values are Early Admt (early
admit), Regular, and Rolling.


Application Method Select the application method that you want entered for these applications.
Application methods indicate how or in what form you received these
applications. Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. You can modify these translate values. Values are (none), Application
Service, Diskette, Hard Copy, Web Application, EDI, and OUAC.


Setting Up the Application Recruiting Parameters
Access the Application Recruit Parms (application recruit parameters) page.


Application Recruit Parms page


Region from Select how you would like the region to be assigned to these applications.
Values are School, Address, and Region.
School: Not a valid choice. You will get an error message if you enter this
value.
Address: Select this value if you want the system to automatically assign a
region to these applications according to the applicant’s home address.
If you select Address, the Region field is not available because the system
will assign the region based on the person’s home address or the address of
the last school attended.
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Region: Select this value if you prefer to choose a region here to be entered
on all applications.
Field values are delivered with your system as translate values. Do not
modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these values require
a substantial programming effort.


Region Enter a region to be entered on these applications. This field is available only
when you enter Region in the Region from field. It is automatically assigned
when Address is entered. Define regions on the Region Tree page.


Recruiting Center If you have indicated in your installation setup that you want prospect records
to be created for applications that come in without existing matching prospect
records, you must enter a recruiting center here to be added to the new prospect
record. Define recruiting centers on the Recruiting Center Table page.


Category Enter a recruiting category If you want a recruiting category entered on these
applications. The recruiting categories available are based on the academic
career that you selected.


Sub-Category Select a recruiting subcategory for these applications (optional). Subcategories
indicate your level of interest in the applicant. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these translate
values. Values are High,Low, and Medium.


Recruiter ID If you have entered a recruiting category and you want a recruiter assigned to
these applications under the chosen category, enter the recruiter identification
number in this field. Only recruiters assigned to this academic career are
available.


Primary Recruiter Select this check box if you want the recruiter that you selected to be the
primary recruiter for these applications.


Click the Run button to run the Create Applicants from Tests process at user-defined intervals.


When this process runs, the system looks to the defaults you have set up on the Installation Defaults - AD
page and creates a prospect record based on the Create Prospect setting.


Note. To view the applications posted for a person, use the Maintain Applications component, or for a
summary of the applications, see the Application Summary page.


See Also
lsad, Setting Up Prospects, Setting Up Admission Installation Defaults


Updating Applications
After you have entered and saved an application, you must use the Application Maintenance component
to update the application. Use the Application Maintenance component to program, recruiting data and
more. You can also use this component to calculate an application fee, calculate an enrollment deposit,
and matriculate an applicant.
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Data in this component is stored at the application level, as opposed to the applicant or program level. This
data is relevant to all academic programs being applied to with this application. You can enter and edit
information in this component.


This section lists prerequisites and discusses how to:


• Update or add application program data.
• Capture student response – why the student selected another institution.
• Add a program to an existing application.


Prerequisites
Before you can edit or add any additional information in the Application Maintenance component, an
application must first be entered into the system through the Application Entry component.


The Process Applications, Application Maintenance component is the third of three very similar components:


• Student Recruiting, Add/Update a Prospect component.


• Student Admissions, Add Application component.


• Student Admissions, Maintain Applications component.


For example, Add/Update a Prospect and Add Application have a Bio/Demo (biographic/demographic) page
and a Regional page. All three components have pages with similar names such as Prospect Academic
Program Data page and Application Program Data page. You use these components to enter or maintain
similar information at different times in your business process: for prospects, for entering application data, and
for maintaining application data (discussed in this chapter).
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Pages Used to Update Applications
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Application Program Data ADM_APPL_PROG_MNT Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications


Edit or update program
and plan data for an
application. You can also
create an enrollment
deposit and matriculate an
applicant from this page. All
applications must be tied
to an academic career and
program. Any lower level
tracking depends on your
office’s policies.


Application Data ADM_APPL_DATA Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications,
Application Data


Update information for an
application.


Application
School/Recruiting


ADM_APPL_RECRUIT Student Admissions,
Application
Maintenance, Maintain
Applications, Application
School/Recruiting


Update or add recruiting
information data.


See lsad, Adding and
Updating Applications,
Adding New Applications
Manually, Entering
Recruiting Information for
an Application.


Application Student
Response


ADM_APPL_STDNT_RSP Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications,
Application Student
Response


Capture the reason why a
prospect or applicant chose
to attend another institution
and what institution he or she
will be attending.


Program Addition ADM_APPL_ADD_PROG Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Program Addition


Add a program to an
existing application if
you have already created
an application number for
that person within the same
career. This page is only for
adding an academic program
and program-related
information. You perform all
modifications to existing
academic programs using
the Application Program
Data page in the Maintain
Applications component.


Updating or Adding Application Program Data
Access the Application Program Data page.
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Note. Admissions application records use the Last Admit Term to determine if the program, plan, or
subplan should appear in the prompt. If the Last Admit Term is populated on the Academic Program
Table (ACAD_PROG_TBL), Academic Plan Table (ACAD_PLAN_TBL), or Academic SubPlan Table
(ACAD_SBPLN_TBL) and the term is less than or equal to the term selected for the ID, the system does not
display the value in the prompt.


Sequence The default of the sequence is 1. The sequence appears in the field to the
right of the Effective Date field.
When you enter more than one row for the same effective date, the system
automatically increments the sequence.


Program Action If you are adding a new row, the Program Action field is blank, because the
system is assuming you want to update the status of this application. Edit or
add the appropriate program action value. Program actions are stored on the
Admissions Action Table page and will display based on your Admissions
Action security.


See Also
lsad, Adding and Updating Applications, Adding New Applications Manually, Entering Application Program
Data


Capturing Student Response – Why the Student
Selected Another Institution
Access the Application Student Response page.


Application Student Response page


Student response information is important information your institution might want to track and report on. You
can choose from a series of adapted reason response codes that your institution can set up to capture the exact
information you want to track. However, you can use this page however you want to. For example, you can
capture why students chose not to attend your school and where they are going. Alternatively, you can capture
the reason why a student did select your school. If a student has multiple applications on file, each application
can have its own corresponding student response. You can enter multiple reasons per application.


Reason Enter a Student Response Reason code, for example FAID (financial aid).
Define reason codes on the Response Reason Table page.
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External Org ID (external
organization ID)


Enter the external organization ID of the institution that the student has
decided to attend. The system displays the external organizations for which
you selected the Student Response - School Type check box.
You can enter a free-form institution name by tabbing out of the External Org
ID field without entering a value and entering an institution in the field to the
right. This way, the institution does not have to enter in all possible external
institution codes. To enter a free form institution, you must select the Free
Form Institution check box on the Installation - AD page.


Date The date the response reason was entered. The default date is your system date.


See lsad, Setting Up for Evaluating Applicants, Setting Up Student Response.


Adding a Program to an Existing Application
Access the Program Addition page.


Program Addition page
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This component allows you to enter another program for an existing application. You may choose this option
instead of creating a whole new application. The Program Number will increment by one based on the
previous Program Number used for the application. For example, the student has one application on file with
Program Number 0 for Liberal Arts and Program Number 1 for Fine Arts. Upon adding a new program from
this component, the Program Number will increment to 2. After you have added the additional program, you
maintain it through the Application Program Data page in the Maintain Applications component. You are
prompted to choose the appropriate program number on the search page before accessing the Application
Program Data page. To edit a different academic program for that application, you would need to click the
Return to the Search button and choose the correct program number.


Note. Admissions application records use the Last Admit Term to determine if the program, plan, or
subplan should appear in the prompt. If the Last Admit Term is populated on the Academic Program
Table (ACAD_PROG_TBL), Academic Plan Table (ACAD_PLAN_TBL), or Academic SubPlan Table
(ACAD_SBPLN_TBL) and the term is less than or equal to the term selected for the ID, the system does not
display the value in the prompt.


For documentation about the fields on the Program Addition page:


See Also
lsad, Adding and Updating Applications, Adding New Applications Manually, Entering Application Program
Data


Viewing Application Summary Information
This section discusses how to view application summary information.


Pages Used to View Application Summary Information
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Application Summary ADM_APPL_SUMM Student Admissions,
Applicant Summaries,
Application Summary


View summary information
about any application stored
for an applicant.


Application Detail ADM_APPL_SEC Click the Application Detail
link on the Application
Summary page.


View application detail
information.


Calculating Application Fees in Batch
This section discusses how to calculate application fees in batch.
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Pages Used to Calculate Application Fees in Batch
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Batch Application Fees RUNCTL_SFPBAAPP Student Admissions,
Application Fees and
Deposits, Application Fees
Process


Calculate application fees
for a group of applicants.
The Batch Application
Fees process updates each
applicant’s application fee
status on the Application
Data page to Completed.
The process also updates
each applicant’s customer
account in PeopleSoft
Student Financials if
appropriate.


Application Fees (Batch) APP_FEE_CALC Student Admissions,
Application Fees and
Deposits, Review Batch
Application Fees


View application fee
information generated by
the Batch Application Fees
process.


You must first run the Batch
Application Fees process
via the Batch Application
Fees page.


Application Fee Calc
Messages


APP_CALC_MESSAGES Student Admissions,
Application Fees and
Deposits, Application Fee
Calc Messages


View messages generated by
the batch application fees
process.


Calculating Application Fees in Batch
Access the Batch Application Fees page.


Batch Application Fees page


Batch ID The Batch Application Fees process assigns a batch ID after you initiate the
process.
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Academic Institution,
Application Center, and
Admit Term


Enter an academic institution, application center, and admit term. The Batch
Application Fees process calculates application fees for the applicants that the
process selects using this criteria.


Display Application Fees Click this link to view the application fees for each applicant after you have
run the Batch Application Fees process. The Application Fees (Batch) page
appears.


Click the Run button to run the Batch Application Fees process at user-defined intervals.


Note. If you use AAWS and Yes is the option selected for the Application Fee Required field in the AAWS
Application Fee and Waiver Processing group box on the Application Center Table page, then when you click
Run, an error message appears: Application fees for this Application Center can be calculated through
Admissions Web Services only.


See [PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook]Setting Up Application Processing Centers .


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing PeopleSoft Admission Transactions,
Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission Application Transactions


Recording the Basis of Admission
To set up a basis of admission, use the Basis of Admission component (BASIS_ADMIT_TABLE).


This section discusses how to:


• Define the basis of admission code.


• Assign the basis of admission codes to applicants.


You can set up basis of admission codes that represent general admission criteria—such as ACT test score,
grade point average, or interview—then link the code or codes to applicants or students. You can also print the
basis of admission on admission offer letters and transcripts.


Available Fields for Letter Generation
The following fields are attached to the ADMA and ADMP administrative functions and are available as merge
fields for all letters. The system extracts and attaches up to three bases of admissions.


Winword Merge Field PeopleSoft RECORD.FIELD


BasisAdmit ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.BASIS_ADMIT_CODE


BasisAdmitDL ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.DESCR254


BasisAdmitDE BASIS_ADMIT_TBL.DESCR


BasisAdmitDS BASIS_ADMIT_TBL.DESCRSHORT


BasisAdmitAcadProg ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.ACAD_PROG


BasisAdmitTerm ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.ADMIT_TERM
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Winword Merge Field PeopleSoft RECORD.FIELD


BasisAdmitBeginDt ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.BEGIN_DT


BasisAdmitEndDt ADM_BASIS_ADMIT.END_DT


See Also
lscc, Managing Communications


Pages Used to Record the Basis of Admission
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Basis of Admission Setup BASIS_ADMIT_TABLE Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Recruiting and
Admissions, Application
Evaluation, Basis of
Admission Table


Define basis of admission
codes. You link these codes
to applicants and students on
the Basis of Admission page.


Basis of Admission ADM_APPL_BASIS_ADM Records and Enrollment,
Career and Program
Information, Basis of
Admission


Assign the basis of
admission to an applicant or
student.


Defining the Basis of Admission Code
Access the Basis of Admission Setup page.


Include In Offer Select this check box to include the code, description, short description, and
long description by default on the admission offer letter for any applicant to
whom you assign this basis of admission code. When you select this check
box, the system automatically selects the Include in Offer check box on the
Basis of Admission page.


Include In Transcript Select this check box to include the code and long description by default on the
transcript for any student to whom you assign this basis of admission code.
When you select this check box, the system automatically selects the Include
in Transcript check box on the Basis of Admission page.


Long Description Enter a default long description for this basis of admission code. The long
description appears by default on the Basis of Admission page after you assign
this code to the applicant or student.
The long description should clearly state the basis for admission. For example,
you could say, "The applicant’s composite SAT score exceeded the minimum
score required for admission to the program." You can have another code
that represents grade point average, and another that represents letters of
referral, for example. Thus, if you admitted a person based on their SAT score,
grade point average, and letters of referral, you could assign all three bases
of admission codes to the person.
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Assigning a Basis of Admission to Applicants
Access the Basis of Admission page.


Basis of Admission page


Basis of Admission Enter a basis of admission code from the list of valid values. Define basis of
admission codes on the Basis of Admission page.


Application Nbr
(application number)


Enter an application number to assign the basis of admission to a specific
application. (optional)


Application Program
Nbr (application program
number)


Enter an application program number to assign the basis of admission to a
specific program. (optional)


Admit Term Enter the individual’s admit term. If an individual was admitted to more than
one academic program, he or she could have multiple admit terms.


Academic Program Enter the individual’s academic program to which you want to apply the basis
of admission. Individuals can be admitted to multiple academic programs.
(optional)


Begin Date The default for the begin date is your system date.


End Date Enter the date that you want this basis admission to be no longer valid. If
you run the offer letter or transcript after this date it will not appear even if
you have selected the Include in Offer check box.


Include in Offer Select this check box to include the code, description, short description,
and long description on the applicant’s admission offer letter. The system
automatically selects this check box if the Include in Offer field on the Basis of
Admission setup page is selected for the given basis of admission. You can
change the setting for this applicant here.
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Include In Transcript Select this check box to include the code and long description on the student’s
transcript. The system automatically selects this check box if the Include in
Transcript field on the Basis of Admission setup page is selected for the given
basis of admission. You can change the setting for this person here.


Long Description The long description appears from the Basis of Admission setup page. You can
change the long description for this person here.
The long description should clearly state the basis for admission. For example,
you could say, "The applicant’s composite SAT score exceeded the minimum
required for admission to the program." You can have another code that
represents grade point average, and another that represents letters of referral,
for example. Thus, if you admitted a person based on his or her SAT score,
grade point average, and letters of referral, you could assign all three bases
of admission codes to the person.


Go Click this button to go to another component.


Recording Comments and Conditions for Admission
To set up admission comment codes, use the Admissions Comments component (ADMISSION_COMMENTS).


This section discusses how to:


• Define admissions comment codes.
• Assign admission comment codes to applicants.


Recruiting and Admissions functionality enables you to record generic comments and then link them to an
applicant. You can use this functionality however you like. One particular use is to record conditions of
admission. For example, you can define a comment such as "You must successfully complete all current
coursework." You can set up admission comment codes that represent general admission comments, then link
the code or codes to the applicant. You can print the comments on the admission offer letter, and later, after the
applicant becomes a student, you can print the comment on his or her transcript.


Available Fields for Letter Generation
The following fields are attached to the ADMA and ADMP administrative functions and are available as merge
fields for all letters. The system extracts and attaches up to three bases of admissions.


Winword Merge Field PeopleSoft RECORD.FIELD


AdmCommentCd ADM_COMMENTS.ADM_COMMENT_CD


AdmCommentDL ADM_COMMENTS.DESCRLONG


AdmCommentDE COMMENT_CDE_TBL.DESCR


AdmCommentDS COMMENT_CDE_TBL.DESCRSHORT


AdmCommentTerm ADM_COMMENTS.ADMIT_TERM


AdmCommentProg ADM_COMMENTS.ACAD_PROG
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Winword Merge Field PeopleSoft RECORD.FIELD


AdmCommentBegin ADM_COMMENTS.BEGIN_DT


AdmCommentEnd ADM_COMMENTS.END_DT


AdmCommentType ADM_COMMENTS.COMMENT_TYPE


See Also
lscc, Managing Communications


Pages Used to Record Comments and Conditions for Admission
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Admissions Comments
Table


ADM_COMMENTS_TABLE Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Recruiting and
Admissions, Application
Evaluation, Admissions
Comments Table


Define admission comment
codes.


Admissions Comments STDNT_ADM_COMMENTS Student Admissions,
Application Evaluations,
Application Decisions,
Admission Comments


Assign admission comments
to applicants.


Defining Admission Comment Codes
Access the Admissions Comments Table page.


Admissions Comments Table page
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Comment Type Indicates the type of comment that you are entering. Select Conditional if the
comment is a condition for admission, and Procedural if the comment is for
procedure only. (informational only)


Include In Offer Select this check box to include the code, description, short description, and
long description on the applicant’s admission offer letter. When you select this
check box, the system automatically selects the Include in Offer check box
on the Admission Comments page.


Include In Transcript Select this check box to include the code and long description on the student’s
transcript. When you select this check box, the system automatically selects
the Include in Transcript check box on the Admission Comments page.


Long Description Enter the full text of the comment for this admission comment code. The long
description appears by default on the Admission Comment page after you
assign this code to the applicant.


Assigning Admission Comments to Applicants
Access the Admission Comments page.


Admission Comments page


Admission Comment Code Enter a code. Define comment codes on the Admission Comment Table page.


Admit Term Enter an admit term. If an applicant was admitted to more than one academic
program, he or she can have multiple admit terms.


Academic Program Enter an academic program. Applicants can be admitted to multiple academic
programs. (optional)
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Comment Type Indicates the type of comment that you are entering. Select Conditional if the
comment is a condition for admission, and Procedural if the comment is for
procedure only. (informational only)


Begin Date The default for the begin date is your system date.


End Date Enter the date from which you want this comment to be no longer valid. If
you run the offer letter after this date it will not appear even if you have
selected the Include in Offer check box.


Include in Offer Select this check box to include the code, description, short description,
and long description on the applicant’s admission offer letter. The system
automatically selects this check box if the Include in Offer field on the
Admission Comment Table page is selected. You can change the setting for
this applicant here.


Include In Transcript Select this check box to include the code and long description on the student’s
transcript. The system automatically selects this check box if the Include in
Transcript field on the Admission Comment Table page is selected. You can
change the setting for this applicant here.


Long Description The long description appears from the Admission Comment Table page. You
can change the long description for this applicant here.


Go Click this button to go to another component.


Viewing Summary Checklist, Comment, and
Communication Data


You can use summary pages for a quick view of checklists, comments and communications stored for
prospects, applicants and recruiters. You can also view Operator 3C Groups pages for checklists, comments
and communications.


• Use the Checklist Summary page (PERS_CHKLST_SUMM) to access a summary of checklists associated
with a recruiter, a prospect, or an applicant.
The Checklist Summary page enables you to designate which checklist information you want to see for
a person.


• Use the Comment Summary page (CMNT_SUMMARY) to access a summary of comments associated
with a recruiter, a prospect or an applicant.
The Comment Summary page enables you to designate which checklist information you want to see for
a person.


• Use the Communication Summary page (COMM_SUMMARY) to view a summary of communications
associated with a recruiter, a prospect, or an applicant.
This page enables you to designate which communication information you want to see for a person.


• Use the Operator 3C Groups Summary (Checklist) (OPR_GRP_3C_SUM) page to view the user 3C
groups to which you are assigned.


• Use the Operator 3C Groups Summary (Comment) (OPR_GRP_3C_SUM) page to view the user 3C
groups to which you are assigned.
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• Use the Operator 3C Groups Summary (Communication) page (OPR_GRP_3C_SUM) to view the user
3C groups to which you are assigned.


See Also
lscc, Using the 3C Engine
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CHAPTER 1


(NLD) Managing Studielink


This chapter provides an overview of Studielink functionality for the Netherlands and discusses how to:


• Set up Studielink.
• Receive messages from Studielink.
• Post Studielink messages to application tables.
• Review and update Studielink information.
• Manage outbound messages.
• Change student status using Studielink.


Understanding Studielink
From 2006, participating higher education institutions in the Netherlands must enable their student information
system (SIS) to communicate with Studielink, the new centralized admissions and enrollment system.
For participating institutions, Studielink replaces the CBAP (Centraal Bureau Aanmelding en Plaatsing)
admissions process.


Studielink requires constant communication between the institution and the Studielink system. This
communication extends beyond the admissions application process to the student’s annual re-enrollment while
matriculating at their institution. Electronic messages are defined for all interactions between the institution
and Studielink. As the status of the student’s application and matriculation changes, the institution must
immediately update the Studielink system; as the student reports status changes directly to Studielink, the
Studielink system must send messages to update the institution. There are approximately 30 distinct electronic
messages that can be shared between Studielink and the institution.


This diagram provides an overview of the process:
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Studielink information process flow


Communication between Studielink and the institution is in the form of individual XML messages.
Specifications for each message type are available from the Studielink website.


The following is a high level overview of how Campus Solutions processes the Studielink messages:


1. Studielink sends messages to the Campus Solutions system. The message data may include admission
applications.


2. The Campus Solutions system automatically loads the inbound messages into the staging tables.
3. Run the Post Studielink Messages process to post the messages into the application tables. The posting


process creates Campus Solutions personal and application records for the new applications. The posting
process uses the search/match parameters to determine whether the applicant already exists in the
PeopleSoft database or is a new applicant. For existing applicants or students, the posting process may
update Studielink specific Campus Solutions status fields, add or remove prior education schools and
courses, add or change fees payment data, and process withdrawal, cancellation or re-enrollment requests.


4. You might have to use a Campus Solutions page or an equation to determine if a message should be sent to
Studielink. In some cases, the system can automatically determine if the messages should be sent. For
example, the system automatically determines when the Receipt of Application (31A) message should
be generated. On the other hand, to indicate that the Student’s prior education is deficient or sufficient
(31K) message should be sent, you can select the 31K check box on the Application Regional page or the
Academic Prog Higher Education page, or use an equation.


5. Run the Generate Studielink Message process to generate messages that you want to send to Studielink.
This process fills data into the outbound staging tables, checks data content, and generates XML messages.


See http://www.surffoundation.nl/smartsite.dws?ch=STL for XML message specifications.
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Oracle’s PeopleSoft Integration Broker is the technology used to facilitate the transmission of messages
between Studielink and the institution. Integration Broker is installed as part of the PeopleTools installation
process. You must upgrade to 8.48.17 or a higher version of PeopleTools to connect to Studielink.


Setting Up Studielink
This section discusses how to:


• Activate Studielink functionality.


• Set up online Studielink behavior.


• Set up prior education information.


• Set up BRINcodes.


• Set up sub BRINcodes for BRINcode locations.


• Set up academic programs for Studielink.


• Set up academic plans for Studielink.


• Set up BRINcode and institution cross-references.


• Set up civil and marital status cross-references.


• Set up Search/Match data.


• Set up Studielink address usage.


• Set up Studielink phone usage.


• Set up Studielink message processing parameters.


• Set up Studielink Search/Match parameters.


• Set up Studielink send parameters.


• Set up Studielink financial parameters.


• Set up Admissions online status handling.


• Set up Student Records online handling.


• Set up withdrawal action reasons.


• Set up correction of cancellation/end of enrollment action reasons.


• Set up Studielink Start Occasion and Start Year.


• Set up program action reason codes.


• Map language codes to language preferred codes.


• Set up foreign addresses.


• Set up visa/permit values.


• Map visa/permit codes.


• Set up Integration Broker to communicate with Studielink.


• Set up Studielink message equations.
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Note. Institutions are expected to complete the necessary Academic Structure setup to support the NLD
Higher Education functionality within the Campus Solutions system. Your institution should register with
Studielink to access the Studielink application.


See Also
lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, (NLD) Defining Dutch Academic Structure


Pages Used to Set Up Studielink
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


SA Features SCC_INSTALL_SA2 Set Up SACR, Install,
Student Admin Installation,
SA Features


Activate Studielink and
other NLD specific fields
and pages in the system.


Allow BRINcode to be
linked to an internal
organization.


Academic Institution 6 INSTITUTION_TABLE Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table,
Academic Institution 6


Set up Studielink-specific
online page behavior.


Prior Education Table SSR_PRE_EDU_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure
NLD, Prior Education Table
NLD, Prior Education Table


Define prior education
programs which may be
delivered by Studielink
messages.


BRINcode Table SCC_BRINCODE_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure
NLD, BRINcode Table NLD,
BRINcode Table


Set up BRINcodes of type
Internal which represent the
legislative assigned BRIN
for your institution or
create BRINcodes of type
External to map to External
Organizations schools.


Sub-BRINcode Table SCC_SUBBRIN_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure
NLD, SubBrincode Table
NLD, Sub-BRINcode Table


Define location specific
SubBRINcode for internal or
external BRINcodes.


Prog Info NLD SSR_PRG_INF_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table,
Prog Info NLD


Set up NLD regulatory
information concerning
this academic program
supplied by CROHO (
Central Register of Higher
Education), which accredits
academic program content.


Home Campus NLD SSR_PROG_OWN_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table,
Home Campus NLD


Set up home campus
information for Dutch
students.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Academic Plan Table ACADEMIC_PLAN_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation


Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Plan Table


Set up academic plan
information.


BRINcode/Institution
Cross-reference


SAD_SL_BRN_INST Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink,
BRINcode/Institution Xref


Define the valid BRINcodes
for each institution.


Civil Status/Marital Status
Cross-reference


SAD_SL_MAR_STAT Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Civil
Status/Mar Status Xref


Set up civil and marital
status cross-references.


Search/Match Rule HCR_SM_RULE Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities,
Search/Match, Search/Match
Rules


Define sets of fields to
search for and identify how
to search for them.


Search Parameters HCR_SM_PARM Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities,
Search/Match Parameters,
Search Parameters


Combine and order search
rules. Users select the
combination (called the
search parameter), prior
to performing a search, to
determine the fields on
which they are permitted to
search.


Search Permissions HCR_SM_PERM Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities,
Search/Match, Search/Match
Parameters, Search
Permissions


Identify who can use the
search parameter to perform
the search. Also identify
which component names, if
any, should use the search
parameter as part of saving a
new ID in the database.


Studielink Inbound Address
Usage


SAD_SL_ADDR_USAGE Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink, SL
Inbound Address Usage,
Studielink Inbound Address
Usage


Set up how inbound
addresses are processed.


Studielink Outbound
Address Usage


SAD_SL_OUT_ADDR_US Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink,
SL Outbound Address
Usage, Studielink Outbound
Address Usage


Set up how outbound
addresses are processed.


Studielink Inbound Phone
usage


SAD_SL_PHONE_IN Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink, SL
Inbound Phone Usage,
Studielink Inbound Phone
usage


Set up inbound phone usage.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Studielink Outbound
Phone usage


SAD_SL_PHONE_OUT Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink, SL
Outbound Phone Usage,
Studielink Outbound Phone
usage


Set up outbound phone
usage.


Studielink Load Parameters SAD_SL_LOAD_PARM Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Studielink
Process Parameters,
Studielink Load Parameters


Set up which version of
Studielink is processed and
which inbound messages
are to be processed. Set up
application defaults as
well as checklist or events
processing per institution
and career.


Studielink SearchMatch
Parameters


SAD_SL_SRCHMCH Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Studielink
Process Parameters,
Studielink Search/Match
Parameters


Set up the search/match
criteria for processing
Studielink Message 03.


Studielink Send Parameters SAD_SL_SEND_PARM Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Studielink
Process Parameters,
Studielink Send Parameters


Control if and how outbound
messages are to be processed
by adding Studielink specific
field values that control
online triggering and/or
data selection of Studielink
messages.


Studielink Financial
Parameters


SAD_SL_SEND1_PARM Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Studielink
Process Parameters,
Studielink Financial
Parameters


Control which inbound
and outbound Studielink
financial messages are
processed and control how
data for financial messages
is selected.


Admissions Online Status
Handling


SAD_SL_ADM_STAT Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink,
Admission Online Status
Values, Admissions Online
Status Handling


Map an Admissions program
action to a Studielink status.


Student Records Online
Status Handling


SAD_SL_SR_STAT Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink,
Records Online Status
Values, Student Records
Online Status Handling


Map a Student Records
higher education program
action to a Studielink status.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Admissions Program Action
& Studielink Status Mapping


SAD_SL_ADM_RSN Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink,
Withdrawal Action Mapping,
Admissions Setup


Map Campus Solutions
program action (and action
reason) values to the
Studielink end reason and
Studielink status values. The
system uses this mapping for
applicants when it receives
message 35 and when
it generates message 31G
for applicants.


Student Records Program
Action & Studielink Status
Mapping


SAD_SL_PRG_RSN Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink,
Withdrawal Action Mapping,
Student Records Setup


Map Campus Solutions
program action (and action
reason) values to the
Studielink end reason,
Studielink status and Prog
Action HE values. The
system uses this mapping for
students when it receives
message 35 and when it
generates message 31E for
students.


Msg 48 Admission
Correction


SAD_SL_CRADM_RSN Click the Studielink
Correction Status link
on the Studielink Send
Parameters page.


Map a Campus Solutions
Admissions program action
reason value to a Studielink
correction status.


Msg 48 Student Records
Correction


SAD_SL_CORRPRG_RSN Click the Studielink
Correction Status link
on the Studielink Send
Parameters page.


Map a Prog Action HE
action value to a Studielink
status. Any field changes
for Prog Action HE action
online will result in the
mapped Studielink status
value being updated.


Start Occasion SSR_SL_STARTOC_NLD Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink,
Studielink Start Occasion,
Start Occasion


Define start occasion values
for the admit term or type,
the academic year, and the
start month.


The system uses the start
occasion values on the Start
Occasion page to assign a
default start month and start
occasion for any applicant
added through Student
Admissions online.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Start Year SSR_SL_STARTYR_NLD Student Admissions,


Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Studielink
Start Occasion, Start Year


Define start occasion values
for the academic year and
start month.


The system uses the start
occasion values on the Start
Year page for backwards
compatibility only. The start
year and start occasion is
retrieved from inbound
messages or taken from
Admissions.


Studielink Language Code
Cross-reference


SAD_SL_LANGSETUP Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Studielink
Language Code Setup


Map language codes to
language preferred codes.


The system uses this
mapping to process both
inbound and outbound
messages.


Foreign Address Setup SAD_SL_FORGN_SETUP Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Set-Up
Foreign Address


Define address field
mappings which apply to
both inbound and outbound
messages.


Set up mappings for each
country or specify one
default which applies to all
those not included.


Control whether inbound
messages are suspended.


Studielink Visa/Permit Table SAD_SL_VISA Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Studielink
Visa/Permit Table, Studielink
Visa/Permit Table


Set up visa/permit status
values.


Visa/Permit Cross Reference
Table


SAD_SL_VISA_CROSS Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink,
Visa/Permit Cross Reference,
Visa/Permit Cross Reference
Table


Map visa/permit codes from
Campus Solutions to a
visa/permit Studielink code.


Studielink Equation Setup SAD_SL_EQ_SETUP Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Studielink
Equation Setup


Assign equations to evaluate
outbound messages.


User Defaults 1 OPR_DEF_TABLE_CS1 Set Up SACR, User Defaults,
User Defaults 1


Set the default academic
institution whose student
and applicant records you
want to process.
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Activating Studielink Functionality
Access the SA Features page (Set Up SACR, Install, Student Admin Installation, SA Features ).


SA Features page


Use Int Brin Code with
Ext Org


Select this check box to enable mapping of the BRIN Code type Internal to
External Organization codes on the BRINcode Table page (Set Up SACR,
Foundation Tables, Academic Structure NLD, BRINcode Table NLD).
Use this setup when students are admitted to academic programs with Prior
Education diplomas which have been awarded at your institution BRIN Code.


Setting Up Online Studielink Behavior
Access the Academic Institution 6 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Institution Table, Academic Institution 6).
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Academic Institution 6 page


Select the Studielink Participant check box to activate all online Studielink behavior.


Setting Up Prior Education Information
Access the Prior Education Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure NLD, Prior
Education Table NLD, Prior Education Table).
Bundle 27
Added “Education Level”, “Registration Date”, and “Admittance to” fields.
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Prior Education Table page


The Prior Education Table can be used to administer academic programs which the student needs to have
completed before they can be admitted to an academic program at the institution.


MBO Code Select the MBO Code for the type of prior professional education.


Cluster Code Select the logical grouping for MBO programs.


Bundle 27 Three new fields added.


Education Level Select the type of High School education to which this academic program
belongs.


Registration Date Enter the date on which the academic program was officially registered.


Admittance to Select the university or university of applied science academic program
for which admittance is allowed.


Studielink may supply Prior Education information in inbound messages. All Prior Education information
supplied by Studielink must be set up in the Prior Education Table.


Refer to Studielink documentation on SURF foundation to reference Prior Education data tables.


Setting Up BRINcodes
Access the BRINcode Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure NLD, BRINcode
Table NLD, BRINcode Table).
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BRINcode Table page


Set up BRINcodes of type Internal which represent the legislative assigned BRIN number for your institution.
Map internal BRINcodes to external organizations if you have multiple legislative BRINcodes in your
institution and applicants or students transferring between BRINcodes. Studielink may require the BRINcode
information when exchanging Prior Education information for these applicants or students.


Create BRINcodes of type external to map to External Organizations schools. Studielink requires BRINcode
to be supplied for all Dutch Prior Education data exchanged.


Brin Type Select External or Internal.


External Org ID This field is available if you select External in the Brin Type field or if you
select Internal in the Brin Type field and the Use Int Brin Code with Ext Org
check box is selected on the SA Features page.


Setting Up Sub BRINcodes for BRINcode Locations
Access the Sub-BRINcode Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure NLD,
SubBrincode Table NLD, Sub-BRINcode Table).


Sub-BRINcode Table page


Location Nbr Select an External Organization location number.
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Setting Up Academic Programs for Studielink
This section discusses how to :


• Set up program information.
• Map education codes to academic programs.
• Assign campus and campus location codes.
• Set up home campus NLD values.


Setting Up Program Information
Bundle 27
Added “Prog Info NLD” page.


Access the Prog Info NLD page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Program
Table, Prog Info NLD tab).
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Prog Info NLD (program information for the Netherlands) page


Propedeutic Exam Select a value to indicate whether a Propedeutic examination is part of this
Academic Program.


Sector Enter a relevant grouping for this Academic Program.


Sub-Sector Enter a relevant sub-grouping for this Academic Program.


Indication Funding Select a value to indicate whether the Academic Program is funded,
acknowledged or accredited by the Ministry of Education.
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Program Credits Enter the number of study points or units associated with this academic
program.


Program Credits VT Enter the number of study points or units associated with this academic
program for dual programs.


Accreditation From Date Enter the date on which the accreditation for this academic program was
formally decreed.


Accreditation to date Enter the date on which the accreditation is no longer valid.


Dt end enrollment
accreditation(date end
enrollment accreditation)


Enter the date on which no new students are allowed to enroll for the academic
program.


Postponement dt
accreditation(postponement
date accreditation)


Enter the date on which the institution needs to comply with accreditation
norms.


Enrollment End Date Enter the date on which no new enrollments are allowed.


Indication Enrolment
Deficinec(Indication
Enrollment with Deficiency)


Select a value to indicate whether students may be admitted without sufficient
prior education.


Indication Adm
Central/Insti(Indication
Admissions Central or
Institution)


Select a value to indicate whether admittance is allowed direct via institution
or centrally through Studielink.


Indication Type Fixus Select a value to indicate the capacity restrictions through Fixus.


Decentral Indication
Selection


Select a value to indicate decentral selection for institution Fixus programs


End Date Decentral
Selection


Enter the last date on which Decentral Selection is allowed.


Indication Additional
Requirem(Indication
Additional Requirements)


Select a value to indicate additional academic requirements at time of
admittance.


Equivalent Academic
program


Enter the Academic Program code as known in RASP registry.


Indication CROHO Select a value to indicate whether the academic program is known in the
CROHO registry.


Official international Name Enter the registration description for this academic program as it is known in
CROHO register.


Mapping Education Codes to Academic Programs
Access the CIP Code setup (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Program
Table, Taxonomy/Campus, Taxonomy group box).


The Education Type Code that is contained in many of the Studielink messages identifies the academic
program of the student within PeopleSoft Campus Solutions. In order for the appropriate academic program to
be assigned to the student, the Studielink education code must be mapped to the valid academic program.
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First, the CIP Code Table (Classification of Instructional Programs Code Table) (CIP_CODE_TABLE)
component must be used to store all of the Studielink education code values. Institutions should
request a complete list of education codes from Studielink. Next, use the Academic Program Table
(ACADEMIC_PROG_TBL) component to assign the appropriate CIP code to the academic program that the
code represents. Once completed, the Studielink posting process assigns the correct academic program when
creating the student’s admissions application. This setup is required. Institutions that have implemented CBAP
functionality were required to perform the same setup tasks.


Assigning Campus and Campus Location Codes
Access the Taxonomy/Campus page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Program Table, Taxonomy/Campus, Campus group box).


Each academic program has a campus defined on the Taxonomy/Campus page in the Academic Program Table
component. The assigned campus must have an associated location code. The location code must be defined
for the correct SetID where the address information is complete. Studielink uses the location assigned to the
campus to determine the city location for reporting to Studielink.


Setting Up Home Campus NLD Values
The Dutch Ministry of Education assigns BRINcodes and Sub BRINcodes to each institution. On the Home
Campus NLD page, use the Campus group box to assign the Sub BRINcodes and internal BRINcodes to each
campus where each academic program is offered. To set up internal BRINcodes, use the BRINcode Table
page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure NLD, BRINcode Table NLD). To set up Sub
BRINcodes, use the SUB-BRINCODE Table page (Set up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure
NLD, SubBrincodeTable NLD). In the Campus Academic Load group box, enter the approved academic load
values for your campus. You must define this information for all Studielink eligible academic programs. When
applications for enrollment are sent to the institution from Studielink (Message 03), the posting process uses
this information to verify that the program is offered at the institution at the requested location.


Access the Home Campus NLD page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Program Table, Home Campus NLD).
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Home Campus NLD page


See Also
lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Modifying CIP and HEGIS Codes


lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Setting Up Campuses


lsfn, Defining Programs, Plans, and Subplans


Setting Up Academic Plans for Studielink
Access the Academic Plan Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Plan Table).
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Academic Plan Table page


Institutions that participate in Studielink are required to create academic plans that have the same value as the
Studielink Alternative Program code values. The Studielink posting process uses the alternative program code
value for the default academic plan. If no alternative program code is specified in the message, or if a matching
plan is not defined, the system uses the default academic plan assigned for the academic program.


Setting Up BRINcode and Institution Cross-References
Access the BRINcode/Institution Cross-reference page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, BRINcode/Institution Xref).


BRINcode/Institution Cross-reference page


The Dutch Ministry of Education requires that institutions use their assigned BRINcode in all official
communications. Each BRINcode is specific to an institution and a location. Therefore, each institution
can have multiple BRINcodes.


The Studielink posting process requires that the valid BRINcodes for each institution are defined in order to
correctly identify messages. Messages that contain BRINcodes not defined in this component are not posted
to the application tables. The posting process assigns an institution to the student based on the BRINcode
that is received.
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BRINcode Enter the Dutch Ministry of Education BRINcode that you want to map to
your academic institution.


Academic Institution Enter the academic institution that corresponds to the BRINcode.


Setting Up Civil and Marital Status Cross-references
Access the Civil Status/Marital Status Cross-reference page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink, Civil Status/Mar Status Xref).


Civil Status/Marital Status Cross-reference page


When student bio-demographic data is updated from Studielink, the civil status that is reported must be
mapped to an appropriate PeopleSoft Campus Solutions value. If not, the component interface that updates the
PeopleSoft Campus Community tables will fail if it encounters a value that cannot be translated.


Civil Status This value is received from Studielink.


Marital Status Enter the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions value that corresponds to the
Studielink value.


Setting Up Search/Match Data
Studielink users must create their own Search/Match rules and search parameters for the posting process. The
posting process uses the Search/Match process to determine if an existing EmplID exists for admission
application messages received from Studielink.


The following table lists the fields on the admission application Message 03 that are used for executing the
Search/Match process. The corresponding search field is defined to assist you to create your institution’s
Search/Match rules and parameters.


Message 03 Search Fields Search Field for Creating Search/Match Rules
Street Address3Rule
City CityRule
Last Name LastNameSrchRule
First Name FirstNameSrchRule
Birthdate DateOfBirthRule
Sofi Number NationalIDRule
Gender GenderRule
CIOP/Correspondence Number CorrespondenceNBRRule
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Additionally, the posting process uses the Studielink Number in the inbound messages to determine if the
student’s EmplID already exists in the system. The Studielink Number is a unique identifier that Studielink
assigns to each applicant.


This section discusses how to:


• Set up Search/Match rules.
• Set up search parameters.
• Set up search permissions.


Setting Up Search Match Rules
Access the Search/Match Rule page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Search/Match,
Search/Match Rule).


Search/Match Rule page


Several Search/ Match rules will probably need to be created to ensure that the Studielink application records
are properly evaluated. You must define all your Search/Match rules before you create the search parameters.


See lscc, Searching for Records and Using Search, Match.


Setting Up Search Parameters
Access the Search Parameters page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Search/Match
Parameters, Search Parameters).


Search Parameters page


Enter the search fields in the appropriate search order.
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Setting Up Search Permissions
Access the Search Permissions page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Search/Match,
Search/Match Parameters, Search Permissions).


Search Permissions page


Select the Full Access check box. Enter SAD_SL_LOAD_PARMS in the Component Name field.


This allows the system to select search parameters from the Studielink Process Parameters component and
create the Studielink message posting parameter settings.


Setting Up Studielink Address Usage
The three address types that can be communicated between an institution and the Studielink system are
billing, mailing, and permanent. The system uses PeopleSoft Campus Community address usage functionality
to provide a flexible method for identifying the address type to update when information is received from
Studielink. This also controls the address that is sent in messages originating from the institution.


This section discusses how to:


• Set up inbound address usage.


• Set up outbound address usage.


Setting Up Inbound Address Usage
Use the Studielink Inbound Address Usage page to set up how inbound addresses are processed. Inbound
messages that contain address or email address use this set up to select which address is stored in the Campus
Solutions tables.


Access the Studielink Inbound Address Usage page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, SL Inbound Address Usage, Studielink Inbound Address Usage).
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Studielink Inbound Address Usage page


Studielink Address Type
and Address Usage


Assign an Address Usage value for each Studielink Address Type value.


Address Usage is used to determine the address usage type to use for processing
inbound messages that contain one or more Studielink address blocks.


Bundle 27
Added a new note.


Note. Inbound Studielink addresses should be mapped to only one Campus
Address Type; not multiple Campus Address Types.


Email Usage Select a usage value that the system uses to determine which email address
type should be used to process inbound messages in which a Studielink
email address is specified.


Address Usage Table Click to access the Address Usage page and create new address and email
usage table entries.


Setting Up Outbound Address Usage
Use the Studielink Outbound Address Usage page to set up how outbound addresses are processed. Outbound
messages that select address or email address use this set up.


Access the Studielink Outbound Address Usage page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, SL Outbound Address Usage, Studielink Outbound Address Usage).
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Studielink Outbound Address Usage page


Studielink Address Type
and Address Usage


Assign an Address Usage value for each Studielink Address Type value.


Bundle 27
Added new note.


Note. Outbound Studielink addresses can be mapped to multiple Campus
Address Types.


Email Usage Select a usage value that the system uses to determine which email address
should be used to process outbound messages to Studielink in which a
Studielink email address is specified.


Address Usage Table Click to access the Address Usage page and create new address and email
usage table entries.


See Also
lscc, Designing Campus Community, Establishing Address Usages


Setting Up Studielink Phone Usage
Use the Studielink Inbound Phone usage page and the Studielink Outbound Phone usage page to set up
Studielink phone usage.


This section discusses how to:


• Set up inbound phone usage.
• Set up outbound phone usage.


Setting Up Inbound Phone Usage
Access the Studielink Inbound Phone usage page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, SL Inbound Phone Usage, Studielink Inbound Phone usage).
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Studielink Inbound Phone usage page


When phone numbers are retrieved from inbound messages, the phone number that is stored in Campus
Solutions is based on the phone type that you select here.


If no correct set up is found the inbound message is suspended.


Setting Up Outbound Phone Usage
Access the Studielink Outbound Phone usage page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, SL Outbound Phone Usage, Studielink Outbound Phone usage).


Studielink Outbound Phone usage page


The phone number that is allocated to outbound messages is based on the phone type that you select here.


You can enter a preference sequence for each phone type–the first preferred phone number is sent to Studielink;
if the first preference is not found, the second preferred phone number is sent, and the process continues
until a preferred phone type is found.


If no correct set up is found the outbound message is suspended.


Setting Up Studielink Message Processing Parameters
Bundle 27
Added “Process Prior Ed Subjects” check box.


Access the Studielink Load Parameters page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, Studielink Process Parameters, Studielink Load Parameters).
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Studielink Load Parameters page


This page is used to store the settings used by the posting process to process all messages that are loaded in
the staging tables. You must create settings for every academic career at the institution where students are
eligible to participate in Studielink.


Bundle 27 Only Studielink version 4.0 is supported.


Studielink Version Only version 4.0 is supported.


Additional Name Type Select the additional name type that will be created when a new student is
created in the system. The system always creates the primary name type.
This is an optional field.
The value that you select here is used by messages 03, 04, and 05 inbound
only to create the additional name type.
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If you leave this field blank, the posting process assigns the default name
type to new students. To set up default name types, select Set Up SACR,
Product Related, Campus Community, Establish People Processing, Setup,
Name Type Defaults.


GBA Names Select to have the system add or select data from the GBA Names page for
processing outbound message 34 and inbound and outbound message 04.
If you select this check box, FullName field content is used for outbound
messages only. The inbound GBA name is always stored even if the check
box is not selected.
The GBA Names page enables you to register full length name initials,
first names, and last names according to NEN norms. To navigate to the
GBA Names page, select Campus Community, Personal Information NLD,
Student GBA Names NLD or click the GBA Reporting Names link on the
Regional page (Student Admissions, Application Maintenance, Maintain
Applications, Regional).


Administrator Name Enter the name of the administrator to be reported in Message 37 (Death of
student).


Identification Document Enter a value that the system uses as a default value for outbound message 04
if no Identification Document exists for a student on the Administer Student
Higher Education page (Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD,
Student Higher Education NLD).


GBA Verification (04) This check box is selected by default.
If the check box is cleared, inbound message 04 is not processed into Campus
Solutions tables. The message status in the staging table is set to skipped by
the SAD_SL_IN process.


Note. All other message related check boxes in this section of the Studielink
Load Parameters page function in a similar way to the GBA Verification
(04) check box.


Bundle 27 Added new check box.


Process Prior Ed
Subjects(process prior
education subjects)


Select to restrict processing of Prior Education subjects from Studielink in any
Inbound message containing Prior Education Subjects.


Career Options
These options must be created for each academic career that participates in Studielink.


Academic Institution and
Academic Career


Enter the academic institution and career for which the following settings
apply. The system processes the inbound messages only if you enter an
academic institution and career here.


Application Center Enter the default application center assigned during the creation of the
admissions application.


Admit Type Enter the default admit type assigned during the creation of the admissions
application. The system uses the default admit type if the Start Occasion value
for the admit type is not available on the Studielink Start Occasion page. For
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example, the admit type is REG, the default admit type is FIRSTYR, and the
Start Occasion value does not exist for REG. In this case, the system uses the
Start Occasion value that has been set up for the default admit type FIRSTYR.


Events or Checklists


Application Checklist Code Enter the checklist to be assigned during the processing of Message 03.


Note. You can only select checklists that have been defined for administrative
functions: ADMA or ADMP.


Lot Drawing Checklist
Item


Enter an additional checklist item assigned for Central lot drawing candidates
who have been selected for admission. This requires the applications checklist
code to be populated.


Decentral Drawing
Checklist Item


Enter a checklist item assigned when Message 39 is processed and the lot
drawing result is set to Selected (decentralized), Locally Selected, or Locally
Drawn on the Application Regional page. This requires an applications
checklist code to be assigned to the student.


Re-enrollment Checklist
Code


Enter an optional checklist to be created upon posting of Message 25.


Note. You can only select checklists that have been defined for administrative
function SPRG.


If you select the Use Events check box, the 3c Events Definitions group box appears.


3C Events Definition
Select the Use Events check box if you want to use the 3C event feature to process inbound Studielink
messages. The 3C event feature enables you to set up and use multiple checklists, comments and
communications for Studielink processing.


See lscc, Using the 3C Engine.


The following example shows the Studielink Load Parameters page with the 3c Events Definitions group box.
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Studielink Load Parameters page (with the 3c Events Definitions box)


Event ID Enter one or multiple event IDs for administrative functions ADMA, ADMP
or SPRG. The system uses the EventID that you enter here to process events
of administrative function types:


• ADMA and ADMP for Inbound Message 03.
• SPRG for Inbound Message 25.


Setting Up Studielink Search/Match Parameters
Access the Studielink Search/Match Parameters page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, Studielink Process Parameters, Studielink Search/Match Parameters).
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Studielink Search/Match Parameters page


Assign the Add, Update, or Suspend settings for the search parameters.


Search Parameter Select from the parameters that were created in the Search Parameters
page. Only parameters with search permissions granted to the
SAD_SL_LOAD_PARMS component can be selected.


When multiple matches occur for the same rule, the system suspends the record.


Setting Up Studielink Send Parameters
Bundle 27
Added “Send Prior Ed Subject” check box.


Access the Studielink Send Parameters page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, Studielink Process Parameters, Studielink Send Parameters).
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Studielink Send Parameters page (1 of 3)
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Studielink Send Parameters page (2 of 3)


Studielink Send Parameters page (3 of 3)


Bundle 27 Added new check box.
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Send Prior Ed
Subjects(send prior
education subjects)


Select to restrict processing of Prior Education subjects to Studielink in any
Outbound message containing Prior Education Subjects.


For information about how messages are generated and sent to Studielink:


See [(NLD) Managing Studielink]Managing Outbound Messages.


Message Check Boxes 06, 31A, 31D, 31H, 31O, 31Q, and 37
The following information relates to these message check boxes:


• Address Change (06)
• Receipt of Application (31A)
• Discontinue Not Allowed (31D)
• Non First Year (31H)
• Phase Change (31O)
• Confirmation Receipt (31Q)
• Death of Student (37)


The check boxes are selected by default.


If you clear a check box:


• The outbound message is not processed from Campus Solutions tables by the SAD_SL_OUT outbound
process or created in staging tables.


• The outbound message can not be triggered manually from the Studielink Transmission Override
page—the relevant check box is not available on the page.


• Outbound messages 31H and 31O can not be triggered from the Admissions Application Regional page
(Student Admissions, Application Maintenance, Maintain Applications, Application Regional) or the
Student Records Academic Prog Higher Education page (Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD,
Student Records Higher Edu NLD, Academic Prog Higher Education)—the relevant check box is not
available on the page. Other messages listed here are never available to trigger from these pages.


Message Check Boxes 04, 10, 31I, 31J, 31K, 31N, and 31P
The following information relates to these message check boxes :


• GBA Verification (04)
• Prior Education (10)
• Professional Duties (31I)
• Language Test (31J)
• Prior Ed Deficiency (31K)
• Lot Drawing Result (31N)
• Profession Requirements (31P)


The check boxes are selected by default.


If you clear a check box:
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• The outbound message is not processed from Campus Solutions tables by the SAD_SL_OUT outbound
process or created in staging tables.


• The outbound message can not be triggered manually from the Studielink Transmission Override
page—the relevant check box is not available on the page.


• The outbound message can not be triggered manually from the Admissions Application Regional page
or Student Records Academic Prog Higher Education page—the relevant check box is not available on
the page.


If a check box is selected, a related Trigger Status setup group box becomes available. Use this group box
to set up the status that triggers the message. For example, you select a value in the ID Verification Status
field on this setup page. If the ID Verification status on the Administer Student Higher Education page
(Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD, Student Higher Education NLD, Administer Student Higher
Education) is updated, and the updated status is the same as the status on this setup page, message 04 is
triggered when you save the component. Business logic uses the previous row (effective date or effective
sequence) to evaluate whether the field has been changed.


Message Check Box 31B
The Confirm Enrollment (31B) check box controls whether message 31B is sent.


If the Confirm Enrollment (31B) check box is selected, the Trigger 31B and Selection 31B fields become
available.


The Trigger 31B field controls whether message 31B is automatically triggered when certain conditions
are met.


The Selection 31B field controls what data is included when message 31B is sent.


You do not have to enter a value in the Trigger 31B field—for example, you might use the equation engine
instead to trigger the message.


If the following conditions are met, message 31B is triggered automatically in the transmit table:


1. The Confirm Enrollment (31B) check box is selected.
2. The updated program action matches the value that is entered in the Trigger 31B field on this setup page.


Business logic in place to evaluate change compares the current row with the previous row (effective
date or effective sequence).


3. A program action is updated on the Application Program Data page (Student Admissions, Maintain
Applications, Application Maintenance or Student Admissions, Application Entry) or the Academic Prog
Higher Education page (Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD, Student Records Higher
Education NLD).


If the following conditions are met, message 31B can be triggered via equation engine or manually:


1. The Confirm Enrollment (31B) check box is selected.
2. The Evaluation process is run and an equation engine has been created for message 31B. The equation


engine criteria are met and message 31B is triggered (for more information refer to the Setting Up
Studielink Message Equations and Understanding How Messages to Studielink Are Generated sections in
this chapter) or message 31B is triggered manually from the Student Transmission Override page (Student
Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Student Transmission Override).


Whether message 31B is triggered automatically or manually, if the Confirm Enrollment (31B) check box is
selected, then you must enter a value in the Selection 31B field—when the message is sent, data is selected
from Admissions or Student Records HE based on the field value in the Selection 31B field.
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Message Check Box 31C
The Confirm Re-enrollment (31C) check box controls whether message 31C is sent.


If the Confirm Re-enrollment (31C) check box is selected, the Trigger 31C and Selection 31C fields become
available.


The Trigger 31C field controls whether message 31C is automatically triggered when certain conditions
are met.


The Selection 31C field controls what data is included when message 31C is sent.


You do not have to enter a value in the Trigger 31C field—for example, you might use the equation engine
instead to trigger the message.


If the following conditions are met, message 31C is triggered automatically in the transmit table.


1. The Confirm Re-enrollment (31C) check box is selected.


2. A program action is updated on the Academic Prog Higher Education page.


3. The Academic Year on the Academic Prog Higher Education page must be greater than the First Year
Higher Education field on the Administer Student Higher Education page.


4. The updated program action matches the value that is selected in the Trigger 31C field on this setup page.


If the following conditions are met, message 31C can be triggered via equation engine or manually:


1. The Confirm Re-enrollment (31C) check box is selected.
2. The Evaluation Process is run and an equation engine has been created for message 31C. The equation


engine criteria are met and message 31C is triggered (for more information refer to Setting Up Studielink
Message Equations and Understanding How Messages to Studielink Are Generated sections in this
chapter) or message 31C is triggered manually from the Student Transmission Override page (Student
Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Student Transmission override).


Whether the message is triggered automatically or manually, if the Confirm Re-enrollment (31C) check box is
selected, then you must enter a value in the Selection 31C field—when the message is sent, data is selected
from Student Records HE based on the field value in the Selection 31C field.


Message Check Box 31G
If the Withdrawal Confirmed (31G) check box is selected, the Admissions Withdrawal Set-up link becomes
available. Select this link to access the Admissions Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping page
(Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup Studielink, Withdrawal Action Mapping, Admissions
Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping).


For more information about this page, refer to the Setting Up Withdrawal Action Reasons section later in
this chapter.


If the following conditions are met, message 31G is triggered:


1. This check box is selected.
2. The Program Action field on the Application Program Data page (Student Admissions, Application


Maintenance, Maintain Applications, Application Program Data) is updated.
3. The updated program action matches the value in the Admission Withdrawal Action field on the


Admissions Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping page.
Business logic in place to evaluate change compares the current row with the previous row (effective
date or effective sequence).
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Message Check Box 31E
If you select the Discontinuation Allowed (31E) check box, the Student Records Cancel Setup link becomes
available. Select this link to access the Student Records Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping page
(Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup Studielink, Withdrawal Action Mapping, Student
Records Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping).


For more information about this page, refer to the Setting Up Withdrawal Action Reasons section later in
this chapter.


If the following conditions are met, message 31E is triggered:


1. This check box is selected.


2. The Program Action field is updated on the Student Program page (Records and Enrollment, Career and
Program Information, Student Program/Plan, Student Program).


3. The updated status matches a value in the Records Withdrawal Action field on the Student Records
Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping page.


4. The Generate Studielink Messages process (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Process
Studielink, Generate Studielink Messages) checks to see whether a row is present in Student Records HE
(Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD, Student Records Higher Edu NLD) which matches the
program action HE from setup. If no entry is found, the value from setup is used to create a row into the
Student Records HE table.


Message Check Box 48
The Correction (End) Enroll (48) check box is available only if 3.0 is selected in the Studielink Version field
on the Studielink Load Parameters page.


If the Correction (End) Enroll (48) check box is selected, the Studielink Correction Status link becomes
available. Click this link to access the Msg 48 Admission Correction page and the Msg 48 Student Records
Correction pages.


For further information about these pages:


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, (NLD) Managing Studielink, Setting Up
Correction of Cancellation/End of Enrollment Action Reasons


Setting Up Studielink Financial Parameters
Access the Studielink Financial Parameters page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, Studielink Process Parameters, Studielink Financial Parameters).
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Studielink Financial Parameters page


Payment of Fees (19) and
Cost of Fees (20)


The check box is selected by default.
If the check box is cleared:


• The message is not processed from Campus Solutions tables by the
SAD_SL_OUT outbound process or created in the staging tables.


• The message can not be triggered from the Studielink Transmission
Override page (the check box is not available for edit).


• The message can not be triggered from Admissions Application Regional
page or Student Records Academic Prog Higher Education page–the
field does not appear on the page.


Warning! If you have set up Tuition flat fee amounts using the Studielink mid
office, do not select outbound message 20 functionality.


Payment of Fees(19)
Inbound


The check box is selected by default.
If the check box is cleared:


• The message is not processed into Campus Solutions tables.
• The message status in the staging table is set to skipped by the


SAD_SL_IN process.


Electronic Direct Debit (47) Message 47 is available only if 3.0 is selected in the Studielink Version field
on the Studielink Load Parameters page.
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Message 47 is sent from Studielink to Campus Solutions if the student signs
the online direct debit statement on the Studielink site.
The Electronic Direct Debit (47) check box is selected by default.
Clear the check box if you do not want to use this functionality.
If the check box is cleared:


• The message is not processed into Campus Solutions tables.


• The message status in the staging table is set to skipped by the
SAD_SL_IN process.


If the check box is selected, two other check boxes become available: Send
Msg 19 Automatically and Create Payment Row.


Send Msg 19 Automatically The check box is cleared by default.
If the check box is selected:


• Inbound message 47 automatically triggers message 19 outbound.
• Message 19 outbound values are taken from the processed row.


Create Payment Row The check box is cleared by default.
If the check box is selected:


• The Prog Action HE field becomes available.


• Example: Program Action HE field contains the value PAYM. When
message 47 is processed, a payment row is automatically created to
indicate that tuition fees have been paid.


Details


Financial Message
Handling


Select a value: Process from Student Fin. or Process from Studielink Table.
If you select Process from Student Fin. the following rules apply:


1. The tuition amount is selected from Student Financials (ITEM_SF) based
on the Item Type and Account Type or Item Type Group field values from
setup by the outbound process when processing outbound messages 19 or
20. The amount in the Payment Amount field on Application Regional
page and/or Academic Prog Higher Education page are ignored.


2. When setting the Payment Indicator value to Paid on the Application
Regional page and/or Academic Prog Higher Education page, the amount
is taken from Student Financials (ITEM_SF) based on setup and
pre-populated into the Payment Amount field. A warning appears if the
Student Account balance is not equal to zero.


Business Unit Select a business unit to enable contract number selection.


Contract Number This field is available only if Process from Studielink Table is selected in the
Financial Message Handling field.
Specify the default contract number. The specified contract will determine
administrative costs and payment terms as delivered in outbound message
20. You must also set up payment plan terms and fees (Student Financials,
Payment Plans, Payment Plan, Create) to enable contract number selection.
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Item Type The Item Type option, within the Options group box, is available only if
Process from Student Fin is selected in the Financial Message Handling field.
If you select the Item Type option, the Account Type and Item Type fields
become available.
Enter one or more account types and item types. The account type and item
type that you enter are used to select amounts from Student Financials
(ITEM_SF) for students to be used in Studielink processing of messages
19 and 20.


Item Type Group The Item Type Group option, within the Options group box, is available only if
Process from Student Fin is selected in the Financial Message Handling field.
If you select the Item Type Group option, the Item Type Group field becomes
available.
The item type group that you enter is used to select amounts from Student
Financials (ITEM_SF) for students to be used in Studielink processing of
messages 19 and 20.


Setting Up Admissions Online Status Handling
Access the Admissions Online Status Handling page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, Admission Online Status Values, Admissions Online Status Handling).


Admissions Online Status Handling page


Use this page to map an Admissions program action to a Studielink status so that the Studielink status is
automatically updated when a program action is updated.


The Admissions Online Status values must be set up in order to control which Studielink status is updated
online.


For example, if a value of WADM is entered in the Program Action field on the Application Program Data
page, the Studielink Status field on the Application Regional page is updated to G. The update is done when
the field change action occurs which means that the user can override the status value before saving the page.


Setting Up Student Records Online Status Handling
Access the Student Records Online Status Handling page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Records Online Status Values, Student Records Online Status Handling).
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Student Records Online Status Handling page


Use this page to map a Student Records higher education program action to a Studielink status so that the
Studielink status is automatically updated when a higher education program action is updated.


For example, if a value of DSAC is entered in the Prog Action Higher Education field on the Academic Prog
Higher Education page, the Studielink Status field on the Academic Prog Higher Education page is updated
to U.


Setting Up Withdrawal Action Reasons
This section discusses two setup pages, the Admissions Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping page and
the Student Records Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping page, which enable you to map program
actions and action reasons for withdrawals to Studielink statuses and end reasons.


The following rules apply to this mapping.


• For the mapping, the program action is a required field but action reason is an optional field.
• When Studielink sends message 35 that contains a Studielink end reason and Studielink status, the


system updates the Campus Solutions application or student records enrollment record with the mapped
program action and action reason. For example, suppose you have mapped program action WADM and
action reason DEAT to Studielink status U and end reason 8. When message 35 that contains the values
U and 8 is received, the system updates the corresponding application record with the program action
WADM and action reason DEAT.


• You should map each Studielink status to a Campus Solutions program action with the Inbound Default
check box selected (action reason is not required). If the Generate Studielink Message process cannot
find a mapped program action based on the Studielink status and Studielink end reason, then it selects
the default Campus Solutions program action for the Studielink status. For example, suppose you have
mapped program action WADM to Studielink status U with no end reason and action reason mapping.
You have selected the Inbound Default check box for this mapping. When message 35 is received that
contains the Studielink status U and end reason 8, the system updates the corresponding application record
with the program action WADM and leaves the action reason empty.


• The Generate Studielink Message process uses the mapping from Admissions Program Action &
Studielink Status Mapping and Student Records Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping respectively,
to generate the 31G (Withdrawal Confirmed) and 31E (Discontinuation Allowed) outbound messages.


• For 31G, the process first selects the program action and the action reason in the Campus Solutions
application record. Then, it retrieves the end reason, Studielink status, and the Request for refund value
that has been mapped to the selected program action and action reason.
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• For 31E, the process first selects the program action and action reason from the Student Program/Plan
record. Then, it retrieves the end reason and Studielink status that has been mapped to the selected program
action reason. If a row does not exist in the Academic Prog Higher Education page, then the process inserts
a row with a Prog Action Higher Ed value that has been mapped to the selected program action reason.


• When changing the program action (and action reason) in the Campus Solutions application record,
the system derives the Studielink status value on the Application Regional page from the Admissions
Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping page.


• You should include program action COMP in the Student Records Program Action & Studielink Status
Mapping page only to process the outbound message 31E. The COMP program action should not be
used for inbound (default) processing.


Setting Up Withdrawal Action Reasons For Applicants
Access the Admissions Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping page (Student Admissions, Processing
Studielink NLD, Setup Studielink, Withdrawal Action Mapping, Admissions Program Action & Studielink
Status Mapping).


Admissions Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping page


Setting Up Withdrawal Action Reasons For Students
Access the Student Records Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping page (Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD, Setup Studielink, Withdrawal Action Mapping, Student Records Program Action
& Studielink Status Mapping).


Student Records Program Action & Studielink Status Mapping page


As of Studielink version 3.0 the Request for Refund field is no longer communicated to Studielink for
applicants or students, however the field remains present and required due to backwards compatibility with
version 2.9.
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Setting Up Correction of Cancellation/End of
Enrollment Action Reasons
Use the Msg 48 Admission Correction and Msg 48 Student Records Correction pages to map a program
action and reason to a Studielink correction status.


Refer to Studielink documentation published by SURF Foundation to determine in which cases message 48
may be sent to Studielink. It is recommended that this message is used only when no other correction method
is available.


The following rules apply to this mapping:


• The Studielink Correction Status field is a different field from the Studielink Status field. The Studielink
Status field is available on the Application Regional page and Academic Prog Higher Education page
whereas the Studielink Correction Status field is not. The field is derived from setup and used by
the outbound process only.


• For the mapping, both the program action and action reason fields are required.
• The program action and action reason fields used in this setup must be unique and should only be used


to trigger message 48 corrections. Do not use the same program action and or action reason mappings
that have been set up for messages 31G or 31E.


• The Generate Studielink Message process uses this mapping to generate the 48 outbound message.


Studielink Correction Status
If the Studielink Correction Status is Cancelled/Withdrawn, Departed, or Revoked:


• When processing an applicant, the process first selects the program action and action reason in the Campus
Solutions application record. Then, it retrieves the Studielink Correction status from the setup that has
been mapped to the selected program action and action reason.


• When processing a student, the process first selects the program action and action reason from the
academic program record. Then, it retrieves the Studielink Correction status as well as the program action
HE field from the setup that has been mapped to the selected program action and action reason. If a row
does not exist in the Academic Prog Higher Education page with a matching program action HE, then
the process inserts a row with a Prog Action Higher Ed value that has been mapped to the selected
program action and action reason.


If the Studielink Correction Status is Data Change:


• When processing an applicant, the process first selects the effective date, program action, and action
reason in the Campus Solutions application record. Then, it retrieves the Studielink Correction status
from the setup that has been mapped to the selected program action and action reason. The effective
date is sent as a Corrected Date value.


• When processing a student the process first selects the effective date, program action, and action reason
from the academic program record. Then, it retrieves the Studielink Correction status as well as the
program action HE field from set up that has been mapped to the selected program action and action
reason. The effective date is sent as Corrected Date value. If a row does not exist in the Academic Prog
Higher Education page with matching program action HE, then the process inserts a row with a Prog
Action Higher Ed value that has been mapped to the selected program action and action reason.


Setting Up Admissions Correction Action Reasons
Access the Msg 48 Admission Correction page (click the Studielink Correction Status link on the Studielink
Send Parameters page).
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Msg 48 Admission Correction page


Studielink Correction
Status


Values are:


• D: Date Change
• G: Cancelled/Withdrawn
• U: Departed
• W: Revoked


Setting Up Student Records Correction Action Reasons
Access the Msg 48 Student Records Correction page (click the Studielink Correction Status link on the
Studielink Send Parameters page).


Msg 48 Student Records Correction page


Progr Action Higher
Education


When the correction applies to a student not an applicant, this status is used
by the Studielink outbound process to synchronize the Progr Action Higher
Education value (on the Academic Prog Higher Education page) with the
Program Action value on the Student Program page.


Setting Up Studielink Start Occasion
The system uses the Start Occasion fields in the Start Occasion and Start Year pages to process inbound and
outbound messages. Studielink enforces the "Instroom moment" that exists in the Studielink admission
application. Therefore, the Campus Solutions Start Occasion values must have been set up to match the
"Instroom moment" value in the Studielink admission application.


Access the Start Occasion page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup Studielink, Studielink
Start Occasion, Start Occasion).
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Start Occasion page


Use the Start Occasion page to set up a Start Occasion that is relevant for applicants when new applicants are
entered online via Student Admissions, Application Entry. To retrieve the Start Occasion values for these
applicants, the system finds the Start Occasion value for the relevant admit term or admit type for an academic
year and start month set up on the Start Occasion page.


The system finds the applicant’s Start Month from the Application Regional Page.


Academic Institution Select the Studielink participating institution for which you want to set up
the start occasion values.


Start Option Select Admit Term or Admit Type to define Start Occasion values for one or
more admit terms or admit types respectively.


Start Month Option If you select Manual, the Start Date (Month) field appears and the system uses
the value you enter in the Start Date (Month) field. The Effective Date value
does not have any effect on the system.


Academic Year, Admit
Term, and Admit Type


Enter the admit term or type and academic year for which you want to define
start occasion values.


Start Occasion Specify the Unique Start Occasion, which must match the Studielink "Instroom
moment" that exists in the Studielink admission application.


Start Date (Month) Enter the month for the start occasion.


Access the Start Year page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup Studielink, Studielink
Start Occasion, Start Year).
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Start Year page


Use the Start Year page to set up Start Occasion values, for students, who after matriculation have been
re-enrolled for a consecutive academic year. You can re-enroll a student for a consecutive year by entering a
effective dated row with the RENR program action in the Academic Prog Higher Education page (Records
and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD, Student Records Higher Edu NLD). To retrieve the start occasion
value for these type of students, the system assesses the student’s Start Month from the effective date of the
Student Records Higher Education row that has a program action of RENR. Then the system selects the start
occasion value for the Start Month that is defined in the Start Year page.


Descriptions for fields in the Start Year page are similar to the fields in the Start Occasion page. The system
uses the start occasion values on the Start Year page for backwards compatibility only. The start year and start
occasion is retrieved from inbound messages or taken from Admissions.


Setting Up Program Action Reason Codes
You must set up several program action reason codes for Studielink admissions and enrollment processing.
The values are assigned by the managing of Studielink messages by the posting process, or by users as they
update a student’s admissions application or enrollment status. These codes provide you with more meaningful
descriptions when data is modified within the Maintain Applications (ADM_APPL_MAINTNCE) component.


See lsad, Setting Up Admissions Program Actions and Program Action Reasons.


The following table lists program action reason codes used in Studielink processing that must be set up by
the school:
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Program Action
Program Action


Reason Code Description Usage
APPL SL03 Studielink Application


Receipt
When posting Message 03
information in the Maintain
Applications component.


APPL SL34 Studielink Application
Created


When manually entering an
admissions application for
transmission to Studielink.


DATA SL08 Studielink Message 08 NLD When posting Message 08
information in the Maintain
Applications component.


DATA SLAR Studielink Application
Review


Manually selected when
inserting a new DATA row
in the Maintain Applications
component.


WAPP SL35 Studielink Message 35 NLD When posting Message 35
information in the Maintain
Applications component.


WADM SL35 Studielink Message 35 NLD When posting Message 35
information in the Maintain
Applications component.


DATA SL39 Studielink Message 39 NLD When posting Message 39
information in the Maintain
Applications component.


Failure to enter the listed reason codes will not cause any Studielink processes to fail, but the action reason
will not be visible to the user.


Mapping Language Codes to Language Preferred Codes
Access the Studielink Language Code Cross-reference page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Studielink Language Code Setup, Studielink Language Code Cross-reference).


Studielink Language Code Cross-reference page


Language code and Language preferred
Select one campus solutions language code and map against a unique Studielink Language Preferred value.
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Inbound Language Code and Language Preferred
One campus solutions language code can be mapped against multiple of the same Language Preferred value.
This setup allows institutions who offer limited language usages to process multiple Studielink preferred
languages to one and the same Language Code.


Setting up Foreign Addresses
Access the Foreign Address Setup page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup Studielink,
Set-Up Foreign Address, Foreign Address Setup).


Foreign Address Setup page (1 of 2)
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Foreign Address Setup page (2 of 2)


For outbound messages, the system uses the mapping on this page to determine from which address fields
on the Personal Information page it should pick information and store it in SAD_SL_FORGN_ADDR1,
SAD_SL_FORGN_ADDR2, and SAD_SL_FORGN_ADDR3 columns of the Studielink address staging table.
For example, suppose you have mapped SAD_SL_FORGN_ADDR3 to Postal and City for France. The system,
to generate an outbound message for a French student, retrieves the student’s postal and city values, and stores
the values in the SAD_SL_FORGN_ADDR3 column of the address table.


Suspend Inbound Foreign
Address


The check box is cleared by default.


If the check box is selected, inbound messages containing foreign address
are suspended.


Country Enter the country for which you want to map the address fields.


Default Address Format You can select only one address as the default address format. For countries
for which foreign address mapping is not set up on this page, all inbound and
outbound addresses are processed based on that default.


Foreign Address Select SAD_SL_FORGN_ADDR1, SAD_SL_FORGN_ADDR2, or
SAD_SL_FORGN_ADDR3 to which you want map the Campus Solutions
address fields.


Address 1, Address 2, and
Address 3


Select the Campus Solution address fields to map to the foreign address
field. For outbound processing, the system combines the Address 1, Address
2, Address 3 values (separated by tab) and inserts the combined value
into the selected foreign address field. For example, if you have selected
CITY and COUNTRYto map to SAD_SL_FORGN_ADDR2, the system
separates the city and county values by a tab and inserts the values into the
SAD_SL_FORGN_ADDR2 column of the address table.
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Note. Only Address1 is considered for processing inbound foreign address.


CITY is a required value for those institutions that process inbound German
address formats.


Setting Up Visa/Permit Values
Access the Studielink Visa/Permit Table page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, Studielink Visa/Permit Table, Studielink Visa/Permit Table).


Studielink Visa/Permit Table page


Enter visa/permit status values that are supplied by Studielink.


Mapping Visa/Permit Codes
Access the Visa/Permit Cross Reference Table page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, Visa/Permit Cross Reference, Visa/Permit Cross Reference Table).


Visa/Permit Cross Reference Table page


Use this page to map a visa/permit code from Campus Solutions to a visa/permit Studielink code.


Visa/Permit CS Available values are defined on the Visa/Permit Table page (Set Up HRMS,
Product Related, Workforce Administration, Visas/Permits). You can select
only active values.


Visa/Permit SL (Visa/Permit
Studielink)


Available values are defined on the Studielink Visa/Permit Table page.
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Setting Up Integration Broker to Communicate with Studielink
PeopleSoft Integration Broker is used to establish connectivity with the Studielink system. Once connection is
established, messages are transmitted between the institution and Studielink automatically. As messages are
received from Studielink, they are automatically loaded in the staging tables. When the institution generates
messages to Studielink, they are automatically sent after the data has been staged. The Integration Broker,
provided in PeopleTools 8.48.17 or a higher version, is required for Studielink communications.


The "Getting Started with PeopleSoft Integration Broker" section in the PeopleTools PeopleBook: PeopleSoft
Integration Broker lists the skills of the developers who should perform PeopleSoft Integration Broker
implementation.


The following table lists the service operations that have been delivered for Studielink. All the service
operations listed below are for the Service SAD_STUDIELINK and Operation Type Synchronous.


Service Operation Description Inbound/ Outbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG03 Studielink Message 03 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG04 Studielink Message 04 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG04_OUT Studielink Outbound Message 04 Outbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG05 Studielink Message 05 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG06 Studielink Message 06 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG06_OUT Studielink Outbound Message 06 Outbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG07 Studielink Message 07 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG08 Studielink Message 08 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG09 Studielink Message 09 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG10 Studielink Message 10 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG10 Studielink Outbound Message 10 Outbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG19 Studielink Message 19 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG19_OUT Studielink Outbound Message 19 Outbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG20_OUT Studielink Outbound Message 20 Outbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG22_OUT Studielink Outbound Message 22 Outbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG25 Studielink Message 25 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG30 Studielink Message 30 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG31_OUT Studielink Outbound Message 31 Outbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG34_OUT Studielink Outbound Message 34 Outbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG35 Studielink Message 35 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG37 Studielink Message 37 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG37_OUT Studielink Outbound Message 37 Outbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG39 Studielink Message 39 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG47 Studielink Message 47 Inbound
SAD_SL_VCHMSG48_OUT Studielink Message 48 Outbound


To search for the listed service operations, navigate to PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup,
Service Operations.


For an Inbound service operation ensure that the:


• The Active check box is selected on the General page.
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• The Handler status is active on the Handlers page.
• The Routing Definition status is active on the Routings page.


For an Outbound service operation ensure that the:


• The Active check box is selected on the General page.
• The Routing Definition status is active on the Routings page.


Studielink Routing Definitions
The PeopleSoft system automatically generates routing definitions for inbound messages. For outbound
Studielink messages, the PeopleSoft system delivers routing definitions. Navigate to PeopleTools, Integration
Broker, Integration Setup, Routings to view the delivered routing definitions.


The following lists the Routing Names for the delivered VERSION_1 Studielink routing definitions:


• SAD_SL_VCHMSG04_OUT
• SAD_SL_VCHMSG06_OUT
• SAD_SL_VCHMSG10_OUT
• SAD_SL_VCHMSG19_OUT
• SAD_SL_VCHMSG20_OUT
• SAD_SL_VCHMSG22_OUT
• SAD_SL_VCHMSG31_OUT
• SAD_SL_VCHMSG34_OUT
• SAD_SL_VCHMSG37_OUT
• SAD_SL_VCHMSG48_OUT


For Studielink, the Service Operation and Description field values are the same as Routing Name field value
on the Routing Definitions page.


You should verify the Routing Connector properties on the Connector Properties page such as the PrimaryUrl
against the third-party connector specifications.


See Also
PeopleTools PeopleBook: Integration Broker


Setting Up Studielink Message Equations
An optional process using the Equation Engine determines whether the system should transmit a message
to Studielink. Use the Studielink Equation Setup page to assign an equation to perform the evaluation for
the desired Studielink message.


Note. Some messages will not require an equation.


The PeopleSoft system delivers a set of Studielink-specific equations as part of Equation Engine. You can use
the delivered equations as a starting point for designing your own equation or you can modify these equations
according to your requirements. However, you cannot alter the key structure for the delivered equations
without modifying the Studielink Equation Engine Process Cobol program. We recommend that you do not
modify the Studielink Equation Engine Process Cobol program.
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The following lists the key structure of the equations:


• Institution
• Academic Career


• Academic Program


• Emplid
• Academic Plan
• BRINcode
• Academic Year


Use equations only when manual user intervention or automatic triggering of Studielink messages are not
available. Equation engine does not send a Studielink Message but selects the Transmit Message check box
for the message on the Studielink Transmissions page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD,
Student Transmission Status) and the Student Transmission Override page (Student Admissions, Processing
Studielink NLD, Student Transmission Override).


See lsad, (NLD) Managing Studielink, Managing Outbound Messages, Understanding Message Equations.


Access the Studielink Equation Setup page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup
Studielink, Studielink Equation Setup).


Studielink Equation Setup page


Studielink Message Enter the Studielink message that the equation process should evaluate.


Equation Name Enter the equation that will perform the evaluation.


The following is an example of how an equation could work for Message 06:


1. Make a change to the student’s Mailing Address status in the Campus Solutions system through a batch
process you have created.


2. Run the Studielink Message Evaluation process.
3. If the mailing address has been changed, the ADDSLMSG06 equation triggers the sending of an outbound


message by selecting the Address Change (06) check box on the Studielink Transmissions page to indicate
that a message should be generated when the Generate Studielink Messages process is run.


These equations are pre-delivered and supported:
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Equation Name Description Use if You Want
ADDSLMSG06 Address Change Changes to a student’s address (of Studielink address type Mailing)


to trigger an outbound message.
ADDSLMSG31B Confirm Enrollment


in Program
To have the system trigger Enrollment Confirmation Message 31B
automatically.


To trigger the generation of this message, the student must be
matriculated. Also, the student must have paid the tuition fees
(effective dated row with Progr. Action Higher Education PAYM in
the Academic Prog Higher Education page must exist). To access
the Academic Prog Higher Education page, select Records and
Enrollment, Higher Education NLD, Student Records Higher Edu
NLD.


If you want to use this equation, the prerequisite is that the Message
31B for the current academic year has not yet been sent.


ADDSLMSG31C Confirm re-
enrollment in Pgm


To have the system trigger Enrollment Confirmation Message 31C
automatically.


To trigger the generation of this message, student must be matriculated,
re-enrolled for the relevant academic year and has paid the tuition fees
(effective dated rows with Progr. Action Higher Education RENR and
PAYM in the Academic Prog Higher Education page must exist).


If you want to use this equation, the prerequisite is that the Message
31C for the current academic year has not yet been sent.


ADDSLMSG31O Change of fields Changes to the following fields to trigger an outbound message for
an applicant: Academic Load, Campus or the following fields from
the Application Regional page: Form of Study, Academic Level, Sub
Institute which contains the Sub BRINcode.


Changes to the following fields for a matriculated student: Academic
Load, Campus or the following fields from the Academic Prog
Higher Education page: Form of Study Higher Education, Academic
Level Higher Education, and Sub Institute which contains the Sub
BRINcode.


You can create other equations to trigger messages in batch using the Evaluate Equation Engine process. The
following are examples of how equations could be used:


Equation Name Description Use if You Want
ADDSLMSG04 GBA Confirmation


by the School
Changes to GBA verification status or other related GBA verification
fields such as an Identification Document change to trigger an
outbound message.


ADDSLMSG10 Prior Education
Verification


Changes to a Student’s Prior Education Verification status to trigger an
outbound message.


ADDSLMSG19 19 Payment of Fees Changes to a student’s Payment Amount, Payment Institution or
Payment Status to trigger an outbound message.


This equation should be related to the message that contains
information on fees paid by the student.


ADDSLMSG20 Payment of fees Changes to a student’s Payment Amount, Payment Institution or
Payment Status to trigger an outbound message.


This equation should be related to the message that contains
information on fees to be paid by the student.
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Equation Name Description Use if You Want
ADDSLMSG31H Non First Year


Admiss Result
Changes to a student’s admission level to trigger an outbound message.


ADDSLMSG31I Professional duties Changes to a student’s Professional Duties status to trigger an
outbound message.


ADDSLMSG31J Language Test
Requirement


Changes to a student’s Language Test status to trigger an outbound
message.


ADDSLMSG31K Prior Education
Deficiency


Changes to a student’s Prior Education Deficiency status to trigger an
outbound message.


ADDSLMSG31N Lot Drawing Result Changes to a student’s Lot Drawing Result status to trigger an
outbound message.


ADDSLMSG31P Profession
Requirements


Changes to a student’s Professional Requirements status to trigger an
outbound message.


ADDSLMSG37 Death of Student
check


Changes to a student’s deceased status to trigger an outbound message.


Receiving Messages from Studielink
This section discusses how to:


• Receive Studielink messages.
• View staging table data.
• View student messages.


Pages Used to View Studielink Messages
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Message <number> SAD_SL_<message number> Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Studielink Message Data


View all Studielink message
data stored in the staging
tables. This component
contains approximately 39
separate pages. Only the
pages relevant to the selected
message are displayed.


Student Transaction
Summary


SAD_SL_ACTION Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Student Transaction
Summary


View all inbound and
outbound messages for a
specific student.
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Receiving Studielink Messages
Institutions must register on the Studielink website before they can receive Studielink messages. After the
institution has been registered, has provided their setup information, and their internet connectivity has been
established, messages are sent to the institution automatically as students begin to use the Studielink website.
The Integration Broker uses the application package SAD_STUDIELINK to process the messages that
Studielink sends to the institution. The package validates whether the inbound messages conform to the xml
message specifications. After validating the messages, the Integration Broker automatically loads the messages
into the staging tables. You can use the Integration Broker Service Operations Monitor for Synchronous
Services to view the messages that fail the xml validation check. Finally, run the Post Studielink Messages
process to post the messages from the staging tables into the PeopleSoft Admission and Student Record tables.


Viewing Staging Table Data
The Studielink Message Data (SAD_SL_STAGE) component allows you to view the data of every message
that has been loaded into the staging tables. The search record of the component provides selection criteria
fields to allow you to search for the records that you require.


Note. A unique page exists for each Studielink message number, based on the data required in each message.


Message 03 is the message sent from Studielink to the institution to communicate all of the data related
to the application of a student.


Access the Message 03 page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Studielink Message Data,
Message 03).
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Message 03 page (1 of 2)


Message 03 page (2 of 2)


Academic Details, Address,
Foreign Address, and
Enquiry


Click to access additional information about the student.
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Viewing Student Messages
The following table lists the Studielink messages that are transmitted between the institution and Studielink:


Message Number and Name Description Transmission
03 Admission Application Communicates all data related to the


application of a student.
From Studielink to Institution.


04 GBA Confirmation Communicates that the identification
of the student has been confirmed.


From Institution to Studielink.


From Studielink to Institution.
05 Personal Information Update Communicates an update of person


information of the student (name, birth
date, nationality, preferred language,
and ID).


From Studielink to Institution


06 Address Change Communicates an update of address
information of the student.


From Studielink to Institution


From Institution to Studielink
07 Prior Education Information Communicates an update of prior


education information.
From Studielink to Institution


08 Payment Information Update Communicates the payment method
updated by the student on the
Studielink website.


From Studielink to Institution


10 Prior Education Verification Verifies prior education entered by the
student.


From Institution to Studielink


From Studielink to Institution
19 Payment of Fees Communicates the status of the


payment of college fees.
From Institution to Studielink


From Studielink to Institution
20 Cost of Fees Communicates the payment value


of the college fee to the student. The
student is able to print the letter of
authorization from the Studielink
website after this message has been
received and processed by Studielink.


Institution to Studielink


22 Message to Applicant Communicates extra information to
the student as a result of incoming
messages.


From Institution to Studielink


25 Request for Re-enrollment Communicates the re-enrollment
request of the student.


From Studielink to Institution


30 Studielink ID Change Communicates the new Studielink
student ID to the institution. Indented
as a response to messages 34 and 34C.


From Studielink to Institution
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Message Number and Name Description Transmission
Student Status Changes:


31A Receipt of Application


31B Confirm Enrollment in Program


31C Confirm Re-enrollment


31D Discontinuation Not Allowed


31E Discontinuation Allowed


31G Withdrawal Confirmed


31H Non First Year Result


31I Professional Duties


31J Language Test Required


31K Prior Education Deficiency


31N Lot Drawing Result


31O Phase change


31P Profession Requirements


31Q Confirmation of enrollment


31Z Rejected Application


Communicates a status update of the
application to Studielink.


Note. In the PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions system, this message is
divided into separate messages based
on the specific business case.


From Institution to Studielink


34 New Application from School Communicates all data related to
the application of a student when
the student applies directly to the
institution instead of using the
Studielink website.


From Institution to Studielink


34C Conversion to Studielink Used to add existing students to the
Studielink system.


From Institution to Studielink


34E Enrollment message Communicates all data related to the
enrollment of a student. Used to send
an enrollment for academic year.


From Institution to Studielink


35 Withdrawal/Cancellation Request Communicates a change request from
the student for an application. This is
associated with a cancellation request.


From Studielink to Institution


37 Death of Student Communicates the death of a student. From Institution to Studielink


From Studielink to Institution
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Message Number and Name Description Transmission
47 Electronic Direct Debit Message 47 is available only if 3.0 is


selected in the Studielink Version field
on the Studielink Load Parameters
page.


Communicates that a student has
signed the online direct debit statement
on the Studielink site.


From Studielink to Institution


48 Correction (End) Enroll Message 48 is available only if 3.0 is
selected in the Studielink Version field
on the Studielink Load Parameters
page.


Communicates a correction on
previous withdrawal/cancellation.


From Institution to Studielink


Posting Studielink Messages to Application Tables
This section provides an overview of the Studielink posting process and discusses how to:


• Post Studielink messages.
• Resolve messages that suspend.
• View a Studielink posting report.


Understanding the Studielink Posting Process
The role of the posting process is to review each incoming message that has been loaded into the Studielink
staging tables and to move the data from the message into the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions application
tables for the corresponding student. When the data is loaded into the application tables, it can be reviewed
and modified based on the institution’s business requirements. Each message is processed based on the
particular business process it represents. Some messages are specific to the admissions process, some
messages are relevant only after the student has been enrolled, and other messages are independent of the
student’s admission or enrollment status.


Before a message can be loaded into the application tables, the posting process must determine the load
parameters that need to be applied to the message. For most messages, this involves verifying that the reported
BrinCode is valid for the institution (based on finding a valid BRINcd/Institution Xref setting), and then
deriving the academic institution and career from the education block fields of the message and using that
information to find the matching Studielink load parameter setting. For some messages, Studielink load
parameters are not required, and therefore this check is not performed. Messages will suspend if either
of the two checks fail.
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If the message passes the first checks, the process must next identify the student recipient of the message. In
most cases, the Studielink ID number, contained in most of the messages, is used to identify the student in the
database. In the case of Message 03 (application for enrollment), however, if the student cannot be identified
using the Studielink ID then Search/Match is also used. For all other messages for which the Studielink ID
fails to identify the student, the system suspends the record and it must be resolved manually.


After the student has been identified, the posting process then validates the information contained in the
message. For most messages, this involves verifying that the information contained in the education block
section of the message is valid for either the institution or the student. For Message 03, the BRINcode, CIP
Code (program), sub institute number, and enrollment manner must be valid for the institution (this is set up
in the Academic Program Table on the Taxonomy/Campus and Home Campus NLD pages). If invalid,
the message suspends. Otherwise, the system creates an admissions application for the student. For other
messages that provide the education block fields, the posting process verifies that the field values match those
of the student before the message can be loaded. If any message cannot be loaded properly, the system
suspends it and displays the reason so that you can decide on the corrective action necessary to process the
message information.


Pages Used to Post Studielink Messages to Application Tables
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Post Studielink Messages SAD_SL_RUN_IN Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Process Studielink, Post
Studielink Messages


Run the process that posts
inbound messages from
the staging tables to the
application tables.


Admissions Suspense
Management


SAD_SL_SUSP_K_MGMT Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Process Studielink,
Admission Suspense
Management


Resolve duplicate admission
applications that did not load
into the application tables.


Studielink Suspense
Management


SAD_SL_SUSP_MGMT Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Process Studielink,
Studielink Suspense
Management, Suspense
Management


Review messages that the
posting process did not load
into the application tables.


Foreign Address Suspense SAD_SL_ADDR_INSUSP Student Admissions ,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Process Studielink,
Studielink Suspense
Management, Susp Forgn
Addr


Resolve suspended foreign
address data.


Studielink Posting Report SAD_SL_POST_RUN Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Process Studielink,
Studielink Posting Report


Identify Studielink messages
that have been posted and
monitor recently posted
messages.


Posting Studielink Messages
Access the Post Studielink Messages page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Process
Studielink, Post Studielink Messages).
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Post Studielink Messages page


Academic Institution Enter the institution for which you want to post the messages.


Search, Match and Post For Message 03 records, if the Studielink ID number is not found, the
Search/Match process then attempts to identify the EmplID. Once a positive
match occurs, or a new EmplID is required to be created, the message then
posts to the application tables.
For all other messages, the EmplID is determined by matching the student’s
Studielink ID number. If a match is found, the system posts the message
into the application tables.


Post Only For Message 03 records, all records that have been identified or assigned to an
EmplID post to the application tables. The Search/Match process is not used.
For all other messages, the system attempts to match the EmplID to student’s
Studielink ID. If a match exists, the message posts into the application tables.


Search and Match only This option applies to Message 03 records only. The process attempts to
identify the EmplID using the Search/Match process. The transaction status is
updated to Partial. No messages are posted to the application tables.


All other message types are ignored.


The Studielink Inbound application engine process (SAD_SL_IN) moves the data from the staging tables to
the application tables. The message type determines how the system processes the data.


Note. Messages 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 10, 25, 35, 37, 39: These messages are not processed into Campus
Solutions tables by the SAD_SL_IN process unless the relevant check box is selected on the Studielink
Load Parameters page.


Messages 19 and 47: These messages are not processed into Campus Solutions tables by the SAD_SL_IN
process unless the relevant check box is selected on the Studielink Financial Parameters page.


If the relevant check box is not selected, the message status is set to skipped. Use this method for any messages
which you do not want processed into transaction data tables.


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, (NLD) Managing Studielink, Setting Up
Studielink, Setting Up Studielink Message Processing Parameters


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, (NLD) Managing Studielink, Setting Up
Studielink, Setting Up Studielink Financial Parameters
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The following table describes how each incoming message is processed and the reasons that the message
might not load and is suspended:


Message Posting Treatment Possible Suspend Reasons
03 Request for
Admissions


Create new admissions application
(Program action: APPL, Program
Action Reason: SL03).


Create/update Campus Community
core tables and NLD core records.


Checklist generation or 3C event
generation.


(Load parms) Studielink Load Parameters page has not
been set up


BRINcode/Institution Cross-reference page has not been
set up. Or Brincodes have not been set up correctly for the
academic program.


Address Usage page has not been set up for incoming
Studielink address.


Component interface (CI) error.


search match


Cannot determine Campus or Program because of
incorrect academic structure setup.


No Last Name present.


No Valid Academic Plan.


No Valid Academic Year.


Admit Term cannot be found for Academic Year and
Academic Career.


Birth date is greater then system date.


Suspend due to Search Match.


Name Royal Prefix is invalid.


Marital Status not found in setup.


Invalid email address format.


Emplid mismatch: Process action was Add with ID, but
Studielink number already has an Emplid associated with
it.


Emplid mismatch: Process action was Update with ID, but
Studielink number already has another Emplid associated
with it.


Cannot determine correct Prior Education. The message
will process without Prior Education.


Suspense default for all students with foreign address.


Addresses need to be mapped (Foreign Address Setup
page has not been setup)


Duplicate admission: Suspense for admissions request
to existing active Institution, Career, Program, Plan
combination.
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Message Posting Treatment Possible Suspend Reasons
04 GBA Verification Update GBA information records.


Address and bio-demographic
information is also updated.


Update GBA Verification status
in the Student Higher Education
record.


ID (Studielink number) missing, Load parms, CI error,
missing address usage setup.


Student with foreign address.


No Last Name present.


Name Royal Prefix not in valid.


Marital Status not found in setup.


Birth date is greater then system date.


Invalid Email address format.
05 Personal
Information Update


Update Campus Community core
records.


Update or add student nationality.
Update mobile phone number and
email address.


ID (Studielink number), Load parms, CI error.


No Last Name present.


Name Royal Prefix not in valid.


Marital Status not found in setup.


Birth date is greater then system date.


Invalid email address format.
06 Address Update Update core address records


including mailing address.
ID (Studielink number), CI error.


Missing or incorrect address usage setup.


Student with foreign address.
07 Prior Education
Update


Update/delete student level prior
education records.


Studielink number not found.


Invalid Prior Education value.
08 Payment
Information


New row inserted into Maintain
Applications component (Program
Action: DATA, Program Reason:
SL08) with updated payment
information.


If student is matriculated, new
row inserted into Student Records
Higher Education NLD component
with action: DATA, with updated
payment information.


ID (Studielink number), CI error.


Cannot determine admission application


Cannot determine correct Student Records data


Effective date conflict (future dated row exists or multiple
matches found)


Address usage setup missing.


No valid academic Plan


Cannot determine correct Student Records data.
10 Verified Prior
Education Information


Update student level prior
education records.


ID (Studielink number): Studielink number cannot
be found in the system which can be due to missing or
incorrect ID.
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Message Posting Treatment Possible Suspend Reasons
19 Payment Status New row inserted into Maintain


Applications component (Program
Action: DATA, Program Reason:
SL19) with updated payment
information.


If student is matriculated, new
row inserted into Student Records
Higher Education NLD component
with action: DATA, with updated
payment information.


ID (Studielink number)


No valid academic plan


Cannot determine admission application


Cannot determine correct Student Records data


Effective date conflict (future dated row exists or multiple
matches found)


25 Re-enrollment
Request


New row inserted into Academic
Prog Higher Education page with
Program Action RENR or NRNR
(non-enrollment request)


Checklist generation according to
setup.


ID (Studielink number)


Cannot determine academic program row


No records data: No Student Record data or no data
found in Student Records Higher Education Record
(SSR_STD_PRG_NLD).


Effective date conflict (future dated row exists or multiple
matches found)


CI error


Address usage not setup


Foreign Address present.
30 Studielink ID
Change


Updates the student’s Studielink ID
or CIOP number.


In response to Message 34, this
message will contain the student
EmplID under the <student
number> tag.


ID (student ID number, that is EmplID, not sent)


EMPLID already has a different Studielink number
associated with it.
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Message Posting Treatment Possible Suspend Reasons
35 Withdrawal
Request


Applicants: insert a new row
into the Maintain Applications
component to cancel the
application (Program Action
according to the setup on
Studielink Load Parameters
page, Program Reason: SL35).
Automatically triggered message
31G (Withdrawal Confirmed).


Matriculated but no tuition fees
paid (no PAYM row on Student
Records Higher Education NLD
component): insert a new row into
the Student Records component
to cancel the enrollment (Program
Action according to the setup
on Studielink Load Parameters
page, Program Reason: SL35).
Insert new row into Student
Records Higher Education NLD
component with correct program
action and Studielink status.
Automatically triggered message
31E (Discontinue allowed).


Matriculated but fees paid
( PAYM row on Student
Records Higher Education
NLD component exists): Write
student information to worklist
table of the Withdrawal/Cancel
Requests component for manual
resolution (Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Withdrawal/Cancel Requests).
On receiving message 35, the
system enters a cancellation
request in the Withdrawal/Cancel
Requests component and for
manual resolution the user needs
to either approve or reject the
cancellation request.


All others: Write student
information to worklist table of
the Withdrawal/Cancel Requests
component for manual resolution.


ID (Studielink number)


CI error (address)


Load Parms: Missing setup in the Studielink Load
Parameters page (admission and records withdrawal
action).


Foreign Address present


Cannot determine admission application.


Cannot determine correct Student Records data.


37 Death of Student Update the decedent data for
student.


ID (Studielink number)


CI (descendant data)
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Message Posting Treatment Possible Suspend Reasons
39 Lot Drawing Result New row inserted into the Maintain


Applications component with
updated lot drawing status fields
and update information in the
IBG-status fields (Program Action:
DATA, Program Reason: SL39)


If student has matriculated, lot
drawing changes are not allowed
and new row is inserted into the
Student Records Higher Education
NLD component, updating the
non-lot drawing related IBG-status
fields (Program Action: DATA).


Checklist item assignment
(Checklist item is not assigned
when using events for checklist
processing).


ID (Studielink number)


Cannot determine admission application


Cannot determine correct Student Records data.


47 Electronic Direct
Debit


Message 47 is available only if
3.0 is selected in the Studielink
Version field on the Studielink
Load Parameters page.


New row inserted into the Maintain
Applications component (Program
Action: program action from set
up page, Program Reason: SL47.
The program reason should be
set up against the program action
which is chosen in setup on Student
Financials Parameters page).


If student has matriculated, new
row is inserted into the Student
Records Higher Education NLD
component (Program Action HE
from set up page, Program Reason:
SL47. The program reason should
be set up against the program action
which is chosen in setup on Student
Financials Parameters page).


ID (Studielink number)


Cannot determine admission application


Cannot determine correct Student Records data.


A Component Interface error might occur when the system uses an invalid value to process data through a
component interface. Message 03 uses component interface CI_PERSONAL_DATA for inserts and updates to
addresses, personal data such as birth date and birth place and names data, phone data and email addresses.
The following messages also use this component interface: Message 04, Message 05, Message 06, Message
08, Message 25, Message 35, and Message 37.


All messages that are posted result in a new message action row in the Student Transaction Summary page.
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Resolving Messages that Suspend
There might be circumstances in which the message received from Studielink cannot be posted to the
application tables. This is likely to occur in most cases with Message 03, since it is usually the first message
received by the institution and generally results in the creation of the student and application records. When a
message is unable to post, the system updates the transaction status of the message. At the same time, the
system writes suspense information to a separate table.


This section discusses how to:


• Determine the transaction status of a message.
• Use suspense management data.
• Resolve search errors for Message 03.
• Resolve suspend errors.
• Resolve suspended foreign address.
• Resolve suspended duplicate admission requests.


Determining the Transaction Status of a Message
The transaction status of a message is always updated as the posting program processes the message.


The transaction status values are:


Value
Used for Inbound/Outbound


Messages Comment
Processed Both All processing completed.
Suspended Inbound Posting process is unable to post


message.


Available for review in the Suspense
Management page.


Unprocessed Both Data has been loaded into the staging
tables, but no processing has begun.


You can use this status when you
run the posting or generate message
process after fixing a suspense issue.
Suppose, an inbound message 03
has a Suspended status because
BRIN/Institution has not been set up
correctly. In this case, you perform
the correct BRIN/Institution setup,
then set the status as Unprocessed in
the Suspense Management page and
finally run the posting process again
for the message.
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Value
Used for Inbound/Outbound


Messages Comment
Partially Processed Inbound Set when the posting process runs with


the Search and Match Only option
activated. The system populates the
Suspense Reason, Max Match Level,
and Matches fields to provide results
of the student ID search.


Available for review in the Suspense
Management page.


Transmission Error Outbound Unable to transmit successfully to
Studielink.


Skip Transaction Both Manually set by user to prevent
processing the message.


Manually Resolved Inbound Similar to transaction skip. User took
manual action to resolve. The record is
no longer processed.


Test Without XML Outbound Set when you run the Generate
Studielink Messages process with
the Send XML Messages check box
cleared.


To view the transaction status for all inbound messages, use the search record for the Studielink Message Data
page to select and view all messages containing a fixed transaction status.


Using Suspense Management Data
The Studielink Suspense Management page displays the information stored in the suspense table and is
designed to explain why the inbound message did not post and to allow you to resolve certain suspense
conditions. Because the system writes all messages that suspend (or are partially processed) to a suspense
table, the Studielink Suspense Management page is the primary method for reviewing inbound messages
with potential problems.


Because each message can have distinct reasons for suspending, the page is designed to provide the relevant
tools necessary for resolving the suspense reasons for each message.


Access the Studielink Suspense Management page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Process
Studielink, Studielink Suspense Management).
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Studielink Suspense Management page (1 of 5)


Studielink Suspense Management page (2 of 5)
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Studielink Suspense Management page (3 of 5)


Studielink Suspense Management page (4 of 5)


Studielink Suspense Management page (5 of 5)


The section of the page below the Suspense Reason information and above the Message Data link displays
high-level information about the student. The system loads this information directly from the actual message.
Student identification fields are displayed to assist in identifying the student in the database and can be
used to resolve search match errors with message 03. For all other messages, the ID field will display the
student’s EmplID if the Studielink number is already in the database. The fields in the Education Block Fields
group box are used to identify the data load parameters that the posting process applies for the record, and to
determine the student’s program of study. Use the Message Data link to access the staging table pages and
view all the information contained in the message.


Depending on the type of message suspended, additional fields appear below the Message Data link. They
can help resolve the suspend conditions of the message. Depending on the reason for the suspension (as with
Message 03), enter the appropriate information to allow the message to be processed.


When the posting process cannot determine which admissions application of the student to update with the
message data (as with Messages 08, 19, and 39) because the student has multiple application records, you must
assign the correct admissions application to update.


When the posting process cannot determine which academic career of the student to update with the message
data (as with Message 25) because the student has multiple active academic programs, you must assign
the career and career number to update.


Campus Assign the appropriate campus in order to process message 03. This value will
be validated against the home campuses defined for the academic program by
the posting process.


Academic Program Assign the appropriate academic program for the message based on the
reported Program (CIP) code. This value will be validated against the
academic program by the posting process.


Studielink Posting Action Use this field to resolve student identification issues. Indicate how the posting
process should treat the message. Values are:
Add (A): The posting process creates a new EmplID and creates an admissions
application record from the message data. The Student ID must be blank.
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Recycle (R): The posting process processes the message using the Studielink
load parms settings. This is the default setting for all suspended application
messages.
Update Existing Student (U): The posting process posts the message data to
the listed Student ID. The Student ID cannot be blank.


Max Match Level The Search/Match process sets this number. It indicates the order number in
the Studielink Search/Match Setup page where a match occurred.


Matches The Search/Match process sets this number. It indicates the number of
EmplIDs that met the same Max Match Level criteria.


Student ID You can use this field to search for the matching student ID to update. The
Search/Match process usually assigns this. This field is used in conjunction
with the Studielink Posting Action field.


Application Number Appears for suspended messages 08, 19, or 39. This field allows you to specify
the Admissions application number to which the message should load.


Academic Career Appears for suspended messages 25. This field allows you to specify which
academic career the message will update when more than one active career
exist for the student.


Student Career Nbr
(Student Career Number)


Appears with the Academic Career field. This field allows you to specify
which student career number the message will update. This field must be
updated with the Academic Career field.


The following table lists possible suspend messages and the appropriate resolution instructions:


Suspend Message Resolution
Studielink Number not found (712). The Studielink number on the message cannot be matched


to a student in the database. Verify that the student exists
in the database and then modify the student’s Studielink
number in the External System ID component if the
message should be posted. Set the transaction status to Skip
if the message should not be posted.


Search/Match returned a result of Suspend for this student
(706).


The Search/Match settings used to identify the EmplID
could not find a positive match for this application
message. View the Max Match Level and Matches field
values to confirm the accuracy of the Search/Match
process. To manually search for an existing student, use the
Student ID search field and the biographical information
contained on the page.


BRIN/Institution setup not found (700). BRIN code is not in Institution/BRIN Code X-ref table.
Correct setup if the reported code is valid.


Studielink Load Parameters not found (701). The Studielink load parameters are missing. Enter setup
data.


The Load Parameters for Studielink processing have not
been set up for this student’s combination of Institution and
Career (702).


The Studielink load parameters are missing for the
student’s institution or career. Correct setup if required.
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Suspend Message Resolution
The Studielink posting program was unable to determine
the necessary values for Campus, Program, or Career for
this student (703).


Verify that the program code is mapped to an academic
program and is assigned an academic career. Verify that the
academic program home campus setup is complete.


This student’s data supplied by Studielink did not include a
value for Academic Year, so we are unable to determine the
correct Admit Term (704).


This message cannot be loaded.


This student’s values for Institution, Career, and Academic
Year do not match any row in the TERM_TBL record, so
we are unable to determine the correct Admit Term (705).


Verify that the academic year in the message is defined in
the Term table. If there is no academic year defined, the
message cannot be loaded.


Search/Match has been run to attempt to identify the
Student ID for this message, but the data has not been
posted (721).


The record was processed in the search only mode. Run the
posting process using different settings. For Message 03
only.


The Studielink Address Usage setup required for
processing this message was not found (711).


The Studielink address usage is not complete. Correct
setup.


The Studielink posting program received a status of Error
from the CI_PERSONAL_DATA Component Interface
(708).


The CI failed when inserting student personal information.
This cannot be resolved locally. Data must be entered
manually. Contact Oracle support to report problem.


The program could not identify the Admissions data row
for this student (723).


There is no admissions application for the student. The
message cannot be loaded.


The system found multiple rows of Admissions data that
match the data in this message (714).


Use the Studielink Suspense Management page to select
the appropriate PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions data
(application number) to load the message.


The system is unable to process this message because the
student has a future-dated Admissions data row (715).


The message cannot be loaded. Review the message data
and add any required information manually.


The current Admissions row for this student has an
effective date value greater than the transaction date for this
message (716).


The message cannot be loaded. Review the message data
and add any required information manually.


The student’s Admissions program status is AC (717). The message contains admissions level data, but the student
has already been matriculated. No resolution. The message
cannot be loaded. Review the message data and add any
required information manually.


The program could not identify the Student Records data
row for this student (724)


Use the Studielink Suspense Management page to
select the appropriate PeopleSoft Student Records data
(Academic Career, Career Number) to load the message.


The system is unable to match the data in this message with
any Student Records data (718).


There is no PeopleSoft Student Records data for the
student. The message can not be loaded.


The system found multiple rows of Student Records data
that match the data in this message (719).


Use the Studielink Suspense Management page to
select the appropriate PeopleSoft Student Records data
(Academic Career, Career Number) to load the message.


The system is unable to process this message because the
student has a future-dated Student Records data row (720).


The message cannot be loaded. Review the message data
and add any required information manually.


The student number in this message was not found in the
system (725).


Message 30 could not be processed because the Student
Number field reported in the message does not match an
EmplID. Request an updated message from Studielink with
the correct student number.


The Student ID supplied has a Studielink number already
associated with it that does not match the Studielink
number in the message (722).


Resolve conflicting Studielink numbers.


Invalid Birth Date for Student (1013) The birth date supplied by Studielink is greater than the
system date, which is not allowed.
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Suspend Message Resolution
Invalid Royal Prefix (1014) or Invalid Partner Prefix
(1015)


The name royal prefix value supplied by Studielink is
invalid. The message has been processed and placed in
the suspense table. The message suspends because the
name royal prefix is invalid, that is, the incoming value
does not match with any values in the Name Royal Prefix
table (Set up HRMS, Foundation Tables, Personal, Royal
Name Prefix). In this case, the error does not require a full
suspense. Therefore, the applicant is processed into the
system without the invalid name royal prefix value.


Correct the name royal prefix for a particular person by
accessing the Names page (Campus Community, Personal
Information, Biographical Details, Names). Then set the
message to manually resolved using the Transaction Status
field on the Studielink Suspense Management page. Also,
ensure that name royal prefix values supplied by Studielink
match values in the Campus Solutions name royal prefix
table.


Invalid Marital Status (1016) The marital status values have not been set up on the Civil
Status/Marital Status Cross-reference page.


Invalid Email Address (1017) The email address supplied by Studielink does not conform
to email format standards.


Name Missing (1026) Last Name supplied by Studielink is invalid
Invalid Prior Education Value (1027) The Prior Education (or subject) value supplied by


Studielink is invalid. The message has been processed if a
subject was invalid. Set the message to manually resolved
and add the Prior Education subject using the Student Prior
Education Information page.


Invalid Acad Plan (1118) The supplied academic plan cannot be matched or a valid
default academic plan cannot be found in the system for
the program data supplied. Most common cause is that
Studielink setup of alternative programs does not match the
Campus Solutions setup of academic plans.


Foreign Address Found (1121) Foreign address was found. Messages containing a foreign
address need to be manually resolved.


Double Admissions Found (1123) For this admission request, there is already an active
admission or student records row which matches the
academic career, academic program, academic plan, and
BRINcode in the request. This will need to be manually
resolved using the Admissions Suspense Management page
(Student Admissions , Processing Studielink NLD, Process
Studielink, Admissions Suspense Management).


Student/Applicant status does not Match Studielink Status
for message (1217)


For this message a status field was used which can not be
found in the Studielink set up tables. This message can
occur when processing outbound message 31D.
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Suspend Message Resolution
No Setup for message 31E (1226) Outbound message 31E is to be processed but there is no


student record HE data which matches the set up program
action or action reason for message 31E.


No Setup for message 31G (1227) Outbound message 31G is to be processed but there is no
admissions data which matches the set up program action
or action reason for message 31G.


Use this table to determine what the corrective action is required for the suspended message. For Message 03,
there is additional functionality provided on the page to resolve Search/Match errors.


Resolving Search Errors for Message 03
For Message 03, you can manually set the Studielink posting action to override the posting process. This
method can be used when you want to override the Search/Match process and manually assign the EmplID
(or force the creation of a new EmplID).


Resolving Suspend Errors
The Suspend Message and Resolution instructions table describes the conditions that may cause the message to
suspend. View the Suspense Reason on the page to see the specific reason. Next, use the table to determine
how to resolve the problem. If you determine that any message should not be loaded, update the transaction
status to either skip or manually resolved, as appropriate for the situation. The posting process will then ignore
these suspended records in the future.


Resolving Suspended Foreign Address
The third party application for Studielink has only three fields for storing foreign address data. The following
example shows the three address fields in the suspense page that stores the incoming address data:


Foreign Address Suspense page (1 of 3)
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Foreign Address Suspense page (2 of 3)


Foreign Address Suspense page (3 of 3)


If the Suspend Foreign Address check box has been selected (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink
NLD, Setup Studielink, Set-up Foreign Address) then any message which contains foreign address fields
will be suspended in Inbound Suspense by default.
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To manually resolve the address data, move the Foreign Address Line 1, Foreign Address Line 2 and Foreign
Address Line 3 field values to the Personal Information page’s address fields. Set the Studielink Transaction
Status to Unprocessed after all suspense issues have been resolved and reprocess this record by running
the Post Studielink Messages process.


Resolving Suspended Duplicate Admission Requests
Students may enter up to four admissions requests for any given program of study during an academic year.


Examples of admission requests could be:


• Admission to the same program, plan, and BRINcode but different academic load.


• Admission to the same program, plan, and BRINcode but different campus location (sub BRINcode).


• Combinations of the above.


The former CBAP admissions load ensured that only one admission request for one program was supplied for
an applicant. Studielink allows applicants to submit a maximum of four admission applications for the same
program, plan, and BRINcode.


In order to make administrative processes easier, especially for institutions who matriculate students early in
the admissions process, and do not create several student career number entries for one student program, the
Campus Solutions system suspends all duplicate admission requests (same program, plan, career, institution,
and BRINcode) in the Admissions Suspense Management page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink
NLD, Process Studielink, Admission Suspense Management).


The following example of the Admissions Suspense Management page shows a suspended record that has
a single admission request for the same program.
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Admissions Suspense Management page with Education Block Fields (1 of 3)


Admissions Suspense Management page with Rejected Admissions Fields (2 of 3)
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Admissions Suspense Management page with Current Admissions Fields (3 of 3)


The Admissions Suspense Management page with Education Block Fields example displays the suspended
record. The suspended record is Message 03, which the system has received, loaded and suspended. Click the
Message data link to navigate to the Message 03 staging table display only page.


The Admissions Suspense Management page with Current Admissions Fields example indicates that the
application already exists in the system. You can use the Application Maintenance link to navigate to
the application existing in the system.


You can choose one of the following methods to resolve the issue:


• Use the Application Maintenance link to cancel the existing application. Then go back to the Admissions
Suspense Management page and process the current suspended application (set transaction status to
Unprocessed and save the suspended message). Run the Post Studielink Messages process. After running
the Post Studielink Messages process, click the Delete Suspended Record button on the Admissions
Suspense Management page to delete the processed suspended record.


• Click the Reject Admission button on the Admissions Suspense Management page. When you click the
button, the system triggers the outbound Message 31Z, creates the Message 31Z content, and inserts the
message into the staging table. You will then need to run the Generate Studielink Messages process to
generate and send the Message 31Z to Studielink. If the Generate Studielink Messages process has
not been run, you can cancel the rejection by clicking the Revoke Admission Rejection button on the
Admissions Suspense Management page.


Reject Admission Click to create message 31Z.


Revoke Admission
Rejection


Click to delete created message 31Z. This is possible for 31Z messages that
have not been sent to Studielink.


Delete Suspense Record Click if the admission application already exists in the system.


Viewing a Studielink Posting Report
Access the Studielink Posting Report page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Process
Studielink, Studielink Posting Report).
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Studielink Posting Report page


After selecting your report parameters, click the Run button to generate a report to identify Studielink messages
that have been posted. You can also use the report to monitor recently posted messages.


Reviewing and Updating Studielink Information
This section discusses how to:


• Review admissions information.
• Review regional Studielink information.
• Review higher education details.
• Review external system IDs.
• Review academic progress.
• View prior education information for a student.
• Send text messages to students through Studielink.


Pages Used to Review and Update Studielink Information
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Application Program Data ADM_APPL_PROG_ENT Student Admissions,
Application Entry, Add
Application, Application
Program Data


Enter Studielink admissions
applications data.


Application Program Data ADM_APPL_PROG_MNT Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications,
Application Program Data


Review and update
Studielink admissions
applications data.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Application Regional SAD_APPL_REG_DATA • Student Admissions,


Application Entry, Add
Applications, Application
Regional


• Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications,
Application Regional


View and update
country-specific admissions
application information.


Regional SCC_BIO_DEMO_REG • Student Admissions,
Application Entry, Add
Application, Regional


• Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications,
Regional


View and update
country-specific admissions
application information.


Administer Student Higher
Education


SSR_STUDENT_NLD Records and Enrollment,
Higher Education NLD,
Student Higher Education
NLD


Review student level higher
education information,
including GBA verification.


External System ID EXTERNAL_SYS_ID Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Identification, External
System ID


View the student’s unique
Studielink identification
number.


Academic Prog Higher
Education


SSR_STD_PRG_NLD Records and Enrollment,
Higher Education NLD,
Student Records Higher
Edu NLD


View and update the
student’s NLD specific
information while the
student is matriculating at
the institution.


Studielink Education Block
Information


SSR_SL_INF_SUB_NLD Click the Details link on
the Academic Prog Higher
Education page.


View or update the
BRINcode, Sub Institute and
Program code values.


Student Prior Education
Information


SCC_PRIOR_EDU_NLD Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Student Prior Education Info


View and update the
student’s prior education
information.


Student Messages SAD_SL_STD_MSGS Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Maintain Student Messages


Send messages to students
through Studielink.


Reviewing Admissions Information
This section discusses how to review:


• Application program data.
• Other application information.


Reviewing Application Program Data
Access the Application Program Data page.
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Warning! Academic program is a key to the Studielink student tables. Changing the student’s academic
program after it has been saved can cause orphan rows in the message tables.


Reviewing Other Application Information
Access the Application Regional page (Student Admissions, Application Maintenance, Maintain Applications,
Application Regional).


Application Regional page (1 of 3)
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Application Regional page (2 of 3)


Application Regional page (3 of 3)


Higher Education Additional Information and Admission Verification
These group boxes display Studielink application information. When you review the application, you can
change the values of the fields in accordance with the institution’s business process. If your institution wants to
communicate the status changes to Studielink, select the Transmit check box. When you run the Generate
Studielink Messages process, the process will select the messages for which you selected the Transmit check
boxes and generate the XML data for Studielink communication.


Studielink Status Select the student’s status within Studielink. Values are:
Continuing Application


Cancelled/Withdrawn
Registered/Enrolled
No Re-enrollment
Rejected/Denied
Study Suspended
Departed
Enrollment Requested
Not a Studielink participant
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Deficiency Status Select the student’s prior education sufficiency status. Values are:
Deficient via institution
Deficient via IBG Counter
Not Deficient via IBG Counter
Not yet determined
Provisional IBG
Provisional Institution
Sufficient


Prof Requirements Status
(professional requirements
status)


Select the student’s professional requirements status. Values are:
Not Applicable
Open, not yet determined


Rejected
Selected/Passed


Professional Duties Status Select the student’s professional duties requirement status. Values are:
Not Applicable
Open, not yet determined
Rejected
Selected/Passed


Language Test Status Select the student’s Dutch language requirement. Values are:
Not Applicable
Open, not yet determined
Rejected
Selected/Passed
Passed


Approval Higher Year Indicate whether the student who requested to be enrolled as a non-first year
student is accepted or rejected by your institution. The Academic Level field
indicates whether the admission request is for First Year or non First year.


Student Prior Education Click this link to access the Student Prior Education Information page.


Student Data Higher
Education


Click this link to access the Administer Student Higher Education page.


Comments Click this link to access the Student Comments page, which displays the
comments collected by Studielink and sent with the student’s application. The
link does not appear if no comments exist for the student.


Payment Information


Payment Indicator Indicates whether the student’s fees have been paid for the enrollment period.
Values are Paid and Not Paid.
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Payment Amount The amount paid by the student.


Studielink Form of
Payment


The source of the payment.


Paid By The method of payment of the student’s fees. Values include Parents and
Another institution.


Request Payment Terms Indicates if the student requested payment to be scheduled in multiple
payments.


Paid at BRINcode The Brincode of the institution that received the student’s payment for the year.


Paid At Institution Name The institution that received the student’s payment for the year (relevant
in case of inbound message 19).


Barcode The barcode of the institution that can be sent to Studielink for payment forms.


Order Number Unique Order Number that you can send to Studielink for use on payment
forms.


Student Bank Accounts Click this link to access the Student Bank Accounts NLD page where you can
review the bank account details.


Lot Drawing


Lot Drawing Type Indicates whether the student participates in a lot drawing for their program.
Values are: Central, Local, and None.


IBG Status In central lot drawings, this is the lot drawing result determined by IBG.
Values include: Sent and Processed.


Lot Drawing Date The date that the lot drawing occurred.


IBG Status Reason The reason for the lot drawing status given by IBG. Values include: Transcript
too late and Applied after close date.


Lot Drawing Result Indicates the result of the lot drawing process. Values include: Locally Drawn
and Conditionally Selected.


Lot Drawing Result Reason Values include: Hardship Clause and Language Test.


Lot Drawing Number Priority number assigned by the school for decentral lot drawing candidates.


Reviewing Regional Studielink Information
Bundle 27
Added “Estimated Start Date” field to GBA Nationality group box.
Added “Diploma Year” field to Prior Education group box.
Added Establishment Information group box.


Access the Regional page (Student Admissions, Application Maintenance, Maintain Applications, Regional).
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Regional page (1 of 2)


Regional page (2 of 2)


Bundle 27 Added new field.
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Estimated Start Date This date can be populated by data imported from Studielink or entered
manually by the user. Field format must be YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-00-00
or YYYY-MM-00.


Studielink Nbr(Studielink
Number)


Displays the Studielink Nbr as populated by the External System ID page.


Bundle 27 Added new field.


Diploma Year Enter a Diploma Year in place of diploma end date if exact date is unknown.


Bundle 27
Added new group box.


Establishment


Destination Country Enter a Country code if the student has taken up residency outside of the
Netherlands.


Start Date Enter date of departure from the Netherlands.


Estimated Start Date Enter date of departure from the Netherlands when exact date is unknown.
Field format must be YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-00-00 or YYYY-MM-00.


Note. When Country of Destination has been entered, institutions may no longer send student information
to Studielink with address type other than Living.


Reviewing Higher Education Details
Bundle 27
Added “DIGID Authentication Active” check box.


Access the Administer Student Higher Education page (Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD,
Student Higher Education NLD).
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Administer Student Higher Education page (1 of 2)


Administer Student Higher Education page (2 of 2)
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Consent Statement Indicate whether the student has given consent for the institution to release
information to Studielink and IBG.
Values are:
Yes (consent granted)
No
Unknown


GBA Verification via BRON
If you select the Unknown Birthdate check box, the GBA Year of Birth and GBA Month of Birth fields become
available. You must enter a value for year of birth.


GBA Verification via Studielink
The GBA Verification via Studielink information is used to report the verification of the student’s identification.


Bundle 27 Added new check box.


DIGID Authentication
Active


Selection indicates that student log on credentials have been verified through
DIGID from Studielink.


Reviewing External System IDs
Access the External System ID page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Identification, External
System ID).


External System ID page


The student’s unique Studielink identification number is stored as an external system ID. This is updated
when posting messages 03 and 30 (if a Studielink ID change is reported), and is provided when sending
messages to Studielink.


Note. This value should not be confused with the ANZ StudyLink external system value.


Reviewing Academic Progress
Access the Academic Prog Higher Education page (Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD, Student
Records Higher Edu NLD).
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Academic Prog Higher Education page (1 of 2)


Academic Prog Higher Education page (2 of 2)


Studielink Status Displays the student’s current reported status.


Comments Click to view comments from Message 25. The link appears only if comments
exist.
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Student Messages Click to access the Student Messages page, where you can send messages to
the student via Studielink.


Detail Click to access Studielink Education Block Information page. Use the
Studielink Education Block Information page to view or update the BRINcode,
Sub Institute and Program code values.


The Studielink Payment Information group box appears if the value in the Progr Action Higher Education
field is RENR (to display any payment information reported in Message 25) or DATA (to allow entry of
payment information).


For information about this group box, refer to the documentation about the Application Regional page in the
Reviewing Admissions Information section of this chapter.


Viewing Studielink Education Block Information
Access the Studielink Education Block Information page (click the Detail link on the Academic Prog Higher
Education page).


Studielink Education Block Information page


Viewing Prior Education Information for a Student
Access the Student Prior Education Information page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD,
Student Prior Education Info).
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Student Prior Education Information page


A student can enter prior education information during the request for admission or at a later time as a separate
option within Studielink. Institutions can also update a student’s prior education information and then send
the updated information to Studielink.


Prior Education
This is a view of the most recently received message containing prior education data from Studielink.
The information can be used to verify message information in prior education messages where only one
prior education value can be processed. This is the case for those prior education programs which are not
administered with a unique CROHO or Nuffic Code in Studielink.


Prior Education These values are defined in the Prior Education Table NLD component.


Highest form of Education Select if this is the highest degree attempted or earned by the student.


External Org ID Define External Org IDs on the External Organization Codes page.


SubOrganization Enter the external organization ID’s sub organization code.


Prior Ed Verified Status Values include: Verified, diploma unverified, Not verified, no consent given,
and Decentralized diploma.
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Prior Ed Verification Date Enter the date that the prior education information was verified.


Prior Ed Verified by
BRINcode


Enter the BRINcode of the institution that verified the prior education
information.


Pior Ed Extension Number
and Pior Ed Extension Desc


Display the values supplied by Studielink for unknown or foreign prior
education schools.


Signal Code
This grid displays any signals received from Studielink concerning this Prior Education Program. Refer to
the Studielink documentation from SURF foundation to view a description of the types of signal codes that
can be received.


Subject data
Enter the subject area and student’s GPA and grade for the subject.


Sending Text Messages to Students Through Studielink
Messages for students can be sent to Studielink so that they appear when the student logs into the Studielink
website.


Access the Student Messages page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Maintain Student
Messages).


Student Messages page


Set the Message Status to Ready to automatically send Message 22 the next time that messages are generated.


Once the message is generated, the system changes its status to Sent and the message cannot be altered.
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Managing Outbound Messages
This section provides an overview of generating messages and message equations and discusses how to:


• Review pending outbound messages.


• Override outbound message transmissions.


• Determine outbound messages.


• Send outbound messages to Studielink.


• Resolve suspended outbound messages.


• Resolve outbound issues.


Understanding How Messages to Studielink Are Generated
After a student becomes part of the Studielink system (either by receiving an admission application or by the
institution registering its current enrolled students), changes to the student’s information must be reported
to Studielink. In some cases, students initiate changes (for example, changes to personal information and
requests for re-enrollment) by logging on to the Studielink website. In other cases, institutions report changes
to Studielink in the form of specific electronic transactions. This section discusses messages that must be
sent from the institution to Studielink.


The messages that can be sent to Studielink fall into several categories: those that can only be sent as part of
the admissions application process, those that can only be sent after the student has been matriculated and
enrolled, and those that are not dependent on either condition.


You can initiate messages to Studielink in several ways. For an applicant, when you determine that information
should be sent to Studielink, you can indicate the messages to be sent by manually setting the Transmit
check box on the Application Regional page for the information to be sent directly from the admissions
maintenance component.


For a student, when you determine that information should be sent to Studielink, you can indicate the messages
to be sent by manually selecting the Transmit check box on the Academic Prog Higher Education page for
the information to be sent directly from this component (Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD,
Student Records Higher Edu NLD).


You can also use the Student Transmission Override page to set the transmit status for the appropriate
messages that you want to send. If you select the appropriate transmission check box, the system will generate
a message and send it to Studielink when the Generate Studielink Message process is run. When using the
override page, you are responsible for ensuring that the data to be transmitted for each message has been
correctly set in the source data pages.


Alternatively, you can use the Studielink Message Evaluation process to automatically determine if a message
should be sent. This process uses the Equation Engine to allow you to define the conditions for determining
whether to send a particular message. This process determines whether a particular message should be
transmitted; if it should, the system selects the appropriate transmission override check box – the same
check boxes that you can set manually. The process is not designed to cancel messages marked to be sent –
it cannot clear any of the transmission check boxes. When the Generate Studielink Message process runs,
these messages are then generated and transmitted.


It is expected that institutions will use a combination of methods to initiate the transmission of messages to
Studielink. Institutions should develop the business processes that they will use to meet the conditions of
the messages that they want to transmit. This analysis should indicate whether a message will be initiated
manually, by equation process, or both.
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Once messages have been updated to send, you can run the Generate Studielink Message process. This
process populates the necessary message data into the staging tables, creates the physical messages, and
then transmits them to Studielink. Once a message has been successfully generated, the process updates
the transmit status check boxes to a blank value and the record of the transaction appears in the Student
Transaction Summary page.


The following table describes the expected user actions that would trigger the transmission of the Studielink
message:


Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
Receipt of Application (31A)* When the student’s application for


enrollment is loaded into the system.
This message is automatically queued
to transmit by the posting of Message
03.


For the message to be sent by the
Generate Studielink Message process,
the Receipt of Application (31A)
check box must be selected on the
Studielink Send Parameters page.


Rejection of Admissions Request
(31Z)


When admission request message 03
is rejected.


If admission request is received for
which an active admission record
with the same institution, BRINcode,
academic year, and academic plan
already exists, then you can reject the
message 03 by clicking the Reject
Admission button on the Admissions
Suspense Management page. The
system then creates Message 31Z with
Studielink Status R.


Receipt of re-enrollment request (31Q) When the system processes the
inbound message 25 successfully.


This message is automatically queued
to transmit with status V by the posting
of Message 25.


For the message to be sent by the
Generate Studielink Message process,
the Confirmation Receipt (31Q) check
box must be selected on the Studielink
Send Parameters page.
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Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
GBA Verification (04) If the student’s identification has been


verified by the institution.
Prerequisite for automatic and
manual trigger of the message: The
GBA Verification (04) check box
and at least one appropriate trigger
status value must be selected on the
Studielink Send Parameters page.


Manually on the Studielink
Transmission Override page or by
Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


You can create an equation. The
naming convention for the equation is
ADDSLMSG04. The equation must
verify whether the GBA verification
(04) check box has been selected on
setup. Also as a criteria the equation
should verify that the status of the
GBA Verification field on the Student
Higher education page matches that of
the setup.


For applicants or students, this
message is automatically queued
to transmit when you select a field
value in the ID Verification Status
field of the Administer Student
Higher Education page (Records
and Enrollment, Higher Education
NLD, Student Higher Education
NLD), which matches the setup field
value. Student must be a Studielink
participant.


Address Change (06) The student’s address is changed so
that the effective date of the address
no longer matches that of the last
address that information was sent to, or
received from Studielink.


Prerequisite for manual trigger of the
message: The Address Change (06)
check box must be selected on the
Studielink Send Parameters page.


Manually on the Studielink
Transmission Override page or by
Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


Equation Engine supplied
ADDSLMSG06. You can change
the equation criteria. The equation
must verify whether the Address
Change (06) check box has been
selected on setup. Also as a criteria
the equation should take into account
any setup which relates to outbound
address usage.
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Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
Prior Education Verification (10) When the institution verifies any of the


student’s prior education records.
Prerequisite for automatic and manual
trigger of the message: The Prior
Education (10) check box and at
least one trigger status value must
be selected on the Studielink Send
Parameters page.


Manually on the Studielink
Transmission Override page or by
Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


You can create an equation. The
naming convention for the equation
is ADDSLMSG10. The equation
must verify whether the Prior
Education (10) check box has
been selected on setup. Also as a
criteria, the equation should verify
that the status of the Prior Education
Verification field on the Student Prior
Education Information page (Student
Admissions, Processing Studielink,
Student Prior Education Info) matches
that of the setup.


For applicants or students, this
message is automatically queued to
transmit when the diploma program
status is completed and you select a
field value in the Prior Ed Verified
Status field of the Student Prior
Education Information page (Student
Admissions, Processing Studielink
NLD, Student Prior Education Info)
which matches the field value from
setup.
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Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
Payment Confirmation (19) When the student has paid fees for the


enrollment year.


On the Maintain Applications
component, a new program data row
is inserted and the Payment Indicator
field is set to Paid and the Payment
Amount field is not zero.


Studielink Version 3.0 only: Amount
in student finance table ITEM_SF is
checked against the account balance
and the amount is entered in the
Payment Amount field.


Prerequisite for automatic and manual
trigger of the message: The Payment
of Fees (19) check box must be
selected on the Studielink Financial
Parameters page.


Manually by the user on the
Application Regional page, Studielink
Transmission Override page, or
by Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


You can create an equation. The
naming convention for the equation is
ADDSLMSG19. The equation must
verify whether the Payment of Fees
(19) check box has been selected on
setup. Also apply business logic as
appropriate to trigger based on data
in the Studielink tables or Student
Financials tables.


For applicants or students, this
message is automatically queued to
transmit when you set the Paid By
field value to a non empty value or
Another Institution on the Application
Regional page or Academic Prog
Higher Education page.


Studielink Version 3.0 only: Message
19 is triggered automatically if the
Send Msg 19 Automatically check
box is selected on the Studielink
Financial Parameters page. This
check box is available only if the
Electronic Direct Debit (47) check
box is selected. Inbound message 47
then automatically triggers message
19 outbound. (Message 47 is sent from
Studielink to Campus Solutions if the
student signs the online direct debit
statement on the Studielink site.)
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Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
Payment Amount (20) On the Maintain Applications


component, a new program data
row is inserted and the Payment
Indicator field is set to Not Paid and
the Payment Amount field is not zero.


Studielink Version 3.0 only: Amount
in student finance table ITEM_SF is
checked against the account balance
and the amount is entered in the
Payment Amount field.


Prerequisite for automatic and manual
trigger of the message: The Cost of
Fees (20) check box must be selected
on the Studielink Financial Parameters
page.


Manually by the user on the
Application Regional page, Studielink
Transmission Override page, or
by Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


You can create an equation. The
naming convention for the equation
is ADDSLMSG20. When creating
the equation, take into account
prerequisite business logic.


For applicants or students, this
message is automatically queued to
transmit when you set the Payment
Indicator field value to Not Paid on
the Application Regional page or
Academic Prog Higher Education
page.


Message to Student (22)* Institution wants to send a text
message to the student via Studielink.


Enter messages on the Student
Messages page.


This message is queued automatically
when the Message Status field is set to
Ready.


Confirm enrollment in program (31B)


(newly matriculated)


Institution admits the student into their
program of study.


On the Maintain Applications
component, a new program data row
is inserted with a program action that
matches the program action in the
Trigger 31B field.


Example: User enters PAYM in the
Progr Action Higher Education field of
the Academic Prog Higher Education
page (Records and Enrollment, Higher
Education NLD, Student Records
Higher Edu NLD). The academic
year is same as the First year in higher
education NLD. PAYM has been
selected as value in field Trigger
31B. The Message is triggered. The
outbound process (SAD_SL_OUT)
selects data to be included in the
messages based on the Select 31B field
value.


Automatically if the Confirm
Enrollment (31B) check box is
selected on the Studielink Send
Parameters page and the program
action that is selected in the Trigger
31B field on that page matches
the updated program action on the
Application Program Data page or
the Academic Prog Higher Education
page.


Manually by the user on the Studielink
Transmission Override page or by
Studielink Message Evaluation
process (Equation provided:
ADDSLMSG31B). You can change
the equation. When changing
the equation, take into account
prerequisite business logic.
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Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
Confirm re-enrollment in program
(31C)


Institution receives Message 25
requesting re-enrollment. The
institution responds with Message
31C.


Example: The user enters the RENR
row on the Academic Prog Higher
Education page for the new academic
year. Once the payment information
is received, the user enters the PAYM
row on the Academic Prog Higher
Education page for the new academic
year. The field value for the Select 31C
field on setup page equals PAYM.


Automatically if the Confirm
Re-enrollment (31C) check box
is selected on the Studielink Send
Parameters page and the program
action that is selected in the Trigger
31C field on that page matches
the updated program action on the
Academic Prog Higher Education
page.


Manually by the user on the Studielink
Transmission Override page or by
Studielink Message Evaluation
process (Equation provided:
ADDSLMSG31C). You can change
the equation. The naming convention
is ADDSLMSG31C. When changing
the equation, take into account
prerequisite business logic.


31D. Confirm discontinuation not
allowed*


Institution receives Message 35
requesting a Stop Study.


The user must determine if the
discontinuation is allowed. If not,
the user updates the Studielink
Cancellation Requests page.


For applicants, the user must ensure
that the applicant status on Application
Regional page does not have any of the
following values:


• Registered/enrolled


• Enrollment requested


• Continuing application


For students, the user must ensure
that on the Academic Prog Higher
Education page, the Program Action
Higher Education is DSNA: departure
not allowed and the Studielink status is
Registered/Enrolled.


Prerequisite for manual trigger of the
message on the Transmission Override
page: The Discontinue Not Allowed
(31D) check box must be selected on
the Studielink Send Parameters page.


Updating the status of the withdrawal
request on the Studielink Cancellation
Requests page will queue this message
to be transmitted. This can be done
even if the Discontinue Not Allowed
(31D) check box is not selected on
Send Parameters Page.


Manually by the user on the Studielink
Cancellation Requests page by setting
the Process Status to Complete and
Request Status to Not Allowed.


If institution has not received message
35, users can initialize this message
by selecting the 31D check box on
the Studielink Transmission Override
page. You must ensure that the
described prerequisites are met.
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Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
31E. Confirm discontinuation* Institution receives Message 35


requesting a Stop Study.


The user must determine if the
discontinuation is allowed. If
allowed, the student’s academic
program must be updated to reflect the
discontinuation.


If no payment has been received from
student and no future dated row (in
reference to received end date) or
payment row or cancellation row
has been found in Academic Prog
Higher Education page then the system
automatically initializes Message 31E
for sending. A row is inserted into
the Academic Prog Higher Education
page (Records and Enrollment, Higher
Education NLD, Student Records
Higher Edu NLD) with effective date
end date from Studielink.


Automatically if the Discontinuation
Allowed (31E) check box is selected
on the Studielink Send Parameters
page and the updated program status
on the Student Program page matches
a value in the Records Withdrawal
Action field on the Student Records
Program Action & Studielink Status
Mapping page.


Updating the status of the withdrawal
request on the Studielink Cancellation
Requests page will queue this message
to be transmitted automatically.


Manually, by updating the Studielink
Transmission Override page—the
Discontinuation Allowed (31E) check
box must be selected on the Studielink
Send Parameters page.


31G. Receive confirmation of
withdrawal (before admission)*


Cancellation of the student admission
application prior to matriculation.


Automatically if the Withdrawal
Confirmed (31G) check box is selected
on the Studielink Send Parameters
page and the updated program
action on the Application Program
Data page matches the value in the
Admission Withdrawal Action field
on the Admissions Program Action &
Studielink Status Mapping page.


For applicants not admitted, this is
determined automatically when the
posting process evaluates Message 35.


Manually, by updating the Studielink
Transmission Override page—the
Withdrawal Confirmed (31G) check
box must be selected on the Studielink
Send Parameters page.
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Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
31H. Receive Result for Non-First
Year


When students request a non-first year
academic level, a message must be
sent to verify the level.


The Non First Year (31H) check box
must be selected on the Studielink
Send Parameters page.


For applicants, by manually
selecting the 31H check box on the
Application Regional page, Studielink
Transmission Override page, or for
students by manually selecting the
31H check box on the Academic
Prog Higher Education page or by
Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


You can create an equation.
The naming convention is
ADDSLMSG31H. When creating
the equation, take into account
prerequisite business logic.


For applications, automatically, when
the Academic Level field on the
Application Data page is not equal to
value 1st Year and the field Approval
Higher Year on the Application
Regional page is set to value True.


31I. Receive result admissible but
conditional – Professional Duties


Example: A new admissions
application program data row is
entered on the Maintain Applications
component where the Studielink
Status field is set to Enrollment
Requested and the Professional Duties
Status is set to Selected/Passed or
Rejected.


The Professional Duties field value
matches the field value from the Send
Parameters page setup.


The Professional Duties (31I)
check box and at least one trigger
status value must be selected on the
Studielink Send Parameters page.


For applicants, by manually
selecting the 31I check box on the
Application Regional page, Studielink
Transmission Override page, or
for students by manually selecting
the 31I check box on the Academic
Prog Higher Education Page, or
by Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


You can create an equation.
The naming convention is
ADDSLMSG31I. When creating
the equation, take into account
prerequisite business logic.
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Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
31J. Receive signal to perform
language test


Example: A new admissions
application program data row is
entered on the Maintain Applications
component where the Studielink
Status field is set to Enrollment
Requested and the Language Test
Status is set to Selected/Passed or
Rejected.


The Language Test value is the
same as the value set up on the Send
Parameters page.


The Language Test (31J) check box
and at least one trigger status value
must be selected on the Studielink
Send Parameters page.


For applicants, by manually
selecting the 31J check box on the
Application Regional page, Studielink
Transmission Override page, or for
students, by manually selecting the 31J
check box the Academic Prog Higher
Education page or by Studielink
Message Evaluation process.


You can create an equation.
The naming convention is
ADDSLMSG31J. When creating
the equation, take into account
prerequisite business logic.


31K. Student’s prior education is
deficient or sufficient


Example: A new admissions
application program data row is
entered on the Maintain Applications
component where the Studielink
Status field is set to Enrollment
Requested and the Deficiency Status
is set to Sufficientor Deficient via
Institution.


The Prior Ed Deficiency value is the
same as the value set up on the Send
Parameters page.


The Prior Ed Deficiency (31K)
check box and at least one trigger
status value must be selected on the
Studielink Send Parameters page.


For applicants, by manually
selecting the 31K check box on the
Application Regional page, Studielink
Transmission Override page, or for
students by manually selecting the
31K check box on the Academic
Prog Higher Education page or by
Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


You can create an equation.
The naming convention is
ADDSLMSG31K. When creating
the equation, take into account
prerequisite business logic.
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Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
31N. Send result of de-central
selection lot drawing


Example: The student’s application is
for a program that requires de-central
lot drawing. On the Maintain
Applications component, a new
row is inserted. The Lot Drawing
Result is set to Locally Selected, or
Locally Not Selected. If the value is
Locally Selected, the Lot Drawing
Number field must have an assigned
value.


The Lot Drawing Result value is the
same as the value set up on the Send
Parameters page.


The Lot Drawing Result (31N) and
at least one trigger status value must
be selected on the Studielink Send
Parameters page.


For applicants, by manually
selecting the 31N check box on the
Application Regional page, Studielink
Transmission Override page, or
by Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


You can create an equation.
The naming convention is
ADDSLMSG31N. When creating
the equation, take into account
prerequisite business logic.


This message cannot be triggered for
matriculated students.


31O Change of Phase (Academic
Level – Bachelor, Propedeuse, Master)


The student phase (B, D, or M)
changes from the information that is
held by Studielink


The student Campus and/or
Subbrincode has changed.


The Start Month has changed.


The Academic Level has changed.


The Phase Change (31O) check box
must be selected on the Studielink
Send Parameters page.


For applicants, by manually
selecting the 31O check box on the
Application Regional page, Studielink
Transmission Override page, or for
students, by manually selecting the
31O check box on the Academic
Prog Higher Education page or by
Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


Equation Engine supplied:
ADDSLMSG31O. You can change
the equation engine criteria. When
changing the equation, take into
account prerequisite business logic.
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Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
31P. Professional/job Requirements Example: A new admissions


application program data row is
entered on the Maintain Applications
component where the Studielink
Status field is set to Enrollment
Requested and the Professional
Requirements Status is set to
Selected/Passed or Rejected.


The Professional Requirements value
is the same as the value set up on the
Send Parameters page.


The Profession Requirements (31P)
check box and at least one trigger
status value must be selected on the
Studielink Send Parameters page.


For applicants, by manually
selecting the 31P check box on the
Application Regional page, Studielink
Transmission Override page, or for
students, by manually selecting the
31P check box on the Academic
Prog Higher Education page, or
by Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


Automatically, for applications
or students, when the Profession
Requirements field value on the
Application Regional page or
Academic Prog Higher Education
Page is set to a value which is not
equal to the value on the previous row
(effective date or effective sequence)
and the field value for Professional
Requirements is the same as the value
from the Send Parameters page setup.


Send Application from Institution
(34)*


A new admissions application is
entered on the Application Entry page
where the Studielink Status field is set
to Enrollment Requested.


This message is automatically queued
to transmit on saving a new admission
application and setting the Studielink
status to Enrollment Requested.
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Message to Studielink
When message is required /


How data is provided How message is triggered
Death of Student (37) The decedent data page is updated


with the student’s date of death.
The Death of Student (37) check box
must be selected on the Studielink
Send Parameters page.


Manually by the user on the Studielink
Transmission Override page or by
Studielink Message Evaluation
process.


You can create an equation.
The naming convention is:
ADDSLMSG37. When creating
the equation, take into account
prerequisite business logic.


Correction (End) Enroll (48) Only available with Studielink version
3.0


A new Application Program Data row
is entered in Admissions Maintain
Applications or a new Program/Plan
row is entered in Student Records
Student Program/Plan.


Automatically if the Correction
(End) Enroll (48) check box is
selected on the Studielink Send
Parameters page and the updated
program action/ reason matches the
program action/reason on the Msg 48
Admission Correction page or Msg 48
Student Records Correction page.


Manually by the user on the Studielink
Transmission Override page.


You can create an equation.
The naming convention is
ADDSLMSG48. When creating
the equation, take into account
prerequisite business logic.


* Automatically generated.


Understanding Message Equations
Instead of manually setting messages to be generated and sent to Studielink, you can use the functionality of the
Studielink Message Evaluation process to automatically perform this action. This process utilizes PeopleSoft
Equation Engine to allow you to define your business rules to initiate a message to be sent to Studielink.


The design of the equation process allows a separate equation to be assigned for any message type. The
equation should be written to evaluate whether a student meets the criteria of the message and return a Pass/No
Pass result. When the equation is executed, any equation that passes causes the appropriate check box in the
Studielink Transmissions page to be selected. Equations can only be used to identify messages to be sent.
They cannot be used to cancel the sending of a message already queued.


The PeopleSoft system provides the basic equations for some messages. You can customize the delivered
equations to meet the needs and business processes of your institution or create new equations.


Note. To create custom equations, instead of modifying the existing equation, you should copy the equation
using a new equation name and then modify the new equation. This preserves your equations from upgrades.
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See Also
lsad, (NLD) Managing Studielink, Setting Up Studielink, Setting Up Studielink Message Equations


lsfn, Working with Equation Engine, Reviewing Delivered Equations


Pages Used to Manage Outbound Messages
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Studielink Transmissions SAD_SL_TRANSMT_INQ Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Student Transmission Status


Review pending outbound
messages to Studielink.


Studielink Transmission
Override


SAD_SL_TRANSMIT Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Student Transmission
Override


Override student outbound
message transmissions to
Studielink.


Studielink Equation Setup SAD_SL_EQ_SETUP Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Setup Studielink, Studielink
Equation Setup


Assign optional equations to
determine the messages to be
sent to Studielink.


Studielink Message
Evaluation


SAD_RUN_SL_EQN Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Process Studielink,
Studielink Message
Evaluation


Run the optional process
that determines the student
messages that need to be
sent to Studielink.


Generate Studielink
Messages


SAD_SL_RUN_OUT Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Process Studielink, Generate
Studielink Messages


Generate and transmit
Studielink messages.


Outbound Suspense SAD_SL_SUSPOU_MGMT Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Process Studielink,
Outbound Suspense
Management, Outbound
Suspense


Review and correct the
values for outbound
messages that the system
cannot send to Studielink.
After entering the missing
values or after updating the
Campus Solutions tables,
regenerate the messages
by running the Generate
Studielink Messages
process.


Prior Education SAD_SL_SUSP_OUT_2 Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Process Studielink,
Outbound Suspense
Management, Prior
Education


Review and correct the
Prior Education values for
outbound messages that
the system cannot send to
Studielink.


Address SAD_SL_SUSP_OUT_3 Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink
NLD, Process Studielink,
Outbound Suspense
Management, Address


Review and correct the
address values for outbound
messages that the system
cannot send to Studielink.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Studielink Outbound Log
Issues


SAD_SL_LOGS_OUT Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Process Studielink, Resolve
Outbound Issues, Studielink
Outbound Log Issues


Resolve outbound issues.


Reviewing Pending Outbound Messages
Access the Studielink Transmissions page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Student
Transmission Status).


Studielink Transmissions page


This page enables limited access users the ability to see which messages are queued for transmission. Users
have access to update the Evaluate Student check box.


The Evaluate Student check box is used to identify those records that will be eligible to generate messages to
Studielink. This check box becomes active when either Message 03 is loaded, or when an application is entered
manually for a Studielink applicant. When the message creation and evaluation process runs, the process
selects only those records for processing. Clearing the check box stops all communication to Studielink.


If any of the message check boxes are selected, this indicates that the message will be generated and sent to
Studielink the next time that the Generate Studielink Message process runs. The Transmit Date column
indicates the last time that the corresponding message was sent.
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Overriding Outbound Message Transmissions
Access the Studielink Transmission Override page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Student
Transmission Override).


Studielink Transmission Override page


If you have access, you can manually select messages to be generated. Select the appropriate check boxes to
indicate which messages you want to send to Studielink for a student.


Warning! You should be careful when manually setting a message to send. Ensure that the student’s
information has been updated so that the message is generated with the correct information.


Determining Outbound Messages
Access the Studielink Message Evaluation page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Process
Studielink, Studielink Message Evaluation).
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Studielink Message Evaluation page


Institution Enter the institution for which the message evaluation process will be run.


Academic Year Enter the academic year for those equations that require the academic year
passed to the evaluation. Refer to the list of provided equations to determine
which equations use this value.


Note. This field is not used as a selection criterion.


When the process runs, the system does the following:


1. Selects for processing all student records for which the Evaluate Student check box has been selected
(PS_SAD_SL_TRANSMIT.SAD_SL_EQTN_STAT = ’Y’) and where the student has been assigned a
Studielink ID number.


2. Executes all the equations that have been set up.
3. If the equation passes (the conditions are met), the corresponding Message Status field becomes Y.


This appears as a selected check box on the Studielink Transmission Status page.
4. If the equation fails (the conditions are not met), nothing happens.
5. If a message is currently activated for transmission, the process does not run the equation.


The process log that is generated will list each student record that has passed any equations. If any messages
are queued to be generated, the Generate Studielink Message process can now be run to generate and transmit
these messages.


Sending Outbound Messages to Studielink
Access the Generate Studielink Messages page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Process
Studielink, Generate Studielink Messages).


Generate Studielink Messages page
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Enter the academic institution for which you want to generate outbound messages. The system will create the
appropriate XML messages and send them to Studielink


When the Generate Studielink Message process runs, the system does the following:


1. Selects the records for the academic institution with messages selected in the Studielink Transmission page.
2. Assembles each message in the XML staging tables.


You can view these messages in the Studielink Message Data component. These messages have a blank
Transaction Status value.


3. For each student where a message is to be generated, a row appears in the Student Transaction Summary
component.
The system automatically transmits messages to Studielink as they are generated.


Once the institution has established a connection with Studielink, messages are transmitted. For each message
sent, a response record returns to the institution to acknowledge the receipt of the message. The system
continues to attempt to send the message to Studielink until the message is successfully received. At this point
the Transaction Status value in the Studielink Message Data component is set to P - Processed. If an error
occurs during the transmission, the Transaction Status value is set to E - Transmission error.


Ensure that you select the Send XML Messages check box for all normal processing. Clearing this check
box enables you to test the outbound process without generating the actual XML message. If you clear the
check box, the process fills the staging tables with data and you can then review the staging data using the
Studielink Message Data component. You can use this method of clearing the Send XML Messages check box
for testing on testfloor environments.


Resolving Suspended Outbound Messages
Access the Outbound Suspense page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Process Studielink,
Outbound Suspense Management, Outbound Suspense).
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Outbound Suspense page (1 of 4)
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Outbound Suspense page (2 of 4)
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Outbound Suspense page (3 of 4)
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Outbound Suspense page (4 of 4)


Access the Prior Education page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Process Studielink,
Outbound Suspense Management, Prior Education).
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Prior Education page (1 of 2)
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Prior Education page (2 of 2)


Access the Address page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Process Studielink, Outbound
Suspense Management, Address).
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Address page (1 of 2)
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Address page (2 of 2)


The Generate Studielink Messages process will populate the staging tables with data and evaluate whether
the data in the Campus Solutions tables meet the requirements as defined by Studielink. If the data in
the Campus Solutions tables do not meet the Studielink requirements or if fields required for Studielink
are missing, the process suspends the message in the Outbound Suspense Management component
(SAD_SL_SUSPOU_MGMT). For the suspended message, the Transaction Status field displays the value
Suspended. The Suspense Reason field displays the reason for suspending the message. The component also
displays one or more error messages and lists the necessary corrective action.


Select the Process from CS Tables check box if you want to correct the message data in the Campus Solutions
tables. If you select the Process from CS Tables check box and then run the Generate Studielink Messages
process, the process re-selects all values from the Campus Solutions tables for generating the outbound
message. You need not select this check box, if you want to correct the message data in the Outbound
Suspense Management component. For example, if you have corrected the data in the Outbound Suspense
Management component, cleared the Process from CS Tables check box, and then run the Generate Studielink
Messages process, the process selects values supplied on the Outbound Suspense Management component to
generate the outbound message.


The following scenarios illustrate how you can correct the message data:


• Message cannot be sent to Studielink as the required Last Name field is missing: To correct the message,
enter Last Name in the Outbound Suspense page, set the Transaction Status to Unprocessed, and then run
the Generate Studielink Messages process to send the message to Studielink.


• Message cannot be sent to Studielink as the required Last Name field is missing: To correct the message,
enter last name in the Names page (Campus Community, Personal Information (Student), Add/Update a
Person), select the Process from CS Tables check box, set the Transaction Status to Unprocessed , and then
run the Generate Studielink Messages process to send the message to Studielink.


The following table lists the error messages and the required corrective action:
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Suspend Message Resolution
Last name not found (1105) The system cannot send the message to Studielink because


the required Last Name value is missing. You can enter
the last name on the Outbound Suspense page or the
Names page (Campus Community, Personal Information
(Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical Details;
click the Names link).


Preferred first name not found (1107) The system cannot send the message to Studielink because
the required Preferred First Name value is missing. You can
enter the preferred first name on the Outbound Suspense
page or the Names page.


Initials not found (1108) The system cannot send the message to Studielink because
the required Initials value is missing. You can enter the
initials on the Outbound Suspense page or the Names page.


Name royal prefix not found (1075) The system cannot send the message to Studielink because
the required Name Royal Prefix value cannot be validated
against the Name Royal Prefix Table. You can enter the
name royal prefix on the Outbound Suspense page or the
Names page.


Birth date not found (1030) The system cannot send the message to Studielink because
the required Birth Date value is missing. You can enter
the birth date on the Outbound Suspense page or the
Biographical Details page (Campus Community, Personal
Information (Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical
Details).


Birth place not found (1031) The system cannot send the message to Studielink because
the required Birth City value is missing. You can enter
the birth city on the Outbound Suspense page or the
Biographical Details page (Campus Community, Personal
Information (Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical
Details, click the Birth Information link to update the Birth
Location).


Birth country not found (1029) The system cannot send the message to Studielink because
the required Birth Country value is missing. You can enter
the Place of Birth value on the Outbound Suspense page
or the Biographical Details page (Campus Community,
Personal Information (Student), Add/Update a Person,
Biographical Details, click the Birth Information link to
update the Birth Country).


Gender not found (1109) The system cannot send the message to Studielink because
the required Gender value is missing. You can enter the
Gender value on the Outbound Suspense page or the
Biographical Details page (Campus Community, Personal
Information (Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical
Details).


Nationality not found (1032) The system cannot send the message to Studielink because
the required Nationality value is missing. You can enter
nationality on the Outbound Suspense page or correct the
GBA Nationality Code on the Regional page (Campus
Community, Personal Information (Student), Add/Update a
Person, Regional).
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Suspend Message Resolution
Apartment number not found (1078) The system cannot send Message 04/06 to Studielink


because the required Number value is missing. You can
enter the Apartment Number on the Outbound Suspense
page (Address for Msg 04/06 region) or the Addresses page
(Campus Community, Personal Information (Student),
Add/Update a Person, Addresses).


For any Studielink message in which one or more address
types may be sent, the address must be corrected in Campus
Solutions. Select the Process from CS Tables check box
and correct the address in the Campus Solutions system
using the Addresses page (Campus Community, Personal
Information (Student), Add/Update a Person, Addresses).


Studielink Address Type for Message 4 is Permanent.
Studielink Address Type for Message 6 is Mailing.


Postal code not found (1079) The system cannot send Message 04/06 to Studielink
because the required Postal code value is missing. You
can enter the postal code on the Outbound Suspense page
(Address for Msg 04/06 region) or the Addresses page.


For any Studielink message in which one or more address
types may be sent, the address must be corrected in Campus
Solutions. Select the Process from CS Tables check box
and correct the address in the Campus Solutions system
using the Addresses page.


Studielink Address Type for Message 4 is Permanent.
Studielink Address Type for Message 6 is Mailing.


City not found (1064) The system cannot send Message 04/06 to Studielink
because the required City value is missing. You can enter
the city on the Outbound Suspense page (Address for Msg
04/06 region) or the Addresses page.


For any Studielink message in which one or more address
types may be sent, the address must be corrected in Campus
Solutions. Select the Process from CS Tables check box
and correct the address in the Campus Solutions system
using the Addresses page.


Studielink Address Type for Message 4 is Permanent.
Studielink Address Type for Message 6 is Mailing.
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Suspend Message Resolution
Country not found (1065) The system cannot send Message 04/06 to Studielink


because the required Country code value is missing.
You can enter a NLD address in the Country field or a
foreign address in the Foreign Address Country field of
the Outbound Suspense page (Address for Msg 04/06
region) or you can enter the country code on the Addresses
page. Each Campus Solutions country code must have a
corresponding GBA country code setup (Set Up SACR,
Foundation Tables, Academic Structure NLD, GBA
Country Code Table).


For any Studielink message in which one or more address
types may be sent, the address must be corrected in Campus
Solutions. Select the Process from CS Tables check box
and correct the address in the Campus Solutions system
using the Addresses page.


Studielink Address Type for Message 4 is Permanent.
Studielink Address Type for Message 6 is Mailing.


No valid street address found (1082) The system cannot send Message 04/06 to Studielink
because the required Street Name value is missing.


You can enter the street name on the Outbound Suspense
page (Address for Msg 04/06 region) or the Addresses page
(Campus Community, Personal Information (Student),
Add/Update a Person, Addresses).


For any Studielink message in which one or more address
types may be sent, the address must be corrected in Campus
Solutions. Select the Process from CS Tables check box
and correct the address in the Campus Solutions system
using the Addresses page.


Studielink Address Type for Message 4 is Permanent.
Studielink Address Type for Message 6 is Mailing.


Foreign Address 1 not found (1121) The system cannot send Message 04/06 with foreign
address to Studielink because the required Foreign Address
1 value is missing.


You can enter the Foreign Address line 1 value on the
Outbound Suspense page (Address for Msg 04/06 region)
or the Addresses page. Foreign Address field is set up on
the Foreign Address Setup page (Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD, SetUp Studielink, Foreign
Address Setup).


For any Studielink message in which one or more address
types may be sent, the address must be corrected in Campus
Solutions. Select the Process from CS Tables check box
and correct the address in the Campus Solutions system
using the Addresses page.


Studielink Address Type for Message 4 is Permanent.
Studielink Address Type for Message 6 is Mailing.
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Suspend Message Resolution
No valid address country code (1083) The system cannot send Message 04/06 to Studielink


because the required Country code value is missing.
You can enter a NLD address in the Country field or a
foreign address in the Foreign Address Country field of
the Outbound Suspense page (Address for Msg 04/06
region) or you can enter the country code on the Addresses
page. Each Campus Solutions country code must have a
corresponding GBA country code setup (Set Up SACR,
Foundation Tables, Academic Structure NLD, GBA
Country Code Table).


For any Studielink message in which one or more address
types may be sent, the address must be corrected in Campus
Solutions. Select the Process from CS Tables check box
and correct the address in the Campus Solutions system
using the Addresses page.


Studielink Address Type for Message 4 is Permanent.
Studielink Address Type for Message 6 is Mailing.


No valid phone number (1084) The system cannot send Message 04/06 to Studielink
because the required phone number value is missing or has
an invalid format. You can enter the phone number in the
Outbound Suspense page (Address for Msg 04/06 region)
or the Biographical Details page. Phone Type is HOME.


No mobile phone number found (1085) Message 04/06 cannot be sent to Studielink as the required
phone number value is missing or has an invalid format.
You can enter the mobile number in the Outbound Suspense
Management component (Address for Msg 04/06) or the
Biographical Details page. Phone Type is CELL.


Email ID not found (1033) Message 04/06 cannot be sent to Studielink as the required
email address value is missing or has an invalid format.
You can enter the email ID on the Outbound Suspense
Management component (Address for Msg 04/06) or the
Biographical Details page. Email Type is set up.


Verification status not found (1034) Applies to Message 04. Message cannot be sent to
Studielink as the required Verification Status value is
missing. You can enter the Verified Status on the Outbound
Suspense page (Academic Details) or you can correct the
ID Verification Status value on the Administer Student
Higher Education page (Records and Enrollment, Higher
Education NLD, Student Higher Education NLD).


No verified BRINcode for prior education subject (1100) Studielink message is sent with Prior Education Subjects.
The subjects have been verified by the institution but valid
BRINcode has not been supplied (Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD, Student Prior Education Info).


No Prior Education Subject Verification Status Message
10 (1045)


Studielink message is sent with Prior Education Subjects.
The subjects have been verified by institution but
valid verification code has not been supplied (Student
Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Student Prior
Education Info).
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Suspend Message Resolution
Prior Education Registration Number not found (1038) Studielink message is sent with Prior Education Data. Prior


Education Code is not present. This can occur if the Prior
Education Code is not present for the Prior Education info
stored for this particular student (Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD, Student Prior Education Info).


Prior Education Registration Name not found (1039) Studielink message is sent with Prior Education Data. Prior
Education Name cannot be found. This can occur if the
Prior Education Code does not have a valid prior education
description in the system (Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure NLD, Prior Education Table
NLD).


Prior Education Diploma not found (1040) Studielink message is sent with Prior Education Data. Prior
Education Diploma is not present. This can occur if the
Prior Education Diploma field is not checked for the Prior
Education info stored for the particular student (Student
Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Student Prior
Education Info).


Prior Education Country not found (1125) Studielink Message is sent with Prior Education Data. The
country value does not exist but the Prior Education is a
non-NLD diploma code 00801. You can correct the Prior
Education Country code on the Prior Education page of
the Outbound Suspense Management component or the
Student Prior Education Info page (Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD, Student Prior Education Info).


Prior Education Exam Year not found (1041) Prior education Diploma check box is selected but there is
no valid diploma end date (Student Admissions, Processing
Studielink NLD, Student Prior Education Info).


BRIN/Institution not found (1102) Outbound message does not have Institution and/or
BRINcode verification field.


No end date (1042) Applies to Message 31D. No end date was found. Correct
the end date value by navigating to Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD, Withdrawal/Cancel Requests.


No end reason (1044) Applies to Message 31D/31G/31E. No end reason
was found. Correct the end reason value by navigating
to Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD,
Withdrawal/Cancel Requests or correct the Reason for
Ending value on the Outbound Suspense page (Academic
Details region).


No program code (1046) Applies to messages containing student academic details
for Studielink. The academic program code is missing
or incorrect. Correct the Student Records or Applicant
Program Code and select the Process from CS Tables
check box or correct the Program Code on the Outbound
Suspense page (Academic Details region).
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Suspend Message Resolution
No deficiency information (1087) Applies to Message 31K. There is no Deficiency Code or


the Deficiency Code is invalid for messages sent from the
institution to Studielink. Correct the Deficiency Status
for students on the Academic Prog Higher Education
page (Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD,
Student Records Higher Edu NLD). Correct the Deficiency
Status for applicants on the Application Regional
page (Student Admissions, Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications, Application Regional) or correct
the Deficiency Status on the Outbound Suspense page
(Academic Details region).


No academic load (1047) Applies to messages containing student academic details
for Studielink. The Academic Load is missing or incorrect.
Correct the Academic Load for students on the Student
Program page (Records and Enrollment, Career and
Program Information, Student Program/Plan, Student
Program). Correct the Academic Load for applicants
by navigating to Student Admissions, Application
Maintenance, Maintain Applications, Application Program
Data or correct Academic Load on the Outbound Suspense
page (Academic Details region).


No academic year (1066) Applies to messages containing student academic details
for Studielink. The Academic Year is missing or incorrect.
Correct the Academic Year for students on the Academic
Prog Higher Education page (Records and Enrollment,
Higher Education NLD, Student Records Higher Edu
NLD). Correct the Academic Year for applicants on the
Application Regional page or correct Academic Year in the
Outbound Suspense page (Academic Details region)


No academic level (1068) Applies to messages containing student academic
details for Studielink. The Academic Level is missing
or incorrect. Correct the Acad Level Higher Education
value for students on the Academic Prog Higher Education
page. Correct the Academic Level for applicants on the
Application Regional page or correct Academic Level on
the Outbound Suspense page (Academic Details region)


No Form of Study (1051) Applies to messages containing student academic details
for Studielink. The Form of Study is missing or incorrect.
Correct the Form of Study Higher Education for students
on the Academic Prog Higher Education page. Correct the
form of study for applicants on the Application Regional
page or correct Enrollment Manner on the Outbound
Suspense page (Academic Details region).


No Tuition Payment Number of Terms (1081) Applies to Message 20. The system retrieves the Number
of Terms from the contract specified on the Studielink Load
Parameters page. Correct the contract or correct Number
of Periods on the Outbound Suspense page (Payment
Details region). Number of Periods may be corrected to
zero because no actual payment terms information may
be supplied from the Outbound Suspense Management
component. Alternatively, to correct the number of periods
to be selected from Campus Solutions, verify that the
contract has been set up correctly. The contract in question
is the Contract Number assigned on the Studielink Load
Parameters page.
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Suspend Message Resolution
No tuition amount (1048) Applies to Message 19. The tuition amount is zero or does


not exist. Correct the Payment Amount for students on
the Academic Prog Higher Education page (Records and
Enrollment, Higher Education NLD, Student Records
Higher Edu NLD). Correct the payment amount for
applicants on the Application Regional page or correct the
tuition amount on the Outbound Suspense page (Payment
Details region).


No Paid By Institute Name (1954) Applies to Message 19. The Institution Name value does
not exist. Correct the Paid at Institution Name field for
students on the Academic Prog Higher Education page.
Correct the Paid at Institution Name field for applicants on
the Application Regional page or correct Paid by Institute
Name on the Outbound Suspense page (Payment Details
region).


No Paid By Institute (1052) Applies to Message 19. The Institution (BRINcode) field
does not exist. Correct the Paid at Institution field for
students on the Academic Prog Higher Education page.
Correct the Paid at Institution field for applicants on the
Application Regional page or correct the Paid by Institute
on the Outbound Suspense page (Payment Details region).


No Payment Name (1053) Applies to messages containing payment details. The
system retrieves the Payment Name from the Bank
Account Name field. Correct this value on the Student
Bank Accounts page (Student Financials, Student
Financials NLD, Student Bank Accounts) or correct the
Payment Method Name on the Outbound Suspense page
(Payment Details region).


No Payment Mode (1088) Applies to messages containing payment details. The
system retrieves the Payment Mode from the Studielink
Form of Payment field. Correct the Studielink Form
of Payment for students on the Academic Prog Higher
Education page (Records and Enrollment, Higher
Education NLD, Student Records Higher Edu NLD).
Correct the Studielink Form of Payment for applicants
on the Application Regional page or correct the Payment
Mode on the Outbound Suspense page (Payment Details
region).


No Foreign Accountnumber (1091) The system retrieves the Foreign Account Number from
the Bank Account field for the account where the tuition
check is on and the country code does not equal NLD.
Correct this value on the Student Bank Accounts page
(Student Financials, Student Financials NLD, Student Bank
Accounts) or correct Foreign Accountnbr on the Outbound
Suspense page (Payment Details region).


No bank name (1092) The system retrieves the Bank Name from the Bank
Account Name field for the account where the tuition check
is on. Correct this value on the Student Bank Accounts
page or correct Bankname on the Outbound Suspense page
(Payment Details region).
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Suspend Message Resolution
No bank country (1094) The system retrieves the Bank Country from the Bank


Account Country field for the account where the tuition
check is on. Correct this value on the Student Bank
Accounts page or correct the Bank Country on the
Outbound Suspense page (Payment Details region).


Indication Tuition Paid not found (1049) Applies to messages containing payment details. The
system retrieves the payment indicator (Paid or Not
Paid) from the Payment Indicator field. Correct the
Payment Indicator value for students on the Academic
Prog Higher Education page (Records and Enrollment,
Higher Education NLD, Student Records Higher Edu
NLD). Correct the Payment Indicator field for applicants
on the Application Regional page (Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance, Maintain Applications,
Application Regional) or correct the Payed field value on
the Outbound Suspense page (Payment Details region).


Studielink Number not found (1058) The system cannot send the message to Studielink because
Studielink number is missing. Studielink number is a
required field and cannot be corrected using the Outbound
Suspense Management component. The student must be a
Studielink participant. Ensure that the student’s Studielink
number is present in the External System table with
External System type Studielink (Campus Community,
Personal Information (Student), Identification (Student),
External System ID).


No valid start occasion (1061) Applies to messages where Start Occasion is a required
field. Correct the Start Month or Effective Date and verify
the Start Occasion setup (Student Admissions, Processing
Studielink NLD, Setup Studielink, Studielink Start
Occasion).


No valid start month found (1067) Applies to messages where Start Month is a required
field. The system retrieves the start month from the Start
Month field for applicants. The system retrieves the start
month from the effective date for matriculated students
and students with re-enrollment . Correct the effective date
for students on the Academic Prog Higher Education page
(Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD, Student
Records Higher Edu NLD). Correct the Start Month for
applicants on the Application Regional page or correct
Start Month on the Outbound Suspense page (Academic
Details region).


No draw result found (1097) Applies to Message 31N. The drawresult field must
exist and must be valid. You can correct this field for
only applicants. Use the Application Regional page or
correct Drawing Result on the Outbound Suspense page
(Academic Details region).


No draw sequence found (1098) Applies to Message 31N. The drawsequence field must
exist and must be valid. You can correct this field for
only applicants. Use the Application Regional page or
correct Lot Drawing Nbr on the Outbound Suspense page
(Academic Details region).
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Suspend Message Resolution
No phase change fields found (1096) Applies to Message 31O. For applicants or students


minimum one of the fields, that may be changed through
message 31O, must exist. Correct for applicants or
students, or correct on the Outbound Suspense page
(Academic Details region)


No job requirement status found (1110) Applies to Message 31P. Professional Duties Status value
is incorrect or does not exist. Correct the Professional
Duties Status value for students on the Academic Prog
Higher Education page (Records and Enrollment, Higher
Education NLD, Student Records Higher Edu NLD).
Correct the Professional Duties Status value for applicants
on the Application Regional page (Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance, Maintain Applications,
Application Regional) or correct the Professional Duties
Status value on the Outbound Suspense page (Academic
Details region).


No language requirement status found (1111) Applies to Message 31J. The Language Test Status value
is incorrect or does not exist. Correct the Language Test
Status value for students on the Academic Prog Higher
Education page. Correct the Language Test Status value
for applicants on the Application Regional page or correct
the Language Test Status value on the Outbound Suspense
page (Academic Details region).


No deficiency status found (1112) Applies to Message 31K. Deficiency Status value is
incorrect or does not exist. Correct the Deficiency field
value for students on the Academic Prog Higher Education
page. Correct the Deficiency value for applicants on the
Application Regional page or correct the Deficiency
value on the Outbound Suspense page (Academic Details
region).


No professional duties status found (1113) Applies to Message 31P. Professional Requirements Status
value is incorrect or does not exist. Correct the Professional
Requirements value for students on the Academic
Prog Higher Education page. Correct the Professional
Requirements value for applicants on the Application
Regional page or correct Professional Requirements
value on the Outbound Suspense page (Academic Details
region).


No death date found (1114) Death of Student message 37 has been initiated but
decedent data cannot be found. Correct in the system or on
the Outbound Suspense Management component.
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Suspend Message Resolution
No valid country code setup found (1119) Foreign address is to be processed but the system cannot


find a valid foreign address setup.
Only one address of type "Living" can be sent in this
message (14907, 1315)


Student has been centrally verified and the address type is
not "Permanent" (14907, 1316)


The student has indicated that the address should be
undisclosed and the address type being sent is Permanent
(14907, 1317)


Address validation and suspense procedures have been put
in place for verification of address details on outbound
messages:


In case of foreign address (the address country is not
"NLD"), the address type of student found must be of type
Living.


There should always be one Living address Type or one
Permanent address type supplied in message 04.


In case of undisclosed address (the student consent is
"False"), the address may not be communicated as type
Permanent.


If the student has not been centrally verified, the address
should be communicated as address type Living and not
Permanent.


The system does not display error messages for the following:


• Consent not found: If consent status has not been set, the system sets the consent statement value to X
(Unknown). You can correct the Consent Statement status on the Administer Student Higher Education
page (Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD, Student Higher Education NLD).


• Language code not found: If language preference has not been set, the system sets the language preference
value to nl (Dutch). The Language Cross Reference table must have been set up correctly (Student
Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup Studielink, Studielink Language Code Setup).


• Address Type not found: Each message has a predefined address type. The Address Type Cross Reference
table must have been set up correctly (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Setup Studielink,
Studielink Address Usage).


• Mobile phone country code not found: Default value is 31 for NLD.
• Verifier user or user code not found: When Verified Status is entered for prior education, the system should


automatically store the Name associated with the Operator ID for the user.


Resolving Outbound Issues
Access the Studielink Outbound Log Issues page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Process
Studielink, Resolve Outbound Issues, Studielink Outbound Log Issues).
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Studielink Outbound Log Issues page


This page captures data for exception scenarios in which an outbound message is triggered but no data can be
found for the applicant or the student. Use this data to resolve the issue.


Set the log status to reflect whether the issue is In progress or Closed. The initial value created by the
outbound (SAD_SL_OUT) process is New.


Changing Student Status Using Studielink
This section discusses the process by which Studielink manages changes to a student’s status at the institution,
the steps that must be taken to ensure the proper communication between the institution and Studielink,
and how to:


• Process student re-enrollment requests.
• Confirm re-enrollment.
• Process student withdrawal requests.
• Generate Studielink conversion or enrollment messages with the batch process.
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Pages Used to Change Student Status Using Studielink
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Academic Prog Higher
Education


SSR_STD_PRG_NLD Records and Enrollment,
Higher Education NLD,
Student Records Higher
Edu NLD


View and update the
student’s NLD specific
information while the
student is matriculating at
the institution.


Studielink Transmission
Override


SAD_SL_TRANSMIT Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Student Transmission
Override


Override student outbound
message transmissions to
Studielink.


Studielink Cancellation
Requests


SSR_SL_WDRW_NLD Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Withdrawal/Cancel Requests


Review and process student
withdrawal requests.


Generate Studielink
Conversion/Enrollment
Messages


SAD_SL_CONV_RUNCTL Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD,
Process Studielink, Generate
SLConversion/Enroll,
Generate Studielink
Conversion/Enrollment
Messages


Generate message 34C and
message 34E for selected
continuing students for
registration with Studielink.


Processing Student Re-enrollment Requests
Students must re-enroll each academic year at their institution. Students who are registered with Studielink
must initiate this process directly with Studielink. After the student has notified Studielink of their
re-enrollment request, a Message 25 is generated and sent to the institution. This is the institution’s official
notification of the student’s re-enrollment. When the institution has ensured that the student has met the
re-enrollment requirements, it sends a Message 31C to Studielink to report the status. Students who choose
not to re-enroll must also notify Studielink of their decision. Studielink also needs to notify the institution of
this status change.


A student is considered re-enrolled when two rows exist in the Academic Prog Higher Education page for the
upcoming academic year. One is a RENR row which indicates the request for re-enrollment. The second is a
PAYM row, which indicates that the student has made payment for the upcoming year.


Processing Re-enrollment Requests from Studielink
For the institution, the process begins with the receipt of Message 25 from Studielink. The message
automatically loads into the staging tables. When the posting process runs, the Studielink ID identifies the
student and the re-enrollment information loads into the application. The system adds a new row to the
Acad Prog Higher Education page where the Program Action Higher Education value is set to RENR –
Re-Enrollment. All re-enrollment information contained in the message loads into the page, including payment
information, if present, in the Studielink Payment Information group box.


Access the Academic Prog Higher Education page (Records and Enrollment, Higher Education NLD, Student
Records Higher Edu NLD).


If the student has requested a change in manner (academic load) in Message 25, this will also cause a new row
to be inserted in the student’s academic program to reflect the change.
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To complete the re-enrollment process, the student must pay their fees for the new year. Insert a new row
in the page to verify that the student’s payment has been accepted. The Program Action Higher Education
value is set to PAYM – Payment.


Confirming Re-enrollment
Access the Studielink Transmission Override page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD, Student
Transmission Override).


Once the student’s re-enrollment process is complete, the institution must send Message 31C to Studielink to
notify them of the decision. Message 31C can be initiated manually by using the Studielink Transmission
Override page and selecting the Confirm Re-enrollment (31C) check box and setting to appropriate
re-enrollment year, or use the Studielink Equation process to automatically identify the student and initiate
the message.


Processing Re-enrollment Cancellation Requests from Studielink
Students can request to not re-enroll for the following year. This is also communicated in Message 25. If this
occurs, a new row is added to the Acad Prog Higher Education page where the Progr Action Higher Education
value is set to NRNR – No Re-Enrollment. No response to Studielink is required.


Processing Student Withdrawal Requests
Students who want to withdraw from the institution in which they have been enrolled, or withdraw their
application for admission, must initiate the process through Studielink. Once the request has been made,
Studielink submits to the institution Message 35, which contains the withdrawal request. When the message
posts, the system checks to see if the student has been admitted to the institution for the requested program. If
the student is not yet admitted (Program Status is set to AP), the application is automatically cancelled during
the posting process. You are not required to take any action. If the student is already admitted or matriculated,
the cancellation request can be viewed in the Studielink Cancellation Request page. This page contains a list of
all students with a cancellation or withdrawal request that has not been completed. As each student record is
evaluated and processed by the administrator, the record is deleted from the page.


The following table lists what you must do to complete the review of cancellation requests received in
Message 35:


Student Active In User Action Required Message Transmitted
Admissions, Program Status = AP
(Applicant) or AD (Admitted but not
matriculated)


None. Automatic cancellation of application:
Message 31G is automatically queued
for transmission.


Admissions, Program Status = AC
(Active in program) and payment has
not yet been received. NO PAYM
action row exists in student records
higher education record for this
academic year.


None. Automatic cancellation of application
or matriculation:


Allow cancellation: Message 31G or
31E is queued for transmission.


Student records, Program Status = AC
(Active in program) and Payment has
been received. PAYM action row in
student records higher education exists
for this academic year.


Review student records data. Update
if required.


Update the Academic Prog Higher
Education page if a change in the
Studielink status is made.


Update Studielink Cancellation
Requests page .


Update of the record in the Studielink
Cancellation Requests page will result
in the following:


Allow cancellation: Message 31E is
queued for transmission.


Not allow cancellation: Message 31D
is queued for transmission.
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Access the Studielink Cancellation Requests page (Student Admissions, Processing Studielink NLD,
Withdrawal/Cancel Requests).


Studielink Cancellation Requests page


Process Status The current status of the staff review of the student’s cancellation request. This
should be updated by the reviewer when appropriate. Values are:
Complete: The review of the student’s request is complete. All records
have been updated.
In Process: The review process has begun but is not completed.
Skip: The record will not be reviewed.
Unprocessed: The default status that is set when the Message 35 is loaded.


Request Status Indicates the decision status of the withdrawal request. Values are:
Undetermined: No decision has been made. This is the default value.
Allowed: The institution approved the withdrawal request.
Not Allowed: The institution denied the withdrawal request.


Academic Year The year in which the withdrawal is requested.


End Date The stop date of enrollment.


End Reason The stop reasons reported to Studielink. Values are: Students Suspended,
Article 7.42.1.a, Article 7.42.1.d, Article 7.42.1.c, HE and RP 1996, Article
7.42.1.b, Post Exam, Death of Student, and Article 7.42.e..
For a complete definition of the field values, see Berichten specificaties
Studielink2 2006, Koppelvlak - A,Versie 1.0, Status Definitief, Document ID
: 60172.2.4.4.3-01


Request Refund Indicates whether a tuition refund will be granted to the student.


Explanation Free form text to Studielink.
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Application Data Click to access the Admissions Application Maintenance page and view
information about the student’s application.


Student Program/Plan Click to access the Student Program/Plan page and view further information
about the student’s record.


Message Data Click to access all of the fields contained in Message 35.


Resolving Withdrawal Requests for Matriculated Students
If the student has already been matriculated and has paid tuition fees, the academic records staff process the
student’s withdrawal request and the student’s academic program status becomes updated. In Studielink,
when a matriculated and enrolled student requests a cancellation or withdrawal, the institution must report
whether the request has been approved or declined. When a withdrawal request is denied, the record must be
updated on the Studielink Cancellation Requests page. Document the explanation for the denial on the page
and send it to Studielink in Message 31D. The system automatically sends it when the process status for the
record is set to Complete and the request status is set.


When a withdrawal request is approved, you must update the student’s academic program. You must also
update the end date and the reason for the approval, and indicate whether tuition restitution will be granted in
the Studielink Cancellation Requests page. The information is then ready to be sent to Studielink in Message
31E.


When a withdrawal request is not approved for a student, update the decision in the Studielink Cancellation
Request page and generate Message 31D.


Resolving Withdrawal Requests in the Admissions Maintenance Pages
Admissions staff must update the status of students who have been admitted, but not yet program activated,
at the time they request a cancellation of their admission. If approved, the staff must cancel the student’s
application and update the Studielink Cancellation Request page. If denied, update the Studielink Cancellation
Request page to reflect the decision. The system generates either Message 31D or 31G when the page
is updated.


Generating Studielink Conversion or Enrollment
Messages with the Batch Process
Use the Generate Studielink Conversion/Enrollment Messages page to generate message 34C and message 34E.


Converting Existing Students to Studielink
Institutions are required to register their current student population with the Studielink system. Institutions
register their current students by generating a specially formatted application Message 34 for their eligible
students and transmitting the message to Studielink. Studielink, in activating the student, issues a Studielink
ID to each student.


A separate process enables you to generate this special conversion message, which is internally referred to as
Message 34C. The process selects any active students (PS_ACAD_PROG.PROG_STATUS = ’AC’) using
the selection criteria defined in the run control page. If there is enough information to generate a complete
Message 34C, the system creates a message and sends it to Studielink.
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Sending Message 34E to Studielink
Students are currently required to yearly update their Studielink status online at the Studielink website and
indicate whether or not they want to continue their program enrollment for the subsequent year. When
students update their status, message 25 is sent to the institution. In some cases students do not update their
re-enrollment. In other cases, the current status in Studielink does not reflect the correct status in Campus
Solutions. For this reason the institution may use the Studielink Enrollment process to send message 34E for a
group of students. The process selects any active students (PS_ACAD_PROG.PROG_STATUS = ’AC’) using
the selection criteria defined in the run control page. If there is enough information to generate a complete
Message 34E, the system creates a message and sends it to Studielink.


Message 34E differs from a regular message 34C in the following areas:


• No conversion default values are sent but only values from Studielink tables.
• No prior education data is sent to Studielink
• No bank account details or payment information are sent to Studielink.
• The Studielink status for students sent is always set to the value I: Registered/Enrolled


Generating Message 34C and Message 34E
Access the Generate Studielink Conversion/Enrollment Messages page (Student Admissions,
Processing Studielink NLD, Process Studielink, Generate SL Conversion/Enroll, Generate Studielink
Conversion/Enrollment Messages).


Generate Studielink Conversion/Enrollment Messages page


Academic Institution Enter the institution from which the process will select student records to
process. This field is required.
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Academic Year Enter the academic year of the records that you want to process. The academic
year is defined in the Academic Prog Higher Education page. This field is
required.


Academic Career Enter the academic career of the records that you want to process. This
field is required.


Academic Program Enter a value to restrict the selection to a specific academic program. This
field is optional.


Generate Conversion and
Generate Enrollments


Select an option to process conversion or enrollment messages.


Student Override When you select this check box, the Population Selection group box becomes
available. Use the population selection process to select records for which
to generate conversion or enrollment messages.
For information about population selection:


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, Using
the Population Selection Process


Resend Conversion
Emplids


This check box is available only if you select the Generate Conversion option.
After you enter the required fields, select this check box to select individual
student records for the conversion resend process. You can select only records
that meet the selection criteria.
This check box must always be selected, even when sending an initial batch of
student IDs that has been selected by population selection.


Resend Enrolled Emplids This check box is available only if you select the Generate Enrollments option.


After you enter the required fields, select this check box to select individual
student records for the enrollment resend process. You can select only records
that meet the selection criteria.


Running the Generate Conversion/Enrollment with option Generate Conversion
The process attempts to create a complete Message 34C from the student’s PeopleSoft Student Records
information. If the information is complete, the system creates the message and makes it available in several
Studielink pages throughout PeopleSoft Campus Solutions:


1. The Student Studielink Transaction Summary page shows that the Message 34C was created and sent.
From this page you can view the data contained in the message.


2. The system inserts a new row into the Academic Prog Higher Education page to indicate the creation of
the conversion process for the student and to assign the student’s current Studielink status of I - Enrolled.
The system also assigns a new Program Action Higher Education code of SLCN – Studielink Conversion.


3. Once Studielink receives the conversion message, it assigns a unique Studielink number to the student and
sends the information back to the institution in Message 30 (Studielink ID change).


Once the ID is assigned, the student is now considered an active Studielink participant. You can access the
Studielink Education Block Information from the Detail link on the Academic Prog Higher Education page.
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Running the Generate Conversion/Enrollment Process with option Generate
Enrollment
The conversion process attempts to create a complete Message 34E from the student’s PeopleSoft Student
Records information. If the information is complete, the system creates the message and makes it available for
viewing in PeopleSoft Campus Solutions: The Student Studielink Transaction Summary page shows that the
Message 34E was created and sent. From this page you can view the detailed data contained in the message
by clicking on the index ID hyperlink.


When the conversion process does not have enough information to generate a complete conversion message,
the system writes missing data elements in the process message log for each student. Each missing data
element requires a specific corrective action. When you correct all errors for a student, the process then
generates and transmits the complete Message 34C.


Example of message log with missing data elements


The following table lists error messages and the required corrective action:


Error Message Resolution
BRINcode needs to be set up.


Can’t find a valid BRINcode in the home campus table.


Verify that the student’s program is defined in the
Academic Program Table, Home Campus NLD page. If
not, correct the settings.


To override academic program settings, access the Acad
Prog Higher Education page and click the Detail link for
the current row on the page. Enter the missing BRINcode
on the Studielink Education Block page.
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Error Message Resolution
Sub institute needs to be set up.


Can’t find a valid sub institute in the home campus table.


Verify that the student’s program is defined in the
Academic Program Table, Home Campus NLD page. If
not, correct the settings.


To override academic program settings, access the Acad
Prog Higher Education page and click the Detail link for
the current row on the page. Enter the missing BRINcode
on the Studielink Education Block page.


CIP Code needs to be set up.


Program code needs to be set up.


Verify that the student’s program is defined in the
Academic Program Table, Taxonomy/Campus page. If not,
correct the settings.


To override academic program settings, access the Acad
Prog Higher Education page and click the Detail link for
the current row on the page. Enter the missing program
code on the Studielink Education Block page.


Start Month needs to be set up. Access the Acad Prog Higher Education page and click
the Detail link for the current row on the page. Enter the
missing Start Month on the Studielink Education Block
page.


Email Address needs to be set up. Update in PeopleSoft Campus Community.
Gender needs to be set up. Update in PeopleSoft Campus Community.
Birthdate needs to be set up. Update in PeopleSoft Campus Community.
Birth Country needs to be set up. Update in PeopleSoft Campus Community – Birth Info.
Birth Location needs to be set up. Update in PeopleSoft Campus Community – Birth Info.
Nationality needs to be set up. Access the PeopleSoft Campus Community Add/Update


Person component. Access the Regional page and set the
GBA Nationality Code field to Active.


Academic Load needs to be set up. Access the Student Program/Plan page and update the Acad
Load field.


Academic Level needs to be set up. Access the Acad Prog Higher Education page and set the
Academic Level Higher Ed field.


Enrolment Manner needs to be set up. Access the Acad Prog Higher Education page and set the
Form of Study Higher Education field.
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copyright, patent, and other intellectual and industrial property laws. Reverse engineering, disassembly, or 
decompilation of the Programs, except to the extent required to obtain interoperability with other 
independently created software or as specified by law, is prohibited. 


The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. If you find any problems in 
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Except as may be expressly permitted in your license agreement for these Programs, no part of these 
Programs may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any 
purpose. 


If the Programs are delivered to the United States Government or anyone licensing or using the Programs 
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such purposes, and we disclaim liability for any damages caused by such use of the Programs. 


The Programs may provide links to Web sites and access to content, products, and services from third 
parties. Oracle is not responsible for the availability of, or any content provided on, third-party Web sites. 
You bear all risks associated with the use of such content. If you choose to purchase any products or 
services from a third party, the relationship is directly between you and the third party. Oracle is not 
responsible for: (a) the quality of third-party products or services; or (b) fulfilling any of the terms of the 
agreement with the third party, including delivery of products or services and warranty obligations related to 
purchased products or services. Oracle is not responsible for any loss or damage of any sort that you may 
incur from dealing with any third party. 


Oracle, JD Edwards, and PeopleSoft are registered trademarks of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. 
Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. 


Open Source Disclosure 


Oracle takes no responsibility for its use or distribution of any open source or shareware software or 
documentation and disclaims any and all liability or damages resulting from use of said software or 
documentation. The following open source software may be used in Oracle’s PeopleSoft products and the 
following disclaimers are provided. 


Apache Software Foundation 


This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation 
(http://www.apache.org/). Copyright 1999-2000. The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.  







 


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS'” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE 
SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


OpenSSL 


Copyright 1998-2003 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.  


This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit 
(http://www.openssl.org/). 


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR 


IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 


MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 


EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, 


INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, 


BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 


DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 


LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 


OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 


THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


SSLeay 


Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All rights reserved. 


This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young  (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product 
includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All 
rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
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INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


Loki Library 


Copyright 2001 by Andrei Alexandrescu. This code accompanies the book: Alexandrescu, Andrei. 
“Modern C++ Design: Generic Programming and Design Patterns Applied”. Copyright (c) 2001. 
Addison-Wesley. Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software for any purpose is 
hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both 
that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation 
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Copyright 1999-2004 Helma Project. All rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND 
ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE HELMA PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR 
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER 
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF 
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


 
Helma includes third party software released under different specific license terms. See the licenses 
directory in the Helma distribution for a list of these licenses. 
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Copyright 2004 Manos Batsis 
 


This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser 
General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the 
License, or (at your option) any later version. 


 
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without 
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See 
the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. 


 
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if 
not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307 
USA. 
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Documentation Updates for CS Bundle #27 


Note. This PDF package is an update to the PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 


PeopleBook. It describes the Product Update ID #882259 that was posted to My Oracle Support 


in October 2012. Use this PDF package in conjunction with your PeopleBook to maintain a 


complete set of documentation. 


Documentation about bundle changes is incorporated into the relevant 9.0 PeopleBook chapters. 
PDFs of the updated chapters for bundle 27 are attached. 


Use this Overview document to view a list of bundle changes and updated chapters. 


Using PDF Package Documentation 


These instructions are for Adobe Reader X, with the latest updates installed (with the PDF open, 
click Help, Check for Updates).  


The package opens with this Overview document that lists the bundle changes and updated 
chapters.  


Click the Files tab to view the list of chapters. 


To search for documentation about the changes within a particular chapter, click on the chapter 
.pdf in the left hand pane. In the Search field in the top right hand corner of the PDF package, 
enter “bundle xx” where xx is the bundle number, and click the search icon. 


You can search the entire package for documentation updates by selecting Edit, Search Entire 
Portfolio. 


Here is a list of the bundle 27 changes and the chapters that contain documentation about those 
changes: 


 AAWS Sample Online Application 


 Using the AAWS Sample Online Application.pdf 


 Other AAWS Updates 


 Using Admission Applications Web Services.pdf 


 Managing Admission Transactions.pdf 


 Update Program Actions and Action Reasons using Population Selection 


 Updating Application Program Actions and Statuses.pdf 


 (GBR) PBI Updates  


 (GBR) Managing PBI Data Exchange.pdf 


 (GBR) PBI Field Derivation.pdf 


 (NLD) Regulatory updates for Studielink 


 (NLD) Managing Studielink.pdf 


 Adding and Updating Applications.pdf 
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 Adding a Person to Your Campus Solutions Database.pdf 


 Managing Personal Identification Data.pdf 


 


Note: Program Enrollment Additional Features October 2012 includes additions to Recruiting and 
Admissions functionality. Refer to the following document: 


 Program Enrollment Additions to Admissions_bundle 27.pdf 


 








APPENDIX A


Using the AAWS Sample Online Application


This appendix discusses the sample online application (SOLA) component delivered for Admission Application Web
Services (AAWS). To navigate to the component, select Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Sample
User Interfaces, Sample Online Application.


See Also
PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Admission Applications Web Services. The latest
version of this PeopleBook chapter was posted as part of Recruiting and Admissions Bundle 27 documentation updates.


What is SOLA
The primary purpose of the AAWS suite (introduced in July, 2010) is to provide academic institutions, across
the globe, with the ability to capture and move data from separately designed and constructed admissions
applications into staging and production tables. Implementing and using this important technology and
functionality requires in depth knowledge of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), Web Services Description
Language (WSDL), and user interface design. The SOLA is an additional offering in Oracle’s continuing
efforts to provide documentation, references, and tools that will guide and assist academic institutions in their
implementation of AAWS. SOLA provides the following important features:


• A sample user interface in a familiar PeopleTools package that can be easily understood and referenced.
• A pre-constructed user interface that utilizes and demonstrates how delivered AAWS is designed,


organized, and managed. The sample interface includes embedded technical annotations within the
delivered code.


• A delivered example of how the Constituent Transaction Manager (CTM) and AAWS work within
a user interface.


• A working sample that can be used to test transaction setup and data update rules.
• A working sample that can be used to create data in CTM and application staging tables.


By providing a standalone online application sample, Oracle hopes to reduce the time required for successful
AAWS implementations and improve uptake of future SOA based development.
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What SOLA is Not
SOLA as delivered, is not intended to be used as an online application representing your institution. It is
a teaching tool and a reference for guidance on your implementation of AAWS. While there is nothing
preventing institutions from using SOLA as a foundation to develop an online admissions application
according to their requirements, Campus Solutions does not recommend the delivered user interface to be
deployed for applicants. As you will see later on in this appendix, we have delivered a very basic design of an
admission application and we fully expect that the sample user interface will not reflect the items you wish
for your applicants to submit. Because SOLA is an example, we do not anticipate updating any of the data
elements or the design of the delivered sample user interface.


Audience
This chapter is directed specifically at the advanced developer who is interested in understanding the
relationship between AAWS and a working sample online application, developed using the PeopleTools
Internet Architecture (PIA). We expect that the SOA concepts and technical capabilities illustrated with this
example will be applicable when implementing AAWS with other user interface tools.


In order to gain a comprehensive understanding of how SOLA works, your developer needs to be aware of
three distinct types of documentation associated with this sample feature:


• The first is this appendix. This appendix contains a technical overview of how SOLA works from a
functional perspective, its design, as well as some references to additional supporting documentation.


• The second is a complete object inventory. This is a HTML version of a Technical Design Document
(TDD). In this document you will find every object (that is, Fields, Record Definitions, Pages,
Components, PeopleCode, and so on.) that make up SOLA. You can find this document on My Oracle
Support (Doc ID is 1492390.1)


• Finally, there is the application package PeopleCode for this sample (SAD_OLA_DEMO). In each of the
application classes are comments documenting the inner workings of SOLA.


The developer is strongly encouraged to become knowledgeable with the content in all three types of
documentation to gain a comfortable understanding of AAWS and how it interacts within SOLA. When
combined and internalized, this troika of information is intended to educate the developer on the use and
deployment of AAWS within your institution.


Supporting Audience
In the Required Setups section of this appendix you will notice that AAWS has a dependency with other
functional areas; specifically Student Financials and Campus Community. It is very likely that you will need to
establish a close relationship (both technically and functionally) between AAWS and these areas.
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Required Setups
Before you can begin examining and evaluating SOLA, you need to perform the following setups:


Setup Areas See
Enable the CTM, AAWS and SF web services that SOLA
uses to Active.


PeopleTools Integration Broker PeopleBooks


Set up the URL definition SAD_APPL_ATCH. SOLA uses
SAD_APPL_ATCH for attachments.


PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0
PeopleBook, Using Admission Applications Web
Services, “Setting Up the Attachments URL”.


The latest version of the Using Admission Applications
Web Services chapter was posted as part of Recruiting and
Admissions Bundle 27 documentation updates.


Set up the Application Fee Waiver Basis Codes on the
Application Fee Waiver Basis page and AAWS Application
Fee and Waiver Processing parameters on the Application
Center Table page.


PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0
PeopleBook, Building Your Recruiting Structure


Set up the Data Update Rule Entry component to be used
for the transaction.


PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals
PeopleBook, Working with Constituent Transaction
Management.


The latest version of the Working with Constituent
Transaction Management chapter was posted as part of
Campus Community Bundle 27 documentation updates


Set up a transaction or use the delivered admissions
application transaction for testing.


PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals
PeopleBook, Working with Constituent Transaction
Management.


Set up the Application Configuration component. PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0
PeopleBook, Managing PeopleSoft Admission
Transactions, “Configuring Admission Transactions”.


The latest version of the Managing PeopleSoft Admission
Transactions chapter was posted as part of Recruiting and
Admissions Bundle 27 documentation updates.


Set up SOLA and verify whether SOLA is set up properly SOLA Setup and Verification section in this appendix
New User Registration Setup:


To configure a New User Registration context that will
provision access to your Online Application Home
page and transfer the applicant directly to this page after
successfully authenticating to your system.


Using New User Registration Framework chapter.
This chapter has been released as part of the Campus
Community documentation updates for Bundle 27.


Setting Up Online Payment for Application Fee PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0
PeopleBook, Using Admission Applications Web
Services, “Setting Up Hosted Payment”


Web Services Used by SOLA
This table lists the web services that SOLA uses and where you can find documentation about these services:
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Web Service Web Service Operations See
SAD_ADMISSIONS • SAD_CREATEAPPL (Create


admission application)


• SAD_GETAPPL (Get admission
application)


• SAD_GETAPPL_RESP (Get
admission application response)


• SAD_GETAPPLS (Get admission
applications)


• SAD_GETAPPLS_RESP (Get
admission applications response)


• SAD_SAVEAPPL (Save admission
application)


• SAD_SUBMITAPPL (Submit
admission application)


• SAD_GETATTACH (Get admission
attachments)


Using Admission Applications Web
Services PeopleBook chapter


SSF_EPAYMENT_TRANSACTION • SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT
(Initiate an ePayment)


• SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT
(Complete an ePayment)


How to Test AAWS and Hosted
Payment SSF_INITIATE_
EPAYMENT Service Operation
Tester [Doc ID 1349409.1]


Using Admission Applications Web
Services PeopleBook chapter


New User Registration Framework and SOLA
The New User Registration framework, integrated with SOLA, enables an applicant to sign up for a user ID.
The framework provides a sample New User Registration login page that you can customize and deploy to suit
your institution’s requirements. An applicant can use this page to sign into the system or to register for a user
ID. The applicant accesses the New User Registration login page from a link or button you would have added
to your portal (for example: “To apply online, click here”). Once transferred to the New User Registration
login page, the applicant can create a new user ID or use an existing one if the applicant already has one (for
example the applicant has taken courses previously in his or her life). Once authenticated to your system, New
User Registration can provision the applicant with security access to your Online Application component and
then automatically transfer the applicant directly to that page. To do so, a New User Registration Context
specific to Online Application needs to be created.


See Using New User Registration Framework PeopleBook chapter. This chapter has been released as part of
the Campus Community documentation updates for Bundle 27.


Entity Registry and SOLA
This table lists the records and their corresponding entities that are populated through Constituent Staging and
Application Transactions staging tables from SOLA:
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Entity ID Entity Name Staging Record
SCC_ENTITY_20090521054417 Constituent SCC_STG_CONSTIT
SCC_ENTITY_20090520155540 Person Data Effdt SCC_STG_PDE
SCC_ENTITY_20090521053330 Names SCC_STG_NAMES
SCC_ENTITY_20090520155755 Address SCC_STG_ADDR
SCC_ENTITY_20090520155634 Phone SCC_STG_PHONE
SCC_ENTITY_20090521044252 Email Address SCC_STG_EMAIL
SCC_ENTITY_20090520155342 National ID SCC_STG_NID
SCC_ENTITY_20090519160928 Citizenship SCC_STG_CITZN
SCC_ENTITY_20090520035051 Person Data (USA) SCC_STG_PRSDATU
SCC_ENTITY_20090723101739 Emergency Contact SCC_STG_EMG_CNT
SCC_ENTITY_20090723101507 Emergency Phone SCC_STG_EMG_PHN
SCC_ENTITY_20090521094345 Application SAD_APL_DAT_STG
SCC_ENTITY_20090521094125 Career Sequence SAD_APP_CSQ_STG
SCC_ENTITY_20090521093827 Academic Program SAD_APL_PRG_STG
SCC_ENTITY_20090521093651 Academic Plan SAD_APL_PLN_STG
SCC_ENTITY_20090520153020 Student Career (Constituent) SCC_STG_STD_CAR
SCC_ENTITY_20090521090104 Application Attachment SAD_APLATCH_STG
SCC_ENTITY_20090521084930 File Attachment SCC_FATTACH_WRK
SCC_ENTITY_20090521043203 Academic History SCC_STG_ACADHST
SCC_ENTITY_20090520160401 External Academic Data SCC_STG_EXACDDT
SCC_ENTITY_20090521042406 External Degree SCC_STG_EXTDEGR
SCC_ENTITY_20090625090929 Q&A Application Extension SCC_EXTN_STG
N/A N/A SCC_SL_TRNMAP (Records a


mapping between the Transaction
Manager constituent and any
transaction the constituent has
participated.)


See Also
PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, Setting Up Entity Registry chapter. The
latest version of this PeopleBook chapter was posted as part of the Campus Community documentation
updates for Bundle 27.


Functional Flow for SOLA
This section discusses the functional flow of how an applicant registers for a user ID and uses SOLA.


New User Registration
Steps:


1. The applicant registers and authenticates to access your system.
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The applicant should be allowed to access your system by using an existing user ID or by creating a new
one. Delivered with your system is a New User Registration login sample page (Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities, Sample User Interfaces, New User Registration). The page is a sample user
interface that shows how security can be handled to access your system, provision a new or an existing user
ID with the security to access your Online Application page and be automatically transferred to that page.
While the New User Registration login sample page requires a kiosk to be deployed (where the anonymous
user gets logged in as a true user), also delivered with your system is a New User Registration Tester page
(SCC_NUR_TESTER) (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Sample User Interfaces, New
User Registration Tester). This page allows you to evaluate the benefits of integrating a self-service
transaction such as Online Application to New User Registration framework.


Note. Do not deploy the New User Registration Tester page in a production environment.


New User Registration Tester page


2. The applicant can use an existing user ID and password, or can create a new one by selecting the Need
a User ID? Yes/No check box. When doing so the Confirm Password and any other constituent fields
you may want to add to the page are displayed. When the applicant clicks the Create User button, the
system invokes the SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT web service operation. This operation provisions an
applicant with an ID and password as well as some generic roles. If set up with a New User Registration
Context, the New User Registration framework provisions the new or existing user ID with some specific
security roles to access the Online Application page and transfers the applicant directly to that page.


Creating a New Application
Steps:


1. The applicant signs in to access the institution’s Admissions Application home page. The system invokes
the web service operations SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE when the applicant signs into the system
and SAD_GETAPPLS when the applicant reaches the Admissions Application home page.
Because this is the first time the applicant is visiting the institution’s Application Home page, the web
service operation SAD_GETAPPLS will not return any application data.
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SOLA includes a sample Application Home page (SAD_OLA_HOME) (Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities, Sample User Interfaces, Sample Online Application).


Application Home page


2. The applicant selects the institution, academic career, admit term, academic program, academic plan, and
admit type he or she wishes to apply for.


3. The applicant clicks the Create Application button. This invokes the SAD_CREATEAPPL web service
operation.


4. Because this is the first interaction with the institution (from an admissions perspective), the web
service operation SAD_CREATEAPPL minimally creates row(s) in both the constituent record
(SCC_STG_NAMES) and the academic program stack (SAD_APL_DAT_STG, SAD_APL_PLN_STG,
SAD_APL_PRG_STG, and SAD_APP_CSQ_STG).


5. When the applicant clicks the Create Application button, the system displays the first of six pages that
the applicant uses to fill out the application. At this point, the applicant can fill out the application and
submit the application. When the Submit button is clicked, the system invokes the SAD_SUBMITAPPL
service operation.
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One of the six pages for application data entry


6. Instead of entering data in all the six pages at one time, the applicant can fill out the application over several
sessions. To do this, the applicant can click the Save button and the application data is saved to the staging
tables. When the Save button is clicked, the system invokes the SAD_SAVEAPPL service operation.


7. If the applicant elects to cancel the application process, a warning message appears to confirm the
cancellation. The applicant can either continue to cancel the application and nothing will be saved and the
applicant returns returned to the Application Home page. Else, the applicant can go back to the page where
he or she clicked the Cancel button and continue with the application.


8. When SAD_SAVEAPPL or SAD_SUBMITAPPL is invoked by the applicant’s actions, the system
captures all the data that has been entered and saves it to the appropriate staging tables.


Editing Existing Application
Steps:


1. Again through the New User Registration login page (or a custom version of it), the applicant signs in
using an existing user ID. The applicant is automatically transferred to the Online Application page and the
system invokes the SAD_GETAPPLS service operation. This service operation returns all the applications
that pertain to the applicant. To keep this scenario simple, let us assume that there is only one application
that the applicant is working on and therefore the home page displays that application.
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Application Home page displaying one saved application


2. When the applicant clicks the Edit button, the system invokes the SAD_GETAPPL service operation.


Note. The service operation SAD_GETATTCH also gets fired. SAD_GETATTCH will retrieve any
attachments that the applicant submitted in an earlier session.


3. When the applicant clicks the Edit button, the system displays the first of six pages that the applicant
uses to fill out or correct any previously entered data for the application. At this point, the applicant
can fill out the application.


4. The applicant can repeat the above steps as many times as he or she would like until the application is
finally submitted.


Editing Existing Multiple Applications and Reviewing
Multiple Application Statuses
Steps:


1. The applicant signs into the institution’s Admissions Application home page. The system invokes the
SAD_GETAPPLS service operation. This service operation returns all the applications that pertain to the
applicant. This time, let us assume that there are several applications in various states and statuses.


2. The Current Applications grid displays all the applications of the applicant. Let us assume that from this
list of applications, one application has been Submitted. Depending on how you have defined how the
application is to be treated upon submission, the application can either be in Submitted or Posted status.
If the application is in Submitted or Posted status, the only action available to the applicant is to view
that specific application (the applicant cannot edit the application).
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Application Home page with multiple applications


3. If the applicant clicks the View button for the submitted or posted application, the Application View page
(SAD_OLA_VIEW) appears. This page presents in a display-only, linear format, all of the information the
applicant submitted. If the applicant wants to update this application, the Application View page requests
the applicant to contact the Admissions office to initiate any updates. When the applicant clicks the View
button, the system invokes the SAD_GETAPPL service operation.
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Application View page (1 of 3)
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Application View page (2 of 3)
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Application View page (3 of 3)


Note. Notice that External Org ID and Name are blank in the Other Schools Attended section. This is
because the applicant indicated that he or she was unable to locate the school from the External Org ID list
and the School Setup page does not have a default External Org ID.


4. For the remaining application(s) that have yet to be submitted, the applicant can update them as outlined in
the previous Editing Existing Application subsection.


SOLA Pages for Entering Application Data
This subsection discusses the six SOLA pages that the applicant can use to enter application data.
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Basic Information page (SAD_OLA_BASIC)
This is an example of the Basic Information page:


Basic Information page


• This SOLA page captures basic biographical data (that is, name, gender, and birth information). The
system saves the legal name entered here with the name type of Primary. If the applicant enters a name
in the Preferred First Name field, an additional row is written to the SCC_STG_NAMES with a name
type of Preferred.


• When the applicant accesses this page for the first time, the page hides the National ID field. When the
applicant enters a value for Country, the system executes the determineNIDType method. This method
determines whether to display the National ID field based on the setup within NID_TYPE_TBL.
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Note. If the National ID field appears, then the page applies the validation associated with that country’s
national ID number during the save process.


Contact Information page (SAD_OLA_CONTACT)
This is how the system presents the Contact Information page when the applicant accesses it for the first time.
Note that the page hides the permanent and mailing address fields:


Contact Information page


• The page hides the address fields to support address formats based on a specific country. SOLA supports
address formats for the following countries:
• (ARG) Argentina
• (AUS) Australia
• (BRA) Brazil
• (CAN) Canada
• (CHN) China
• (FRA) France
• (IND) India
• (SNG) Singapore
• (USA) United States


• When the applicant selects anyone of these countries, SOLA will display the address format specific
to that country:
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Contact Information page for a particular country


• If the applicant selects a country other than those mentioned previously, the page renders a default
address format.


• To copy the permanent address values to the mailing address fields, the applicant can select the Mailing
Address Same as Permanent check box. When the applicant selects this check box, the system executes the
copyPermAddressToMailAddress method to copy the values supplied in the Permanent Address fields to
the Mailing Address fields. After copying, the page hides this check box. However, on any subsequent
return to this page, the check box will again appear.


Note. If the applicant changes the country value for any of the address types, this SOLA page will blank out any
previously saved address information for that address type. The handling of name, address and other personal
information in SOLA represents design examples of how delivered web services can support a user interface.


Emergency Contact page (SAD_OLA_CONTACT)
This is an example of the Emergency Contact page:
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Emergency Contact page


The address functionality on this page is similar to the Contact Information page.


Academics page (SAD_OLA_ACAD)
This is an example of the Academics page:
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Academics page


• This is an example of how the Academics page is displayed when an applicant accesses it for the first
time. This is done to preserve a predefined sequence numbering schema associated with the admissions
application history.


• If the applicant indicates that he or she was home schooled, the system writes a row to
SCC_STG_ACADHST with a sequence number of one. Information pertaining to the Last School
Attended will be assigned a sequence number of 2. The system will increment the sequence number for
each Other Schools Attended record that the applicant adds.


• If the applicant does not indicate that he or she was home schooled, then the information pertaining to the
Last School Attended will get a sequence number of one.


• If the applicant is unable to find his or her institution in the External Org ID drop down list, then they have
the option of indicating such by selecting the I can’t find my school check box. When the applicant selects
this check box, the page displays additional fields that the applicant can use to specify the school details.
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Academics page with the I can’t find my school check box selected


• When the applicant selects the check box, the system disables the External Org ID field and marks the
School Name field as a required field. All other fields are optional.


Note. Suppose you have indicated that the application requires manual reconciliation for both home school
and unlisted school on the School Setup page of the Application Configuration component. In such a case,
if the applicant indicates that he or she was either home schooled or is unable to locate his or her institution
or indicates both, then the application will get a status of Error when submitted.


Suppose you have specified a default External Org ID for both home school and unlisted school on the
School Setup. In such a case, if the applicant indicates that he or she was either home schooled or is unable
to locate his or her institution or indicates both, then the system automatically populates the default
External Org ID when application is submitted.
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Note. If the applicant provides more than one school identified as I can’t find my school, only the first will
receive the default Org ID and the subsequent schools Org IDs will be set to blank and a reconciliation
error will be generated.


• If the applicant has entered the level of study and the dates attended, the system writes a row to
SCC_STG_EXACDDT.


Note. The applicant must supply all three values: level of study (external career), and both to and from
dates in order to write to SCC_STG_EXACDDT.


• If the applicant has entered a degree and the date in which the degree was obtained, the system writes a
row to SCC_STG_EXTDEGR.


Note. The applicant must supply both the degree and degree date values to write to SCC_STG_EXTDEGR.


• When the applicant enters an External Org ID or a school name, then the fields in the Other Schools
Attended group box become available. Same rules mentioned previously apply to the fields in the Other
Schools Attended group box


• The applicant can enter as many additional Other Schools Attended records by clicking the plus sign
button. Conversely, clicking the minus sign button will delete an Other Schools Attended record.


Note. The system performs duplicate checking on Org IDs when the applicant supplies both a Last School
Attended and at least one Other Schools Attended. In addition, SOLA checks for duplicate Org IDs in the
Other Schools Attended when more than one is supplied by the applicant.


Other page (SAD_OLA_OTHER)
This is an example of the Other page:
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Other page


• The questions that appear in the Attachments and Additional Questions group boxes are derived from the
PeopleTools message catalog.


• The Additional Questions group box uses the sample Q&A Application Extension entity.


Submit page (SAD_OLA_SUBMIT)
This is an example of the Submit page:
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Submit page


• When the applicant electronically signs the application (that is, selects the I certify check box on the
Submit page), the Submit button becomes available.


• Clicking the Submit button submits that application. Depending on how you have defined the application
to be processed during submission, the application can take many routes. Refer to the “Setting Up
Application Processing Centers” section in the Building Your Recruiting Structure chapter to fully
understand the submit process.
See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, Building Your Recruiting Structure, “Setting
Up Application Processing Centers” to understand application fee processing on submission.


Note. The handling of attachments, additional questions, and messaging regarding the completion of an
application illustrated by SOLA represents design examples of how delivered web services can support a user
interface and these design examples are not intended to be deployed for your applicants.


Paying Application Fees or Requesting Fee Waiver
After Submitting Application
Steps:


1. Once the applicant completes the application and is ready to submit the application, the applicant clicks the
Submit button.


2. If a fee is required with the option to pay later as defined on the Application Center Table setup page,
the applicant is presented with a message to pay the fee/request a waiver now or defer payment until
later. If the student selects the Yes button, they are taken to the Fee/Waiver Page. If they select the No
button, they are taken to the Submit Page.


Message for payment options


3. If a fee is required as defined on the Application Center Table setup page, the applicant is presented with the
Fee/Waiver page (SAD_OLA_FEECALC), where he or she may request a waiver or pay the fee. Actions
allowed on this page are governed by the options defined on the Application Center Table setup page.
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Fee/Waiver page (Paying Application Fees)


4. When the applicant clicks the Pay Fees Now button, the system invokes the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT
service operation. The system uses the information from the response of this service operation to redirect
the applicant to the third party payment provider, where additional payment information is collected to pay
the fees. This is accomplished by setting the value of the HTML_AREA on page SAD_OLA_3RDPARTY
to the value of the element SCC_HTML_STRING from the SSF_INITIATE_EPAYMENT response. A
transfer to page SAD_OLA_3RDPARTY will launch the applicant to the third party payment provider. For
an example of the SCC_HTML_STRING, refer to the “Payment Integration Web Services Operations”
section of the Using Admissions Application Web Services chapter.


Note. The third party payment provider will require return URLs in order to navigate the applicant back to
Campus Solutions after processing the transaction. These return URLs should correspond to the Weblib
functions defined in the Hosted Payment Adapter Settings. The system delivers iScripts for SOLA to
handle the post back from the third party payment provider.
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Hosted Payment Adapter page


In the above example graphic, the success URL can be defined in the third party payment
provider site as https://schoolserver/psc/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/s/WEBLIB_SAD_OLA.SAD_OLA_
AWS.FieldFormula.IScript_Successful_Payment_TP.


Important! If the school is already using the Hosted Payment feature in Self Service Make a Payment
or Cashiering, a new Hosted Payment Adapter needs to be created in order to use the delivered iScripts
for SOLA. The new Hosted Payment Adapter may point to the same Application Class ID the school
is already using.


Adapter Table page
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For more details, refer to the Campus Solutions 9.0 Electronic Payment Integration Developer’s Reference
Guide on how to set up the Hosted Payment Adapter Setting. In addition to creating a new adapter, the
new iScripts will need to be defined in the permission list security for the applicant.
The new SOLA iScripts will invoke the SSF_COMPLETE_EPAYMENT service operation. This service
operation will authorize the payment and complete the application.


5. If a fee waiver option has been selected within the Application Center Table component, then the applicant
can request a waiver and click the Request Waiver button.


Fee/Waiver page (Requesting Waiver)


Note. The display of captured data and the use of application fee payment illustrated by SOLA represent
design examples of how delivered web services can support a user interface.


Data Flow
This section discusses how the SOLA pages and the SQL tables exchange application data.


Campus Solutions SOLA Pages to SQL Tables
Flow:


1. The applicant enters data into the SOLA page.
2. The fields in each SOLA page reflect one or more SQL views. Each view represents the specific type


of data that SOLA is collecting (that is, address, emergency contact, academic data and so on.). The
views themselves are not traditional database views, but hollow views that exist merely to collect and
display the data on the SOLA page.


3. When the applicant clicks the Save or Submit button, SOLA copies the data within each view to the view’s
corresponding entity in the Entity Registry. This is how SOLA processes the data into the entity:
• The method associated with each entity performs any necessary data validation.
• The toXMLNode method then converts the entity content into an XML representation that the


SOAP-based web services require.
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• Once all the data is entered in the SOLA pages and their respective views have been processed, SOLA
sends the XML request and invokes the SAD_SAVEAPPL web service operation.


• The SAD_SAVEAPPL service operation then takes the XML request string and deconstructs it node
by node back into an entity.


• As each node is filled up with data, SAD_SAVEAPPL invokes the corresponding Entity Registry ID.


Note. SOLA may look like any standard component in Campus Solutions, but the key concept to understand
is that the data entered on the SOLA pages never directly interact with the SQL table(s) as it does in other
Campus Solutions pages.


SQL Tables to Campus Solutions SOLA Pages
Flow:


1. The applicant signs into institution’s Admissions Application home page and accesses the SOLA
component.


2. Assuming that this is not the first time the applicant is visiting the Admissions Application page, SOLA
invokes the SAD_GETAPPLS web service operation. The SAD_GETAPPLS_RESP XML message
contains all the key values for the applicant’s applications.


3. This key information is presented in a grid format for the applicant to choose from, the applicant also has
the option to create an entirely new application.


4. The applicant clicks the View button or the Edit button for an existing application and SOLA passes the
key values for that specific application to the SAD_GET_APPL web service operation.


5. The SAD_GETAPPL_RESP XML response message contains all the data (both constituent and academic)
associated with that specific application.


6. SOLA deconstructs the XML response message node by node and moves this deconstructed message to
the corresponding SQL Views within the application page(s) in SOLA.


7. Once the XML response has been deconstructed, SOLA displays the page(s) to the applicant.


SOLA Setup and Verification
This section discusses the required setup and the verification to ensure that SOLA is configured properly.


Step 1: Update Admissions URL
Procedure:


1. Access the URL Maintenance component (PeopleTools, Utilities, Administration, URLs).
2. Enter SAD_APPL_ATCH in the Search by field:
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Searching for SAD_APPL_ATCH


3. Click the Search button.
4. Verify whether a URL value (either a File Server or Database) has been supplied.


Step 2: Create New Roles
Procedure:


1. Access the Roles component (PeopleTools, Security, Permissions & Roles, Roles).


2. For New User Registration, see the Using New User Registration Framework chapter for setup instructions
on how to add role name CS - NUR GateKeeper.


3. For SOLA, complete the following steps:


a. Add role name as Online Application Demo:


Adding a role for SOLA


b. Click the Add button.
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c. Add the description as Online Application Demo:


Adding description for the SOLA role


d. Add the permission list HCCPCSSA1190:


Adding a permission list for the SOLA role


Step 3: Create New User Accounts
Procedure:


1. Access the User Profiles component (PeopleTools, Security, User Profiles).
2. Add SCC_GUEST.
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Adding the guest account


3. On the General page, enter values as shown in the following graphic:


Note. For password, choose a password of your choice.


General page


4. On the ID page, enter values as shown in this graphic:
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ID page


5. On the Roles page, enter values as shown in this graphic:


Roles page


6. Save your changes.


Step 4: Set Up Integration Broker (IB)
Verify that minimal IB setup and service configuration is performed.


Verifying IB Gateway
Procedure:


1. Access the Gateways component (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Configuration, Gateways).
2. Select that Integration Gateway ID for which the Local Gateway is set to Y.
3. Verify that the URL is pointing to the correct gateway.
4. Ensure that the gateway can be pinged by clicking the Ping Gateway button. You should see this page


if the gateway is pinged successfully:
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PeopleSoft Integration Gateway page


Verifying IB Nodes
Procedure:


1. Access the Nodes component (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Nodes).
2. Click the Search button and scroll through the search results list looking for the Node Name where the


Default Local Node is Y. There should be only one default local node.
3. On the Connectors page, click the Ping Node button.
4. Verify that the Gateway ID is pointing to the local gateway that you previously just pinged. If it is not,


change the Gateway ID so that it is.
5. When you click the Ping Node button, you should see Success in the message text.


Verifying that the Domain Status is Active
Procedure:


1. Access the Domain Status page (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Service Operations Monitor,
Administration, Domain Status).


2. Verify that the domain status is Active.


Verifying Service Configuration
Procedure:


1. Access the Service Configuration page (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Configuration, Service
Configuration).


2. Verify that a service configuration exists.


Note
Do not continue if any of the verification steps mentioned in this section “Step 4: Set Up Integration Broker
(IB)” fail. Resolve the failed steps before continuing.


Step 5: Configure Routings
Procedure:


1. Access the Services page (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Services).
2. Generate Any to Local and Local to Local routings for the following six web service operations of


the SAD_ADMISSIONS web service:
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• SAD_CREATEAPPL.v1
• SAD_GETAPPL.v1
• SAD_GETAPPLS.v1
• SAD_GETATTACH.v1
• SAD_SAVEAPPL.v1
• SAD_SUBMITAPPL.v1


The six service operations of SAD_ADMISSIONS service


To generate these routings and verify that the operation status is Active:


1. For each operation, on the General page select both the Generate Any to Local check box and the
Generate Local to Local check box.


2. Make sure that the service operation is Active. If the status is not active, select the Active check box.
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3. Save your changes. When you save, the system updates the routing status to Exists for both routing actions:


General page after save (1 of 2)


General page after save (2 of 2)


4. Click the Return to Service link.
5. Repeat the steps 1 through 4 for the remaining operations.


For new user registration also you must perform the same steps:


1. Access the Services page (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Services).
2. Generate Any to Local and Local to Local routings for the following two web service operations of the


SCC_USERREG web service:
• SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE.v1
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• SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT.v1


The two service operations of SCC_USERREG service


3. Repeat the preceding steps for generating routings and ensuring that the status is Active.


Step 6: Set Up Integration Broker – ANONYMOUS Node
Procedure:


1. Access the Nodes component (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Nodes).
2. Search for the ANONYMOUS node name.
3. On the Node Definitions page, change the Default User ID to SCC_GUEST.
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Node Definitions page


4. On the WS Security page, change the Authentication Token Type to Username Token.
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WS Security page


5. Save your changes.


Step 7: Publish Web Services
Procedure:


1. Access the Provide Web Service Wizard (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Web services, Provide Web
Service).


2. Ensure all the operations for the SAD_ADMISSIONS and SCC_USERREG web services are published.
Search for SAD_ADMISSIONS service name:
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Select Services page


3. Click the Select All button and click the Next button.
4. On the Select Service Operations page, click the Select All button and click the Next button.


Select Service Operations page


5. On the View WSDL page, click the Next button.
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View WSDL page


6. On the Specify Publishing Options page, click the Finish button.


Specify Publishing Options page


7. Repeat the steps for the SCC_USERREG web service.


Step 8: Refresh HCM Registry Cache
Procedure:


1. Access the HCM Interface Registry page (Set Up HRMS, System Administration, HCM Registry, Service
Registry).


HCM Interface Registry page


2. Click the Refresh Cache button.
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Note. The message Processing displays and remains on the page. There is no other message displayed.


Step 9: Set Up New User Registration Tester
Procedure:


1. Access the New User Registration Context component (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities,
New User Registration, New User Registration Context).


2. Click the Add a New Value tab.
3. Add the DEFAULT_CONTEXT New User Registration Context as shown in this graphic:


New User Registration Context for SOLA


4. Select the Default check box.
5. In the Node Name field, you must select a node marked as Default Local Node = Y.
6. Save your changes.


Step 10: Verifying Your SOLA Setup
Procedure:


1. Sign into Campus Solutions using your institution’s master user ID and password.
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Signing into CS


2. Access the New User Registration Tester page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Sample
User Interfaces, New User Registration Tester).


New User Registration Tester page with sign-in fields


3. Select the Need a User ID? Yes/No check box.
4. Fill out the New User Registration Tester page as shown in this figure:
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New User Registration Tester page with the filled out user registration fields


Note. For the password field, choose a password of our own.


5. Click the Create User button. On clicking this button, the system transfers you to Sample Online
Application home page:


Blank Online Application Home page


6. Fill out the Create A New Application section. Select values for:
• Institution.
• Academic Career.
• Admit Term.
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• Academic Program.
• Academic Plan.
• Admit Type.


Home page with the values for creating a new application


7. Click the Create Application button.
8. Change the value for the Gender field to Female.
9. Save your changes. When you save, a message should be displayed indicating that the application was


successfully saved:


Message indicating that application has been saved


10. Click OK and sign out.
11. Sign back in using the newly created ID (that is, JSmith):
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Signing into CS using the ID created through New User Registration tester page


12. Access the Sample Online Application component (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities,
Sample User Interfaces, Sample Online Application).


Home page with the saved application


13. Click the Edit button.
14. You should be able to see the application you started and the previously saved Gender change.
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Basic Information page with the saved value


15. If you have made it this far, then the database is configured correctly for AAWS, SOLA, and New User
Registration. If not, then verify that the preceding setup steps have been performed correctly.
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